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ABSTRACT

This dissertation uses the writings of sailors, traders, and diplomats, American
missionaries, and Hawaiian chiefs, as well as anthropological theories and ethnographic
insights about Hawaiian culture to examine the cultural milieu created by western
sojourners in Hawaii, contestation over the interrelated issues of morality, sexuality,
religion, economics, and politics that occurred with the arrival of American evangelists,
and the ways in which Hawaiian chiefs and commoners negotiated a delicate and
calculated path between the embattled imperialist forces in their islands. This study
places Hawaiian experiences within the broader outlines of American social, religious,
and expansionist history. It offers a distinctly new interpretation of imperial relations in
Hawaii, one that others may choose to build upon.
In the past two decades, scholars of postmodernism and subaltern studies have
devised new approaches to examining western imperialism in Afiica, India, and China.
However, only a handful of scholarly works have focused on western imperialism in
Hawaii. Following trends in colonial scholarship and anthropological theory, particularly
the work of Marshall Sahlins, this study uses an ethnographic approach to explain how
Hawaiians viewed the religious, social, political, and cultural changes that resulted from
the presence of foreigners in their kingdom and their responses to the challenges of
imperialism. As such, this dissertation is highly interdisciplinary and draws upon the
secondary literature in anthropology, missiology, colonialism, and Native American
history.
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The issue of Hawaiian sovereignty has received national attention in recent years.
Most scholars date the loss of Hawaiian independence to the moment in 1893 when U.S.
Marines helped dethrone Queen Lili'uokalani. In reality, the forces that led to the
annexation of the islands to the United States began with Captain James Cook's 1778
arrival in Hawaii. By focusing on the complex relations between two polarized groups of
foreigners—American missionaries and western traders, sailors, and diplomats—^and
Hawaiian chiefs and commoners, this study reveals how the combined effects of western
economic, religious, cultural, and political imperialism, cultural disintegration, native
factionalism, and chiefly miscalculation created the context for the loss of Hawaiian
political and economic control after 1839, much earlier than previously asserted in the
literature.

FIGURE 1
MAP OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

II

INTRODUCTION

When compared with other regions of the United States, scholars have paid
relatively little attention to Hawaiian history as a part of the national story. In fact, a
perusal of most American history college textbooks indicates that some scholars might
think that the history of the Hawaiian Islands, or Sandwich Islands, was not a part of the
American story at all.' Granted, most of Hawaiian history may not ofiHcially fall under
the rubric of American history because the United States did not acquire the islands as a
territory until the end of the nineteenth century. Yet, well before this, Americans and
other European imperialists had great influence and power in this small island kingdom.
To this day, the descendents of powerful interest groups in Hawaii continue to
fight the old imperialist battles over the history of the Sandwich Islands in word and
deed.^ Generally, these people have presented two conflicting versions of the story.
First, missionaries and their descendants portrayed the natives as the beneficiaries of
evangelical efforts to introduce Christianity and western concepts of civilization. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, western merchants at the islands and their heirs depict
happy island peoples forced to change their ways under an oppressive and dictatorial
missionary rule. Since the 1960s, native Hawaiians have added some complexity to these

' Generally, most US history college textbooks contain one or two short paragraphs on the history of
Hawaii as it pertains to the overthrow of Queen Lili'uokalani and the Kingdom's annexation to the United
States at the end of the 19" century.
~ Few of the representatives of these interest groups who have written Hawaiian history have any
training as historians.
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narrative structures by taking over as the foremost critics of American Protestant
evangelism at the islands. Finding fault with the influence of all outsiders, such writers
placed most of the blame for the loss of their culture and sovereignty on missionary
shoulders. Burdened by their desires to attain sovereignty for their people, some
Hawaiian writers tend to conflate and compress all of Hawaiian history into one single
episode: the overthrow of Queen Lili'uokalani and their kingdom's eventual annexation
to the United States. Still others compress time even further. For example, to this day,
many native Hawaiians continue to call the descendents of early nineteenth-century
evangelists, "missionaries," despite the fact that few, if any, follow that calling. At the
same time, these so-called missionaries continue to defend the actions of their ancestors
as they seek to maintain their economic dominance and political influence in the state.
Hawaiian history has suffered fi-om these agendas, as well as scholarly inattention.^
During the first half of the twentieth century, two scholars endeavored to offer a
more balanced portrait of Hawaiian history. Ralph S. Kuykendall's The Hawaiian
Kingdom, 1778-1854 presents the first comprehensive general narrative of the islands'
^ For a few examples of works that support the missionary faction, see, Samuel M. Kamakau, Ruling
Chiefs of Hawaii, (Honolulu: The Kamehameha School Press, 1992), Emma Lyons Doyle, Makua Liana:
The Story of Lorenzo Lyons, (Honolulu: Star-Bulletin, 1952), Walter Frear, Anti-Missionary Criticism with
Reference to Hawaii. Honolulu: Advertiser Publishing Co., Ltd., 1935), Albertine Loomis, Grapes of
Canaan, Hawaii 1820: The True Story of Hawaii's Missionaries, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1972). For native Hawaiian interpretations of western imperialism in Hawaii, see, Haunani Kay Trask,
From a Native Daughter: Coioniaiism and Sovereignty in Hawai'i, (Monroe, Maine: Common Courage
Press, 1993) and Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in
Harmony?, (Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992). The newspaperman Abraham Fomander often
criticized the mission in print, although he did offer some praise for the evangelists' efforts to educate
Hawaiians. See, Eleanor H. Davis, Abraham Fornander: A Biography, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1979), 66,94, 114-115,118-119, 144-145. Loiter he wrote a history of the Polynesian race.
Abraham Fornander, An Account of the Polynesian Race its Origins and Migrations, (Rutland, Vermont:
Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1969). In the video documentary, Hawai'i's Last Queen, Hawaiians and missionary
descendents offer radically different interpretations of the history of western imperialism in the Sandwich
Islands.
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history based on a thorough perusal of archival materials. Similarly, in The American
Frontier in Hawaii: The Pioneers 1789-1843, Harold Whitman Bradley offers a balanced
narrative of the islands' history. Products of their time, both of these are fine works,
whose authors' attempt to offer the "facts objectively," especially with regard to
controversial issues."* However, both are void of the insights that come from recent
scholarly theories from fields such as anthropology, Pacific studies, and ethnohistory.^
In the last few decades, some professional anthropologists and historians have
sought to understand the complexities of Hawaiian history. Foremost among them, the
anthropologist Marshall Sahlins led the call for a new interpretation of events at the
islands. In his collection of essays. Islands of History, Sahlins stresses the importance of
using the structure of Sandwich Island culture as a means of analyzing native
understandings of foreign contact. He argues that when native structure met the event of
foreign contact, the "situational synthesis of the two" became a "'structure of
conjuncture.'"^ Foremost, this concept emphasizes that both westemers and natives
interpreted the event of contact according to their own radically different cultures. As
such, Sahlins is able to show how native Hawaiians interpreted the arrival of the British
explorer. Captain James Cook, according to their own religious and political cosmology.

* Ralph S. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 1778-1854: Foundation and Transformation,
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1938).
' Harold Whitman Bradley, The American Frontier in Hawaii: The Pioneers, 1789-1843, (Stanford;
Stanford University Press, 1942).
^ Marshall Sahlins, Islands of History, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), xiv. See also,
Marshall Sahlins, Historical Metaphors and Mythical Realities: Structure in the Early History of the
Sandwich Island Kingdom, (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press, 1981).
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Consequently, he makes the islanders, rather than western imperialists, the center of their
own history.
In both Islands of History and Historical Metaphors and Mythical Realities:
Structure in the Early History of the Sandwich Island Kingdom, Sahlins argues that the
performative nature of the structure of Hawaiian culture allowed the Sandwich Islanders
to incorporate foreign encounters, ideas, and objects into their cosmology in a flexible
way.^ That is, because Hawaiians did not prescribe roles or relationships—but, instead,
interpreted events and actions according to mythical relationships of the akua (gods)—
they were able integrate what had been heretofore unknown into their culture as if it had
always been known. While this concept brilliantly elucidates the disastrous events that
led to Captain Cook's demise—^which are the focus of the Sahlins' work—it fails to make
sense of later events, especially the chiefs' 1819 overthrow of the central tenets of
Hawaiian cosmology.
In the last two decades, some historians have applied current trends of analysis to
Hawaiian history. In the 1980s, historians such as Patricia Grimshaw and Mary Zweip
applied gender analysis as a means of interpreting the lives of missionary women at the
islands during the first half of the nineteenth century. However, their narrow focus leaves
the picture of Hawaiian history incomplete. More recently, Elizabeth Buck employed
Marxist-informed poststructuralist theory to present an absorbing portrait of the cooption
and commodification of the hula by westerners in Hawaii. She demonstrates that current
^ Rather than behaving according to prescribed rules, Hawaiians interpreted their actions as conforming
to the mythological events and behaviors of their ancestors. Therefore, Sahlins described Hawaiian culture
as performative, rather than prescriptive.
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presentations of the hula for the tourist industry present a "tamed and domesticated ...
myth of paradise" that obscures western imperialism and domination in Hawaiian
history.^ Finally, la few scholars place the Sandwich Islanders at the center of their
history. For example, in Native Land and Foreign Desires, Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa
utilizes Hawaiian cosmology to show how western imperialists undermined and
transformed native political structures and relationships to the land. In the same way,
John Chariot uses the feather skirt of the young princess, Nahi'ena'ena, to represent
symbolically the uncertainty and equivocation she felt with regard to both her traditional
culture and the new one offered by Christian missionaries.^
Despite these scholarly inroads in recent years, our understanding of Hawaiian
history in general—^and western imperialism, in particular—remains incomplete. The
period between 1778 and 1839, especially, continues to be obscured by almost two
centuries of exertion by interest groups who sought to defend their actions and advance
their interests at the islands. Yet, the events of these decades provide the crucial context
for understanding the dramatic transformations that occurred at the islands aiter 1840.
These changes included the establishment of a western system of governance with a
written constitution, the implementation of capitalist system of individual property
ownership, and the eventual overthrow of Hawaiian monarchy at the end of the
' Elizabeth Buck, Paradise Remade: The Politics of Culture and History in Hawai 7, (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1993), 8.
' Patricia Grimshaw, Paths of Duty: American Missionary Wives in Nineteenth-Century Hawaii,
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989). Maiy Zweip, Pilgrim Path: The First Company of Women
Missionaries to Hawaii, (}AaA\san: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991). Buck, Paradise Remade. John
Chariot, "The Feather Skirt of Nahi'ena'ena; An innovation in Postcontact Hawaiian Art," The Journal of
Polynesian Society, vol. 100, no. 2, 119-165.
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nineteenth century. By 1820, after more than forty years of contact with westerners,
Hawaiian ali 7 nui (chiefs) had officially overthrown the religious system that had made
them gods on earth. During that decade, the majority of these chiefs aligned themselves
with American Protestant missionaries—who had arrived in 1820—to fight a battle
against other western imperialists for control over the destiny of their kingdom. These
issues, however, cannot be explained simply by the trope, "good missionaries who helped
poor Hawaiians against bad foreigners," as has previously been the case.
This work expands our understanding of western imperialism in the Sandwich
Islands from the moment of first western contact in 1778 through 1839, when Hawaiian
chiefs restructured their government along western lines. In the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, the cultural milieu created by western sailors and traders
undermined the Sandwich Islanders' religious and political economy. As a result, in
1819, the Hawaiian chiefs set aside the kapu (taboo) system that had structiu«d island life
since time immemorial. Shortly thereafter, in 1820, American Protestant missionaries
arrived in Hawaii, hoping to impose their version of Christian civilization on the
islanders. However, they unknowingly blundered into a complex set of relationships
established over the previous three decades between Hawaiian chiefs and resident
American and European traders. As a result, by the end of the 1830s, their actions set into
motion a series of events that threatened the sovereignty of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The
cultural assumptions, ideological values, and actions of three separate groups of people
thus converged to create dynamic and shifting relationships of power at the islands that
cannot be explained by simplistic plot structures.
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Anthropological theories and recent trends of analysis provide usefiil tools for
understanding indigenous responses to western imperialism in late eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century Hawaii. The concept of liminality is useful for thinking about the
changes that the Sandwich Islanders experienced as a result of western contact. A person
who is liminal functions outside the known structures and norms of his or her society. In
Native American societies, liminality usually occurred during rites of passage.
According to the anthropologist Mary Douglas, those who experience this sort of
transition are neither one thing nor the other: they embody ambiguity.Therefore,
during the liminal period, subjects are dangerous to themselves and others because by its
very nature ambiguity is threatening. Similarly, after the overthrow of the kapu system,
the Sandwich Islanders experienced a period of transition that was plagued by
uncertainty. In particular, the chiefs' hegemonic domination over the commoners was no
longer assured. The American evangelists offered the ali 7 nui a means of ending the
ambiguity of their status by embracing the western concept of the Christian ruler or
monarch. The anthropological concept of liminality thus helps us understand how the
uncertainty of transition led Hawaii's leaders to embrace Calvinist Christianity.
Liminality also provides a useful tool for thinking about the actions of western
sailors and merchants in the Sandwich Islands. In her monograph. Imperial Leather,
Anne McClintok has argued that during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries, European explorers, sailors, and conquistadors entered a liminal state as they
sailed beyond the known boundaries of their world. They became creatures of transition
Victor W. Turner, "Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites de Passage," Proceedings of
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as they penetrated unfamiliar territories. All of the old rules and norms no longer
applied. Consequently, these Europeans both posed a threat to the indigenous peoples
they met and risked their own lives. In response, European explorers and others named,
classified, and feminized all they encountered in order to gain a psychological sense of
control of those they feared, while extending their own normative boundaries."
Liminality can be extended to include the complex set of relations during the
1820s and 1830's between foreign sailors and merchants, American missionaries, and
Hawaiians. Like McClintok's explorers, American and European sailors and traders who
traveled to the Sandwich Islands experienced transition as they physically sailed away
&om the known structures and norms of their society. Once they made their way around
the tip of South America, they welcomed their status as liminal beings and all it entailed.
Unlike McClintok's explorers' need to gain control over their ambiguous state, these men
felt happy to leave the old norms behind because this allowed them to indulge their
physical passions, gain economic advantage over native peoples, and gave them political
power that had previously been denied them. On the other hand, American Protestant
missionaries repudiated this state. Instead, they set out to extend the boundaries of
western civilization and Christianity to include the Sandwich Islands. They contended
that space and time could not be used as a justification for shelving the established norms
of western Protestant culture. Thus, in the Sandwich Islands, two groups—foreign sailors
and traders, and Hawaiians—lived as creatures of transition, while a third group—
the Annual Spring Meeting of the American Ethnological Society, 1964, 7.
'' Ibid. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo,
(Boston: Ark Paperbacks, 1984), 94-113.
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missionaries—worked to integrate the others within the norms of white middle-class
Protestant American culture.'^
Although no longer popular among academics, the Althussererian concept of
''modes of production" provides a useftil tool for understanding the alliance established
between American Protestant evangelists and Hawaii's leaders during the mid-1820s and
1830s. According to Elizabeth Buck, Louis Althusser theorized that societies usually
privilege either the ideological, economic, or political levels that form the mode of
production, creating the overall character of a society. In any given society, one of these
levels tends to be dominant and in a constant state of contestation with one or both of the
other levels. As Charles Sellers pointed out in his chapter on "God and Mammon" in his
work The Market Revolution, during the first half of the nineteenth century, American
society existed in a state of flux. Various groups battled to determine the nature of their
world. In particular, evangelical sects like the Calvinists—who looked to the past for
inspiration—fought to maintain religion as the center of American life. They struggled
against market-oriented sects like the Unitarians, who sought to eschew the moral
constraints of the past in favor of a more modem and secular society. American
missionaries and merchants brought these battles with them to the Sandwich Islands. In
the case of the Hawaiians and the Calvinist missionaries, their religious beliefs structured
both their actions and worldview. Moreover, Hawaiian cosmology did not distinguish
between religious belief and political power. On the other hand, the western traders in

Anne McClintok, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest, (New York;
Routledge, 1995), 24-25.
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Hawaii, many of whom had Unitarian ties, saw economics as the most important aspect
of social expression. Under such circumstances, it proved inevitable that these groups
would clash with one another. Consequently, while recognizing that most Hawaiian
chiefs adopted Christianity for complex reasons, comprehending that both missionaries
and Sandwich Islanders privileged religion (ideology) over politics and economics makes
it easier to understand why Hawaii's leaders would adopt a belief system that proved so
antithetical to their own. Thus, the Althussererian concept of modes of productions helps
to make sense of the both the ideological clashes and the political alignments of
merchants, missionaries, and Hawaiian chiefs in the Sandwich Islands.'^
While recent historiographical trends provide a means for dissecting the
complexities of western imperialism in Hawaii, they also prove problematic. In the early
1980s, the subaltern studies movement worked to restore voice and agency to the
subaltern peasant, workers, and colonial subjects. By the middle of the decade, a
postmodern perspective began to dominate these studies. Academics who employed
postmodernism argued that discursive modes and colonial structures formed a web of
relations that ensured white European dominance over native colonial subjects. This
theoretical framework subsumed the subaltern voice, insisting that colonial subjects were
powerless to act in the face western discursive preeminence. Thus, native peoples faded
from the center of these works as researchers sought to illuminate the myriad forms of
western hegemonic power. In response to postmodemism's lack of explanatory power, in
the late 1980s, some scholars embraced postcolonial theory. This conceptual framework
Buck, Paradise Remade, 21. ChaT\es SeWeis, The Maritet Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-
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restored the authentic voice of the native, while reaffirming the ail-important dichotomy
between westerners and the ''other." Unfortunately, the chronological framework of this
mode of analysis limited scholars to thinking of native peoples only in relation to the
establishment of colonial power. Finally, the postcolonialists insistence that the West had
invented the East, once again privileged the western imperial "self over the native
"other.""^
Some scholars have come to realize that postmodernism, postcolonialism, and
subaltem studies lack the explanatory power necessary to make sense of the complex set
of relationships between western imperialists and indigenous cultures. They point out
that academics using these theories tend to essentialize imperialists as well as the "other,"
while making assumptions about the totalizing nature of westem hegemony. In
particular, scholars of missiology such as Saurabh Dube, Geoffrey Oddie, and Alan M.
Guenther have shown that imperial design and discourse were not monolithic. Instead,
different groups of imperialists, such as colonial administrators or religious missionaries,
had their own agendas and projects. Furthermore, historians of the Pacific, such as Alex
Calder, Jonathan Lamb, and Bridget Orr, have recognized that those who employ
subaltem studies and postcolonial discourse theory represent their subjects in global
terms because they have agendas that apply to specific areas of the world involved in a
sophisticated market economy. While colonial projects in the Middle East, India, and

1846, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 236.
*'* Richard M. Eaton, "(Re)iniag(in)ing Other2ness: A Postmortem for the Postmodern in India,"
Journal of World History, Spring 2000,57-78.
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Latin America may have been all encompassing, those in the Pacific failed as often as
they succeeded.'^
Building on these understandings and critiques of subaltern studies,
postmodernism, and postcolonialism, this work balances an awareness of the complex
web of relations of power with recognition that the imperialist project in Hawaii was
anything but hegemonic. In the 1820s and 1830s, the foreign community there
comprised no more than 500 persons. Moreover, while some traders, as well as the
American evangelists, had a great deal of influence with the chiefs, it does the Hawaiian
people a disservice to assume that the influence of foreigners proved paramount.
Furthermore, this work acknowledges that to stereotype the imperialist is as problematic
as to essentialize the so-called native "other." Not only did missionaries, sailors, and
traders have different agendas, but as Geof&ey Oddie has pointed out, to speak of
dominant projects implies the existence of subordinate ones. Clearly, even missionaries
at the Sandwich Islands failed to present a single, united imperialist voice. Likewise,
Hawaiians had their own distinct and conflicting agendas and therefore responded to
foreign designs accordingly.'^

Ibid. Saurabh Dube, "Patemaiism and Freedom: The Evangelical Encounter in Colonial
Chhattisgarh, Central India," Modem Asian Studies, vol. 29, no. 1,171-201. Geoffrey A. Oddie,
'"Orientalism' and British Protestant Missionary Constructions of India in the Nineteenth Century," South
Asia, vol. xvii, no. 2,27-42. Alan M. Guenther, "The Image of the Prophet as Found in Missionary
Writings of the Late Nineteenth Century," The Muslim World, vol. 90, nos. I & 2, Spring 2000, 43-70.
Alex Calder, Bridget Lamb, and Bridget Orr, Voyages and Beaches: Pacific Encounters, 1769-1840,
(Honolulu: University of HawaiM Press, 1999), 6.
In 1831, Hiram Bingham estimated that 250 to 300 foreigners lived on the island of Oahu. Helen
Geracimos Chapin suggested that during the 1830s, approximately 500 westerners lived in the islands.
Helen Geracimos Chapin, Shaping History: The Role of Newspapers in Hawai'i, (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 19%). Oddie, "'Orientalism,'" 42.
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An anthropological approach ftimishes the tools necessary to make sense of the
Hawaiian response to western encroachment in the Sandwich Islands. As Marshall
Sahlins, Greg Denning, Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, and other historians of the Pacific have
argued, indigenous peoples acted according to their own cultural logic and worldview.
To assume that Sandwich Islanders responded to events or situations according to the
logic used by the purveyors of western civilization is naive and unrealistic. As
Kame'eleihiwa points out, white models and native metaphors often prove incongruous.'^
With this in mind, the scholarship of Marshall Sahlins provides the basis for this
works' interpretation of Hawaiian responses to western imperialism. He has pointed out
that the structure of Sandwich Island culture was performative, that "[ejverything
happened as if nothing happened: as if there could be no history, as if there could be no
unexpected event, no happening not already culturally provided for."'^ Rather than
basing their actions on culturally prescribed relationships, the islanders ascertained their
relationships by their interactions with one another; that is, they made up the rules as they
went along.For example, as Sahlins has pointed out, Hawaiians initially treated
westerners as akua (gods). Later, after western men had broken the eating kapus by
supping with women, the natives revalued their relationship with these outsiders.
Instead, Sandwich Islanders incorporated foreigners as kama'aina, or children of the

Sahlins,/.s/and!f. Greg Denning, Islands and Beaches, Discourse on a Silent Land, Marqueses, 17741880, (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1980). Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires,
1-8. Calder et. al.. Voyages and Beaches, 17.
Sahlins, fc/an<fe, 30-31.
Paraphrased from Ibid., 27.
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land, because their food came from the soil. As in this example, Sahlins has shown that
action puts meaning at risk.^"
Building on these concepts, I theorize that as Hawaiians incorporated foreign
concepts and goods within their culture, a process of disjuncture occurred. This
happened because western imperialism caused the meaning and/or ftinction of traditional
cultural categories and structures. For example, the ali 7 nui overthrew their religion, the
taboo system, but continued to make use of the kapus themselves. Whereas before kapus
served as religious injunctions used to maintain the order of the cosmos, after the
disestablishment of the Hawaiian religion, they came to be ftmctionally revalued as
western laws. Kapus had been turned into imperatives rather than obeisance. Thus,
although all the old names were still being used, they no longer meant the same things.^'
Disjuncture occurred because meanings had altered to the point that they were no longer
Hawaiian. This idea of disjuncture is related to the concept of liminality. As their beliefs
changed. Sandwich Islanders lost their place, or anchoring, within their cultural
construction of the cosmos. They became creatures of transition. Some Hawaiian chiefs'
adoption of Christianity can thus be seen as an attempt to resacralize space, time, and
geography in order to reanchor themselves to the cosmos and, therefore, end liminality
Finally, to reiterate in a narrative sense rather than a theoretical one, when it came
to empire building in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the Pacific proved

Ibid., 30-31, ix.
As Sahlins said, "By encompassing contingent events in received structures, perceiving mythical
relationships in historical actions, the system appears merely to reproduce itself in a flexible way." Ibid.,
30. My interpretation is informed by Sahlins' understanding of Marc Bloch.
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little more than an afterthought to western imperialist nations. Although countries like
Great Britain and France sought to establish colonies in the Middle East, AfHca, India,
and Asia, they left the Pacific to scientific explorers, sailors, merchants, and missionaries.
At the same time, Americans focused on contiguous expansion rather than the acquisition
of overseas territories. Initially, then, westerners did not pursue political sovereignty in
the Pacific, but instead sought to establish empires of knowledge, trade, pleasure, and
Christian civilization.
As in most of the Pacific, a whole range of imperialist agendas in the Sandwich
Islands created a multiplicity of overlapping and contesting voices. British explorers
seeking scientific discoveries, sailors pursing a few nights of pleasure after months at sea,
traders looking to make their fortunes, and American missionaries working to extend the
boundaries of Christianity and civilization all competed, in varying degrees, to
reconstruct life at the islands according to their own version of the imagined community.
Eventually, the voices of resident merchants and American evangelists would emerge as
the strongest and most contentious imperial voices at the islands.
In the pages that follow, chapter one examines on the cultural milieu created by
western sojourners and sailors in the Sandwich Islands from 1778 through the mid-1820s.
It analyzes these foreigners' construction of the islands as a sexual paradise where happy
children of nature freely indulged their carnal appetites. Declaring that they had "hung
up their conscience" on Cape Horn, these men engaged in similar sorts of behavior with
abandon.^ This chapter also examines the relationships—casual, sexual, economic, and

~ Gerrit P. Judd, Hawaii: An fnformal History, (New York: Collier-Macmillan Ltd., I%1), 37.
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professional—that resident merchants established with the Hawaiian ali 7 nui and the
how these relationships raised the political and economic status of some westerners. It
concludes with an examination of the trade rivalry between American and British
residents at the islands. This competition eventually changed into a contest between
western merchants and American missionaries. Finally, chapter one sets up the context
for the overthrow of the kapu system and the adoption of Calvinist Christianity by most
of the ali 7 nui, as chronicled in chapter three.
Chapter two focuses on the evangelists sent to the Sandwich Islands in 1819 by
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. It too examines how these
outsiders' constructed the Hawaiians and their kingdom. In contrast with western traders
and sailors, the missionaries viewed the islands as a dark and dangerous land where
"heathen" islanders perished from the lack of knowledge of God's saving grace. As a
result, they intended to establish Christian civilization in the islands. This chapter also
looks at how the Calvinists, as repositories of western knowledge, used their ability to
teach reading and writing as a strategy for gaining the trust of the chiefs and converting
the islanders to Christianity. Finally, it analyzes how the Calvinists' efforts to ingratiate
themselves with Hawaii's leaders created an incipient rivalry between the evangelists and
merchants that would grow to enormous proportions in later years.
Chapter three begins by focusing on the structure of Hawaiian culture as a means
of understanding the later conversion of most of the chiefs to Christianity. Covering the
period between 1778 and 1823, it demonstrates that Hawaiian ideology proved vulnerable
to outside influences and that western encroachment caused a structural crisis tliat
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eventually made it impossible for Hawaiian cosmology to continue in perpetuity. This
disjuncture caused the Sandwich Island people to experience a liminality of time rather
than geography. Simultaneously, the process threatened the political power and
dominance of both the Mo 7 (paramount chief or king), Kamehameha II, and the ali 7 nui.
Consequently, this chapter suggests that the adoption of Protestant Christianity by some
chiefs can be seen, in part, as an effort to maintain their political dominance by
establishing themselves as legitimate Christian rulers.
Chapter four analyzes the contestation over political, economic, sexual, and social
issues by foreign merchants and sailors, missionaries, and Hawaiians during the mid-tolate 1820s. It examines the rise of Ka'ahumanu, the favorite wife of Kamehameha I, to
the pinnacle of power as principle advisor to the King and regent during Kamehameha
Ill's minority, and her alliance with the American Protestant missionaries. In particular,
it concentrates on the attempt by Ka'ahumanu and other ali 7 nui to impose moral laws,
based on the Ten Commandments, at the islands and the ways in which evangelists,
traders, sailors, and the maka ainana (commoners) responded. It also scrutinizes
factionalism among the ali 7 nui, especially the efforts of some chiefs to dislodge
Ka'ahumanu from power by aligning themselves with foreign merchants residing in the
port towns of Honolulu and Lahaina. This chapter shows that Hawaiian chiefs used both
missionaries and resident traders for their own political purposes as they negotiated a
delicate path between these two contentious groups. However, this balancing act did not
pay off for the Sandwich Islanders. Conflict among foreigners created a situation that
brought various western governments into the fray in the form of captains of ships of war.
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These shipmen then insisted that Hawaiian chiefs negotiate treaties of friendship that
would later come back to haunt the ali 7 mi. This period also saw the coalescence of the
merchant faction of foreigners as a serious threat to both missionary influence and chiefly
rule.
Chapter five examines a period of cultural dissolution and uncertainty for the
Hawaiian people and their leaders within a context of intensifled conflict between
Protestant missionaries and resident foreign merchants. After the death of Ka'ahumanu
in 1832, Kamehameha III sought to gain political control over the islands by aligning
himself with the anti-missionary faction. However, his excessive drinking and social life
undermined his efforts. At the same time, his decline into dissipation symbolized both
the dissolution of Hawaiian culture and the struggle that many islanders felt as they
sought to live with and make sense of a world where the force of the new ways on the old
created an uneasy coexistence between the two. In particular, this chapter focuses on the
struggle between the missionary and merchant factions as the new Kuhina Nui, Kina'u,
and her evangelist allies sought to continue the work of bringing Christianity and
civilization to the islands, while reining in the King, whose excesses were encouraged by
the resident foreign traders. Finally, this chapter suggests that Kamehameha Ill's socalled dissipation may in fact have been, in part, an attempt to gain mana and regain the
traditional political power of the Mo 7 by reestablishing his connection to the Hawaiian
cosmos.
Chapter six examines how the power of the press and pen, and an increasing
number of foreign warships, emboldened the merchant faction to attack the Christian ali 7
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nui overtly, in addition to the westerners' Calvinist enemies. It demonstrates that by the
late 1830s, the resident foreign traders imagined the Sandwich Islands as a plantation
paradise where happy native workers labored to produce sugar, cotton, coffee, and the
like for western businessmen. However, Hawaiian political structures prevented
foreigners from owning land, or evening residing in the islands without the permission of
the King. This chapter thus analyzes the merchant-produced discourse concerning
individual liberty, property rights, native labor, and Hawaiian depopulation. It also
examines both the Hawaiian chiefs' and the Calvinists' views of these issues.
Significantly, it then concludes that a dangerous confluence of merchant and missionary
interests occurred by the end of the 1830s.
Chapter seven explains how contestation over the rights of Catholics at the islands
grew into a larger dispute that threatened the kingdom's sovereignty. The Mo 7 and the
ali 7 nui had always believed that they had the right to make laws for their kingdom.
However, when they banned the Catholic religion, the anti-missionary faction challenged
that right. The Protestant evangelists added their voices to the debate and soon the
controversy grew larger as more issues were brought to the floor. At the same time, the
dispute became racialized when some members of the merchant community began to
question whether natives had the right to rule white men. Caught in between these two
warring groups, the chiefs placed their faith in their Protestant allies and soon found
themselves facing the military might of the French empire. This chapter suggests that by
the end of the 1830s, the Hawaiians' alliance with the Calvinists had undermined, rather
than bolstered, their political authority.
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The final chapter briefly examines the merging of missionary and merchant
interests in the late 1830's and early 1840's as they worked to convince the chiefs to
restructure their government and redefine their concepts of property ownership. In
particular, this chapter focuses on how both groups pressured Hawaii's leaders to recreate
their government in order to further foreign efforts to create a plantation paradise
centered on sugar at the islands. It concludes that while this political transformation
ensured the independence of the Hawaiian kingdom by keeping western colonial forces at
bay, the Sandwich Island people lost political and economic control over their kingdom.
Consequently, the Hawaiians lost the imperial contest long before the United States
annexed their islands at the end of the nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER 1
A SAILOR'S PARADISE, 1778-1825

Western imperialism in Hawaii began when the British explorer. Captain James
Cook, arrived on 8 January 1778 and continued until the end of the 19"* century when the
United States annexed the island kingdom against the will of its indigenous inhabitants.
Prior to 1820, the imperialist designs at the Sandwich Islands focused primarily on
science and trade. Early British explorers like Cook and his compatriot, George
Vancouver, sought to discover, name, and classify all that inhabited the Pacific. Thus,
the islands that today comprise the state of Hawaii were first made known to the western
world as the Sandwich Islands. In the mid-1780s, fiir traders from the Northwest coast of
America discovered that the islands provided a perfect place to replenish their ships on
the long voyage to China. Soon economic imperialism became the main focus of western
efforts at the islands. By the 1790s, a small number of American and European
merchants and deserters had created an expatriate community. They established sexual,
professional, social, and economic relationships with the natives that continued, more or
less, throughout the first two decades of the 19'*' century. The wealth, status, and power
gained from their relationships with Hawaiians would not be threatened until the 1820
arrival of American Protestant missionaries in the islands.'

' David Mackay argues that science and the empirical method were but one lens that British explorers
and sailors viewed the Pacific. This worldview existed along with older Utopian notions about unknown
and exotic locations. David Vfackay, "Myth, Science, and Experience in the British Construction of the
Pacific," in Alex Calder, Jonathan Lamb, Bridget Orr, eds.. Islands and Beaches: Pacific Encounters,
1769-1840, (University of Hawaii Press, 1999), 100-113. Ralph S. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom,
1778-1854: Foundation and Tranrformalion, (Honolulu; University of Hawaii, 1938, 84-85. Richard A.
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In his seminal work. Orientalism, Edward Said argued that during the 18"*
century, Europeans imagined a polarized binary world divided into Europe and its
antithesis, the Orient. Europeans used the Orient to define themselves against the
"other." whom they constituted as strange, aberrant, and inferior. Similarly, western
sailors and traders who traveled to Hawaii conceived of a divided globe. The saying
went that they "hung up their conscience" as they rounded Cape Horn and the buccaneer
creed proclaimed that "no God [existed] this side of Cape Hom."^ While this credo
expressed the Saidian division of the earth, it also demonstrated that certain classes of
American and European men envisioned a map of the world divided by moral boundaries
as well as cultural categories. These men imagined that as they traveled through space
and time, they crossed a moral borderline that allowed them to exist outside the norms of
the western world. By leaving behind the established laws and social and cultural
standards of their communities, they contemplated a freedom that could not be duplicated
in their New England, British, and European homelands. Although their primary purpose

Wisniewski, Hawaiian Monarchs and their Palaces, (Honolulu: Pacific Basin Enterprises, 1987), 6-8.
While it is difficult to determine the exact number of Americans and Europeans living in the Sandwich
Islands during the late 18"* and early IQ"** centuries, in 1831 the missionary Hiram Bingham estimated that
between 2S0 and 300 foreigners lived on the island of Oahu, which was the main port of trade. The
numbers, no doubt, were much smaller prior to the arrival of American Protestant mission in 1820, the
sandalwood boom of the 1810s and 1820s, and the whale trade of the 1820s and 1830s. Gavan Daws
estimates that several dozen resided in Honolulu by 1810. Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A History of the
Hawaiian Islands, (Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, l%8), 46. A large percentage of these
foreigners included traders and missionaries from New England and the Mid-Atlantic States. British
traders made up a much smaller percentage of this number, while a handful of French, Spanish, and other
Europeans also lived at the islands.
' Gerrit P. Judd, Hawaii: An Informal History, (New York: Collier-Vfacmillan Ltd., 1961), 37. See
also, Rufiis Anderson, History of the Sandwich Island Mission, (Boston: Congregational Publishing
Society, 1870), 64. Abraham Fomander, An Account of the Polynesian Race its Origins and Migrations,
(Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1969), vol. 2, 163.
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for touching at or remaining in the islands involved trade, foreigners found pleasure in
their newfound status as outsiders.^
In the late 1S*** and early 19*** centuries, American and European traders and
seamen who traveled to Hawaii defined themselves against Hawaiians whom they both
infantalized and often conceived of as Rousseau's "noble savages," existing in a state of
nature. Most American and European imagined the islands as a paradise where happy
child-like natives indulged themselves innocently in all kinds of corporeal pleasures.
Over and over again, explorers, sailors, and traders described Hawaiians as "joyful,"
"very happy," "amiable people," who appeared to be "children in their amusements," an
"entire people emerging... fi-om childhood," or "simple children of nature."* In 1792,
one American mate wrote, "Bore off and made all sail for the coast of China, and soon
lost sight of these beautiful Isles, the inhabitants of which appeared to me the happiest
people in the world."'
^ Edward Said, Orientalism: Western Conceptions of the Orient, (Penguin Books, 1991), 3. For another
take on the conceptualization of boundaries, see, Victor W. Turner, "Betwixt and Between: The Liminai
Period in Rites de Passage," Proceedings of the 1964 Anmal Spring Meeting of the American Ethnological
Society, 1964,4-5. See also, Anne McClintok, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the
Colonial Contest, (New York: Routledge, 1995), 24-25.
* Jacques Arago, Narrative of a Voyage Around the World... 1817, 1818, 1819, and 1820, (London:
Treutell & Wurtz, Treutell, Jr. & Richter, 1823), August 1819 in Gary Dean Best and Lani Best, eds..
Glimpses of Hawaiian Daily Life and Culture, 1778-1898, (New York: American Heritage, 1994), 90;
Ebenezer Townsend, Jr., "The Diary of Ebenezer Townsen^ Jr., Supercargo of the Sealing Ship Neptune
on her Voyage to the South Pacific and Canton,"' (New Haven: New Haven Historical Society Papers, VI,
1888) in Best and Best, eds., Glimpses, 49; William Shaler, Journal of a Voyage Between China and the
North-Western Coast of America Made in 1804, (Claremont, CA: P. Saunders Studio Press, 1935), in Best
and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 58; Townsend, "Diary," 1800, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 49; V. M.
Golovnin, Voyage Around the World on the Kamchatka, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 82-83; John C.
Jones to J. Marshall, May 5, 1826, Marshall Letter Book, Hawaiian Historical Society (HHS), originals at
Houghton Library, Harvard University.
^ David Mackay points out that 18"* century scholars seeking to explain the cultural development of
Pacific islanders also looked to the environmentalist theories of Montesquieu and popular British writers
such as James Dunbar and William Robertson. These environmentalists portrayed natives as living in a
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Many western men found it difficult not to see the Hawaiian Islands as some sort
of paradise. Consider the experience of the, Ebenezer Townsend, Supercargo of the ship
Neptune. Around 1800, he wrote that "The hospitality of Keliimaikai when 1 landed I
must not pass over; he first took me into a circle of about sixty girls, who... by very
expressive signs told me if 1 had come for a wife I could take which 1 pleased; after
which he took me to his house and treated me with the fhiits of the island

As

another voyager put it, "The word licentiousness has no meaning here; every one runs
after pleasure, and no one finds the least fault," and "If repose, comfort, tranquility and
pleasure constitute happiness, they are happy; what do they want more?"^ Sailors and
merchants clearly existed outside the normative economy of their own cultures. In this
state, they imagined the Sandwich Islands as a paradise filled with happy natives where
their carnal appetites could be indulged in at will. They too could be like the islanders,
eating, drinking, playing, and loving to the their hearts content. As one foreigner wrote,
"Most of the agents at the Sandwich Islands divide the 24 hours into three parts.
Drinking, Gambling and Sleeping."^ As often as not, "sleeping" meant sexual relations
with a native woman.'

natural world that promoted harmony, yet prevented static, "primitive" peoples from progressing towards
civilization. Macl^y, "Myth," in Calder et. al.. Islands and Beaches, 108-109. Gerrit P. Judd, Hawaii: An
Informal History, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1971), 35.
' Townsend, "Diary," in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 46.
' Arago, Narrative, August 1819, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 90-91.
^ Dixie Wildes to Josiah Marshall, Marshall Letter Book, March IS, 1824, HHS.
David Mackay points out that sailors' responses to the Pacific island were mediated by the "harshness
and duration of their time at sea." Undoubtedly, this also was the case with western traders and sailors who
visited Hawaii. Mackay, "Myth," in Calder et. al.. Islands and Beaches, I I I .

As early as the discovery of the islands by Captain Cook, western men
encountered an eroticism and permissiveness both familiar and unknown to them. While
British naval officers commonly allowed prostitutes on board vessels to service seamen,
the Admiralty had endeavored to regulate prostitution since the 16"* century. In the
1750s, the Admiralty's efforts to impose "Rules for Preserving Cleanliness" showed that
those who held the highest offices in the navy disapproved of unusual sexual activities.
Additionally, while in port, British naval captains refused to grant shore leave out of fear
that the seamen would desert. This meant that the sailors' sexual activities took place on
board ship, away fh)m those who might find them offensive. Moreover, ofHcers and
seamen tended to hide prostitutes below decks when outsiders, especially those from the
upper and middle classes, toured their vessels. In British society, illicit sex took place in
space that had been both socially defined and segregated for such activities. Finally, such
sexual encounters with women required recompense on the part of the sailors.
In contrast, Hawaiian culture included a sexual openness familiar to workingclass men accustomed to crowded quarters, yet antithetical to the middle-class British
norms that most officers espoused. Natives commonly engaged in myriad of sexual
behaviors out in the open light of day. Sexual encounters took place on the beaches and
paths more often than in the tiny huts that were only used for sleeping. Moreover, the
islanders often gathered together to praise and celebrate the size and fecundity of their

Suzanne J. Stark, Female Tars: Women Aboard Ship in the Age of Sail, (Annapolis, Maryland: Naval
Institute Press, 1996), 9, 18-19. Stark does mention that officers often became so used to women on board
ships that they failed to send prostitutes below ship even when royal visitors toured the ship. Jeff Glasco,
'"We are a Neglected Set', Masculinity, Mutiny, and Revolution in the Royal Navy ofl797," unpublished
dissertation. University of Arizona, 2()01,187.
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leaders' genitals in what have come to be known as genital chants. Furthermore,
Hawaiian women initially did not require remuneration for their services. Consequently,
while sailors engaged in similar sexual activities in the ports of Great Britain and the
Sandwich Islands, illicit sexuality in the former tended to be segregated and/or hidden
because it had been defined as unacceptable by the leaders of society, while Hawaiian
chiefs and their people openly celebrated such sexual encounters."
The differences in western and Hawaiian sexual cosmologies can be seen in the
initial encounters between Cook's expedition and the islanders. When they arrived at
Kauai, Cook gave orders that his men should avoid sexual intercourse with the Hawaiians
because he hoped to prevent the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. However,
because the natives initially believed early explorers to be endowed with great mana
(glossed as power), Hawaiian women worked eagerly to capture it through the sexual
act.'^ Thus in November 1778, Cook's compatriot. Captain King wrote, "In some of the
Canoes were women who were very desirous of coming on board, & by no means took
refusal Patiently, but by their Manners & gestures abused & ridiculed us."'^ Certainly,
the women's scorn must have threatened the seamen's' masculinity. Similarly, another

'' For more on the ethnography of Hawaiian sexuality, see "Venus Again Observed: The Ethnography
of Love," in Sahlins, Islands, 9-26.
In Hawaiian culture a maka 'ainana (commoner) and his or her family gained status by producing a
child with someone of superior rank or power (mana). The child produced would be of higher rank than
his commoner parent. Marshall Sahlins calls this a political economy of love. Because the white men,
their ships, and material goods were unfamiliar to the Hawaiians, they supposed the westerners to be
endowed with a great amount of mana. See Sahlins, Islands, 25-26 and chapter one in general.
Captain King, "Journal," in J. C. Beagle, ed.. The Journals of Captain James Cook,(Cambridge
University Press, 1955-1974), November 28, 1778, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 5.
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sailor explained, "As night approached, the vessel was j^ain surrounded by the female
troop, who had so kindly offered us their company the preceding evening, and who now
seemed resolved upon intrusion, if not admitted freely to our society."''* And, again,
"Just before dark, a company of about a hundred young women made their appearance in
the water, swimming towards our vessel, and exhibiting, as they approached us, the most
unequivocal tokens of pleasure, not doubting of admittance."'^ Despite the fact that the
Hawaiians eventually revised their initial estimates of the white man's mana, such scenes
repeated themselves with regularity over the ensuing decades.'^
From the first, western men misunderstood Hawaiian sexuality. Not only did they
interpret the native women's actions as prostitution, but they felt astounded when the
"husbands" and fathers of the women encouraged their "wives" and daughters to sleep
with the white men.'^ While Sandwich Island women initially expected nothing in return
for their favors, the sailors and, later traders, felt culturally compelled to interpret sexual

'•* Urey Lisiansky, Voyage Around the World in the Years 1803, 1804, 1805, andl806, (London: J.
Booth, 1814), June 1804, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 54.
Lisiansky, Voyage, June 1804, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 54.
For examples of Hawaiian women's sexual openness towards western men, see, William Beresford,
A Voyage Round the World, (London: G. Goulding, 1789), June 1786, December 14, 1786, in Best and
Best, Glimpses, 28, George Vancouver, Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and Round the
World, (London; Robinson and Edwards, 1798), March 9, 1792, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 34-35,
Townsend, "Diary," 1800, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 46, Lisiansky, Voyage, June 1804, in Best and Best,
Glimpses, 54. While at least some Hawaiians initially viewed western men as akua (divine), they
eventually came to know them as men. This happened because when the foreigners ate with women, they
broke the kapu (taboo) against males and females eating together and, thus, consumed their own divinity.
The Sandwich Islanders therefore incorporated white men within their cultural structure as kama 'aina
(native) or children of the land. Sahlins, Islands, 8,31-32.
See, Vancouver, Voyage, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 34-35, Townsend, "Diary," in Best and Best,
Glimpses, 46. Before the arrival of American Protestant missionaries in 1820, the Hawaiian cosmology did
not include the western sense of what it meant to have a husband or a wife.

intercourse outside the bounds of marriage as an economic act. Consequently, they gave
them nails, beads, mirrors, and other items as compensation for their sexual services.
While island women and their men folk initially sought out sexual relations with white
men in order to increase the status or mana of their family lineage, economic payment by
these same white men reified the sexual act as prostitution.'^
Class differences caused some of the officers of the Cook expedition to condemn
these sexual encounters. It is well known that Captain Cook never took advantage of the
amours offered to him on his journey through the Pacific, and he made great efforts to
keep his men from sleeping with the indigenous women they encountered. While he
made it clear that he endeavored to prevent the transmission of sexually transmitted
diseases to the native people they met. Cook must have also disapproved of the
aggressive sexuality of the women that undermined his efforts. Captain George
Vancouver more clearly condemned the practice that he called prostitution during his
1792 visit to the islands. But because he claimed he had no recollection of the licentious
behavior of the women during his earlier visit to the islands with Cook, he attributed the
eager "prostitution" of native women to the "different civilized voluptuaries, who, for
some years past, have been their constant visitors."'^ John Whitman also condemned the

See, Vancouver, yoyage, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 34-35, Golovnin, l^oyage, October 20, 1818, in
Best and Best, Glimpses, 82. For a more nuanced understanding how the sexual intercourse between
western men and Hawaiian women became prostitution see Sahh'ns, Islands, 6.
" Vancouver, Voyage, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 34-35.
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''heinous and detestable crimes," committed by the islanders, but attributed it to a lack of
civilization rather than too much of it.^°
Along with prostitution, some foreigners censured the Sandwich Islanders for
their homosexual practices. In Female Tars, Suzanne J. Stark points out that the "English
had such antipathy to sexual acts between men that even naming such and act was
avoided when at all possible

Yet, as Jeff Glasco shows in his study of the British

navy, officers did not actively seek out homosexuals to prosecute them. The Admiralty
condemned sodomy most often when it was accompanied by cross-class violence as in
case of homosexual rape. Officers generally distanced themselves from the homosexual
activities of the common seamen, but accepted it because they because they believed it
prevented unrest. In Hawaii, the British—^and, later, American—tolerance for the
homosexual behaviors of the natives varied according to their class and occupation.
Captain King certainly expressed disapproval when he asserted that "the foulest
pollutions disgrace the Men[,]" including the chief Kalanio'pu'u, who had five male
lovers.^^ Not only did the Captain find the practice disgusting, but he clearly felt that it
went against middle-class notions of romantic love. He therefore asserted that for
British naval officers generally tolerated prostitution because it placated seamen who were denied
shore leave, at least in British ports. However, this did not mean that they necessarily approved of it.
Clearly, Vancouver disapproved of both the westerners whom he believed taught the Hawaiians
prostitution, and the women who sought out sexual intercourse with western men. See, Glasco, "'We are a
Neglected Set,"' 186-187 for British naval officers' toleration of prostitution. John B. Whitman, The
Hawaiian Journal of John B. Whitman, 1813-1815: An Account of the Sandwich Islands, (Honolulu:
Topgallant Publishing Co., Ltd., 1979), in Best and Best, Glimpses, 68. For Cook's efforts to keep his men
from sleeping with native women, see King, "Journal," in J. C. Beagle, ed.. Journals, November 28, 1778,
in Best and Best, Glimpses, 5; Sahlins, Islands, 1-3. Daws, Shoal, 45.
•' Stark, Female Tars, 118.
~ King, "Journal," in J. C. Beagle, ed.. Journals, March, 1779, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 13.
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Hawaiian women it "no doubt must be the most grievous of all... being deprived of the
natural affections of their Husbands

King's fellow voyager, John Ledyard, also

condemned the chiefs' practice of homosexuality because "it infringed and insulted the
first and strongest dictate of nature

The overt homosexuality of the chiefs allowed

men like King and Ledyard to define themselves as superior in relation to the abnormal
"other.""
As in the case of prostitution, middle-class westerners judged the Hawaiian
practice of homosexuality against their own WASP norms and found them wanting. Yet,
they had no understanding of cosmology that informed the chiefs' homosexual activities.
According the anthropologist, Marshall Sahlins, Hawaiian culture existed as a political
economy of love. Because the King and chiefs lived as gods on earth, they represented
the fecundity of the kingdom. Seeing reproduction as essential to life, the islanders
revered the sexual act in its many forms. In fact, great celebrations were held and chants
sung for the genitals of the chiefs. While homosexuality did not result in procreation, the
King and chiefs took any number of aikane (male lovers). They did so because as gods
on earth, their every sexual act gave proof of their mana (power). Because public
performance gave ample evidence of their power, the ali 7 mi engaged in all sorts of
sexual practices with no concern for privacy. The open homosexuality practiced by the

^ Ibid.
John Ledyard, John Ledyard's Journal of Captain Cook's Last Voyage, (Corvallis: Oregon State
University Press, 1963), January 1779, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 27-28.
^ Glasco,'"We are a Neglected Sect,"'unpublished dissertation, 183-188. See also. Stark, Fema/e
Tars, 42-44, for class difTerences in attitudes toward homosexuality.
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King and chiefs shocked some of the white men who visited the islands. Clearly, such
encounters confirmed that they no longer existed within the normative economy of the
western world. But, as creatures of transition, western men also existed outside of
Hawaiian culture. By judging these alien practices negatively, they may have gained
some measure or sense of control over the strange world in which they found
themselves.^^
While certain classes of western men looked askance at what they deemed deviant
sexual behavior, most male visitors embraced the sexual freedom that their status allowed
them. The common seamen, especially, did not seem bothered by the excesses of the
chiefs or their crewmates. In fact, sailors who stopped at the islands began to regard
sexual intercourse with native women as one of their rights of passage. As Lt. Edmond
Le Netrel put it in the mid-1820s, "These beauties usually swim out to [the ships] and
come on board without being seen. As this custom is adopted by the islanders and by
almost all the vessels which anchor in the port of Honolulu, the captain permitted the
crew to receive on board as many as they wished...

Transient ships consequently

became flotillas of love, while grog shops and illicit meeting places sprang up along the
harbor shores of Honolulu and Lahaina. At the same time, traders and deserters who took

Sahlins, Islands, 9-26.
Lt. Edmond Le Netrel, Voyage of the Heros Around the World with Duhaut-Cilly in the years 1826,
1827, 1828, & 1829, (Los Angeles; Glen Dawson, I9SI), in Best and Best, Glimpses, 126.
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up permanent residence in Honolulu and other parts of the island chain sought out native
women, and sometimes men, for romantic interludes, consorts, and "wives."^'
While constructions of class kept western men like Captain Cook and Captain
King from taking part in sexual encounters with native women, by the early decades of
the 19"* century an increasing number of middle and upper-class visitors took the
Buccaneer's creed that "no God existed this side of Cape Horn" to heart. The
anthropological concept of liminality is helpful in making sense of these men's behavior.
The idea that liminality is a condition of ambiguity or paradox can be seen in the case of
sexual contact between Sandwich Islanders and western men. In Hawaii, western
normative categories of normal/abnormal sexuality were turned on their head. The
normative sexual economy among Hawaiians included sexual play and intercourse during
childhood as well as homosexuality, polygamy, wife and husband swapping and sharing,
and so forth.Thus, foreigners encountered a people and a place where the westem
Ephraim Spaulding and William Richards, "A Brief History of Temperance for twelve years, at three
of the Sandwich Islands," received by the ABCFM on June 10, 1836, copied from their journals, September
13, 1824, Missionary Letters to the ABCFM (ML), Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, (HMCS). For
examples of sex between westem men and native women aboard American and European ships see,
Beresford, yoyage, June 1786, December 14, 1786, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 28, Lisiansky, Voyage, in
Best and Best, Glimpses, 54, Campbell, Voyage, ca 1806-1812, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 63, Golovnin,
Voyage, 1818, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 81-82, Daniel Tyerman and George Bennett, Journal of Voyages
and Travels by the Rev. Daniel Tyerman and George Bennett, Esq., vol. I, (Boston: Crocker and Brewster,
1832), April 2, 1822, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 103; Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, Aug, 27,
1825, ML, HMCS; Sahlins, Islands, 1-8. For locations of grog shops see, Ephraim Spaulding to William
Richards, September 13, 1824 in "A brief history of Temperance for twelve years, [1823-1835] at three of
the Sandwich Islands, viz. Maui, Molokai & Lanai," received June 10, 1836, ML, HMCS.
^ For examples of the diversity of Hawaiian sexuality see. Best and Best, Glimpses, 13,27-28,49, 63,
90; Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?,
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 47; Joseph Goodrich to Samuel Ruggles, September 5, 1825,
HMCS; Ibid., November 19,1825; and Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Joumal," February 13,
1822, HMCS; Stephen Reynolds, Joumal, August 7, 1829, in Pauline King, ed.. Journal of Stephen
Reynolds: Volume /; 1823-1829, (Salem, Massachusetts: The Peabody Museum of Salem, 1989), 273.
Reynolds, "Joumal," typed transcript, September 9, 1833, HHS. See also, Sahlins, Island, ch. 1.
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middle-class ideal of virginity, marriage, and monogamy did not exist and where their
own socio-sexual status remained ambiguous. In this state, white men who considered
themselves respectable. Christian, and/or gendemen engaged in extra-marital sex,
prostitution, polygamy, homosexuality, and bigamy and believed they could do so with
impunity. For example, one might not be surprised that in the 1790s, the Spanish deserter
and Catholic, Don Francisco de Paula Marin took as many as five wives and eventually
fathered 23 known children with them. However, Jean Rives, a Catholic Frenchmen who
had important contacts with the ecclesiastical and political leaders in his country, worked
as Kamehameha H's secretary and took on the role of the King's aikane (male lover).
Other noteworthy examples include the US Agent for Commerce and Seamen at the
Sandwich Islands, John Coffin Jones—usually referred to as the American Consul—who
was the son of a wealthy Boston landowner and politician. Jones had two long-term
sexual relationships with Hawaiian-Caucasian women, fathering several children with
each. Jones committed bigamy when he left his Hawaiian wife, sailed to California,
married a Spanish woman, and returned with her to the islands. While the British Consul,
Richard Charlton, did not commit bigamy, he did father at least one child with a native
woman, much to the chagrin of his English wife who lived with him in Honolulu.
Despite their behavior, all four of these men considered themselves Christians and it is
clear that the latter two expected to be treated as gentlemen.^*'

Ross H. Cast, Don Francisco de Paula Marin: A Biography, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1973), 136-137. J. M. de la Matta to Marin, April 26, 1825, in Cast, Marin. Luis Antonio Arguello to
Marin, July 17, 1823, in Cast, Marin. Marin, no doubt, was a lapsed Catholic. He lived with his various
wives at the same time and in succession. Those familiar with Marin's life believe that he had many more
than the 23 children accorded to him. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 274. John Coffin Jones, a Unitarian,
arrived at the islands in 1821. He had two notorious relationships with Hawaiian women. Jones had an on-

Other examples of white men's entanglements with island women abound. For
example the New England Captain, Nathan Winship, lived with seven native "wives."
Winship Harbottle, the part-Hawaiian daughter of another American ship captain,
cohabitated with Stephen Reynolds, a prominent merchant who moved permanently to
the islands in 1823. Together, Winship and Reynolds produced at least two children.
When Winship died, Rejoiolds resumed sexual contact with native women. Within three
weeks of her funeral, he began seeing another woman of Caucasian-Hawaiian ancestry,
Susan Jackson, having sexual relations with her a couple of days later. He eventually
married Jackson, despite the fact that she shared her bed with Kamehameha III during the
days and weeks before her marriage to Reynolds and continued to do so afterwards. Like
Reynolds, John Colcord, a blacksmith at the islands, took a native "wife" in 1823 and had
a child with her. Eventually, she left him and Colcord took another wife, actually
marrying her, although she too strayed.
Clearly, most white men at the islands either engaged in sexual intercourse with
native women or took them as their "wives" without much thought about their behavior.
again-off-again relationship with Hannah Holmes, the daughter of American Oliver Holmes and his
Hawaiian "wife." By Sandwich Island law, the two were married in the 1820s. Yet, in 1827, Jones took
Lahilahi, the daughter of Don Francisco de Paula Marin as his common law wife and by 1838 he had
married a Spanish woman he had met while visiting California. Kamehameha ill to John C. Jones, January
8, 1839, Foreign and Executive OfUce (Fo & Ex), Hawaii State Archives (HSA). Ka'ahumanu II to Martin
Van Buren, January 12, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Gast, Marin, 139-140. Reynolds, "Journal," typed
transcript, September 23, 1833, HHS. Daws, Shoal, 77. For other examples see, Joint letter fiom
Bingham, Chamberiain, Thurston, Loomis to the Prudential Committee, ABCFM, Nov. 25, 1821, ML,
HMCS; Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," April 28, 1825, HMCS; James Ely to
Jeremiah Evarts, May 1, 1825, ML, HMCS,
Gast, Marin, 23, April 28, 1815. Reynolds's "wife," Winship Harbottle, was the daughter of John
Harbottle and a Hawaiian woman. He had been pott captain for Kamehameha I. Susan was the daughter of
Edward Jackson, an American carpenter, and his Caucasian-Hawaiian wife Sally. Reynolds, "Journal,"
May 26,27,30, 1829; June 14, 1829; July 27, 29, 31, 1829; September 10-14, 17, 1829, in King, Journal,
265-278. John Colcord, "Journal," typed transcript, 4,20-21, (HSA).
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Yet, while a well-known merchant back in Reynolds's hometown of Andover,
Massachusetts would not have thought of living with a women out of wedlock, much less
a woman of color, Reynolds and his like expected to do so with impunity in Hawaii.
Moreover, they felt entitled to the respect of their peers despite the questionable nature of
their sexual activities. It is also unlikely that John Colcord, Nathan Winship, or John
Coffm Jones, all New Englanders, would have committed similar sexual acts had they
remained at home. Similarly, the sexual relations of Catholic men did not necessarily
meet with outside approval. In 1823, Don Francisco de Marin's close friend, Luis
Antonio Arguello, the Governor of California, said that he could not allow the Spaniard
to take up residence in the Mexican territory because the man had four illegitimate wives.
In the United States, Great Britain, and other western countries, men engaged in sexual
acts that went against established middle-class ideals. However, they made some effort
to keep illicit sex hidden. In the Sandwich Islands, western men engaged openly in such
activities and expected to do so with impunity. No one sought to challenge the paradox
of western men's sexual relationships at the islands until the 1820 arrival of American
Protestant missionaries. In the meantime, men on the margins of western society felt
comfortable with the ambiguity of their sexual relations vis-a-vis their religious
commitments and social status.

Luis Antonio Arguello to Don Francisco de Paula Marin, July 17, 1823, in Cast, Marin, 174.
Scholars have noted that white men openly engaged in sexual relations with African American (slave)
women in the South. However, the American men living in or engaging in sexual relations with native
women in Hawaii were Yankees, rather than southerners. In fact, just a few short decades later, some
Northern abolitionists would condemn slavery, in part, because its corrupting influence on marital relations.
This is important since most American sailors and traders grew up in this sort of moral climate.
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Despite their sexual relationships with native women, island life involved long
days of boredom for western men used to the social and cultural amenities of tum-of-the19'''-century America and Europe. Ships, mostly from the United States and Great
Britain, usually stopped at the islands during a two or three month period in the spring
and fall. Otherwise, the foreign community remained isolated from what they believed
was the civilized world. Consequently, usually with their Hawaiian consorts, and as
ofren as not the islands' ali 7 nui (high chiefs and chiefesses), the men who made up the
expatriate community in the islands established a social life centered on gambling,
drinking, and conviviality. For example, in 1809, Archibald Campbell attended a ribald
gathering given by Ka'ahumanu. An American ex-convict, William Stevenson, supplied
the rum and the Queen and a number of other native women danced the hula while
Stevenson beat on a drum. Similarly, Stephen Reynolds's journal described the social
atmosphere created by foreigners before and during the 1820s. His entry for 16
December 1823 is typical:
evening remarkably fine walked as far as Sally Magee's, where I found
Mr Temple, after playing a game at Loo with the [Sandwich Island]
giris—at '/2 past 9—they accompanied us to Mr Temple's to get a hair
comb they beat him out of. We came near having them for the night—for
they staid till past twelve!! Mr Navarro had a loo party.^^
He and other foreigners also played cards, billiards, and rolled ninepins, betting on all of
the former as well as horse, boat, and foot races. In their isolation from the rest of the
world, the expatriate community looked for any excuse to get together, celebrate, or have
a party. They therefore observed not only American Independence and New Years day,
Reynolds, "Journal," December 16, 1823, in King, ed.. Journal, 9.
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but also commemorated the "illustrious Adams & Jefferson ... This being the day which
has been assigned by the residents
In the first decades of the 19"" century, alcohol consumption was on the rise in the
United States and Americans brought these drinking patterns with them to Hawaii.
Alcohol also helped ease the boredom of island life. Almost all social occasions involved
drinking as men imbibed at dinner parties, while they played cards and other games, or
bet on races. Most of all, they drank in the seedy grog shops that lined the harbors of
Honolulu and Lahaina. As two missionaries noted later, "The only standard
acknowledged here ... [is] if a man keeps sober enough to walk upon a straight line, or
toe the mark in business, he does well."^^ Many of the men were inveterate drinkers and
their exploits provided gossip and entertainment for the community. For example,
Captain Best's alcoholic escapades kept Stephen Reynolds engaged for a number of
weeks. On 19 November 1824, Reynolds wrote, "Cap Best very raving—nothing special
to day. [In the] Evening Capt. Reed making his boasts of his Seamanship &c. Best heard
him ... [and] said 'you never get drunk, I am a Drunkard!!!"^^ Best continued ill or

Stanley D. Porteus, ed.. The Restless Voyage, (New York: Prentice Hall, 1948), 121-123. Campbell
calls the chiefess "Tamena," but this is probably Ka'ahumanu. Reynolds, "Journal," December 21, 1826,
in King, ed.. Journal, 168. The discovery of whaling ofTthe coast of Japan resulted in the regular arrival of
whalers in the Sandwich Islands to refit ^eir ships and replenish their supplies. By 1822, approximately 60
whale ships stopped at the islands per year. By 1830, around ISO vessels stopped at the islands annually.
A small number of American and European warships and vessels of exploration also occasionally visited
the islands. Judd, Hawaii, 37. Reynolds, "Journal," May 24, 1824, December 4, 1823, May 7, 1824, April
23, 1824, April 27-28, 1824. Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," April, 8, 1824, October
6, 1824. Reynolds, "Journal," July 4, 1829, January 1, 1825, in King, ed.. Journal, 63, 269.
Ephraim Spaulding and William Richards, "A Brief History of Temperance for twelve years, at three
of the Sandwich Islands," received by the ABCFM on June 10, 1836, copied from their journals, September
13, 1824, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," November 19, 1824, in King, ed.,Journa/, 59.
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raving for several days and by the middle of December he "was very crazy," and his
friends had "Sent after a strait jacket" for him.^^ While it is not clear what eventually
happened to Best, some men at the islands died from their alcoholic excesses.
However entertaining the consumption of alcohol might have been, it frequently
brought with it physical violence and the destruction of property. Sometimes the damage
seemed inconsequential as when Reynolds and his friends "went [to] Rochester['s
residence] where all got merry with wine, Porter &c. [and in the] evening [had] a high
scrape; broke glasses, bedsteads &c at Navarro's."^^ Oftentimes, imbibing interfered
with work as when "Some of the house fell in—Provoked by men at work on [the] house
getting drunk..or when "the Mate was drunk... [with the] people-ashore, & Nobody
[was there] to look out, on board [the ship]."^°
More seriously, alcohol consumption could cause mutinous behavior among
crews and led some sailors to desert their posts. For example, in March 1824, a number
of whale shipmasters formed a temperance society specifically due to the "sweeping and
desolating contagion which ... breeds mutiny among crews...

Or consider the case

" [bid., December 12, 1824,61.
Charles Sellers, The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-1846, (New York: Oxford
University Press, I99I),2S9-6I. Dixie Wildes to Josiah Marshall, March 27, 1825, HHS. Cast, Marin,
February 6, 1818, November 26, 1822, August 6, 1825. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, August, 27,
1825, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," March 14, 1825, in King, si.. Journal, 71.
Ibid., January 13, 1826, August 6,1826, 118, 147. For more information on drinking and grog shops
in Honolulu, see, Uchard A. Greer, "Grog Shops and Hotels; Bending the Elbow in Old Honolulu," The
Hawaiian Journal of History, vol. 28, 1994, 35-67.
•" Spectator, "Good Devised," Broadside, March 31, 1824, HHS.
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of the British Captain, Lord Byron. On 6 June 1825, he endeavored to impress the
islanders by parading his men in front of them. Instead, during the drill, one of his men,
"gloriously Drunk[,]" threw down his musket and refused to "exercise no more for
anyone."^^ Desertion also proved a constant problem for the captains who lay over at the
islands. No doubt, alcohol gave many a deserter the necessary courage to abandon his
duties as when on 21 July 1816, "6 or 7 sailors of the ship Atala, left on account of
dnmkeness...
Sometimes the consequences of the over consumption of liquor proved even
worse. Moreover, combat did not remain the sole provenance of the common seamen.
Fore example, fighting often broke out when intoxicated seamen encountered their rivals
from other ships among the harbor dives as on 5 September 1814 when a number of
soused sea captains took part in a drunken altercation. Or consider the battle between
two inebriated crews of sailors described by John Colcord:
About this time in a midnight revel some men belonging to the Ship
Daniel 4"* of London were going on board their Ship [and] were hailed by
some officers on board the American Brig Convoy[.] The men thought
themselves...[safe] & gave a saucy answer. Stephens, Joiner & Perkins
were the names of the three Mates who jumped into the Convoy's boat &
gave chase to the men in the Ship Daniel's lx>at. A Battle Ensued. One of
the men was beaten & thrown overboard & next morning was found lying
across one of the Ships Cables. Drowned."*^

Reynolds, "Journal," June 6,1825. Lord Byron had come to the islands to return the bodies of
Kamehameha II and his queen—who died on a visit to King George—to their homeland. See also, Marin,
"Journal," July 21, 1816, in Gast, Marin, 220.
Marin, "Journal," July 21, 1816, in Gast, Marin, 220. See also, Ibid., September 11-12, 1814,213.
John C. Jones to Henry Clay, July 8 [?], 1826, July 1, 1827, American Consul Letters, HSA.
** John Colcord, "Journal," typed transcript, [November 22 or 23, 1826] 9, HSA. See also, Reynolds,
"Journal," November 23, 1826, in King, ed.. Journal, 163.
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Not only did they fight with one another, but drunken sailors also fought with their
Hawaiian hosts. For example, on 15 December 1815, drinking resulted in a brawl that
included more than a thousand natives and a smaller number of foreigners. Similarly, on
31 October 1823, a quarrel broke out at Jean Rives' grog shop between intoxicated
mariners and some Sandwich Islanders. The natives showered the white men with stones
as they fled into the water towards their vessel. After this incident, the chiefs shut down
the notorious dive. Yet, it hardly put a dent in the liquor traffic among the grog ships that
lined Honolulu harbor.'*^
The flghting that accompanied alcohol consumption was common among western
sailors throughout the world. In American, British, and European ports, authorities
endeavored to contain such activities by limiting shore leave and preventing drinking on
board ship. However, in the Sandwich Islands, no structure existed to deal with the
excessive drinking and riotous behavior of foreigner visitors and brawling occurred on a
much larger scale. Until the arrival of Captain Cook, alcohol was unknown to the
Hawaiians. Although they had their own form of intoxicant made from the ti root, it did
not cause the same aggressive behavior that spirits did. From the 1790s through the mid1820s, the chiefs were at a loss as how to cope with the problem. Increasingly, the
riotous actions of westerners undermined the Hawaii social order. For their part, the
small expatriate community and visiting seamen remained undisturbed by the violence

Marin, "Journal," September 5, 1814, December 10, 1815, in Cast, Marin, 213,218. See also Ibid.,
September 25,1821,256 and Reynolds, "Joumai," August, 7, 1826, in King, eA., Journal, 146. Various
Authors. "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," October 31, 1823, HMCS.
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and upheaval that periodically disrupted their lives. Many probably welcomed these
brawls as a source of amusement in the boredom of island life/^
The disobedience, death, and destruction resulting fn)m excessive alcohol
consumption mattered little to those who profited from the sale of spirits. Indeed, such
transactions provided many in the expatriate community with a substantial income. In
1815, Don Francisco de Paula Marin began making wine and brandy fi'om his vineyard
near Honolulu. Because he actively involved himself in the ship-supply business, it is
likely that he supplied vessels with alcohol as well as fresh fhiits and vegetables. Other
merchants and traders brought rum on their own ships or imported it from the United
States. Quite a few set up their own distilleries as did the so-called American Consul,
John Coflfin Jones, with the help of several partners and a chief by the name of Boki.
Most purveyors of spirits set up grog shops along Honolulu and Lahaina harbors, while a
few sold their wares out of the more expensive "hotels" in Honolulu proper. After the
arrival of the missionaries and the imposition of temperance laws at Lahaina, poorer
foreigners, usually deserters, sold alcohol in "secret transient, walking grogshops."^^
That is, these entrepreneurs furtively scurried around the port with bottles of diluted
Stark notes that the British navy gave a liquor ration that included grog (rum mixed with water, lime,
or lemon juice) and a half-pint rum ration. She also points out that the admiralty halved the half-pint ration
in 1824. Stark, Female Tars, 173. Similarly, John D. Bym contends that just because the British
Admiralty acquiesced to the traditional drinking rights of seamen, it did not men they condoned
drunkenness. After 1756, regulations emphasized that officers should give sailors watered-down alcohol
and that officers should prevent the smuggling of liquor on board ship. Furthermore, the Admiralty
prosecuted seamen for intoxication. However, they considered sailors inebriated only when they could no
longer perform their duties. John D. Bym, Jr., Crime and Punishment in the Royal Navy: Discipline on the
Leeward Islands Stations, 1784-1812, (England: Scholar Press, 1989), 131. These rations probably did not
have the same effect as the unwatered alcohol that sailors drank in the grogshops of Lahaina and Honolulu.
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spirits, selling a weak dram to sailors for *^5 cents or some article of clothing."^^ As in
the United States, both seamen who visited the islands and the foreigners who resided
there managed to consume vast quantities of spirits on a regular basis."*^
As in the case of John Coffin Jones's partnership with the chief Boki, the sale of
alcohol illustrates some of the economic connections established between members of the
expatriate community and Hawaii's all 7 mi,as well as the professional, sexual, and
social relationships that made these commercial ties possible. Isaac Davis and John
Young serve as the prototypical examples of this evolution. In 1790, Kamehameha I
forced both British seamen to stay on in the islands after natives engaged and defeated
their crewmates in separate battles. The chief, who worked to unite the islands under his
control, understood the value of the white men's knowledge of western military tactics
and weapons. As purveyors of this information, Davis and Young provided invaluable
assistance to Kamehameha, which allowed him to extend his rule to most of the
Sandwich Islands. As a result, both became powerful men, married close relatives of the
new King, served as governors of various islands, and accumulated numerous estates.
While it is not clear if Young involved himself in the shipping trade, by 1798, Davis had

Ephraim Spaulding and William Richards, "A Brief History of Temperance for twelve years, at three
of the Sandwich Islands," received by the ABCFM on June 10, 1836, copied from their journals, September
13, 1824, ML, HMCS.
Ibid.
For alcohol consumption in the United States between 1813 and 1846, see. Sellers, The Market
Revolution, 2S9-26\. Gasl, Marin, 14-15,51. Marin, "Journal," July 6, 1815, July 25, 1815, July 19, 1819,
June 15, 1825 in Cast, Marin, 216,232,296. James Hunnewell to Bryant & Sturgis, December 17, 1828,
Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Ruiiis Anderson, "Copy of Journal," Nov. 27, 1831, ML,
HMCS.
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become an active trader, handling the transactions that took place at Honolulu, adding
great wealth to his already substantial landholdings/^
The Spaniard, Don Francisco de Paula Marin, also established economic, sexual,
professional, and social ties with the ali 7 nui. While not much is known about his many
Hawaiian wives, at least one was purported to be of high rank and, perhaps, a relative of
Kamehameha I. This would not be surprising considering that Marin served as the
King's business manager and interpreter. As administrator of Kamehameha's economic
afTairs, Marin performed both large and small tasks. He cut sandalwood, distilled brandy,
built a house for Kamehameha, doctored the King and the other ali 7 nui, punished kapu
(glossed as law) breakers, and even boiled potatoes for the ruler's supper. In return for
his help, over the course of his lifetime, the Spaniard received numerous estates.^'
Marin's labor for the King and chiefs led to social intimacy. He spent much of
his time visiting the ali 7 nui. These social calls usually involved gift giving. Therefore,
on one occasion, Marin presented the King with "2 bars of iron, a saw—a gimblet & 2
panes of glass." On another, he gave the wife of Kamehameha's chief advisor a comb,
and, on still another occasion, he proffered "a coat of fine cloth, and a cigar case of turtle

Manuscript of John Young's Journal, 1808, Fo & Ex, HSA. A. Grove Day, A Biographical
Dictionary of History Makers of Hawaii, (Honolulu: Mutual Publishing of Honolulu, 1984), 32, 133.
Daws, Shoal, 34,40,46. See also, the life of Oliver Holmes, Day, Dictionary, 53. Prior to the mid-l840s,
the ali'i nui and, ultimately, the King owned both the land and the water rights of the Sandwich Islands.
However, it was in their power to distribute the use of the land and sea to those they deemed worthy.
Consequently, estates given to Davis, Young, and other foreigners did not involve the actual ownership of
the land or sea, but, instead, consisted of use of that property. The king and chiefs took away took away
usufhictuary rights as often as they gave them.
Marin, "Journal," December 9,1810, 1809-10, January 26-27, 1810, September 15, 1811, September
27, 1811, February 19, 1812, 1812, April 4, 1818, April 29, 1818, April 5, 1819., February 16, 1812,
February 9, 1818, March 11, 1821, in Cast, Marin, 199-259.
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shell" to the King and Minister.In turn, he received fish, a goat, 40 fathoms of rope,
and other gifts from the Hawaiian chiefs. These social calls also meant spending time
together. Therefore, on at least one occasion, and probably more, Marin and the King
went fishing together. Over time, the professional and social relationships that the
Spaniard developed with Kamehameha I and other ali 7 nui resulted in his privileged
status within the Hawaiian and foreign communities. This rank gave Marin important
commercial advantages over his economic competitors and made him very different from
other westerners.'^
Marin's intimacy with Kamehameha and his chiefs translated into economic
power. According to Marin's biographer, Ross H. Cast, the Spaniard repeatedly
requested the King and chiefs to put taboos on various trade items when it proved
advantageous to both them and him. Because he served as the King's interpreter, Marin
was in frequent contact with visiting Captains and traders. Taking advantage of this, he
opened his home as a commercial establishment for them and began supplying their ships
with provisions. Because of his economic success, many of the resident traders who
Ibid., December 22, 1812, [)ecember 24, 1812,208.
" Ibid.. August, 9, 18,23 1811, September 2, 1811, January 8, 1809, December 4, 1809, September 23,
1811, December 30, 1809, 199-203. lliere is a vast literature on gift giving among native peoples.
Generally, in most indigenous cultures, gift giving was meant to redistribute goods to from the elite to less
well off members of a community. Gift giving also established ties between families and individuals. One
of the most famous works on gift giving is Bronislaw Malinowski's study of the Kula ring practiced by the
inhabitants of Papua New Guinea. Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific; An Account
of Native Enterprise and Adventure in the Archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea, (London: G.
Routledge & Sons, 1922). Native Americans of the Northwest also used gift giving as a way to redistribute
goods. See, Gail Ringel, "The KwakiutI Potlatch: History, Economics, and Symbols," Ethnohistory, 1979,
vol. 26, no. 4,1979,347-362. See also, Douglas Cole and Ira Chaikin, '"A Worse than Useless Custom':
The Potlatch Law and Indian Resistance," Western Legal History, 1992, vol. 5, no. 2, 187-216. For
information on Hawaiian views on gift giving and exchange, see, Jocelyn Linnekin, Children of the Land:
Exchange and Status in a Hawaiian Community, (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1985).
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competed with him accused Marin of dishonesty. Whether dishonest or not, the Spaniard
became a powerful and influential man in the Sandwich Islands.^
Perhaps Marin's greatest power came from his position as Kamehameha's
interpreter: this job not only put him at the center of commercial activity at the islands,
but also allowed him to serve as a cultural broker between the King and ali 7 nui and
other western men. Because the Spaniard had "gone native," at least to a certain degree,
he had a greater understanding of Hawaiian culture than most western men who visited
the islands. Therefore, besides mediating the business transactions that took place
between Kamehameha and the white traders, he also served as a sort of cultival
translator. For example, in 1819, the men on board the French ship Uranie consulted the
Spaniard about Hawaiian customs and asked for his help in securing provisions for their
ship. In 1820, Marin's knowledge of the language also helped Hipaulito Bouchard.
When the French Captain discovered that the sandalwood he had bought from
Kamehameha I was not acceptable, he asked Marin to explain to the King why he refused
to take it. That same year, even the missionary doctor, Thomas Holman, asked for
Marin's help in clarifying to the King and chiefs his reasons for sailing to Kaua'i without
their permission. Moreover, when irresponsible captains and drunken sailors caused
problems at the ports of Honolulu and Lahaina, the King and chiefs called on Marin to
mediate. As more and more ships visited the islands, the Spaniard's duties in this regard
increased. Often, he received the criticism of both groups as his only thanks for his
ctTorts. Whether thanked or not, Marin's economic dominance coincided with his work
^ Cast, Marin, 14-15. Day, Dictionary, 94.
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as a cultural broker; both continuing until American missionaries usurped his privileged
position in the 1820s/^
Close relations like Marin's with the King or chiefs proved vital to the business
fortunes of members of the expatriate community. Foreigners could not reside at or
practice business in the Sandwich Islands without permission from the King or other ali 7
nui. Like Europeans and Americans who traded with Native Americans, in Hawaii,
sexual relationships with either an ali 7 woman or the offspring of these early unions
helped to establish the political and commercial connections necessary for a white man to
prosper as a merchant. Consequently, these men's '^marriages" with Hawaiian women
helped further their business. Similarly, John Coffin Jones—^an employee of the
American merchant firm of Marshall & Wildes both before and during his tenure as US
commercial agent—became sexually involved with both Marin's daughter Lahilahi and
Hannah Holmes, the daughter of Oliver Holmes and the chiefess Mahi. By doing so,
Jones linked himself to two of the most powerful and influential traders in Hawaii, while
establishing kinship ties that connected him to the ali 7 nui. Jones's connections, no
doubt, benefited his shipping business between Honolulu and the California coast. It
seems that the merchant, Stephen Reynolds, had similar connections. His first "wife,"
Winship Harbottle, was named for either Nathan or Jonathan Winship. These American
ship captains had close commercial ties to Kamehameha I, who, in 1810, gave them an
exclusive 10-year contract to ship sandalwood from the islands to China. It is known that

Cast, Marin, 58,74,73, Hipaulito Bouchard to Don Francisco de Paula Marin, September 22, 18!8,
Thomas Holman to Marin, November 22, 1820 in Cast, Marin, 161-196.
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Nathan Winship had seven HaAvaiian wives and it would not have been surprising that
one of them had significant status considering the trading monopoly that had been
granted to him by the King. Because the Hawaiian people had a cultural tradition called
hanai (glossed as adoption), they frequently parented one another's children as their own.
Winship Harbottle's first name indicates that her father had a close connection to the
Winship brothers and through them, perhaps, to Kamehameha 1. If so, Winship Harbottle
may have been the human link that provided the foundation for Reynolds's long-term
business success in Honolulu.
Those who did not have close relations with the King or chiefs could suffer as a
result. In the Sandwich Islands, white men had to live according to rules that were both
foreign and not of their making, bi the Sandwich Islands, the King and chiefs held both
dictatorial and arbitrary power. A man's livelihood, property, or, possibly, his life could
be taken away from him at the whim of native rulers. Thus, between 30 October 1814
and 16 January 1814, Kamehameha ordered all haoles (white men) without landholdings
to leave the islands on four different occasions. Again, in 1820, his successor, Liholiho
gave the same injunction. The chiefs threatened to put the haoles who did not leave by a
certain date on surfboards. The American merchant, John Hunnewell, who had landed in
^ Europeans and Americans who traded with Native Americans often entered into sexual relationships
or "marriages" with Indian women in order to further their business prospects. According to Kathryn E.
Holland Braund, "Virtually every major eighteenth-century trader [to the Creeks] had an Indian wife and
raised a mixed blood family." Kathryn E. Holland Braund, "Guardians of Tradition and Handmaidens to
Change: Women's Roles in Creek Economic and Social Life During the Eighteenth Century, American
Indian Quarterly, vol. 4, no. 3,1990,248. For marriages between European traders and Southwestern
Ojibwa (Anishinaabeg) women, see, Bruce M. White, "The Woman who Married a Beaver Trade Patterns
andGenderRolesinOjibwaFurTrade,"£/A/ioAu/o/>', vol.46,no. I, winter 1999, 128-137. Formarriages
between British traders and Cree, Ojibwa, and Chipewyan Indians, see, Sylvia Van Kirk, "The Role of
Native Women in the Fur Trade Society of Western Canada, 1670-1830, Frontiers, vol. 7, no. 3, 1984,913. Cast, Marin, 139,330. Daws, Shoai,47,50.
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Honolulu two months earlier with Liholiho's permission, had to appeal to the King for
more time since he had sent his ship off on a trading venture. Or, consider the case of the
John Colcord. In the mid-1820s, native soldiers herded the New Englander and a
considerable number of other foreigners into a "large yard like so many sheep or hogs...
With the approval of the American Consul and a number of masters in the harbor,
the men were held all day in the fenced enclosure, without food or water, while the
Sandwich Island chiefs sought out deserters—or those who could be deemed as such—to
be returned to the ships. The ambiguity of Colcord's status imperiled him. Was he a
deserter, a landholder, a man useful to the chiefs? Fortunately for Colcord, his captors
released him when they discovered that he had worked as a blacksmith for Boki, the chief
who governed the island of Oahu. Not much later, the chiefs passed a law that said all
deserters would be sentenced to hard labor, cutting and moving stones and adobes in an
oxcart. Undoubtedly, Colcord realized his great fortune when he wrote, "1 have seen men
chained to a cart hauling it loaded through the town of Honolulu & native task masters
with the before mentioned cat [o' nine tails]."^^ Clearly, social, sexual, and/or economic
ties to the King and ali 7 nui proved crucial to both the lives and livelihoods of westem
men living in the islands. Obviously, the Hawaiian elite had a great deal of control over
the white men's destinies.^'

" Colcord, "Journal," typed transcript, November or December 1826,8-10, HSA.
Ibid.,1827?, 10.
^ Vfarin, "Journal," October 30, 1814, November 26, 1814, December 17, 1814, Januaiy 16, 1820,
August 8, 1820, September 14, 1820, in Cast, Marin, 212-2IS, 236-245. Hunnewell to William Ellis,
Januaiy 20, 1833, Hunnewell Papers, HHS, originals at the Baker Library, Harvard University. Hunnewell
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Yet, even close ties to the King and chiefs could not insure their freedom and
property, nor could it protect them fix)m danger. In fact, closeness could be the problem.
As already demonstrated, Isaac Davis, John Young, and Don Francisco de Paula Marin
gained wealth, power, and influence because of their close relationship with
Kamehameha I. Yet, at one point or another, all three wanted to leave the islands.
However, the King prevented them from departing because, as repositories of western
knowledge, they provided him an invaluable source of military and economic expertise.
But, even having skills that the King needed might not keep these men and their property
safe. For example, in 1813, Kamehameha sent a man to poison Marin because he did not
want to retum to the island of Hawaii. While that is the only recorded instance of a threat
to the Spaniard's life, the Sandwich Island ruler and his chiefs proved a constant danger
to Marin's property. As the saying goes, what can be given can be taken away, and in
Marin's case, this happened often. Therefore on 16 February 1812, Kamehameha's
advisor, the ali'i nui Kalanimoku, gave Marin property on the island of Hawaii. A little
less than a year later, the King or one of the chiefs took the land away. In December
1817, Kalanimoku confiscated all his taro and seized all the trees in his vineyard. In July
1820, Marin lost a part of an estate only to have it replaced by another a month later.
Within another few months, the Spaniard had lost half of an island that the chiefs had

asserts Kamehameha 11 ordered only Americans without land to leave the islands, while Marin's journal
suggests that the order included all white men without land, regardless of nationality.

given him. And so it went. In the Sandwich Islands, a man's freedom, property,
possessions, and, perhaps, even his life could be taken from him at a moments notice.^
Despite the boredom, dangers, and vagaries of island life, members of the
expatriate community abandoned the comforts and security of home because, along with
sexual freedom, came the chance to gain great wealth. In the early 19'''-century, the men
who found their way to Hawaii's shores embodied a spirit of modem liberal capitalism,
exemplified in Great Britain and the United States. Associated with the industrial
revolution, this spirit of enterprise, entrepreneurship, and trade began in 18''*-century
England and spread to the United States by the end of the War of 1812. The industrial
revolution provided the material goods that made it possible for western men to seek not
just a mere sustenance, or even wealth, but empires based on trade. Consequently, they
sought out unknown lands and strange peoples as a market for their products. In the 18"*
and 19*** centuries, the English ventured into Africa, India, and Asia, establishing
commercial and colonial empires. On the other hand, the Pacific remained an economic
backwater for most British empire builders. Americans, especially "Yankees," had been
inveterate traders since the founding of the colonies. Yet, a new spirit of enterprise and
expansion seized the young nation at the tum-of-the century. Latecomers to a
commercial imperialism dominated by the British and Dutch, they set their sights on the
Pacific and the China trade.

Marin, ''Joumal,'^ March 2S, 1812, Feforuaiy 14, 1813, February 16, 1812, January 11, 1813,
December 23, 1817, December 30,1817, July 21, 1820, August 12, 1820, October 7, 1820, in Cast, Marin,
203-245.
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More often than not, Americans, and the smaller number of British traders in
Hawaii, served as economic middlemen between the islanders and other peoples. For
example, American and British merchants exchanged guns, powder, cloth, glass, and
New England rum for Hawaiian sandalwood. In turn, they traded the fragrant wood to
the Chinese for silk, china, furniture, and the like. On their return lay over in Hawaii, the
westerners then sold some of this Chinese merchandise to the islanders. White men also
traded along the Northwest Coast for furs and other goods, stopping in Hawaii to
replenish their ships before sailing to the market in Canton. By the 1820s, the whaling
industry brought more western men to the islands. They arrived either to replenish their
vessels or to sell goods to those who did. hi all of these cases, the lure of great wealth led
westerners to settle permanently. In the process, they laid the foundation for not only a
commercial conquest, but also a religious, cultural, and political imperialism that would
bring sweeping changes to the Sandwich Islands by the I840s.^'
Marginality did not just offer a chance to gain wealth. It also allowed workingclass men to gain a higher social status. While it is clear that the American Consul, John
CofUn Jones, came from a fairly wealthy and influential family, many traders at the
islands came from more humble circumstances. As noted before, in the late 18"* century,
Isaac Davis, John Young, and Don Francisco de Paula Marin all worked as poor sailors
before gaining influence, power, and wealth at the Sandwich Islands. In the early 19"'
For a general look at the ties between American capitalism and imperialism, see. Sellers, The Market
Revolution. For a look at American economic imperialism in China, see, Jacques M. Downs, The Golden
Ghetto: The American Commercial Community and Canton and the Shewing of American China Policy,
1784-1844, (Bethlehem; Lehigh University Press, 1997). Richard Charlton to George Canning, June 10,
1825. British Consul-Outgoing Letters, HSA. See, Daws, 5Aoa/, 49-52, 169-72; Wisniewski,//otva/ian
Monarchs, 7.
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century, other men also found that the Sandwich Islands offered the means to gain social
and economic importance in the eyes of the western world. James Hunnewell first visited
the islands in 1817 as a seaman on board the ship Bordeaux Packet. He later returned to
the islands as the first officer of the Thaddeus, the brig that brought the first group of
American missionaries to Hawaii. In the early 1820s, he became involved in the
sandalwood trade. Within a few years, he established a prosperous mercantile business in
Honolulu. In the process, he became a respected businessman both in the Sandwich
Islands and the United States. He remained in the islands until 1830, when he returned to
his home in Charlestown, Massachusetts.^^
After returning to the United States, James Hunnewell set up another New
Englander of working-class background, Henry A. Peirce, as his business agent in
Honolulu. Peirce soon became a successful merchant in his own right. Eventually, he
gained great power and influence, while keeping in frequent contact with Washington
D.C. Later in the century, he served both the US and Hawaiian governments, first as
American minister to the islands and then as Hawaiian minister of foreign affairs. In the
1830s, Peirce went into business with Charles Brewer. Brewer's father worked in the
dry-goods business in Boston and his son was meant to follow in his footsteps. Instead,
the son went to sea and, in 1823, arrived for the first time in the Sandwich Islands. His

Grove, History Makers, 54. Daws, Shoal, 77.
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partnership with Peirce made him a wealthy man. Brewer's business remained successful
and continues to operate under his name today.^^
Finally, consider the case of the British merchant captain, Richard Charlton. The
British government appointed him as Consul to the Sandwich, Society, and Friendly
islands, not because of any particular talent in terms of diplomacy, but because he seemed
the only man who wanted the job. As British consul, Charlton became a powerful man
who could call a warship to the islands at a drop of the hand. This position of authority
allowed him to wreck havoc in the Sandwich Islands for most of two decades.^
Not all men gained such power or riches in the Sandwich Islands. John Colcord,
a blacksmith, seemed to make a decent living, but nothing more. William French formed
several commercial partnerships at the islands, but left no lasting impression of his
influence. Stephen Mackintosh established the first English newspaper in Honolulu in
1836, but failed in his commercial connections and returned to the United States as a
result. Undoubtedly, other men, like Mackintosh, left the islands without much
improvement to their economic and social standing. Nevertheless, because Hawaii
existed on the margins of the western world, an informational and economic vacuum

Hunnewell to Henry Peirce, December 21, 1832, Hunneweii Papers, HHS. Grove, History Makers,
54, 104, 14-15.
^ Foreign Office to [Richard] Charlton, September 1824, British Foreign Office Correspondence to
Hawaii, HSA. Charlton to Joseph Planta, February 8, 1825, British Consul Outgoing Letters, HSA. British
Foreign Office Correspondence record, imsigned and undated, seems to have been written sometime after
1828 and before 1834. Palmerston to unknown, September, 20, 1836, British Foreign Office
Correspondence to Hawaii, HSA. Daws, Shoal, 77.
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existed. White men, as repositories of western knowledge and commeFcial savvy, could
step into this opening, significantly improving their station in life.^^
In the years that followed Cook's discovery of the islands, western men thus
gained wealth and social status by incorporating Hawaiians into a world trade system
based on capitalist expansion. The Sandwich Islanders participated willingly in this
arrangement because they immediately recognized the advantages of western products
such as metal nails, tools, and cooking utensils as well as guns, muskets, swivels, and
anunimition. They also felt '^extremely fond of European dress, and received with
pleastire, old shirts, jackets, and trousers."^ Therefore, native men and women eagerly
traded fowl, fish, pigs, yams, fruits, and vegetables for the new western products. In fact,
the islanders so desired these items that it proved a detriment to the Hawaiian political
economy and a potential danger to early westem voyagers. Trade between islanders
undermined the authority of the chiefs because, for the first time, the maka 'ainana
(commoners) felt willing to ignore the kapus in order to obtain westem goods. It also
imperiled westerners when the eager islanders who swarmed their vessels stole so many
nails from the planking that the ships were in danger of sinking. Nevertheless, these
dangers did not deter trade between the white men and the islanders.^^

Colcord, '^Journal," typed copy, undated, 15-16, HSA. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 25, 1831, ML, HMCS. Sandwich Island Gazette and Journal of Commerce, Vol. 2, No. 38,
April,2l, 1838, Vol.2, No.41, May 12,1838, Vol. 3,No.52, July 27, 1839, HHS.
^ Lisiansky, Voyage, June 1804, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 54.
" Theodore Morgan, Hawaii: A Century of Economic Change, 1778-1876, Cambridge; Harvard
University Press), 59. Sahlins, Islands, 8. Sahlins points out that the sailors on board Cook's fleet just as
eagerly removed nails from their ships to use as gifts or payments to their native paramours for their sexual
services. Marshall Sahlins, Historical Metaphors and Mythical Realities: Structure in the Early History of
the Sandwich Islands Kingdom, (Ann Arbor The University of Michigan Press, 1981), 41.
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Westerners could make so much money in the islands because their isolation
allowed them to disregard western rules of commerce. Back home in New England or
Great Britain, community pressure and the need for good will &om their peers forced
businessmen to sell goods at reasonable prices. At the islands, traders did not encoimter
similar pressures towards fairness. In fact, they discovered a people who could be easily
duped. While Hawaiians saw the advantages western merchandise might bring, initially,
they did not have the cultural knowledge necessary to weigh their value in relation to the
goods and services they had to offer. White merchants saw no problem with taking
advantage of the islanders' gullibility. For example, during one visit to the islands in the
early 1790s, Archibald Menzies observed that a native, who carried a heavy load of
water-filled calabashes down a long rugged path, felt well satisfied with his payment of
"three small iron nails.''^" He went on to assert that this observation proved '*that this
metal still holds a high value among them, and that a settlement established at these
islands would in this way procure indefatigable labourers at a very easy rate."^
Hawaiians also exchanged the islands' fhiits, vegetables, and meat products for as little
as a bracelet or an iron adze.^°

Archibald Menzies, Hawaii Nei 128 Years Ago, (Honolulu: The New Freedom, 1920), ca 1792-94, in
Best and Best, Glimpses, 38.
Ibid.
Hiram Bingham, A Residence of Twenty-One Years in the Sandwich Islands, (New York: Praeger
Publishers, I %9), 51. William Ellis, An Authentic Narrative of a Voyage Performed by Captain Cook,
(London: Goulding, 1782), vol. 2, 158, cited in Sahlins, Islands, 1. Broughton, Voyage, Februaiy 3, 1796,
in Best and Best, Glimpses, 42. Lisiansky, Voyage, June 1804, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 54. Morgan,
Hawaii, 59-60.
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However, such incredible profits could not last forever. As was the case with
trade among Native Americans, eventually, either market saturation and/or the bargaining
skills acquired by some islanders caused the prices of western products to fall. By 1796,
William R. Broughton had noted ''every article of European manufacture is considerably
fallen in value."^' In 1804, another voyager remarked that "so great a quantity of small
guns, swivels, muskets, and ammunition, [have been] supplied by the ships of the United
States, that these articles in the island of Hawaii have greatly sunk in value."^^ The
Sandwich Islanders also became expert hagglers. Urey Lisiansky thus remarked that
"they are certainly very difficult in bargaining, and know how to keep up the price of
whatever they have to sell; and, if it happened that we purchased any thing at a dear rate,
it was immediately known to the whole throng, and the article could not be obtained
afterwards cheaper."^^ But, he also pointed out that "They would even let a day or two
pass, in the hopes of bringing us to their terms: but aware of this, and unbending as
themselves, we generally obtained what was wanted reasonably."^**
Kamehameha I sought the advantages that western goods could bring with
adroitness. Early on, he recognized that the white man's goods and knowledge could
help him achieve his political ambitions. Therefore, not only did he forcibly detain Isaac
Davis and John Young as military and economic advisors, but he also used the visits of

" Broughton, Voyage, January 11, 1797, in Best and Best, Glimpses,42.
^ Lisiansky, f^oyage, June 1804, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 54.
^ Ibid., 125.
rbid.
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foreigners to obtain the western weapons necessary to conquer his rivals and unite the
island chain. Observers noted that the ruler also became a "keen trader" who liked to
bargain so much that he did so for both himself and his people. In fact, this skilled
businessman also engaged in the ship-supply trade, using his power to monopolize the
business for himself by passing taboos that forbid other Hawaiians and white men &om
selling certain products to the vessels in port. He even went so far as to "exact a kind of
tribute from the belles, that visit the ship[s] as part of their eamings."^^ In consequence,
Kamehameha 1 built many storehouses, containing vast piles of western goods and
money.
Despite Kamehameha's skill at bargaining, westerners attempted to take
advantage of the new King. Many white men who visited the islands accused Hawaii's
kings and chiefs of hoarding money or encouraging trade for "selfish principles."
Chroniclers of Hawaii's history have too often concurred. One historian has even gone
so far as to describe Kamehameha I as a "persistent, even selfish accumulator, a king
whose feeling for royal largesse was stunted, a great consumer only of other people's
goods, food, and liquor."^^ But, these men have misinterpreted the ruler's actions. As a
member of the ali'i mi,and, especially as the Mo 7 (glossed as King), Kamehameha
" Isaac Iselin, Journal of a Trading Voyage Around the World, 1805-1808, (New York: Mcllroy and
Emmet, I8~), in Best and Glest, Glimpses, 62.
Archibald Campbell, A Voyage Round the World from 1806 to 18! 2,(Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1967), in Best and Best, Glimpses, 66, Lisiansky, Voyage, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 54.
Daws, Shoal, 44-45.
^ Campbell, A Voyage, in Best and Best, Glimpses, 62, Gilbert Farquhar Mathison, Narrative of a Visit
to Brazil, Chile, Peru, and the Sandwich Islands, During the Years 1821 and 1822, (Ixindon: Charles
Knight, 1825), in Best and Best, Glimpses, 99 and Daws, Shoal,45. Bingham, A Residence, SO. Morgan,
Hawaii, 65.
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existed as an akua (god) on earth. As a supernatural being, he consumed vast quantities
of food, engaged in impressive feats of sexual activity, and acquired vast quantities of
material goods because to do so was the natural and proper expression of a god.
According to the Hawaiian scholar, Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, the ali'i mi felt determined
to consume the ''physical manifestations of the foreigner—his goods, his food," and
liquor as a means of "controlling the foreign element... [that threatened] their world.''^^
Kamehameha I did just that. Foreign merchants took advantage of the King's cultural
imperative to consume as a god and the ruler's desire to consume as a means of control.
Not only did they sell him goods for which he clearly had no need, but they also sold
those items to him in massive quantities. Thus, his vast storehouses contained bolts of
expensive silks and brocades, furnishings fi^m China and America, and other western
products that rotted and decayed from neglect and disuse. Perhaps, these white
merchants would have done the same in their own countries, if they could have gotten
away with it. But the point is that as men on the margins of civilization, they could, did,
and continued to employ such unethical business practices. Moreover, their isolation
allowed them an impunity that they probably would not have found in their western
homelands.''
Despite the fact that western capitalists took economic advantage of Kamehameha
I, his skills as a trader and his ability to manipulate the kapu system allowed him to

™ Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 146.
^ Sahlins, Islands, 14, According to Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, the 'Svord 'af means 'to eat' and also 'to
rule.' Therefore, by consuming, the Ali'i would rule and direct the mana of the Akua.'" Kame'eleihiwa,
Native Lands, 146, and 35-37. Bingham, A Residenc, SO.

remain financially in the black. This was not the case with either his chiefs or his
successors. The need to control what was unknown through the consumption of the
material manifestations of that alienness remained a cultural imperative for the ali'i nui.
But, while they could consume the goods their people produced without remuneration,
capitalists required payment. The islands' animals, fruits, and vegetable could only go so
far in paying for the silks, satins, china, furniture, and other goods that the chiefs desired.
At the same time, American and British businessmen's need to sell items in order to gain
wealth persisted. The discovery of sandalwood at the islands made it possible for both
these needs and desires to be met.^"
As with the Native American fiir trade, the sandalwood trade allowed the chiefs to
buy western goods on credit. Pioneered by the Americans, Jonathan and Nathan Winship
and Captain William Heath Davis, during the reign of Kamehameha I, the sandalwood
trade reached its peak between 1810-1819. During these years, plenty of good quality
wood could be found in the easily accessible lowlands of the islands. This timber fetched
a high price in China, somewhere between a $120-$150 a ton. With his monopoly of the
trade, Kamehameha 1 could net as much as $300,000 or more annually. Consequently,
even though foreigners duped him into buying useless items at exorbitant prices—
including two unsound, rotting vessels—the ruler could afford to spend some of his

It is unclear whether or not Kamehameha I left any debt at the time of his death. A variety of sources
suggest that the chiefs had accumulated numerous debts from buying western goods on credit for
sandalwood. Later, the Hawaiian kingdom would be held responsible for the payment of all of these debts.
However, none of the sources indicate that Kamehameha I contributed to this debt. Bingham reports only
the success of the King's financial ventures, A Residence, SO. Morgan attributes the nation's sandalwood
debts to Kamehameha II and the chiefis, Hawaii, 65. Daws also asserts that the chiefs were responsible for
the money owed to foreign traders, S/ioa/, 79.
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money recklessly. But, by the 1820s, the supply of sandalwood had diminished.
Excessive cutting of the timber had reduced the Hawaiians to searching for stands of the
fragrant wood in the inaccessible mountains at the center of the islands. Generally, this
wood proved inferior to that which had been previously logged. In addition, by the
beginning of the 1830s, the sandalwood market had become unstable. For Liholiho, who
had inherited the rule of the islands after his father's death in 1819, this proved
disastrous. A weak monarch, he gave up his father's monopoly on sandalwood to the
ali'i nui. The combination of poor quality, low prices, and unstable market meant less
income for the new King and chiefs. Consequently, they were reduced to buying on
credit the western goods they desired.^'
Even after the chiefs had not paid their previous debts, American and British
traders continued to give them credit on future supplies of sandalwood. These men
operated without economic foresight. While they might have enjoyed the good times and
women that the islands provided, as economic imperialists they had set their sights on the
easy money. Often, as with Kamehameha I, they sold and sold and sold to the King and
chiefs, cheating and duping them out of their wood, while also turning on one another.
All of the white traders at the islands competed for a share of the financial windfall. This
led them act imprudently, because, although they wanted to be paid by the chiefs, they
feared that if they did not extend credit to the ali'i nui, they would be giving up their

Day, Hislory, \30. Morgan,//mva//, 62-67. Tamoree and George Tamoree to William Pigot and
John Meek, June 23, 1820, promissory note for sandalwood in exchange for $6,000 merchandise, Fo & Ex,
HSA. Karaimoku to Marshall and Wildes, promissory note for sandalwood, Januaiy 10, 1826, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
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portion of the market to their competitors. Eventually, the traders fell into two competing
factions.*^
Economic competition over sandalwood spawned an already growing AmericanBritish rivalry. The issue of the Sandwich Island Kingdom's sovereignty lay at the heart
of the competition. When the British Captain, George Vancouver, had visited the islands
in February 1794, he either convinced Kamehameha I to cede his domain to Great
Britain, or, more likely, to put it under the protection of King George 111. It seems clear
that Kamehameha never actually meant to give his kingdom away to Great Britain and
that a failure of communication had caused the misunderstanding. Moreover,
Kamehameha I never signed a treaty of annexation with Vancouver or anyone else.
Despite the lack of clarity with regard to the official status of the islands vis-a-vis Great
Britain, in the first two decades of the 19"* century, the British claimed the island chain as
their own. Thus, '^Their Lordships" commanded a member of the British Foreign Office
to "recall to Mr. Canning's recollection, that these islands, first discovered by Captain
Cook in his last voyage, were afterwards distinctly ceded to His Majesty, and placed
under the sovereign protection of Great Britain...

Moreover, Lord George Byron,

who had visited the islands in 1825, reported that Kalanimoku, a high chief,
"...considered the islands as belonging to Great Britain

Furthermore, those

^ Eliab Grimes to Josiah Marshall, June 7, 1825 and August 16, 1825, HHS. Dixie Wildes to Josiah
Marshall, August 16, 1825 and December 7, 1825, HHS. Karaimoku to Marshall and Wildes, promissory
note for sandalwood, January 10, 1826, Fo & Ex, HSA. Morgan, Hawaii, 65.
" Croker to Planta, July 5, 1824, British Foreign Office Correspondence to Hawaii, HSA. Mr. Canning
was the British Foreign Minister.
** Lord Byron to Croker, May 30, 1825, British Foreign Office Correspondence to Hawaii, HSA.
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Englishmen who advised the ali'i nui, especially John Young, argued that American
missionaries could not land at the islands without the pennission of King George III and
that the chiefs could not make laws without consulting the authorities in Great Britain.
Yet, despite such bravado and assurances, the diplomatic establishment in England
remained unsure whether the Sandwich Islands belonged to Great Britain or not. For
example, when they appointed Richard Charlton as British Consul to the islands, the
British Foreign Office confessed that ''As the Sandwich Islands belong to Great Britain[,]
making Capt. Charlton a Consul might not be conect."'^ Also, when the high-chief Boki
met with King George IV in 1824, the King informed him that while the Sandwich
Islands did not belong to Great Britain, he would watch over, or protect, the island
kingdom. Finally, the British Foreign Office did admit unofficially that the Hawaiian
Islands "were never ceded to this Country
Rivalry between the Englishmen and the Americans centered mostly on
commerce. In the 1780s and 1790s, the British dominated trade at the islands. However,
business resulted more from the need to resupply their vessels after procuring fiirs on the
Northwest coast of America than as a means of making money. As stated before, the
Frederick Byng to Planta, May 25, 1824, British Foreign Office Correspondence to Hawaii, HSA.
Unsigned and undated letter, British Foreign Office Correspondence to Hawaii, probably written
between 1825 and 1832, HSA. Hunnewell to Charles Stewart, January 20, 1832, HHS. Hunnewell to
Rufiis Anderson, October 23, 1832, HHS. Boki told King George IV, that Kamehameha I had
acknowledged King George HI as a chief, or landlord, who offered protection to the land. However, this
did not mean that Kamehameha I had given up the sovereignty of the Sandwich Islands to Great Britain. In
Hawaiian culture, land is given to chiefs for a while, but almost never in perpetuity. Extract of Manuscript
in the Handwriting of William Richards, 1824, Fo & Ex, HSA. Sahlins argues thm Kamehameha I
formally ratified the cession of the Hawaiian Islands to George Vancouver in !794, citing Vancouver as a
source. However, Kame'eleihiwa has explained that land inheritance in the western sense was foreign to
Hawaiians. In general, a M? 7 could redistribute land, but no one owned the land. It is thus highly
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Englishman, Isaac Davis, and, later, the Spaniard, Don Francisco de Paula Marin, both
aided Kamehameha I in the ship-supply trade, becoming wealthy and influential men.
But, the Americans, not the British, came to dominate the sandalwood market, the real
source of great wealth at the islands. Not only did the American brothers Jonathan and
Nathan Winship and their countryman, William Heath Davis, contract the first
sandalwood monopoly in Hawaii, but even after their venture failed because of the War
of 1812, other Americans engrossed the "trade, bringing out Fire Arms, British printed
cottons[,] Broadcloths and hardware[,] which they... [sold] to the natives at an
extravagant price taking Sandal wood in return

Americans gained this

ascendancy, in part, because the English Parliament had given the British East India
Company a monopoly on the China trade. This impeded British traders in Hawaii by
forcing those who did not work for the Company to ship sandalwood in vessels belonging
to foreign countries. Furthermore, after the deaths of Kamehameha 1 and 11—who
favored English traders because they both believed they had a special relationship with
King George III—British trade with the islands declined, while a "considerable trade
carried on by the Americans and these Islands and China..continued.^^ Clearly, such
fhistrations led English merchants in Hawaii to resort to any means necessary to gain the
upper hand over their American competitors. Consequently, they claimed the islands as
their own and endeavored to prevent, at least some, Americans from landing. They also
improbable that Kamehameha I believed that he was giving the Sandwich Islands to King George ill as a
possession. Sahiins, Historical Metaphors, 62. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, SI-52.
Richard Charlton to George Canning, June 10, I82S, British Consul, Outgoing Letters, HSA.
" Ibid.

worked to force their rivals to leave the islands. Thus, when Marin repeatedly reported
both Kamehameha Ts and Liholiho's efforts to rid their Kingdom of haoles, many
Americans felt singled out because of their nationality and blamed the British confidents
of both Kings as the real source for the orders. While competition between American and
British traders continued to some degree throughout the 1820s and 1830s, it, more
importantly, changed into a missionary-merchant rivalry that would tear the island
kingdom apart, bringing it to the brink of colonial rule and ruin by the end of the 1830s.^^
During the late 18"* and early 19"* centuries, the isolation of the Sandwich Islands
from the western world freed white men from the constraints of western civilization and,
especially, fi'om white middle-class Anglo-Saxon Protestant norms. Men who left their
homes and traveled to the middle of the Pacific Ocean crossed their own imagined moral
boundaries. They no longer existed within their own normative structures; yet, they also
remained separate from and strangers to the Sandwich Island cultural economy. As
creatures of transition, they could act in ways antithetical to the norms of their own
cultures without fear of recrimination. In the ports of Honolulu and Lahaina, they created
expatriate communities centered on sex, socializing, drinking, and commerce. While all
of these activities were not unusual to their homelands, these men engaged in them with
an abandon and excess that, at the very least, would be deemed inappropriate by certain
classes of their countrymen back home.

** Morgan,//otfa//, 61. Day, History, \2Q. HunnewelltoCharlesStewart, January 20, 1832, HHS.
Hunnewell to Rufiis Anderson, October 23, 1832, HHS. Marin, "Journal," October 30,1814, November
26. 1814, December 17, 1814, January 16, 18IS, Augusts, 1820, September 14, 1820, May6, 1821 in
Cast, Marin, 2I2-2S9. Cast, Marin, 81.
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The majority of wiiite men who visited or lived at the islands came from either
New England or the Mid-Atlantic states in America. A smaller number were from Great
Britain. Especially in the 19"* century, in their mostly Protestant societies, those who
practiced polygamy, bigamy, and homosexuality engaged in illegal activities and,
therefore, would suffer the consequences of their behavior. Not so in the Sandwich
Islands. While premarital sex became more common in the United States and England
during this period, it usually led to marriage. Until the mid-1820s, legal marriage did not
exist in Hawaii. In the Sandwich Islands, the expatriates could engage in all of these
sexual activities without the guilt or concern they might have felt at home.
In one sense, the excessive drinking that white men engaged in at the Sandwich
Islands would prove not much different the binge drinking that took place in the Northern
United States during the 1820s and 1830s. The stresses that came with change led many
men to drink who might not have done so under more stable circumstances. Men drank
in Hawaii because they found themselves in an alien territory among strange people
where white men did not make the rules. They also imbibed to an excessive degree
because no community pressure existed to put a stop to it. This is not to say that these
men were not out simply to have a good time. But isolation from their homelands created
its own sorts of pressures. Similarly, afrer the War of 1812, the industrial revolution
uprooted large numbers of families and communities in the Northern part of the United
States, causing tremendous stress that led to the greatest period of binge drinking in the
nation's history. A part of the country itself seemed to exist in a state of transition.
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Excessive alcohol consumption was therefore not unique to island life. However, it did
occur under difTerent circumstance during an earlier time period.
Like drinking, living on the margins of western civilizations was not a
prerequisite for unethical business practices or price gouging. But certainly their
isolation allowed white men to engage in questionable conunercial dealings without the
pressures or oversight of an informed conununity. Often, empires of trade have been
built on the backs of people who did not want to be a part of them or had no
understanding of their workings. Sandwich Islanders eagerly participated in a capitalist
world system of which they initially had little comprehension. Even after they became
more attuned to the values of western commodities in relation to their own goods and
services, their cultural economy kept them from understanding the sophisticated world of
capitalist trade and credit in which they had become ensnared. American and European
men took advantage of this lack of community oversight and cultural knowledge to lay
the foundations for an economic empire in the Sandwich Islands. Commercial
penetration soon led to western cultural and religious incursion as well. By the end of the
1830s, these empires threatened the sovereignty of the island kingdom.
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CHAPTER 2
AMERICAN MISSlONARffiS IN THE ISLANDS OF SIN, 1819-1823

In the 1820s, a new group of western imperialists discovered the Sandwich
Islands. Just before the decade began, the Massachusetts-based American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions sent its first company of Congregational and
Presbyterian missionaries to Hawaii. Eventually, they dispatched more than 140
evangelists to the islands. In so doing, they hoped to recreate a society that reflected their
idealized notion of a Christian commonwealth, such as that exemplified by their Puritan
ancestors in colonial New England. But, in the Sandwich Islands, the Calvinists
constructed neither their Utopian vision of a "city upon a hill," nor a society that reflected
their own New England culture. The disparity between what the evangelists hoped to
achieve and the reality they confronted at the islands became most apparent in the
challenge they faced from their own countrymen.'
The arrival of American Protestant evangelists in 1820 introduced a new phase of
western imperialism in the Sandwich Islands characterized by an intense rivalry between
the mission and the established merchant factions. Members of the expatriate community
may have aligned themselves along national lines prior to the appearance of the

' In 1801, the Presbyterian and Congregational churches united under the Plan of Union in order to
promote cooperation between evangelists of both sects as they ministered on the frontier. The
Presbyterians Joined the interdenominational American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions at its
establishment in 1810. They cooperated with the American Board until 1837, when the church experienced
a serious schism. In 1852, the Plan of Union was dissolved. John A. Andrew III, Rebuilding the Christian
Commonwealth: New England Congregalionalists & Foreign Missions, 1800-1830, (Lexington; The
University Press of Kentucky, 1976), 119.
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missionaries, but they shared common aspirations. Before 1820, American and European
men succeeded in founding a conununity based on pleasure and trade, and, in the process,
created the basis for a western conunercial empire. On the other hand, the Caivinists had
very different objectives. Because they perceived the islands as heathen ground, they
sought to extend the boundaries of Christian civilization to Hawaii. However, they failed
to consider how members of the expatriate community would react to their enterprise. In
the evangelists' minds, race, national identity, and religion fell into alignment. Certainly,
all American and English white men would approve of and support their objectives. But,
at the Sandwich Islands, the goals of the western imperialists proved neither monolithic,
nor hegemonic. Whereas sailors and traders claimed that geography delineated the
boundaries of normative middle-class white Anglo-Saxon Protestant behavior, the
American Caivinists refused to acknowledge that white men could "hang up their
conscience" as they rounded Cape Hom.^ With such contradictory beliefs and agendas,
conflict between the missionary and merchant factions developed quicldy. It would not
take long before the white trading community patched up its national differences and
focused their efforts on hindering the new mission enterprise.^

" Gerrit P. Judd, Hawaii: An Informal History, (New York: Collier-Macmillan Ltd., I%l), 37.
^ According to Rod Edmond, "Colonial discourse analysis has sometimes failed to recognize
complexity and difference, reducing all its texts to the same narrative of appropriation and establishing
their complicity in a monolithic project of European colonialism." Rod Edmond, "Missionaries on Tahiti,
1797-1840," in Alex Calder, Bridget Lamb, and Bridget Orr, Voyages and Beaches: Pacific Encounters,
1769-1840, (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1999), 227. Moreover, Edmond and other scholars of
the Pacific such as Alex Calder, Bridget Orr, and Jonathan Lamb have pointed out the western imperialist
projects in the Pacific were not particularly successful. Furthermore, their philosophies and goals often
conflicted. This also proved to be the cas^ in Hawaii. See also. Ibid., 3-4.
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Distinctions between the missionaries and merchants can be detected in their
discourse about the Sandwich Islands. Well before the New Englanders arrived at the
islands, their ideas conflicted with those of the white men who had come before them.
Like sailors and traders, the Calvinists defined themselves and their homelands in relation
to the natives. However, whereas earlier western visitors had perceived the islands as a
paradise where they could indulge in carnal pleasures at will, the American evangelists
held darker assumptions about the place. Before the first group of missionaries embarked
for its journey, the American Board warned them that they went "to a land of darkness, as
darkness itself; and of the shadow of death, without order, and where the light is as
darkness."^ The Board questioned that "if even here [in New England] amids abundant
means, the divine life is hardly maintained[,] how will it be in that region o f d e a t h . I n
Hawaii, the young recruits would probably face "earthly privations," "sufferings," and
"perils."^ There, they would be "surrounded with idols,... and altars of abomination,—
and exposed to the impurities, the corruptions, the nameless and numberless baleful
influences of an untutored nation, walking after their own lusts, and fulfilling the desires
of the flesh

Clearly, the American Protestants' views of the islands contradicted

those of western merchants and sailors in Hawaii.^

* Char Miller, Selected Writings of Hiram Bingham, 1814-1869, Symposium Series, vol. 19, (New
York: The Edwin Mellin Press, 1985), 125
' Ibid.
® Ibid.
^ Ibid.
^ Edward Said, Orientalism: Western Conceptions of the Orient, (Penguin Books, 1991), 3. Geoffrey
A. Oddie argues that in India, there existed separate and particular institutions of European power. The
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The evangelists also held more complex and more negative beliefs about the
Hawaiians than did earlier groups of explorers, sailors, and traders. Whereas most
western visitors had described the islanders pejoratively as happy and child-like, the
missionaries proved to be even more ethnocentric and judgmental. Like other Americans
and Europeans, Calvinists situated themselves in relation to the "other," but they also
divided the world between the saved and the damned. Therefore, they saw the Hawaiians
as "wretched pagans" who had claims upon their "compassion & benevolence."' The
American Board pointed out to the first group that left for the islands that "for long &
dismal ages of darkness, the dwellers in Owhyhee, and the neighboring Isles, have been
perishing for the lack of knowledge. The Sun of Righteousness has never risen upon
them; they have been without God, and without hope in the world, living in the wretched
state of uncultured man."'° Consequently, their task would be a "mission of mercy,...
[their] work wholly a labour of love."" The evangelists believed that only through their

differences between evangelists and other imperialists was not so much how they represented the "other,"
but the underlying philosophy of each. The agendas of the state, the ideology of empire, and the world
view of missionaries often clashed because their ideas and goals contrasted. Unlike India, in late 18"* and
early 19"* century Hawaii, the power of the state as a force of western imperialism remained negligible.
Yet, as in India, the divergent objectives of economic and religious imperialists caused the two to battle
each other for dominance. See, Geoffrey A. Oddie, "'Orientalism' and British Protestant Missionary
Constructions of India in the Nineteenth Century," South Asia, vol. 17, no. 2, 1994,27-42. See also, Alan
M. Guenther, "The Image of the Prophet as Found in Missionary Writings of the Late Nineteenth Century,"
The Muslim World, vol. 90, no. I and 2, spring, 2000.
' Panoplist, vol. 14, September 1818,421.
Miller, Selected fyritings, 132.
" Ibid.
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efTorts to bring God's word could these dark, "wild, savage[,]" "degraded[,]" "brut[ish]"
"barbarians" be made light.
As a result of the Boards' admonitions, some of the adventurers showed concern
about what they might encounter when they reached their destination. Most of the female
evangelists feared that they might face rape or death. Lucy Goodale Thurston believed
that she had left her homeland "to Gnd a dwelling place, far, far away firom civilized man,
among barbarians, there to cope with a cruel priesthood of blood-loving deities; and to
place ourselves under the iron law of kapus requiring men and women to eat separately.
To break that law was death."'^ Maria Sartwell Loomis wrote, "As we [come] nearer our
destination we begin to realize in some measure the dangers to which we may be exposed
... Oh pray for us that we may have grace given us to endure every trial & to continue
faithful unto the end."''* Although the missionaries knew about the resident foreign
community at the islands, they did not seem to take much comfort from its presence.

See, Oddie, "'Orientalism,'" 29. Oddie claims that for Protestant evangelists, the overriding polarity
remained between the saved and the damned, rather than Said's division between the European and
Oriental "other." They put their unsaved countrymen in same category as the "heathen" in other areas of
the world because geographical and national boundaries remained unimportant. With regard to American
missionaries in Hawaii, this was true in a theological and theoretical sense. However, initially, it is clear
that their perceptions of Hawaiians as both "heathen" (in the moral sense) and "other" (in the geographical
or cultural sense) were indistinguishable. Later, like Oddie's missionaries, American evangelists
prioritized a division of the world between the saved and the damned. Pier M. Larson, "'Capacities and
Modes of Thinking' Intellectual Engagements and Subaltern Hegemony in the Early History of Malagasy
Christianity," American Historical Review, vol. 102, no. 4,1997. In his study of London Missionary
Society and their evangelical work in Madagascar, Pier M. Larson shows that the clergymen spoke of
indigenous practices "through a ready-made language of idolatry to situate their own religious practices in
opposition to them." This was also the case with the American missionaries to Hawaii. John D. Paris,
Fragments of Real Missionary Life, (Honolulu: The Friend, 1920), 12; Hiram Bingham, A Residence of
Twenty-One Years in the Sandwich Islands, (Rutland, Vermont; Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1981), 81;
Mercy P. Whitney, "Journal," April 4, 1820, Hawaiian Mission Children's Society (HMCS); Lucy G.
Thurston, Life and Times of Lucy G. Thurston, (Ann Arbor S.C. Andrews, 1882), 18.
" Thurston, Life and Times, 18.
Maria Sartwell Loomis, "Journal," January 23, 1820, HMCS.
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What then compelled these young men and women, most of who came from New
England, to risk what they saw as the perils of a dark and dangerous land? Merchants
had come to the islands to make money and build commercial empires. The American
Protestant evangelists came to build an empire for Christ. The majority of the members
of the Hawaiian mission followed the Calvinist or reformed tradition of Protestant
Christianity. Like their Puritan ancestors, they believed in predestination, meaning that
God had already determined who had been saved or danmed. While they could never
truly know if they had been saved through Christ, a conversion experience indicated that
they walked on the path towards righteousness. Influenced by the Second Great
Awakening, the Sandwich Island evangelists also adhered to the belief that conversion
alone could not save them. They believed that they also had to work for the Kingdom of
Christ through disinterested benevolence. This meant doing God's work not because it
saved the sinner, but because the truly saved desired only to follow God's will. The
members of mission felt compelled to journey to Hawaii so that they might selflessly
serve their maker. At the same time, missionary work provided an outlet for young
people who felt that New England did not present them with the spiritual opportunities
for which they longed. These ideas about predestination and disinterested benevolence
influenced the missionaries' views of the Hawaiians and their island kingdom. If the
evangelists felt unclear about their own salvation, even after spending their lives in
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Protestant communities, how could they not feei certain that the Sandwich Islanders were
doomed to eternal damnation without their instruction?'^
Although the American Board painted a bleak picture of the Sandwich Islands and
their people, they held Utopian views of what the Hawaiian mission could achieve. In the
written instructions read aloud to the first mission company on the day of their departure,
the organization had expressed its faith that the Hawaiian people could be changed;
"elevated" to the level of Christian New England. The Board advised the missionaries
that their views should not be "limited to a low or a narrow scale; but you are to open
your hearts wide, and set your mark high."'^ They should "aim at nothing short of
covering those Islands with fhiitful fields, and pleasant dwellings, and schools and
churches; of raising up the whole people to an elevated state of Christian Civilization."'^
Clearly, the mission had a dual purpose: to Christianize and civilize the "heathen" of the
Sandwich Islands. These urgings combined with their strong religious views to persuade
the New Englanders that the Sandwich Islanders could be transformed by their
evangelistic efforts.'*

For the religious background and theology of the American Protestant mission in Hawaii, see, Sandra
E. Wagner, "Mission and Motivation; The Theology of the Early American Mission in Hawai'i, The
Hawaiian Journal of History, vol. 19, 1985,62-70. For a more general explanation of the "New Divinity"
movement and its impact on Second Great Awakening and evangelical missions, see, George M. Marsden,
The Evangelical Mind and the New School Presbyterian Experience: A Case Study of Though and
Theology in Nineteenth-Century America, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1970), ch. !. See also,
Charles Sellers, The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-1816, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1991), 202-236.
Instructions, ABCFM Prudential Committee to Hiram Bingham, Asa Thurston, and others, October
IS, 1819, Foreign & Executive Office (Fo & Ex), Hawaii State Archives (HSA).
Ibid. See also, Bingham, A Residence, 60-61.
Since the early 17"* century, American Protestants had debated the interconnection between the
evangelization and "civilization" of native peoples. During the first twelve years of the mission to Hawaii,
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This philosophy contrasted with that of many Americans—especially those in the
South—who viewed people of color as inferior and incapable of being elevated to a status
equal with that the Anglo-American population.'^ However, the views of the American
Board and its missionaries fell in the mainstream of early 19'''-century Protestant
evangelical belief. Protestant evangelical missions had been inspired by both the
religious fervor of the Second Great Awakening and the widespread reformist impulse
that swept over the North during the antebellum period. The Enlightenment belief in the

the ABCFM and their missionaries saw little difference between the two. However, when Rufiis Anderson
became Corresponding Secretary for the division of foreign mission in 1832, he endeavored to convince the
missionaries to shift the focus of their efforts solely to the conversion of the natives. Nevertheless, the
clergyman and their colleagues in Hawaii resisted this effort. While some scholars have applauded
Anderson's efforts to separate what they view as the ethnocentrism and imperialism of the civilizing
mission from evangelization, others have pointed out the fallacy that Christianity can ever be disconnected
from culture. See, Paul William Harris, Nothing But Christ: Rufus Anderson and the Ideology of Protestant
Foreign Missions, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), ch. 2. In contrast, Oddie contends that
European evangelists in India saw the spread of the gospel as distinct from their civilizing mission. Oddie,
"Orientalism,"' 29-30.
Many would argue that these differences are more theoretical than real. However, there are instances
when evangelicals of the ABCFM went against popular racial beliefs. According to Paul William Harris,
Edwin Dwight founded the Foreign Mission School at Cornwall, Connecticut—a precursor of the
ABCFM—as a "beacon against racism." In 1826, there was a public outcry when a Cherokee youth
married a local white girl whose father was a founder of the school. This was the second Cherokee to
marry an Anglo woman in two years. The Corresponding Secretary for the ABCFM, Jeremiah Evarts,
voiced his support for the marriage and his dismay at the bigotry of the community. Harris, Nothing But
Christ, 41. Similarly, the well know Supreme Court case Worcester v. Georgia demonstrates the lengths
that evangelical missionaries were willing to go to support the rights for Native Americans. In this case,
two ABCFM missionaries, Samuel Worcester and Elihu Butler, defied the Georgia legislature, which had
passed a law requiring non-Indians in Cherokee territory to take the oath of allegiance to Georgia. State
authorities arrested the two and sentenced them to four years of hard labor. In March 1832 decision, the
Supreme Court declared the arrests illegal. It asserted that the state had no right to make laws in a Indian
nation protected by the treaty clause in the United States constitution. Nevertheless, Georgia refused to
obey the Court and the evangelists remained in prison until 1833. The theology of the Calvinist
missionaries informed their actions with regard to this case. Their belief that Cherokees could be elevated
to a state of Christian civilization and that the Native Americans had rights equal to whites led Worcester
and Butler to sacrifice their freedom in order to promote Cherokee interests. Similarly, the theology of
missionaries to Hawaii led them to envision a potential equality for Hawaiians and whites. For more on
Worcester v Georgia, see, Collin G. Calloway, First Peoples: A Documentary Survey of American Indian
History, (Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 1999), 250-257. See also, Jill Norgren, The Cherokee Cases: The
Confrontation of Law and Politics, (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1996). For more on the ABCFM
mission to the Cherokee, see, Harris, Nothing But Christ, 20-23.

rationality of man led the same reformers to assert that Protestant religious education and
American civilization could change Native Americans into yeoman farmers, prisoners
into penitents, and ''wild" Irish immigrants into Americans. The American Board set its
sights on more distant fields, sending its evangelists to save and reform the peoples of
China, India, Hawaii, and other South Sea islands. They held that these "heathen"
peoples could be elevated to a state of Christian civilization, but fear also tinged their
belief.^"
Throughout their five-month, eighteen-thousand-mile journey around Cape Horn
and across the Pacific to the Sandwich Islands, the fourteen men and women who made
up the first group of American Protestant missionaries expressed confusion and
apprehension about what they might find. Yet, when they arrived at Hawaii on 30 March
1820, they found that life on the islands was not as terrible or dark as they had feared.
Most importantly, they learned that the King and other members of the ali 'i nui had
overthrown the native religion shortly before their arrival. The polytheistic Hawaiian
religion had been based on a kapu (taboo) system, which served to maintain the
separation of Hawaiian royalty and their mana (power) from those of conunon blood.
Royal incest kept the bloodlines pure and the highest chiefs demanded prostration firom
all below them. The kapu system also served as a means of distinguishing between men

Harris describes this reformist impulse as the result of "millennial optimism." Harris, Nothing but
Christ, 1. For information on Christian missions in a variety of fields, see Steven Kaplan, ed.. Indigenous
Responses to Western Christianity, (New York: New York University Press, 1995). For more on
evangelical endeavors among Native Americans, see, Robert F. Berkhofer Jr., Salvation and the Savage:
An Analysis of Protestant Missions and American Indian Response, 1787-1862, (New York: University of
Kentucl^ Press, I%5). For information on Christian evangelists in the South Seas, see Niel Gunson,
Messengers of Grace: Evangelical Missionaries in the South Seas, 1797-1860, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1978).
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and women: the taboos forbade the sexes to eat together and denied all females certain
sacred foods such as pigs, bananas, and red fish. After years of dealing with foreign
sailors and traders, who openly ignored the Hawaiian kapus, many Sandwich Islanders
had come to question the validity of their religion. At the same time, "mixed marriages"
and hapa haole (half-white) children produced a generation that had not grown up fully
in the kapu system. They had lost faith because their gods had proved to be ineffectual in
the face of foreign incursion. In early November 1819, King Kamehameha II, also
known as Liholiho, overthrew the kapu system by eating with Ka'ahumanu—the Kuhina
Nui and his principal advisor—and other high-ranking women at a feast in Kailua. The
zealous evangelists viewed the disestablishment of the native religion as evidence of
God's approval of, and aid in, their endeavor. With the removal of the Hawaiian religion
as a major barrier to their progress, they looked forward to filling this apparent religious
void with their own rigid brand of American Protestantism.^'
Their first encounters with the King, his representatives, and other members of the
ali 7 nui also relieved some of the newcomers' fears. Instead of dark and wild savages
who practiced cannibalism, they encountered some Sandwich Islanders who had adopted
western habits of dress and maimers. After he first met the King's representative, the
Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A History of the Hawaiian Islands, (Honolulu; University of Hawaii
Press, 1968), S4-60. Ka'ahumanu was not Liholiho's biological mother. However, Ka'ahumanu was the
favorite wife of his father, Kamehameha I, which in Hawaiian culture made her one his mothers. See also,
Rufiis Anderson, History of the Sandwich Islands Mission, (Boston: Congregational Publishing Society,
1870), S-8. The first company of missionaries to the Sandwich Islands included the Reverend Hiram
Bingham and his wife, Sybil Mosely Bingham; the Reverend Asa Thurston and his wife, Lucy Goodale
Thurston; Dr. Thomas Holman and his wife, Lucia Ruggles Holman; the mission's printer, Elisha Loomis
and his wife, Maria Sartwell Loomis; an assistant, Samuel Ruggles and his wife, Nancy Wells Ruggles;
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Reverend Hiram Bingham commented that "Kalanimoicu was distinguished from almost
the whole nation, by being decently clad."^ This meant that his dress included not only a
pair of pants, a shirt, and shoes, but also 'Svhite cotton hose, plaid cravat, and [a] fiir
hat."^ Bingham's obvious ethnocentrism forecast the tone of future missionary efforts.
Another of the group observed that chief Kuakini, also called John Adams, had learned
something of both the English language and manners and thus he "politely conducted us
to his home...

Soon, the pioneer company dined with the royal family in a

"civilized" marmer and it gave them "great satisfaction to have the heathen ruler and his
suite sit down with us ..., and in his presence to implore a divine blessing of the King of
Heaven."^^ From the first, the Protestants approved of the Sandwich Islanders only when
they met New England cultural norms.
Despite what they saw as a patina of civilization, the missionaries continued to
view the Hawaiians negatively. Hiram Bingham, the minister who led the Sandwich
Island mission for twenty-one years, explained that the "appearance of destitution,
degradation, and barbarism, among the chattering, and almost naked savages, whose
heads and feet, and much of their sunburnt swarthy skins, were bare, was appalling.
Others exclaimed, "Can these be human beings!... Can such beings be civilized? Can
" Bingham, A Residence, 82.
^ Ibid.
Orramel Hinckley Gulick, The Pilgrims of Hawaii: Their Own Story of Their Pilgrimage from New
England and Life Work in the Sandwich Islands, Now Known as Hawaii, (New York: Fleming H. Revell
Company, 1918), 76.
^ Ibid., 78-79. See also, Anderson, History, 26-27.
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they be Christianized?"^^ Three years later, when the evangelist Clarissa Lyman
Richards arrived in the Sandwich Islands, she confided in her journal, "I saw them
wretched, degraded, ignorant of that 'name by which alone they can be saved', and my
heart bled for them."^* While, in theory, the evangelists believed that they could elevate
the natives to the same level as white Americans, this rosy picture vanished at the first
shocking sight of the Sandwich Islanders. Obviously, Bingham, Richards, and their
colleagues had a much difTerent way of thinking about the islanders than did the resident
foreign conmiunity.
Similarly, even though they realized that death was not close at hand, the
Protestants viewed their new home negatively. For example, the mission's printer, Elisha
Loomis proclaimed that "[we] here took up our abode in this uncivilized heathen land,
the scene of our future labor and sufferings."^' Levi Chamberlain declared, "we are in a
land were darkness reigns and impurity triumphs."^^ For Lucia Ruggles Holman, even
"the fhiits & vegetables, & everything that these islands produce, taste[ed] heathenish."^'
And later in 1832, Alonzo Chapin announced, "We saw those hills where but lately
idolatry reigned, and the smoke of human beings immolated and altars dedicated to

Ibid.
Clarissa Lyman Richards, "Journal," April 25, 1823, HMCS.
Elisha Loomis, "Journal," April 19, 1820, in Gulick, Pilgrims, 81-82. Gulick suggests that these are
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Lucia Ruggles Holman, "Journal," July 1, 1820 in Journal of Lucia Ruggles Holman, Special
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Satan, arose

Because of their theology, the missionaries' negative images of the

Hawaiians and their dark perceptions of the islands persisted. Consequently, where white
businessmen's more secular outlook and empirical observations led them to perceive the
Sandwich Islands as a land of economic opportunity and physical love, the American
Calvinists viewed them as a place of labor, suffering, sacrifice, and danger.
The evangelists' descriptions of the Hawaiians and their islands also indicate that
the newcomers could not separate their Calvinist-inspired beliefs from their Northem
middle-class cultural mores. For example, Mercy Partridge Whitney pointed out with
disdain that the Hawaiians had no "sense of shame or modesty, they appear to have but
little more than brutes."^^ Similarly, upon seeing a half-naked islander, Laura Fish Judd
proclaimed herself "verdant enough to be shocked, and shall use all my influence to
increase the sale and use of American cottons."^"* Likewise, Sarah Joiner Lyman fek
disgusted that the Hawaiians continued to eat dogs. Although spreading the gospel
remained paramount, the members of the mission believed that the islanders could not be
good Christians without incorporating the material culture of middle-class Americans
into their daily lives. As a result, they planned to instill not just Protestant Christianity,
but American civilization in the islands. This meant that along with Calvinist religion,
the evangelists would teach the Hawaiians to read, write, eat, dress, and live like middle-

" Alonzo Chapin, "Journal," May 16, 1832, HMCS.
Mercy Partridge Whitney, "Journal," April 4, 1820. HMCS.
^ Laura Fish Judd, Honolulu: Sketches of Life in the Hawaiian Islands, Honolulu: Honolulu StarBulletin, 1928), 8.
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class New Englanders. As the American Board had instructed them, they were to
introduce not just churches, but also '^hiitful fields, pleasant dwellings, and schools."^^
Upon their arrival, the Protestants assumed they would immediately set about
converting the Hawaiians to Christianity and changing the way they lived. However,
their mission ended almost before it even began. Evidently, some members of the
expatriate community feared the new comers' presence in the islands. When the
American Protestants arrived off the coast of the island of Hawaii in March 1820, some
of the resident foreigners advised Liholiho to forbid the new arrivals' landing. One of the
newcomers complained, "Many have been the surmises & artful insinuations of those
who are opposed to us in order to prevent our landing at the Islands."^^ It seems that
some of the white men warned Kamehameha II that if he allowed the missionaries to
land, they would force him to give up all but one of his wives. Other traders told the
King and chiefs that the mission "might have been sent by the American government for
political purposes[,]" insinuating that the United States wanted to take over the islands.^^
Kamehameha II clearly felt concerned about this possibility; when the evangelists had
asked permission to proceed to the island of Oahu, he replied, "White men all prefer
Oahu. I think the Americans would like to have that island."^^ In response, Bingham and
the others dodged the question of polygamy, while assuring Liholiho and the other ali 7

Sarah Joiner Lyman, "Journal," February 5, 1835, in Sarah Joiner Lyman, The Lymans ofHilo, (Hilo:
The Lyman House Memorial Museum, 1979), 57. Miller, Selected Writings, 132-133.
^ Maria Loomis, "Journal," April I!, 1820, HMCS.
" Ibid.
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nui that they had no interest in taking possession of the islands for the United States or
for themselves.^'
The long-established American-British trade rivalry also contributed to the
evangelists' predicament. Maria Loomis explained that "Some have conjectured that...
[Great] Britain might be offended if American Missionaries settled here."^° A number of
years later, James Hunnewell—a merchant who had traded in Hawaii since the days of
Kamehameha I—made it clear that "the objection of foreign residents to the landing of
the mission, & the enmity to them during the first year of their residence on the islands ..
. was from a jealousy of them & enmity to them as [AJmericans and not as
missionaries.''^' He pointed out that the Englishman, John Young, one of Kamehameha
I's earliest advisors, had especially worked to keep the mission company from landing,
claiming that they could not do so "without special permission from King George
Already feeling outnumbered, the Englishmen gave Liholiho and his chiefs such advice
in the hopes of preventing further American incursion in the Sandwich Islands.
Despite the Englishmen's efforts to stop their landing, Kamehameha 11 allowed
the Protestants to take up residence under a one-year probation. Liholiho made it clear to
them that he permitted their presence in Hawaii only because he believed their physician

Ibid., 88-89.
Maria Loomis. "Journal," April 11, 1820, HMCS.
James Hunnewell to Reverend Charles Stewart, January 20, 1832, Hawaii Historical Society (HHS).
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would be of some use to him. Now, the mission company set about planning their next
step. Not only did they have to Christianize and "civilize" the islanders, but they also had
persuade the King to allow them to stay on in the Sandwich Islands after their trial year
had ended. A few months later, the urgency of this need was brought home to them when
Kamehameha II ordered all white men without land off of the islands. The leaders of the
mission had had to go to chief Boki, who governed the island of Oahu, and remind him
that, while they did not own land, the King had given them special permission to stay in
Hawaii.^^
Realizing their need to gain the favor of the chiefs, the members of the mission
searched for something of value that they could offer that the ali 7 nui. Early on, Hiram
Bingham had "assured the rulers,... that... we could teach them and their people,
Christianity and the arts...

Now, the missionaries determined that the ali'i nui

would best prize the skills of reading and writing. So, they offered their services as
instructors. Although they had strong reservations about concentrating their attentions on
the chiefs, the newcomers realized that they had little choice. Because they did not know
the Hawaiian language, the missionaries initially taught Hawaii's leaders to spell their
names and other simple words in English. However, they realized the impossibility of
teaching the entire population to read and write in a foreign language. Therefore, like

Bingham, A Residence, 90-91. Hunnewell to the Reverend Charles Stewart, January 20, 1832, HHS.
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missionaries in other parts of the world, the evangelists decided to leam the native
language/^
While the American Protestants made it their '^daily object" to gain the confidence
of the chiefs by "making ourselves acquainted with their language, habits, and modes of
thinking..." as the "best means of access to their minds and hearts," the foreign
community continued to sabotage their efforts.'*^ For example, because of their slow
progress in learning Hawaiian, in the summer of 1821, the mission planned a voyage to
Tahiti in the Society Islands. Once there, they believed the members of the London
Missionary Society, who had been in Tahiti since the late 1790s, might provide them with
valuable help and information. However, much to their dismay, the American
missionaries found out that "Several of the trade & captains in port are violently opposed
to this expedition & have used & will continue to use the utmost of their influence to
prevent it."^^ Evidently, the business community feared that the Calvinists' expedition
would injure their commercial interests. While many of the members of the mission
agreed with Maria Loom when she declared, "let them rage & rant, they cannot alter the
purposes of god[,]" the merchants and sea captains, nevertheless, managed to stop the
mission's expedition by "prejudic[ing] the minds of the chiefs against it."^^

Ibid., 101-103, 107.
Ibid.. 101.
" Maria Loomis, "Journal," July 25, 1821, HMCS.
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By 1821, the mission community began to recognize and understand the depths of
the merchant factions' opposition. A chagrined Hiram Bingham and the other male
members of the mission company wrote to the American Board that "It would perhaps be
difficult for you to conceive ... how, on any rational ground, the spirit of mercantile
monopoly should rise up suddenly as a lion from his lair to prevent a feeble missionary
from visiting his brethren in another part of the Pacific Ocean

They went on to

explain that these men had denounced both the evangelists in Tahiti and Hawaii "as bad
men, meddlers & speculators...

Believing the missionaries held the "same motives,

principles & objects" as themselves, the traders had let the ali 7 nui know that they would
be much angered if they allowed any of the evangelists to leave the islands for Tahiti.^'
At the same time, their words served to prejudice the minds of Ka'ahumanu and the other
chiefs against the mission.^^
The American Protestants felt especially fhistrated because they had believed that
these foreign traders and sea captains supported them. The expatriate community had
helped the evangelists construct a church made of native thatch and organize a school for
the children of foreigners and native women. They had also given the mission soap,
wine, sweetmeats, and other presents and taken their letters for their relatives back home
in America. Yet, these same men had prevented them from sending an expedition to
Hiram Bingham, Daniel Chamberlain, Asa Thurston, Elisha Loomis to Prudential Committee,
ABCFM, November 21, 1821, Missionary Letters to the ABCFM (ML), HMCS.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Hiram Bingham et al. to the Prudential Committee of the ABCFM, November 25, 1821 in Miller,
Selected Writings, 194.
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Tahiti. The members of the mission could not help but be amazed that "while those
weapons were wielded with one hand against the Otaheiten expedition, the other was
diligently employed in erectinga church.^^ The evangelists' naivete had vanished
and they would no longer be so easily taken in by the traders' subterfuge.^'*
Fortimately for the mission company, in the spring of 1822, a delegation from the
London Missionary Society visited the Sandwich Islands. Composed of two
representatives of the society, two Tahitian missionaries, and an English evangelist, the
delegates offered invaluable assistance to the Sandwich Island mission. Because the
islands' white merchants had told the King and chiefs that the missionaries to the Society
Islands had stolen the natives' land and made them slaves, the Tahitian evangelists were
especially influential in negating this impression of evangelistic endeavors. Upon their
arrival, they explained to the ali 7 mi all of the benefits and advantages they had received
from their own English missionaries. More inclined to believe other islanders than
Europeans, these assertions made Hawaii's rulers less apprehensive about the presence of
the American missionaries. The London missionary delegation also endeavored to dispel
the chiefs' notion that the English were unhappy about the American evangelists'
presence at the islands. They proposed that "By uniting an English Missionary with
yours, this objection will be removed.Therefore, William Ellis and his wife Mercy

" Hiram Bingham, Daniel Chamberlain, Asa Thurston, Elisha Loomis to Prudential Committee,
ABCFM, November 21, 1821, ML, HMCS.
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agreed to join the Sandwich Island mission. Reverend Ellis's presence also solved the
Americans' language problem. The similarities between the Tahitian and Hawaiian made
it possible for the English evangelist to learn the language quickly. In turn, Ellis used his
knowledge to teach the Americans and help them construct a written grammar and
orthography.^^
The English deputation's assistance and earlier efforts by the American
evangelists combined to win Ka'ahumanu's favor. The Kuhina Nui (principal advisor),
had become seriously ill several months prior to the arrival of the London delegation.
Both missionaries and natives feared for her life. Taking advantage of a clear
opportunity, Hiram and Sybil Mosely Bingham visited, nursed, and prayed for the sick
chiefess. Mrs. Bingham "bathed her aching temples, while her husband "endeavored to
assure ...[the Queen] that the blessed Savior who died for sinners could preserve her
body and her soul

Finding comfort in their attentions, Ka'ahumanu repeatedly

requested them to return to her side. Within a couple of weeks, the ailing Kuhina Nui
recovered. Although the Binghams had not won her for Christ, their efforts, united with
those of the London Missionary Society a few months later, caused Ka'ahumanu to set
aside her prejudice against the mission establishment.^^
Even though unconverted to Christianity, shortly after the arrival of the
missionaries from Tahiti, Ka'ahumanu toured the windward islands, burning idols as she

William Ellis to Rev. G. Burder of London, July 9, 1822, ML, HMCS. Daniai Tyerman and George
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went. Undoubtedly, all of the Protestant evangelists in Hawaii approved of her efforts.
Yet, her labors had nothing to do with Calvinist Christianity. Auna, the Tahitian
missionary who accompanied the Queen Regent on her journey, noted that after burning
the images of Hawaiian gods, the people usually made merry, feasted, and danced the
hula. At the same time, the maka 'ainana (commoners) brought the Queen and other
chiefs gifts of tribute, including "baked dogs[,] 400 cloth mats[,] and other kinds of
property 4000."^' Auna endeavored to converse with the Sandwich Islanders
"concerning the Salvation of their souis[,]" but "So great was the confusion with the
companies of dancers[,] the playing of the Hura [hula,] the singers and ... people
bringing presents that we could only have public worship once a day."^ For the most
part, then, Ka'ahumanu's tour proved antithetical to the cause of Calvinist Christianity.
Although they could not help but be pleased that the Queen had burned the
islanders' "false" idols during her tour, all of the missionaries certainly viewed the
Hawaiians' celebration with displeasure. Like Protestant evangelists in the Middle East
who disapproved of the "belly dance," the Calvinist clergymen in the Sandwich Islands
especially disliked the traditional hula. Hiram Bingham asserted that the "whole
arrangement and process of their old hulas were designed to promote lasciviousness...
"6' William Ellis described the hula as "idolatrous dances."^^ And, although Maria
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Loomis once wrote, "Today I have witnessed a splendid dance[,]..she also cautioned,
"They have indeed thrown away their false gods[,] but they have not abandoned their
vices... [and] still continue in the depth of pollution & sin."^^
While Ka'ahumanu seemed to be engaging in at least some acts favorable to the
mission, Liholiho demonstrated that he was not similarly disposed. The King spent little
time on learning to read and write and much on drinking and carousing with the islands'
resident traders. In turn, the merchants used these opportunities to prejudice his mind
against the American evangelists. The members of the mission "doubt[ed] not but that
every effort has been used to persuade the King that missionaries have some evil Designs
in coming here."^ Supposedly, the traders had told Liholiho and the chiefs that "the
bible is a fable & the missionaries impostors."^^ At same time, the merchants endeavored
to keep Kamehameha separated fh)m the Calvinists. For example, during one Sunday
service, one of the residents entered the church, sat next to the King, and proceeded to
distract him from the sermon. After the meeting, he invited Liholiho and the other ali 7
mi to dine and drink alcohol, allegedly, as a means of "destroying the good efTect, which
the duties of the sanctuary are calculated to produce

On another occasion, Don

Francisco de Paula Marin came into a room where the King and some of the evangelists
conversed and requested that Liholiho come and drink rum with him. Kamehameha

" Maria Loomis, "Journal," February 22,1821, February 15, 1821, HMCS.
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accepted immediately, leaving the missionaries behind.^^ Believing they needed
Kamehameha IFs approval in order to convert all of the Sandwich Islanders to
Christianity, the evangelists searched for a means of gaining his favor. They
contemplated giving the King the gift of a New England wood house in the hopes that
they would "better gain access to his ear with the truths of the gospel[,]" but their plan
came to naught.^'
The missionaries also believed that the resident traders conspired to keep
Kamehameha II drunk in order to advance their own prospects, while thwarting those of
the mission. William Ellis suggested that, because the mission had gained a great deal of
influence with the King and chiefs, the merchants "are now redoubling every effort to
regain the dominion which they have lost, and prevent the King &c firom attending the
Missionaries, hence the late confederacy to make him intoxicated...

If this was their

object, the residents' plan seemed successftil. For example, in January 1821, the
evangelists expected the King for dinner, but he "was too much engaged in drinking
rum."™ On another occasion in February 1823, the American trader and US commercial
agent, John CofRn Jones succeeded in getting Liholiho so drunk that the King failed to
write a letter to the missionaries at the Society Islands, as he had promised. And, on at
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least two other occasions, the traders tempted Liholiho with "ardent spirits[,]" evidently
preventing him from attending church/'
With Liholiho firmly in their grasp, the American and British traders worked to
estrange the evangelists from the remainder of the ali 7 nui. They did so by persisting in
their insinuation that the Calvinists were "spies sent out by the American government,"
who endeavored to take the take the islands from the chiefs/^ In addition, they spread
the rumor that the missionaries had dug a cellar for their house in order to hide a secret
cache of weapons. The western merchants also suggested to the ali 7 nui that when the
missionaries taught the commoners to read and write, they would no longer labor for the
chiefs. This caused at least one "native of considerable influence to testify against the
palapaia"^^ These fabrications only worked to harden the Calvinists' attitudes towards
the islands' white businessmen.
The issue of economic competition added to the tension between the merchant
and missionary factions. As early as 1820, local white businessmen feared that
something so simple as letting the evangelists retrieve their mail from incoming ships
might injure trade. By 1823, the traders claimed that the Calvinists had hurt their
business interests by enlightening the Hawaiians through their teachings. According to
William Ellis, "The enemy [white traders] is, as might be expected, unwilling to lose
those over whom he has so long exercised an unresisted controul. He has opposed their
Various Authors, "Sandwich (sland Mission Journal," February 16, 1823, HMCS. See also, Maria
Loomis, "Journal," January 27, 1822, HMCS. William Ellis to Reverend Tyerman and Reverend Bennet,
February 18, 1823, LMSC, HMCS.
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emancipation, and endeavored to perpetuate that degradation and bondage which has so
long aided the increase of his power and the advancement of his interest

Not

surprisingly, these "enemies" blamed the missionaries when the ali'i nui endeavored to
monopolize the ship-supply trade by establishing a produce market and forbidding
anyone else to sell to the vessels in port. The foreign businessmen felt outraged that the
islanders had followed their example in charging high prices and they declared that the
chiefs would not have done so, if not for the evangelists. At the same time, the
Hawaiians became angry when they learned that they had previously bartered their goods
and services for mere trifles. For their part, the Calvinists refused to take responsibility
for the commercial conflict between the two groups. Nonetheless, they undoubtedly
believed that the traders had gotten what they deserved.'^
Along with their commercial difficulties, the western traders' and sea captains'
fear that the American Protestants would make public pronouncements about their lives
fueled antagonisms between the two groups. In their private correspondences with loved
ones and the American Board, the missionaries wrote candidly about other white men's
social and sexual activities at the Sandwich Islands. On more than one occasion, the
recipients of these letters had them published in local and regional newspapers or journals
without the evangelists' permission. The Calvinists also requested that American
congregations pray for their opposers, and, undoubtedly, some of these supplications
occurred in public. Evidently, the members of the expatriate community did not
William Ellis to Burder, May 26, 1823, LMSC, HMCS.
" Maria Loomis, "Journal," November 11,1820, HMCS. William Ellis to Hankey, October 30, 1823,
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appreciate the bad press. Although they defended their social and sexual prerogatives,
they obviously understood that those at home would not understand or approve of their
actions. Consequently, some of these men threatened the missionaries with "prosecution
and vengeance" should their names be published in America.
Occurrences such as these caused the fhistrated merchants and sea captains to
take pleasure in antagonizing and irritating the evangelists. For example, much to the
dismay of the missionaries, the traders supported and gave presents to Dr. and Mrs.
Holman, former members of the first company of Protestant evangelists. Several months
after their arrival in Hawaii, their colleagues had censured and cast the Holmans out of
the mission and its church because the couple had disobeyed their directives and had
refused to repent of their wrongdoings. The businessmen's support of the Holmans, who
seemed to have betrayed the missionary cause, thus proved especially galling to the
remaining evangelists. Still more insultingly, the US agent for conunerce, John Coffin
Jones, and several other residents set up their own alternative Sunday service after the
Reverend Asa Thurston preached a sermon on "'the evils of intemperance" that offended
the traders.^^ In another instance. Captain Newell of the Ship Mentor accused Hiram
Bingham of writing a "letter of falsehood" in the King's name that had caused the trader
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and his employers 'incalculable injury.The missionaries feared that Newell's angry
denunciation would cause the owners of the New England trading company to be
offended and, therefore, cause trouble back home.^^ These instances signaled only the
beginning of merchant factions' antagonisms, and during the next two decades, they
continued to annoy, provoke, and plot against the Calvinists at every turn.
The evangelists objected bitterly to the traders' efforts to undermine their mission.
Outraged over what they believed were the foreign commum'ties' lies and dirty tricks, and
appalled at the white resident's sexual activities, the missionaries to denounced the
traders. Significantly, in their minds, the merchants existed on a lower moral plane than
did the "heathen" Sandwich Islanders. Some of the male members of the mission made
clear to the American Board that "the terrible influence of profane & licencious [sic]
[white] outlaws & others, [are] more to be deprecated than the absurdities of [heathen]
superstition

"

Levi Chamberlain explained to their supporters, "You would see

numbers [of white men] who would be offended not to be termed Christian[,] letting
themselves down in the scale of morals below the heathen, and shaming by their vileness
even the most degraded of them."^' Maria Loomis described the American and British
businessmen as "emissaries of satan[,]" and the mission now suggested that it was not the
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heathen, but these white men who 'ioved[d] darkness rather than light

Thus, the

Calvinists felt both amazed that these western traders could sink to a lower level than the
"heathen" and appalled that the white men, many of whom were their fellow countrymen,
gave Christianity a bad name.
The missionaries also felt anger and disgust at the white men's sexual activities,
especially when they interfered with their evangelization of the islanders. The resident
merchants and sea captains seemed to seek out Hawaiian girls who had been taught by
the mission because these young women had acquired just enough of the attributes of
western civilization to make them especially appealing. In turn, the evangelists felt
infuriated by the white men's efforts to take their pupils as paramours. They complained
bitterly when two Hawaiian women under their care had been "led in disgraceful
captivity by the citisins [sic] of a civilized & Christian country, who stand ... high in the
affections of a wife at home & in the confidence of their employers...

On another

occasion, a "shameless ship master" from London endeavored to get a female member of
the evangelists' native congregation to join him on a whaling cruise.*^ The American
Protestants also felt disgust over what they called the prostitution of the daughters of
foreign men and native women. It seems that many of these hapa haole (half-white) girls
joined various sea captains on their voyages, swam out to the ships for the purpose of
sexual intercourse, or lived with white men on shore. The Calvinists claimed that the
Maria Loomis, "Journal," March 31, 1822, HMCS. Hiram Bingham et al. to the Prudential
Committee, ABCFM, November 25, 1821 in Miller, Selected IVriiings, 195.
" Hiram Bingham, Asa Thurston, Daniel Chamberlain, and Elisha Loomis to the Prudential Committee,
ABCFM, November 25, 1821, ML, HMCS.
** Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," April 28, 1825, HMCS.
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foreign residents allowed their daughters to engage in such activities as a '^common and
even reputable" means of supporting themselves and their children.^^ Their negative
views of these activities along with their outrage over the resident traders' efforts to
undermine the mission served only to fuel the antagonism between the missionary and
merchant factions.
The excessive use of alcohol also caused tension and conflict. Sea captains,
sailors, and traders consumed large amounts of spirits while in the Sandwich Islands, and
the missionaries greatly disapproved of their excesses. The mission's printer, Elisha
Loomis, commented that "it is a grief to see that most white men ... are in league with
this 'enemy of righteousness.'"*® When a number of western men literally drank
themselves to death, the evangelists became enraged because some of the white residents
celebrated the lives of these deceased drunkards. For example, after Captain William
Heath Davis died from alcoholism, his "companions in wickedness" attended his funeral
"with great pomp and [extolled] his character... to the skies

The mission's

ministers angered the expatriate community when they lectured the dead man's fnends
about the evils of intemperance during the Sunday sermon. The white men had attended
services mostly out of boredom, but during one particular oration that focused on the
circumstances of Davis's death, the offended hearers "turned their backs upon the
worship of God & left the house."** On another occasion, a drunken Frenchman actually

Ibid., October 28, 1823.
** Elisha Loomis, "Journal," April 16, 1820, in Gulick, Pilgrims, 81.
William Ellis to Tyerman and Bennet, February 18, 1823, LMSC, HMCS.
" Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," December 1, 1822, HMCS.
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interrupted Sunday worship and later bothered the evangelists at the mission house. This
incident caused one of the missionaries to exclaim, "More impropriety has been hitherto
exhibited at our Church by white men than by the natives;— & much more settled,
obvious, violent, & deadly opposition to the Gospel has been manifested by a
considerable proportion of the whites than we have yet perceived in the whole nation of
the Sandwich Islands."*^ Obviously, drinking only increased the tension between the
merchant and missionary factions.^
At this juncture, the Calvinists clearly comprehended the negative influence of the
white men on the Hawaiians. They pointed out that "hundreds of untaught natives ...
witness[ed] the actions of unrestrained lust, the wild & wicked vagaries - the shameless
& sinful impurities of debauched, profane, inebriated whites, who proudly call
themselves christians...They believed the foreigners especially endangered
Kamehameha II and pleaded that American Christians pray for the King who had been
ensnared by white men that "countenance[d] the grossest excesses by those whose birth
and education ought to have furnished them with better principles[,] who are lovers of
pleasures & of gain more than love of God."'^ Gradually, the other whites in Hawaii
came to occupy more and more of their attention, leading the clergymen to question
whether their civilizing mission should include members of their own race.

Ibid., September 7, 1823.
On the death of Captain Lewis from drinlcing, see Maria Loomis, "Journal," November 26, 1822. For
the death of Oliver Holmes, see Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, August 27, 1825, ML, HMCS.
Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," December 17, 1821, HMCS.
Ibid., December 30, 1821.
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Considering this stumbling block, how could those who had instigated the
Sandwich Island mission initially have failed to comprehend the threat that foreign sea
captains, sailors, and merchants posed to their undertaking? The answer lies in the
evangelists' ethnocentrism. The American Board and its missionaries made cultural and
racial assumptions based on geography that caused them to ignore anything other than
their need to save the heathen Other. Prior to their arrival in Hawaii, the evangelists
seemed to have viewed the white men at the islands as non-entities: they ignored them.
For the Protestants, an overriding polarity existed between Christian and heathen nations.
In their minds, race, national identity, and religion fell into aligmnent: Christians lived in
the United States and the heathen lived in Hawaii. Although they knew that "even here
[in New England] amids abundant means, the divine life is hardly maintained[,]" their
cultural and racial biases led them to assume white men from Christian nations would
support their cause.^^ The Calvinists remained so caught up in their constructs that they
failed to consider the other "other," that is, the unsaved from Christian countries.
Nevertheless, when they arrived in Hawaii, the traders and sailors soon forced them to
remember that the most important division was not between Christian and heathen
nations, but between the saved and the danrned. The saved included the members of the
mission and their Hawaiian converts. On the other hand, the evangelists' enemies, who
included most white businessmen, sailors, and unconverted islanders, made up the
damned.'"*

Miller, Selected Writings, 125.
^ See. Oddie, '"Orientalism,"' 27-42. My interpretation differs slightly from Oddie's. He argues that
Said's assertion that all Europeans defined themselves by constructing the Oriental as the other fails to
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Not all white men showed themselves mimical to the evangelists' cause. The
merchant and seaman, James Hunnewell, seemed to have a special relationship with the
Calvinists. He had been one of the officers on board the Thaddeus, the brig that had
brought the first group of missionaries to the Sandwich Islands. In 1819 and 1820, he
befnended the crusaders during their voyage and assisted them after their arrival in
Hawaii. He seemed to develop an especially close relationship with Hiram Bingham and
Levi Chamberlain, the mission's new secular agent who, in 1823, had arrived with the
second company of mission reinforcements. When the merchant left the islands in 1824,
Chamberlain wrote, "His kind attentions & his uniformly correct deportment have
secured him the esteem of the missionaries."^^ Back home in New England, Hunnewell
offered his assistance to the American Board and the Sandwich Island mission, defended
the evangelists' against their merchant detractors, and maintained a correspondence with
Bingham, Chamberlain, and a number of other missionaries for years to come. Even
when his commercial associates and business partner denounced the Calvinists in Hawaii,
Hunnewell stood by them.^
Other white men also evinced friendship for the evangelists and their cause.
Various sea captains and sailors continued to present them with gifts of food, drink, and
consider that missionaries divided the world between the saved and the damned, t argue that the
evangelists to the Sandwich Islands initially saw the difference between Christian and heathen nations as
the most important polarity. Only after confronting the islands' foreign population did they make the
divisions between the saved and the damned their most important construct.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 14, 1824, ML, HMCS.
^ Hunnewell to Jeremiah Evarts, November 1824, Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Marcus T. Peirce to James
Hunnewell, May 8, 1831, Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Levi Chamberiain to James Hunnewell, Sept, 27, 1832,
Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Hiram Bingham to James Hunnewell, April 2, 1833, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
Levi Chamberlain to James Hunnewell, December 6, 1832, Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Hunnewell to Henry
Peirce, December 21,1832, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
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Other products from western lands. They also transported the missionaries' letters to
America. Some shipmasters supported their anti-drinking stance and a few seamen with
similar religious inclinations sought out the Calvinists for communal worship during their
stay at the islands. The evangelists reciprocated by inviting these men to tea or prayer
meetings and talcing in and caring for sick or injured sailors. Hiram Bingham also wrote
letters of introduction for some white men who showed interest in meeting members of
the American Board or Congregational churches back home in New England.
Considering the number of white residents who opposed them, the missionaries must
have taken comfort in the kind attentions of some western men.'^
Despite the best efforts of their adversaries, in the fall of 1822, the tide tumed in
favor of the missionaries. The King and other ali'i nui had already allowed the
evangelists to stay past their one-year probation. Now, beginning in September, the
Calvinists gained both influence with the chiefs and converts to their cause. In that
month, Ke'eaumoku—the brother of Ka'ahumanu and governor of the island of Maui—
evidently had a dream that convinced him to seek both the palapala (reading and writing)
and the pono (good, glossed as Christianity). Ka'ahumanu, Kaumuali'i—the former king
of Kauai—and a number of other chiefs had already showed favor towards the mission.
The male members of the mission proudly wrote to the American Board that "Not less
than 12 Chiefs and Chiefess including the favorite queen Kamamalu, and her sister

Maria Loomis, "Journal," May 16, 1820, August 21, 1820, April 21, 1821, April 27, 1821, HMCS.
Spectator, "Good Devised," Broadside, March 31, 1824, HHS. William Richards and Charles Stewart,
"Journal," sent to Jeremiah Evarts, April 4, 1824, ML, HMCS. Various Authors, "Sandwich Island
Mission Journal," December 21, 1823, HMCS. Maria Loomis, "Journal," September 26-27, 1820, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Dr. Worcester and Reverend Mr. Cornelius, received December 28, 1821, ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, October 13, 1821, ML, October 13, 1821, HMCS.
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Kinau—the king's brother Kauikioule [Kauikeaouli] and his sister Nahienaena and Opiia
one of the wives of the late king..took part in an examination at one of the mission
schools.^^ Additionally, as a large number of the ali 7 nui sought out the evangelists for
instruction, so did the maka 'ainana (commoners). While a few chiefs resisted the
Calvinists, especially Boki, the Governor of Maui, even the King felt compelled to at
least give lip service to the Calvinists' cause. Liholiho even went so far as to begin
lessons in reading and writing with the missionaries. By February 1823, the King and
chiefs had sent out a crier, announcing that all people should observe the Sabbath. This
supposedly meant that the islanders could not engage in work or play on Sundays.^
The conversion of the King's mother, Keopuolani, to Christianity gave impetus to
the chiefs more favorable reception of the missionaries' teachings. Keopuolani had been
Kamehameha I's most sacred wife because she was the offspring of a half-brother-halfsister mating. She was also the mother of Kamehameha 11. After her husband's death,
she had been instrumental in convincing Liholiho to overthrow the kapu system that
structured Hawaiian life. When the Tahitian evangelists came from the Society Islands,
Keopuolani took them in as part of her household. They convinced the Queen that she
should turn to Jesus Christ as her savior. Keopuolani became a devout Christian and
before her death in August, 1823, the Reverend Ellis—a. Methodist with less stringent
views than the Calvinists—baptized her, the first Hawaiian to be done so by the
^ Hiram Bingham, Asa Thurston, Daniel Chamberlain, Elisha Loomis to Jeremiah Evarts, January 11,
1823, in Miller, Selected fVrilings, 210.
^ Maria Loomis, "Journal," September I, 1822, October 10, 1822, HMCS. Hiram Bingham, "Journal,"
January 9, 1823, in Miller, Selected Writings, 204. Hiram Bingham, Asa Thurston, Daniel Chamberlain,
Elisha Loomis to Jeremiah Evarts, January 11, 1823, in Miller, Selected Writings, 207-210. Various
Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," January 9, 1823, January 28, 1823, February 3, 1823, HMCS.
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Sandwich Island mission. The Queen had also urged her son—the King, Kalanimoku,
and the other ali 7 nui to convert to Christianity. Shortly after her death, most of the
chiefs chose to support the Calvinists and the commoners flocked to the mission schools
and churches. A month later, Ka'ahimianu and her sister OpiMa requested baptism.
Kalanimoku also asked that his son be baptized. Being mostly Calvinists, the evangelists
denied their request since baptism required strict proof of conversion. Nonetheless,
Ka'ahumanu and most of the other ali'i mi continued to support the mission cause.
The arrival of a group of reinforcements from New England in the spring of 1823
also bolstered the Sandwich Island mission. These twelve men and women would be the
first of ten companies that would add to the mission's numbers over the next 25 years.
This group included the previously mentioned Levi Chamberlain, who came out as the
mission's secular agent, three ordained ministers and their wives, and two sets of married
couples who would serve as assistants. An African-American woman and a number of
Hawaiians also made up the group. The ali 7 nui seemed pleased with the
reinforcements, although some of them disagreed with the Calvinists as to where in the
islands the newcomers' should be located. The members of the expatriate community felt
less happy about the new evangelists. In fact, at least one of the foreigners had tried to
convince the King that no more missionaries should be allowed to land at the Sandwich

Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?,
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 41-42,142-I4S. Maria Loomis, "Joumal,*^ September21, 1823,
September 27, 1823, HMCS. Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," September 27, 1823,
HMCS.
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Islands. Certainly, the merchant community must have felt frustration at their lack of
success in this instance.""
The missionaries' adversaries could initially take comfort, however, in the results
of their next confrontation with the Calvinists. It seems that in the fall of 1823, a number
of Liholiho's white drinking companions convinced him that it would be a good idea to
take a voyage to England to speak with his "friend," King George FV. The alwaysrestless Kamehameha II supposedly wanted to see Great Britain, leam more about
commerce, and arrange for the protection of the Sandwich Islands. The American
Protestants remained ignorant of the plan until Governor Boki informed them about the
trip and let them know the King was interested in having an instructor accompany him.
Seizing upon the request, the evangelists worked to make themselves more central to the
arrangements that had been made behind their backs. They hoped that they might
convince Liholiho to journey to the United States rather than Great Britain and, if that
failed, at the very least to get him to take one of the clergymen along with him as a guide.
They feared that if one of the evangelists did not accompany the King, his white
companions would lead him "into many temptations" and keep him "as much as possible
from the house of God & the society of the pious

They also worried that

Kamehameha IPs escorts would take him to the low and seedy parts of London,
consequently giving "such an unfavorable impressions as to the purity & piety of

Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, Missionary Album, 8. Various Authors, "Sandwich Island
Mission Journal," October 11, 1823, HMCS. Maria Loomis, "Journal," March 18, 1822, HMCS.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, November21, 1823, Bingham Papers, photocopy, HMCS,
originals at Houghton Library, Harvard University.
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civilized countries as greatly to retard rather than facilitate the progress of civilization &
Christianity" in the Sandwich Islands.
On this occasion, the resident foreigners, particularly Valentine Starbuck,
managed to outwit the Calvinists. An American by birth, Starbuck captained the British
whaling ship, L Aigle. During the first year of the mission, the Captain had been friendly
towards the evangelists, giving them gifts, transporting their letters, and donating money
for the mission's school f\md. In turn, during September 1820, the Protestants had cared
for one of Starbuck's men who had accidentally had his arm blown off by a canon.
Nonetheless, by 1823, the master's feelings toward the missionaries had changed. If
Starbuck had ever taken part in the American-British rivalry at the islands, his disdain for
the Calvinists now caused him to join league with those who might once have been his
competitors. National rivalries dissipated as religious contention created new divisions at
the Sandwich Islands.'"^
Some of the resident merchants and Starbuck worked to keep the missionaries
from joining in the King's excursion to Great Britain. Because the chiefs currently
resided in Lahaina on the island of Maui, Hiram Bingham and William Ellis wished to
hurry to their sides in order to implement their own plans for the King's trip. They
requested that Starbuck take them to that island, be he refused to do so, claiming that the
chiefs would not allow him to take passengers on board his ship. Even so, the ministers

Ibid.
Ross H. Cast, Don Francisco de Paula Marin: A Biography, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1973), 329. Maria Loomis, "Journal," May 16, 1820, September 26, 1820, September 27, 1820, HMCS.
Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," November 10, 1823, HMCS.

must have spoken with one of the ali'i nui because Starbuck gave them passage the next
day. At Maui, the clergymen suggested that William Ellis and his wife accompany the
King and his suite to England. They explained that Ellis, who spoke Hawaiian fluently,
would make the perfect interpreter for Liholiho. At the same time, his wife Mercy, who
was sickly, would benefit from a sea voyage to the country of her birth. While the King,
Kalanimoku, Boki, and a number of other chiefs agreed that William and Mercy Ellis
should accompany the voyagers. Captain Starbuck refused to take them, arguing that he
had no extra room on board his ship. Although a doctor on board the L 'Aigle offered to
give up his room and Liholiho said he would pay for the passage of the missionaries and
their children, Starbuck refused, claiming that his employers did not allow him to take on
passengers for money.
The members of the mission blamed some of the resident merchants and Starbuck
for preventing one of their numbers from accompanying the King. Their Hawaiian ally,
Kalanimoku, contended that the white men had kept the Calvinists from going with the
King and his Hawaiian entourage because the Sandwich Islanders would be "too much
enlightened."'^ Hiram Bingham believed that the resident merchants did not want a
missionary along because they sought to "lead the king to believe what Capt. S[tarbuck].
.. tells him is true, that our inculcating morning and evening prayer in families and
attending the Wednesday evening lectures is over and above what the Bible requires, and
what Christians generally practice, and that Sunday is the only day for attending the
Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," November 10,1823, HMCS. Maria Loomis,
"Journal," November 11, 1823, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 21, 1823, in Miller, Selected Writings, 252.
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public duties of religion."'"^ The Calvinists especially disparaged the character of the
man they had once considered their friend. Bingham asserted that Captain Starbuck was
self-serving and wanted recognition for himself. Even though the master of the L 'Aigle
did not speak Hawaiian, he plarmed to interpret for the King, declaring that he would
learn the language from the Frenchman, Jean Rives, by the time they arrived in England.
William Ellis claimed that Starbuck distinguished himself by his "disorderly
conduction[,]" "contempt of religion[,]" "mischievous actions," and violent and abusive
behavior towards the chiefs and the missionaries.'^^ Considering that authorities
eventually accused Starbuck and Rives of making off with thousands of dollars of
belonging to Liholiho, the evangelists' assessment of the Captain's character appears
correct.
At the end of 1823, Kamehameha II left on the L 'Aigle for Great Britain. His
favorite wife, Kamamalu, accompanied him along with Boki—the Governor of Oahu, his
wife, Liliha, and Jean Rives, who served as the King's secretary and aikane (male lover.)
Liholiho had been drinking ever since the chiefs announced his intention to leave the
islands, and he remained inebriated in the days before his leave-taking. Certainly,
Starbuck and his supporters must have kept the King drunk in order to ensure that their
plans came to fruition. To the missionaries, it seemed that their adversaries had won this
battle. In reality, their enemies had really only prevailed in this particular round.
Ibid., 257.
William Ellis to Burder, November 30, 1823, LMSC, HMCS.
For Hiram Bingham's description of these events, see Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 21, 1823, in Miller, Selected fVritings, 238-258. Daws, Shoal, 74.
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Liholiho's trip to London marked the beginning of more than a decade of mission
influence and power in the Sandwich Islands. Moreover, the western imperialist contest
to shape the destiny of the Hawaiian people and their kingdom had only just begun.""

William Ellis to Burder, November 30, 1823, LMSC, HMCS. William Ellis to Hankey, November
30, 1823, LMSC, HMCS.
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CHAPTERS
THE OVERTHROW OF THE HAWAIIAN AKUA AND THE
ADOPTION OF CALVTNIST CHRISTIANITY, 1778-1823

"[TJhis is a political economy of love
the structure of
the [Hawaiian] kingdom is the sublimated form of its forces
of sexual attraction.
" We can see why Hawaiians are so interested in sex. Sex
was everything: rank, power, wealth, land, and the security
of all these.

Nearly two decades ago, Marshall Sahlins described traditional Hawaiian society
as a "political economy of love," where "sex was everything." However, the
anthropologist's study of Hawaiian culture focused on the late 1770s, when Captain
James Cook both "discovered" and met his death at the Sandwich Islands. By the mid1820s, Ka'ahumanu—Kamehameha II's principal advisor—^and a number of Hawaii's
most powerful ali 7 nui (high chiefs) embraced Protestant Christianity and moved to
establish Calvinist moral laws, including edicts against prostitution, polygamy, and
adultery. It is impossible to make sense of the apparent contradiction, and revolution, in
values practiced or established by the Sandwich Island elite unless the effects of foreign
incursion on the religious and political structure of Hawaiian culture are considered. In
the years that passed between the discovery of the Hawaiian Islands by Cook in 1778 and
' Marshall Sahlins, A$/and!vo////5/oo', (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 19. (Italics mine).
* Ibid., 26. (Italics mine).
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the arrival of American Protestant missionaries in 1820, the presence of western men
took its toll on the Sandwich Islanders' normative economy. Foreign disregard for
Hawaiian religion, known as the kapu system, undermined the very fabric of Sandwich
Island society, causing cultural dissolution. Stresses on the structural underpinnings of
Hawaiian culture created a process of disjuncture, making it impossible for the system to
wholly reproduce itself in perpetuity. Consequently, in the face of what appeared to be
the inefficacy of their gods and the unfeasibility of their way of life, the islands' most
prominent a// 7 nui set aside their akua (gods) just prior to the landing of the first
Calvinist evangelists. This disestablishment of the kingdom's religion threw the
Hawaiian people into an unexpected state of transition. No longer anchored to the
cosmos as they knew it, the islanders lived without religio-political sanctioned rules of
behavior. Danger defines transition and this condition threatened all aspects of Sandwich
Island life, especially the chiefs' hegemony. As Hawaii's rulers searched for a means to
re-anchor their people to the cosmos and justify their rule to both the maka 'ainana
(commoners) and the outside world, the foreigners at the island provided them with two
contrasting paradigms. Eventually, the majority of the a// 7 nui, including the Kuhina Nui
(principle advisor to the King), Ka'ahumanu, chose to ally themselves with the American
missionaries and take on the mantle of Christian authority. They did so in order to shore
up their political hegemony, and because they believed that they would reap greater
benefits by following the Calvinists' model rather than that of the traders. ^
'' Marshall Sahlins explains the post-contact transformation of Hawaiian society in terms of
performative structures. He argues, "This integration of things and persons European, first as divine {akua)
then as native (kama'aina), was an invitation to cultural disaster. The most general and obvious reason:
that the foreigners who were so generously accorded an indigenous status had their own reasons of
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Prior to the arrival of Captain Cook, the Hawaiian people lived by a religiopolitical belief system known as aikapu (sacred eating^. The kapus or taboos made the
Sandwich Island chiefs gods on earth, establishing their hegemony and keeping them
separate from the maka 'ainana (commoners). Any commoner who broke the taboos
meant to maintain this divide met with certain death. For example, if a maka 'ainana let
his shadow fall on the Mo'i (King or paramount chief), he forfeited his life. The kapus
also established distinctions between the sexes, constructing women as tainted or defiling
to men. Consequently, men conducted the religious rituals needed to propitiate the gods
and provided the only suitable human sacrifices to them. Because certain foods were
attributed to the male gods and women might steal their mana (divine power) by
ingesting them, the kapu system forbid women to eat pigs, bananas, and certain red fish.
For similar reasons, the aikapu also required men to prepare all meals in separate
facilities, one for each sex, and men and women to eat separately. Again, any person
caught breaking these taboos usually met with certain death.'*

existence, and no obligations to conform to the preconceptions by which Hawaiians thought them. By
encompassing contingent events in received structures, perceiving mythical relationships in historical
actions, the system appears merely to reproduce itself in a flexible way. But, then ... 'The more it remains
the same, the more it changes."' (Italics mine). Ibid., 31. I agree with Sahlins. However, I build on his
assessment by arguing that too many changes in the received structures created, in the case of the Sandwich
Islanders, a process of disjuncture. When the structure of Hawaiian culture met the event of foreign
contact, the contradictions between two opposing belief systems made it impossible for the Sandwich
Islanders to incorporate foreign ideas or actions within the perceived mythical relationships of their belief
system without dealing a deathblow to the received structure as a whole. A process of disjuncture occurred
when the Hawaiians tried and failed to incorporate foreign ideas and actions into their cultural structure as
perceived mythical relationships. On this occasion, the incorporation of new ideas into the system
introduced fatal elements that prevented the system from reproducing itself in a wholly recognizable way.
Consequently, disjuncture caused the a// 7 nui to overthrow their religo-political (Jkapu) system.
'* Kame'eleihiwa suggests that men made the only appropriate sacrifices to the akua, while some
primary sources indicate that women were also sacrificed. However, foreign observers may have
misunderstood what they saw. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: Haw Shall We
Live in Harmony?, (Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 33-38. See, William Beresford, A Voyage
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When the first westerners arrived at the Sandwich Islands, they helped undermine
the aikapu (sacred eating). Hawaiian women sought out sexual relations with white men
in order to gain their mana, but they ended up dining with these men because the
westerners urged them to do so, having no idea that they violated a sacred taboo. On
board ship, the women also ate the sacred foods that the aikapu denied them. During
Kamehameha I's reign, the chiefs continued to punish some women for breaking the
eating kapu. For example, in 1786, William Beresford observed, "It seems the women
are always tabooed from eating pork on shore, and break through restrictions of this sort
is reckoned a crime of the first magnitude; nay, we were assured, that the poor wretch had
... actually been offered as a sacrifice, to appease,... the wrath of their gods, for so
heinous a crime."^ Nevertheless, considering the hundreds of women who swam out to
the foreign vessels, many of their violations undoubtedly remained unexposed and, thus,
unpunished.
The appearance of western men also led to the desecration of Hawaiian heiau
(temples). Normally, temples remained the sole provenance of men because, they, unlike
women, were not innately defiling. There, men performed religious rituals and made
their sacrifices to the akua (gods). However, when Captain Cook visited the islands, he
and his men camped in or near one of the temples. John Ledyard, who accompanied
Cook, indicated that the Captain's men either convinced the Sandwich Island women to
Around the World... performed in 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, (London: G. Goulding, 1789), in Gary
Dean Best and Lani Best, eds.. Glimpses of Hawaiian Daily Life and Culture, 1778-1898, (New York:
American Heritage, 1994), 28-29. It seems that on some occasions when ali'i nui females were caught
breaking the aikapu, they could have one of their retainers put to death in their stead.
^ Beresford, A Voyage, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 28-29.
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break the taboo against entering places of worship or the Hawaiian women chose ignore
the kapu because of the white men's presence. He explained, '*The embarrassments our
inamoratas were already under, were still great from our contiguity to the heiau, which
the women of the country never dare approach from religious motives, exclusive of the
consideration of being the first to infringe upon the conditions they have subsisting
between their chiefs and us of another kind."^ He went on to state, "it was taken no other
notice of by people in general; but the chiefs thought differently, they knew it was a
breach of covenant."^ While Ledyard indicated that the breaking of this taboo marked
the start of the misfortunes that led to Cook's eventual death, it also pointed to the
beginnings of the cultural dissolution that undermined the religio-political structure of
Hawaiian society.
In the past, most Sandwich Islanders dared not break the kapu. Yet, the very
presence of foreigners like Captain Cook and, later, other white men caused Hawaiian
women to violate the taboos, if not in the chiefs' presence, at least with their probable
knowledge. Why would Sandwich Island women risk death in order to eat with white
men or sleep with them in or near sacred temples? Initially, their desire to possess the
white men's mam greatly motivated Sandwich Island women, even to the point where
they would disobey the taboos in order to acquire it. This may have been the reason that
they had sexual relations with Cook's men near the heiau (temples). These women also
may have disregarded the kapus during Cook's initial visit because it occurred during the
^ John Ledyard, John Ledyard's Journal of Captain Cook's Last Voyage, (CorvaUis: Oregon State
University Press, l%3), January 1779, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 24-25.
^ [bid., 25.
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Makahiki. During these four lunar months, from approximately October through
February, the war god Ku retreated in the face of the return of Lono, the fertility god.
During that time, the Hawaiian chiefs made a clockwise circuit around the islands,
gathering tribute and performing the appropriate religious rituals to Lono. While doing
that, the chiefs set aside human sacrifice, and the Hawaiians celebrated by feasting,
dancing, and playing games. Since this was a time of celebration and the fertility god
reigned, the maka 'ainana women may have felt that they could ignore the kapu with
more impunity than they might have otherwise. However, in subsequent years. Sandwich
Island women continued to disregard the ailcapu (sacred eating) even during the
ascendance of Ku.
Sandwich Island women also disobeyed the kapus for religious and economic
reasons. Marshall Sahlins' has argued persuasively that at least some Hawaiians viewed
Captain Cook as the incarnation of the akua Lono. Perhaps some of the maka 'ainana
women believed it acceptable to break the taboos in order to service the companions of
Lono. Certainly, this explains their desire for the white men's mana (divine power). The
associates of the gods must have something of their divine power. Sahlins also suggests
that presence of western men provided an economic motivation that set the commoners
against the chiefs. By reifying sexual intercourse as prostitution through the exchange of
material goods for the act of love, white men gave Hawaiian commoners and economic
incentive to disobey the chiefs and their taboos.*

* For the economic incentives that foreigners gave commoners to disobey the chie& and their kapus,
see, Sahlins, Islands, 7-8. For Sahlins' argument that some Hawaiians perceived Captain Cook as the
incarnation of the fertility god Lono, see. Ibid., 104-135. The economic impact of foreign men and goods
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Female chiefs also played an important part in undermining Hawaiian religious
cosmology. A number of Kamehameha I's wives, especially Ka'ahumanu, resented the
restrictions that the kapu system placed on women. Not only did the taboos deny them
certain foods, but they also prevented female ali 7 nui from acquiring true political power.
Deflned as innately defiling, the women could not participate in the religious ceremonies
that would endow them with the most potent forms of mana (power). In the past, female
ali 7 nui occasionally broke the sacred-eating kapu. If caught, either they were punished
or chose a conmioner to be sacriHced in their place. Afrer 1778, the female chiefs broke
the taboos more readily and regularly. The disorder created by the presence of
foreigners, and the privacy afforded on board their ships, gave ali 7 nui women the muchdesired opportunities to violate the kapus. White men did not understand the Hawaiian
religious cosmology and naturally saw no reason to report the chiefesses' violations of
the taboos to the male chiefs or priests. For example, in 1809, Archibald Campbell
observed one of the female ali 7 nui eating foods forbidden to women by the aikapu
(sacred eating). The Queen—as he called her—^"strictly enjoined [him] to secrecy, as she
said it was much as her life was worth."^ On another occasion, Campbell attended a
gathering held by Ka'ahumanu. Kamehameha I had imposed a taboo against the
members and guests of his household drinking alcohol. Nevertheless, while the King
made his monthly prayers at the temples, Ka'ahumanu and the ignored that and obtained

was to similar to what occurred among Native Americans. The fur trade broke the circle of gift exchange
within Indian societies.
^ Archibald Campbell, A Voyage Round the World from 1806-1812, 1809, in Best and Best, eds..
Glimpses, 63.
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liquor made from the still of William Stevenson, an American convict living at the
islands. In this instance, Kamehameha caught Ka'ahumanu and the others in the act of
violating the kapu. The Mo 'i (King or paramount chief) punished Stevenson for his part
in the act, but it remains unclear if Ka'ahumanu and the other Hawaiians received any
sentence for their crime.
Over time, the ever-increasing numbers of the western men undermined the belief
system that had structured Hawaiian life for hundreds of years. Within twenty years of
Cook's so-called discovery of the Sandwich Islands, the a// 7 nui's hegemony and the
aikapu operated in a state of siege. The coherence of the kapu system faltered, operating
with less regularity. Foreigners visiting the islands noted the change. In 1792, Captain
George Vancouver pointed out, "From Mr. Puget I learned, that there appeared in none of
his transactions with the royal party and marks of external respect towards them, either
from the subordinate chiefs, or the common people."'' Whereas in the past, "prostration
was very usually observed,... [now] the only circumstances which proclaimed the
prince's superior rank, was a guard consisting of about thirty men, armed with iron
pahoas [daggers]

At the same time, an increasing number of Sandwich Island

women ignored the aikapu (sacred eating). For example, in 1810, Archibald Campbell
noted that the women very seldom bothered to keep the taboos. He explained that "they
See, Porteus, Stanley D., ed.. The Restless Voyage, (New York: Prentice Hall, 1948), 117-125.
'' George Vancouver, Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and Round the World, (London:
Robinson and Edwards, 1798), March 13, 1792, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 35.
Ibid. In contrast, Ebenezer Townsend indicates in his diaiy that around 1800 at least some Hawaiians
showed obeisance to the chiefs by prostrating in their presence. Ebenezer Townsend, Jr., "The Diary of
Ebenezer Townsend, Jr., Supercargo of the Sealing Ship Neptune on her voyage to the South Pacific and
Canton," Papers of the New Haven Historical Society, IV, (New Haven, CT: 1888).
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often swim off to ships at night during the taboo; and I have known them [to] eat of the
forbidden delicacies of pork and shark's flesh

Clearly, the fact that so many

maka 'ainana women felt willing to break the kapus indicated that the religious
injunctions that formed the basis for the social and political economy of Hawaiian culture
were breaking down.'"*
Foreigners also threatened the viability of the kapu system when they broke the
taboos and escaped punishment. In the 1790s, Kamehameha I and the other ali 7 nui
forced white men living at the islands to observe the kapus, at least to a certain degree.
Don Francisco de Paula Marin, Isaac Davis, John Young, William Stevenson and others
followed the chiefs' orders because they knew that they risked death if they did not.
Although the ali 7 nui had not sacrificed any western men for breaking the kapus—other
than, perhaps. Captain Cook—the white men living in the islands saw plenty of evidence
of what happened to Hawaiians who violated the taboos. Nevertheless, while fear
probably caused the few foreign men living in Hawaii to follow the kapus—at least in the
presence of the chiefs—Kamehameha and the other ali 7 nui could not control the
behavior of the large numbers of western men who visited the islands. As a result, sailors
and traders broke the taboos with impunity.'^

Archibald Campbell, A Voyage Round the World from 1806-1812, (New York: De Capo Press,
1969), 188.
Ibid. High-ranking female chiefs had been known to break the sacred-eating taboo prior to the arrival
of western men. Often, when male chiefs caught them breaking the taboo they sacrificed a commoner or
lesser ranking ali'i n their place. Despite the fact that ali'/ nui women had been known to break the aikapu
during earlier time periods, evidence suggests that they did so much more frequently after the arrival of
Captain Cook.
See Ross H. Cast, Don Francisco de Paula Marin: A Biography, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1973), 13,21,24. Gavan Daws says that all white men who married high-ranking Hawaiian women
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During the reign of Kamehameha I, the increasing presence of foreigners also
contributed to a change in the duration of the kapus and their severity. Western men who
visited the islands and Hawaiian oral tradition characterized Kamehameha I as a man
who devoted himself to the akua and scrupulously followed the kapus. Nevertheless,
Richard Cleveland reported in 1803 that John Young told him that the taboo days during
the lunar month had shrunk from 10 to 3 days. Similarly, Peter Comey, who both visited
and lived in Hawaii from 1815-1820, related that the Makahiki celebration took place
from November to the end of December. Previously, it had lasted for four lunar months.
He also claimed that human sacrifice had been abolished in the Sandwich Islands. Others
have pointed out that after 1800 human sacrifice occurred with less regularity than
earlier. While, Comey remained an outsider who may have been mistaken in his
observations. Young had been an advisor to Kamehameha I since 1890 and, as an ali 7
nui, he fimctioned within the kapu system. Clearly by the early 19"* century, the religious
cosmology that structured Hawaiian life functioned under great stress.'^

found themselves within the kapu system. Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A History of the Hawaiian Islands,
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1968), 47. Kamehameha I punished William Stevenson for
breaking the taboo against drinking alcohol by making him live without drinking liquor for one month.
Stevenson, a convict and alcoholic from Botany Bay, pointed out that he would keep his sentence because
he knew what the King would do to him if he did not. Porteus, ed.. The Restless Voyage, I2S.
Richard J. Cleveland, A Narrative of Voyages and Commercial Enterprises, vol. I, (Cambridge: John
Owen, 1842), 229. See also, Peter Comey, Early Voyages in the North Pacific, I813'1818, (Fairfield,
Washington: Ye Galleon Press, 1965), 197-198. Comey writes that the chiefs' taboo periods last 1-3 days,
4 times during the lunar month. In either 1818 or 1819, he describes the Makahiki as lasting from
November to December 24. Marshall Sahlins cites Shaler, Comey, and Chamisso in Kotzebue for the
decline in human sacrifice after 1800. Marshall Sahlins, Historical Metaphors and Mythical Realities:
Structure in the Early History of the Sandwich islands Kingdom, (Ann Artrar: The University of Michigan
Press, 1981), 64.
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Foreign diseases also undermined religio-political structure of the Sandwich
Islanders. Like Native American populations, Hawaiians lacked immunity to smallpox,
measles, tuberculosis, influenza, cholera, and other western diseases. Consequently, they
suffered a high mortality rate from those maladies. In addition, begiiming with Captain
Cook's expedition, western sailors introduced sexually transmitted diseases such as
syphilis and gonorrhea to the islanders. This caused sterility, contributing to the
population decline. Consequently, between 1778 and 1823, the Hawaiian population
plummeted an estimated 40% to 80%. While demographers and historians argue over the
exact number of deaths, either estimate signifies a traumatic loss of the Hawaiian
populace.'^
Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa asserts that the large number of deaths caused the
Sandwich Islanders to feel betrayed by their gods. Kamehameha I demonstrated his
devotion to the akua by making all of the appropriate rituals and sacrifices. During his
more than two decades of rule, peace reigned over the islands. Yet, despite the fact that
the King had nurtured the gods and his people, the islanders continued to die at a
devastating rate. As a result, Hawaiians began to question the mana of the akua (gods).
David Stannard estimates a low pre-1778 population as 800,000 and a decline of 80% by the 1880s.
David Stannard, Before the Horror: The Population of Hawaii on the Eve of Western Contact, (Honolulu:
Social Science Research Institute, University of Hawaii, 1989), 30'3l. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa argues,
without any evidence, for a pre-contact population of 1 million or more and a population decline of 80% or
more. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 81. Eleanor C. Noidyke rebuts Stannard's estimates, arguing that a
pre-contact population of around 225,000. Eleanor C. Nordyke, "Comment," in Stannard, Brfore the
Horror, 111. Robert C. Schmitt also rebuts Stannard's numbers. He points out that previous scholars have
argued for a pre-contact population of250,000-300,000. Robert C. Schmitt, "CommenC in Stannard,
Before the Horror, 114. In 1968, Schmitt estimated the Hawaiian population to be 300,000 in 1778.
Robert C. Schmitt, Demographic Statistics of Hawaii: 1778-1965, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1968), 10,22. For information on the effect of European disease on New World Indians, see, Alfred W.
Crosby, Jr., The Columbian Exchange: Biological Consequences of1492,(Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1972).
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If the gods were powerless to stop death, maybe they should search for another source of
mana. Thus, the diseases that western men brought to the islands helped undermine the
Sandwich Island political and demographic stability.'^
After more than forty years of western contact, the viability of the Hawaiian
religio-political structure failed. After the death of Kamehameha I on 8 May 1819,
Kamehameha I's sacred wife—Keopuolani, Ka'ahumanu, and a number of other ali 7 nui
pressured Kamehameha's heir, Liholiho (also known as Kamehameha II), to overthrow
the state religion. Ka'ahumanu had already proclaimed herself Liholiho's co-ruler
{Kuhina Nui) after Kamehameha I's death. Now, she wanted all ftuther restrictions on
women removed. For decades, they had broken the taboos and the akua had failed to
punish them for their transgressions. The weakness of the gods combined with the
foreigners' disdain for Hawaiian religion and the female chiefs' desire to cast ofTthe
restrictions of the kapus proved too much for both Liholiho and Hawaiian cosmology.
Unable to deal with the changes brought by foreigners and the demands of his
domineering mothers, the young King drank himself into a stupor much of the time.
After the inebriated Mo 7 failed to perform the proper rituals to obtain the mana of the
war god Ku on two separate occasions, he gave in to his mothers' wishes. On the 19
October 1819, Kamehameha II sat with Keopuolani, Ka'ahumanu, and other Hawaiian
women at a public feast arranged by his mothers, dining with them as they ate the sacred
foods forbidden to them by the kapus. As the people stared in wonder, shouts of ainoa.

Kanie'eieihiwa,A^a//veLan(/, 80-81.
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or free eating, were proclaimed. Liholiho thus took the step that cast aside the religious
cosmology that had structured Hawaiian life since time immemorial.'^
When Liholiho and the other ali 7 nui violated Hawaiian religio-political nomis,
they launched the people of the Sandwich Islands into a state of transition. They no
longer existed within their religio-political system, but neither had they reordered their
culture as something new. Over time, the pattern of their normative economy had broken
down. Unlike traders and sailors who experienced a geographic marginality, they now
entered a liminality of time. Mary Douglas has pointed out that "Danger lies in
transitional states, simply because transition is neither one state nor the next, it is
indefinable. The person who must pass fi'om one to another is himself in danger and
emanates danger to others."^" Because they cast off their belief system, Hawaii's rulers
faced the dangers of transition along with foreign incursion. Whereas before, their
religious belief system had provided them with both certainty and rules or pattems of
behavior for dealing with commoners, transgressors, and outsiders, now they had to make
up the rules as they went along. In addition, transition brought danger to Hawaii's ali'i
mi because they had eradicated the belief system that sanctioned their authority in the
first place. Some maka 'ainana and most foreigners had disobeyed the taboos even before
For a native understanding of why the chiefs set aside their state religion, see. Scholars at
Lahainaluna High School, Sheldon Dibble, editor, Rueben Tinker, translator, "Hawaiian History, Part 2,"
Hawaiian Spectator, Vol. 2, No. 3, July 1839, Hawaiian Mission Children's Society (HMCS). For a
theoretical discussion of how the structure of Hawaiian religion in conjuncture with foreign incursion led to
a revised understanding of the kapus and the disestablishment of the state religion, see Sahlins, Historical
Metaphors, 55-64. For a missionary description of the overthrow of the kapus, see, Maria Sartwell Loomis,
"Journal," March 30, 1820, HMCS.
Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of pollution and Taboo, (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited, 1966), %. In Hawaiian culture, all of a man's wives are the mothers of
his children and all of their husbands are the fathers of their children.
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the chiefs' set them aside. Now, Hawaiian cosmology no longer ensured the ali 7 nut's
hegemony. If they no longer existed as gods, what gave them the legitimacy required to
rule? The Sandwich Island chiefs had cast themselves adrift and would soon find
themselves searching for something to make order out of chaos; something that would reanchor them to the cosmos once again.^'
Cultural dissolution progressed rapidly after the overthrow of the akua, and
distress over the massive changes in Hawaiian society manifested itself most clearly in
the unruly drinking of the new Mo 7, Liholiho, his retinue, and many of the maka 'ainana.
Kamehameha II inherited his father's rule over the Sandwich Islands when he was 22
years old. He had gained his position not as the traditional conqueror or usurper, but as a
pawn of Ka'ahumanu and her kin who had supported Liholiho as Mo 7 in order to gain
power for themselves, and as a part of their plan to acculturate Hawaii to western ways.
Ka'ahumanu and her Maui relations also forced the new King to give up his fathers'
sandalwood monopoly to all of the ali 7 nui, thus giving themselves, and denying him,
access to western wealth. Furthermore, they refused to allow him to redistribute land, a
traditional prerogative of a new Mo 7 that usually gave the ruler both wealth and the
support of his followers. Finally, Liholiho had already failed to perform adequately the
rituals to propitiate the akua, thus forcing him to take the leading role in their overthrow.
Plainly, the young King had good reasons to drink.^

For a deeper understanding of the dangers of transition or liminality, see, [bid., 94-113.
" Daws, Shoal, 56. Kame'eleihiwa, ^/ative Land, 84,87, 76. Marshall Sahlins suggests that Hawaiian
chiefs had traditionally gained power through usurpation. However, he also points out that temple and
installation rites provided evidence of a more ancient tradition whereby a chief inherited his rule.
Nevertheless, this was not a part of the Hawaiian normative economy when Liholiho inherited his fathers'
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Both the American missionaries and other western visitors to the islands often
noted that Liholiho spent most of his time in a state of inebriation, creating confusion
wherever he went. For example, on 7 February 1821, Maria Sartwell Loomis pointed
out, "This poor King has left his book for his bottle & for a number of months past has
hardly been fi«e from intoxication."^ Often describing the Mo 7 as "crazy with liquor,"
she concluded, "We are in need of rulers, but do not regret his departure, for all is
confusion while he stays."

In fact, usually, as many as 100 chiefs and, perhaps,

commoners formed a noisy and disorderly train that followed Liholiho on his drunken
escapades around the islands. On one such occasion, the King sailed to Kaua'i where he
reported to Samuel Whitoey that he had been inebriated for 25 days in a row. The Mo 7
also told Whitney that "he had got drunk and run away."^^ Evidently, Liholiho could
handle neither his alcohol nor the position in which foreign incursion and the overthrow
of the kapus had placed him.^^

rule. Sahlins, Historical Metaphors, 11. Ka'ahumanu and her Maui relations also kept Liholiho on the
throne when the new Mo Ts cousin, Kekuaokalani—who had inherited the charge of the war god
Kukailimoku—rebelled against Liholiho and the other kapu breakers. Sahlins, Ibid., 63. Lilikala
Kame'eleihiwa attributes Kamehameha IPs drinking not to cultural dissolution or fatigue, but to his desire
to enjoy life to the fullest in the face of death, that is, rapid depopulation caused by foreign disease.
Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 145. For an examination of the social costs of Native American drinking see,
Peter Mancall, "'The Bewitching Tyranny of Custom': The Social Cost of Indian Drinking in Colonial
America," American Indian Culture and Research Journal, 1993, vol. 17, no. 2, 15-42.
^ Maria Loomis, "Journal," February 7, 1821, HMCS.
Ibid., March 10, 1821, January 1,1822, February 22, 1822, HMCS.
^ Samuel Whitney, "Journal," January 28, 1822, HMCS.
Marin notes Kamehameha 11 as being drunk on a number of days, including February 6, 1820, March
10, 1820, May 20-23, 1821, March 1, 1822, etc. Marin, "Journal," in Cast, Marin, 247-248,250-251,262.
Samuel Whitney, "Journal," January 28,31, 1822, HMCS.
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The suicidal rate at which Kamehameha II imbibed alcohol suggests that he had
fallen victim to cultural malaise. Indeed, he drank so much that on several occasions he
nearly died from alcohol poisoning. For example, on 1 March 1822, the American
evangelists hurried from Honolulu to Waikiki because they had heard that the Mo 7 was
either dead or dying from excess drink. If it did not kill him on this occasion, his
constant inebriation made him susceptible to derangement and debilitation. For instance,
on 3 March 1823, the American clergymen reported, "The king, having been ill for about
two weeks in consequence of his excesses, is once more clothed & in his right mind.
Should he resume his ruinous practice of drinking, he will probably not survive many
such returns of ilkiess

On another occasion, they noted, "The King is partially

deranged to day. He is in quite a pleasant mood & amuses those around him by picking
up straws and giving them."^* Foreigners repeatedly reported the King's intoxication.^'
Liholiho endangered his life because he existed in a state of transition: without the
kapus securing his place within the Hawaiian socio-political order, his existence had
become marked by ambiguity and turmoil. With little real power, he searched for a
means to make sense of this new Hawaiian universe. During one of his bouts of
inebriation, the Mo 7 insisted upon a great performance and celebration of the hula.
While, the Calvinist missionaries interpreted his desire for the hula as an effort to revive
Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," March 3, 1823, HMCS.
•* Maria Loomis, "Journal," March 5, 1822, HMCS.
Ibid., "Journal," March I, 1822, HMCS. Marin, "Journal," February 6, 1820, March 10, 1820, May
20-23, 1821, October 2-4,1821, October II, 1821, February 18, 1822, February 22, 1822, March 1, 1822,
April 7, 1822, April 20, 1822, April 28, 1822, May 6, 1822, June 12-17, 1822, June 25, 1822, July 20-27,
1822, September 26-October 3, 1822, February 16-19, 1823, May 7-14, 1823, May 29-31, 1823, June 1-3,
1823, in Cast, Marin, 247-248, 250-251,256,261-269, 275-279.
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the old akuas, in reality, Kamehameha II endeavored to publicize his own divinity. For a
performance of the hula included the traditional genital chants for both himself and the
other all 7 nui, the chanting loudly and publicly proclaiming his and their godhood.
Despite this, and other endeavors to affirm his status and place within the Hawaiian
cosmic and socio-political order, the Mo 7's position remained ambiguous and Liholiho
continued in a state of inebriation.^^
The drinking that led to Kamehameha ll's final journey to London proved that the
Mo 7 had ultimately become an outsider in his own land. Mary Douglas has pointed out
that 'To behave anti-socially is the proper expression of... [a person's] marginal
^I

condition.'"" To drink alcohol to excess is essentially a selfish and antisocial act, putting
the drinker and those around him at risk. In "traditional" Hawaiian society, the ali 7 nui
lived as gods on earth and therefore did everything in a larger-than-life maimer. Yet,
before the arrival of Captain Cook, the Hawaiians did not have alcoholic beverages. At
the same time, the Mo 7 and high chiefs had always borne the responsibility for caring
for the maka ainana and the nation. When Kamehameha II drank to excess, he could not
nurture his people. Consequently, his anti-social behavior endangered both himself and
his Kingdom. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa has argued that Liholiho sailed to London looking
Maria Loomis, "Journal," March 10, 1821, HMCS. For more on Hawaiian genital chants, see,
Sahlins, Islands, 13-17. Kame'eleihiwa points to two other occasions when Liholiho endeavored to obtain
mana and thus reaffirm his status a political leader/god in the Hawaiian cosmic order. In 1821, the new
King sailed to Kaua'i and took its Mo 7, Kaumuali'i captive. The Kaua'i high chief had pledged his land to
Kamehameha I, but Kamehameha I had never taken formal possession of it. Unfortunately for Liholiho,
Ka'ahumanu usurped the mana he had gained from Kaumuali'i by marrying both KaumualiM and his son.
In the second instance, Kame'eleihiwa interprets Kamehameha II's 1823 journey to visit King George IV
in England as attempt to obtain mana by the traditional Hawaiian path of imihaku (searching for a akua).
Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 84-85.
^' Douglas, Purity and Danger, 97.
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to obtain mana (power) from his so-called fnend. King George FV. While undoubtedly
true, the Mo 7's journey also properly expressed his marginal condition. When he helped
to overthrow the religio-political economy that structured Hawaiian life, the King had
become a creature of transition. He was the Mo 7 and yet he lacked the traditional powers
of a paramount chief. Now, in a state of inebriation, Liholiho physically segregated
himself from what remained of his culture. In all senses, he would exist as a man on the
margins.^^
Death marked the King's trip to London. As they approached England, a
Hawaiian on board ship with Liholiho died from an unknown disease. Then, after
landing, the Mo 7 and his favorite wife, Kamamalu, and several other members of his
retinue came down with the measles. After a number of days, Kamehameha II seemed to
be on the road to recovery. However, his wife did not prove as fortunate, dying on 8 July
1824. On hearing of Kamamalu's death, the Mo 7 fell into a state of despair. He no
longer had the will to live, and he died a week later. For the Mo 7, everything had
changed. He had lost his religion, his power, his culture, and his favorite wife. Liholiho
had come too late to obtain the foreign mana of King George.^^
Kamehameha II proved to be only the most glaring example of the combined
dangers of alcoholism and transition. Various foreign visitors to the islands pointed out
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, November 21, 1823, photocopies of Bingham Papers from
Houghton Library, Harvard, HMCS. Vlarin, "Journal," October 22-24, 1823, November 18, 1823,
November 20, 1823, November 27, 1823, in Cast, Marin, 283-284. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 85.
" [Liholiho] iolani to Pa'alua, Kaakumu and my younger brother [Kauikeaouli], June 1824, Foreign &
Executive Office (Fo & Ex.), Hawaii State Archives (HSA). Report by Henry Halford, Henry Holland and
Hugh Ley on the deaths of the King and Queen of the Sandwich Islands July 30, 1824, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Douglas, Purity and Danger, 96-97.
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that many Hawaiians displayed a propensity to overindulge in alcohol. In the early
1800s, Isaac Iselin noted that "Like all others, they are fond of spirituous liquors."^'*
Afler the disestablishment of the state religion, Gilbert Farquhar Mathison warned that
"Drunketuiess is.. .[a] universal and dangerous propensity; all classes indulging, more or
less, to excess in the use of spirituous liquors

When the Tahitian missionary,

Auna, joined Ka'ahumanu on her tour around the islands in 1822, he noted that the
celebrations of the commoners included "a good deal of intoxicating liquor
Similarly, William Ellis described arriving in a populous village where approximately 2/3
of the inhabitants displayed symptoms of intoxication. While it is difficult to know if the
maka ainana had the economic means to indulge in alcohol to the same degree as the
King, missionaries often commented that the commoners drank and smoked to such an
extent that they risked death by drowning or fire during their stupors.^^
While chronic drinking characterized the hazards of transition, so did the
incoherence of the Hawaiian religio-political economy. After 1819, Hawaiian culture
existed as a patchwork of old and new practices. Not all Hawaiians had abandoned the
Isaac Iselin, Journal of a Trading Voyage Around the World 1805-1808, (New York: Mcllroy and
Emmet, 18?), in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 61.
Gilbert Farquhar Mathison, Narrative of a Visit to Brazil. Chile, Peru, and the Sandwich islands.
During the Years 1821 and 1822, in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 100.
Auna, "Extract from the Journal of Auna," in Tyerman and Bennet's Journal, London Missionary
Society Collection (LMSC), HMCS. William Ellis describes a smaller party of drunken commoners in
William Ellis, A Narrative Tour Through Hawaii in 1823, (Honolulu; Hawaii Gazette Co., Ltd., 1917), 129.
" Ellis, Narrative, 196. Marin, "Journal," January 8, 1822, February 12, 1821, in Cast, Marin, 260.
The Reverend Daniel Tyerman and George Bennett reported, "From the highest to the lowest, the natives
are addicted to intoxication with ardent spirits, when they can procure them from ships or of home
manufacture."' Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet, Esq., Journal of Voyages and Travels, Vol. I, March
31, 1822, (Boston: Crocker and Brewster, 1832) in Best and Best, eds.. Glimpses, 102. Ephraim Spaulding
to [Ruflis Anderson?], October 1832, Missionary Letters to the ABCFM (ML), HMCS.
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old gods and Hawaii's rulers continued to rule without the sanction of their akua (gods).
But, challenges to chiefly authority continued and the ali 7 nui grappled with finding the
means to justify their rule. The missionaries believed that the King's drinking
contributed to political instability and claimed that "only by the influence of Krymookoo
[Kalanimoku] & Caramanu [Ka'ahumanu] the dowager Queen that the people are kept
from rising.Indeed, Ka'ahumanu and her relatives took a leading role in reafiirming
the chiefs' authority over both the commoners and the gods.
The commoners' continued worship of the akua (gods) proved a particularly
problematic challenge to the ali 7 nui's hegemony. Af)er the disestablishment of the kapu
system, most commoners remained devoted to their family gods and the more important
akua, as they had in the past. For example, during an 1823 tour around the island of
Hawaii, the Reverend William Ellis came across a temple containing the bones of a
deceased chief and a "rudely carved stone image, about six feet high

The

Hawaiian standing guard outside the heiau refused to let Ellis in without a sacrificial hog,
explaining to him that the stone carving represented the deifled dead chief Not only did
they continue to worship their ancestors as gods, but the commoners also insisted on
honoring the major akua. Thus, Ellis also found stone idols and a heiau (temple)
dedicated to Pele during his visit to Hawaii Island. While Christian evangelists clearly
found the Sandwich Islanders' religion problematic, so did many of the chiefs: for the
maka ainana^s propitiation of the gods clearly mocked the ali 7 nuVs pronouncements of

Maria Lootnis, "Journal," February 14, 1821, HMCS.
E\\\%, A Narrative, 173.
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free eating. By their worship, the commoners challenged the chiefs' authority and
derided their profane state. Now they, and not the ali 7 nui, directly associated
themselves with the gods."*"
Within this context of the commoners' continued propitiation of the akua,
Ka'ahumanu's 1822 tour around the islands can be seen as an effort to clarify the chiefs'
hegemony. In an inverted form of the Makahiki celebration, Ka'ahumanu circuited the
islands not in the winter months of November through February when the god of fertility,
Lono, returned to the islands, but in June and July when the war god Ku reigned.
Whereas before, Lono's tour around the islands signified his appropriation of the land,
now the Kuhina Nui (principle advisor to the King) claimed the land for herself and the
chiefs. As during the Makahiki, the commoners brought her hundreds of tapas (bark
cloth) and mats, baked dogs, taro, and other sorts of oblations. Likewise, the Hawaiians
celebrated; feasting, drinking, chanting, and dancing the hula. Conversely, during this
inverted Makahiki, Ka'ahumanu burned hundreds of wooden gods as heathen idols.
Thus, like a warrior dedicated to Ku, she demonstrated to the commoners—who had
worshiped these akua—that she, and not the gods, retained mam or power. The chiefs
who aided her in this endeavor—including Kuakini, Ka'ahumanu's brother and the
governor of Hawaii—^also gained mana fh)m their efforts. Thus, Ka'ahumanu and her
ali 7 nui supporters used an inverted form of the traditional structure of Hawaiian culture
to seize control of that same structure. Their efforts exemplify the ambiguity that

^ Ibid., 154, 164, 173, 178, 181,183, 185,262,273.
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characterized this period of transition as well as the patchwork nature of Sandwich Island
religio-poiitical economy in the first years following the overthrow of the kapu system/'
The fact that the maka'ainana were not the only ones to continue to acknowledge
the akua provides further evidence of cultural confusion. A number of chiefs—who
would soon form a faction in opposition to the missionaries and their ali 7 nui
supporters—remained uncomfortable with their rebellion against the gods. Even though
the ali 7 mi had disestablished the state religion, it did not mean that the gods were
without power. Certainly, it would not hurt to give them some of the obeisance they
required. Thus, as previously stated, during January and February 1821, Kamehameha 11
had commanded the Hawaiian people to practice and dance the hula. Boki, the governor
of Oahu and cousin to Ka'ahumanu, supported the King's decision to maintain this
custom and its association with the Sandwich Island gods. In the tradition of a high chief
commanding his people to homage, Liholiho and Boki hoped to validate the King's
divinity and mana. This was especially important since after the overthrow of the kapu
system the King's power had declined, while that of his father's favorite wife,
Ka'ahumanu, had risen. At the same time, both Liholiho and Boki undoubtedly felt that
it would not hurt to give the gods their due. Therefore, despite the fact that the state
religion had been disestablished and the mana of the akua denigrated, the wooden "god

It is not clear whether Ka'ahumanu made a clockwise or counterclockwise circuit of the islands. If
she made a counterclockwise circuit around the islands, then she would have followed a truly inverted form
of the Makahiki celebration.
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of the hoolah hooIah[,]" as the missionaries called it, stood in a position of prominence
throughout the celebration.'*^
Marshal Sahlins has pointed out that "For Polynesians generally, to live outside
the established order, which is to say without tabu, is an ambiguous state.He goes on
to explain that the Maori believe that a "lawless wanderer is ... contemptible; without
tabu, he is like a dog

Similarly, without the kapus, the Hawaiians lived as

wanderers, drifting in a void between the past and future. Their plight was sad. The most
poignant expression of this came from the high-chief Kalanimoku after Kamehameha II
had sailed to London. On 12 March 1824, the ali 7 nui wrote to his Mo 7, "I want you to
come home, some of your servants have died from sickness. You have seen England,
come home. We may die as things are not right here. Keeaumoku is very sick and may
die. I am weeping for you. May God keep you, is my wish. Karaimoku."^^
Unfortunately, Kamehameha II could not come home and make things right, even if he
had lived. He, perhaps more than any other, bore the responsibility for disestablishing
the Hawaiian religion and the disorder that ensued. Instead, Kalanimoku, along with

*' Maria Loomis, "Journal," February 22, 1821, January 15,30, 1821, February 20, 1821, HMCS.
Bingham, A Residence, 123-125,129. It is interesting that when the American missionaries chastised the
Hawaiians for what they believed was their idolatry, Boki endeavored to deflect their invectives by
claiming that '"It is all play."' Vlaria Loomis, "Journal," February 22, 1821, HMCS. Ellis writes that there
had been several attempts to "revive the old system of idolatry but have not succeeded as it has been but
very few advocates among the chiefs or persons of influence in the islands." William Ellis to Reverend G.
Burder, July 9, 1822, LMSC, HMCS.
Sahlins, Historical Metaphors, 55.
Ibid.
Karaimoku to Liholiho, March 12, 1824, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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Ka'ahumanu, and a number of their ali 7 nui relatives would lead the Hawaiian people to
a new kind of pono (balance, harmony).'*^
After the difficulties of ruling during Kamehameha ll's short reign, Ka'ahumanu
and the other ali i nui searched for solutions to what had become an increasing untenable
state. The westerners at the islands presented them two paradigms to emulate. For more
than four decades, white traders and sailors had provided them with an example of
entrepreneurial capitalism, enlightened self-interest, and secular liberalism. Although
these foreign men claimed to be Christians, the islanders saw little evidence of their
faith. If they chose to, the Hawaiians could live like these white men, without rules of
behavior other than the conventions of the market. But, the Sandwich Islanders had
followed their example for the last few years and it had led to nothing other than cultural
malaise."*^
Adopting Christianity made more sense to the Hawaiians for a number of reasons.
First, Hawaiian cultural logic led the islanders to privilege the spiritual over the secular:
they could not envision a universe without out akua or mana. Therefore, when presented
with two different and opposing cosmologies, it is not surprising that the Sandwich Island
elite would choose to emulate a model that privileged religion over profit. In addition,
^ For pono behavior, see Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 36,40.
For more on American merchants and traders in Hawaii as entrepreneurial capitalists, see, Charles
Sellers, The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-18/6, (New York: Oxford University Press,
1991), 21-22. Those traders in Hawaii who claimed a religion, such as John Coffin Jones and Stephen
Mackintosh, called themselves Unitarians. According to Charles Seller, "Unitarianism was the
quintessentially 'liberal religion.'" Those who pursued capitalist enterprise embraced an ethic of
"enlightened self-interest." Ibid., 203,206. Both Jones and Mackintosh repeatedly maintained that they
were liberals. Many of the sailors and traders who sojourned in Hawaii showed little evidence of having
any religious belief at all. Whether they claimed to be religious or not, most sailor and merchants exhibited
a secular and liberal attitude, rejecting the 'iraditionar value systems of the Calvinist missionaries.
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the Calvinist paradigm presented to the islanders by the American missionaries did not
necessarily disapprove of capitalist enterprise. The Protestant work ethic of the
evangelists provided a sort of assurance that Hawaii's rulers could be pono (good,
balanced, in harmony), while earning the material rewards of capitalism. Therefore, they
could have the best of both the foreigners' worlds. Finally, from their own worldview, it
undoubtedly made sense to most of the ali 7 nui that if the foreigners and their akua had
superior mana, then they too should worship the god of these western men and women.
And, how could they doubt the mana of western men, when those who claimed to follow
the Christian god did not die from disease at the same rate as did Hawaiians? Moreover,
these same men controlled vast amounts of material wealth, another sign of mana.^^
Not only did there exist a certain cultural logic to embracing Christianity, but the
new religion also provided the chiefs with a means of justifying their rule. The ali 7 nui
did not separate political authority from religious belief, yet no longer could they claim to
govern as gods on earth. The American missionaries offered them a more comprehensive
belief system than the white sailors and traders; one with established rules of behavior
that divided sovereigns from subjects. While the substance of Calvinist tenets proved
antithetical to the traditional Hawaiian religio-political structure, especially with regard to
notions of sexuality, both systems validated elite rule. By adopting this new creed, the
'** This interpretation of Hawaiian cultural logic is based on Elizabeth Buck's take on Louis Althusser's
theories on structural formation. Although, Althusser's theories have been much maligned in recent years,
they prove helpful in conceptualizing the ways in which societies privilege different instances or levels of
production. Thus, both Hawaiians and missionaries are seen to privilege the religious (which Hawaiians do
not separate from the political), over economic modes of production, while western sailors and traders
privileged the economic level of production over the religious. Elizabeth Buck, Paradise Remade: The
Politics of Culture and History in Hawai'i, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), 21-23. See,
Sellers, Market Revolution, 202-236 for an explanation of how evangelicals accommodated themselves to a
capitalist market because of their belief in the Protestant work ethic.
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chiefs could take on the mantle of Christian authority. By forcing the maka 'ainana to
attend mission churches, Ka'ahumanu and the other ali 7 mi instilled in them a new
religion that bound them to "render unto Caesar what was Caesar's."
Adopting Christianity also resacralized space and time, providing a religious
structure that reanchored Sandwich Islanders to the cosmos. AAer the disestablishment
of the state religion, Hawaiians were no longer attached to a belief system that provided
them with rules of behavior according to their place in space and time. But Christianity
promised to supply them with a new structure that once again made chronology and
geography sacred. The Protestant calendar marked off six days of the western week as
secular days, while the seventh day, the Sabbath, was reserved as the all-important kapu
day. As with Hawaiian cosmology, the Christian calendar also divided the year between
special holy days and the more common and routine secular days. In addition, as under
the kapu system, Christianity designated space as either sacred or secular: churches
would replace heiaus as consecrated ground. Finally, as Christians, the Sandwich
Islanders would know their place within the cosmos and in relation to each other. Male
and female chiefs would become good Christian rulers and commoners would become
respectable Christian servants. The new religion thus provided the Hawaiians with a
structure that overcame the disorder of transition by imparting a new normative economy
to the islanders.'"
Embracing Christianity also made personal sense for Ka'ahumanu. The Kuhina
Nu\ (paramount advisor to the King) had long been fhistrated in her ambitions to rule.
Comey, Early Voyages, 197.
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During the reign of Kamehameha I, she obtained as much power as any female chief
could, becoming the favorite wife, confidant, and primary councilor to the Mo 7. Even
so, the aikapu kept Ka'ahumanu from the highest places of power. As a woman, the
Hawaiian religion constructed her as defiling, forbidding her to make sacrifices to the
male akua and, thus, preventing her from obtaining their mam. Despite these handicaps,
Ka'ahumanu proved herself a strong and calculating woman, helping to convince a weak
Kamehameha II to cast off the belief system that denied women the authority given to
male chiefs. But, while she succeeded in removing the impediment to imposing female
rule, she also eradicated the belief system that sanctioned the ali 7 nufs authority in the
first place. The arrival of the Protestant evangelists, and the death of Kamehameha II a
few short years later, offered Ka'ahumanu the opportunity to rule and the legitimacy she
needed. Kamehameha II was but a child and, until his majority, Ka'ahumanu had the
authority to lead in his name. In addition, the Christian religion acknowledged the right
of women to stand in the highest places of authority. English queens had ruled as
Christian sovereigns for centuries. As a Christian leader, then, Ka'ahumanu could claim
to rule in the name of the God worshipped by most western leaders, secure the support of
the Protestant evangelists at the islands, and put in place a new religo-political structure
that would require the maka 'ainana to respect her authority and follow her orders.^"
Ka'ahumanu and the other Hawaiian chiefs also found it politically astute to
implement Christian rule. By the mid-1820s, the ali 7 nui found it progressively more

For Ka'ahumanu's desire for power, see, Jane L. Silverman, Kaahumanu Molder of Change,
(Honolulu; Friendsofthe Judiciary History Center, 1987).
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difficult to control the white men who sojourned at the islands. For example, the
foreigners showed themselves just as aware as the Hawaiians that Liholiho was a weak
ruler. In the past, the American convict and drunkard, William Stevenson, had dared not
break Kamehameha Ts kapu against drinking rum for one month. He knew what the
King would do to him if he dared to break the anti-alcohol taboo that he had previously
ignored. Similarly, Don Francisco de Paula Marin would never have thought to disobey
the Mo 7 because he knew that he would pay for such a transgression with his life. But a
white Captain by the name of Pata treated Liholiho with an insolence that would never
have been permitted while Kamehameha I reigned. The foreigners' challenges to the
authority of the chiefs thus proved just as problematic as that of the maka 'aimna.^^
In addition, the ali 7 nui probably believed that embracing Christian rule would
put a stop to the fighting and disturbances caused by drunken sailors and traders. In fact,
they had tried in a very western fashion to deal with outbreaks of violence by having
broadsheets published and posted, stating, "WHEREAS disturbances have arisen of late
on shore,... it is hereby ordered by His Majesty the King, ... should any seamen... be
found riotous or disturbing the peace In any manner, he or they shall be immediately
secured in the Fort."^^ At the same time, on three separate occasions Kamehameha II
ordered all foreigners off the islands, and, at times, he also forced individual white men to
leave his kingdom. But none of these efforts stopped western sojourners from drinking,
fighting, and generally disturbing the peace. However, when the various chiefs became
" Porteus, ed.. The Restless Voyage, 124-125. Marin, "Journal," February 14, 1813, October 2, 1821,
in Gast, Marin, 209,256.
Notice, March 8, 1822, Early Laws, HSA.
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interested in Christianity, they began proclaiming taboos against drinking alcohol,
distilling spirits, and profaning the Sabbath. By claiming to rule in the name of the God
worshipped by most western leaders, Ka'ahumanu and her ali 7 nui supporters sought to
gain the legitimacy and respect needed to effectively rule over the foreigners who visited
their islands.
A number of ali 7 nui hoped that the Calvinist missionaries might help them end
the King's excessive drinking as well as that of maka'ainana. For example,
Kamehameha IPs favorite wife, Kamamalu, wanted the evangelists to "keep near the
king, direct their main attention to his instruction, correct his vicious habits, & make him
a good man...

Because the egalitarian evangelists did not want to focus their

attention solely on the King, she reasoned that the Mo 7 undermined the missionaries'
good influence because the commoners imitated his example when he "gets drunk,
disregards the Sabbath, neglects instruction, & does wickedly."^^ In addition, with regard
to the maka 'ainana, as early as June 1823, Kuakini, the Governor of Hawaii Island,
"issued orders forbidding theft, murder, infanticide, the distillation of spirits and the
profanation of the Sabbath day by labour, barter, or amusement." Similarly, in December
1823, Kalanimoku sent a crier around Honolulu, proclaiming the Sabbath and forbidding
" Marin, "Journal," June 20, 1820, July 21, 1820, August 8, 1820, September 14, 1820, January 5,
1821, September 25, 1821, November 14, 1821, February 23, 1822, March 10,1822, July 14, 1822, in
Cast, Marin, Stephen Reynolds, "Journal,'' December 2, 1823, December 4, 1823, December 20, 1823,
Pauline King, ed.. Journal of Stephen Reynolds: Volume 1:1823-1829, (Salem, Massachusetts; The
Peabody Museum of Salem, 1989.), 7, 10. William Ellis to Secretary of the London Missionary Society
G^MS), June 18, 1823, LMSC, HMCS. Artemas Bishop to Jeremiah Evarts, "Journal," December 29,
1823, HMCS. Maria Loomis, "Journal," December 21, 1823, HMCS.
^ Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," October 11, 1823, HMCS.
" Ibid.
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people from using fire. During that same month, he also tabooed the conunoners from
drinking rum and quarreling with white sojoumers. Clearly, a number of ali 7 nui saw
Christianity and its ministers as a means of controlling the Mo 7 and maka 'aimna, as
well as foreigners in the islands.^^
Ka'ahumanu and her Maui relatives may also have calculated that they would
reap economic rewards from the imposition of Christian rule. At least one Christian chief
used his new religion as an excuse to avoid paying the sandalwood debts he had incurred.
In 1827, an ali 7 nui by the name of Naihe refused to reimburse John Coffin Jones,
claiming that "He has given himself entirely to god and wishes nothing to do with earthly
concerns.Other chiefs may have done the same. Christian rule proved profitable in
other ways as well. While Kamehameha I had charged a tax on the native women who
swam out to the ships for the purpose of "prostitution," by the 1830s, Christian chiefs
fined both foreigners and natives for violating Christian laws. For example, the ali 7 nui
charged a white man. Captain King, "Ten dollars for behaving lasciviously[,]" while they
fined his native paramour thirty dollars.^^ They made a tidy sum, considering that in
1839 alone, more than 340 people committed adultery, lewdness, or seduction. In
addition, if a white man wanted to marry a native woman, the Christian rulers required

^ William Ellis to Secretary of the LMS, June 18,1823, LMSC, HMCS. Maria Loomis, "Journal,"
December 21, 1823, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," December 2, 1823, December 4, 1823, December 20,
1823, in King, eA., Journals, 7,10. Artemas Bishop to Jeremiah Evarts, "Journal," December 29, 1823,
HMCS. Ephraim Spaulding and William Richards, "A Brief History of Temperance for Twelve Years,...
at Three of the Sandwich Islands...", received June 10,1826, ML, HMCS.
John Coffin Jones to Dixie Wildes, September 30,1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
Captain King Adultery Trial, English translation, April 28, 1838, Department of the Interior, Misc.,
HSA.
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him to post a $400 bond. If the man then wanted to return to his homeland without his
wife, the new laws obligated him to pay $2000 dollars. The a// 7 nui also fined foreigners
and natives for fighting and breaking temperance laws. While it is difficult to know if the
chiefs envisioned this eventuality, it certainly would have provided at least some ali 7 nui
with an inducement to embrace Christian rule,®'
The American evangelists also gave the ali 7 nui an incentive to adopt Protestant
Christianity when they offered them something that western sailors and traders had not:
the paiapaia (reading and writing). The Calvinists volunteered to teach the ali 7 nui to
read and write in English and Hawaiian, and eventually taught most Sandwich Islanders
in their own language. In contrast, prior to the arrival of the Protestant missionaries,
western men either resisted or were indifferent to educating the Hawaiians. For example,
around 1809, Isaac Davis—one of Kamehameha I's closest advisors—discouraged
Archibald Campbell fi-om teaching the high-chief Kuakini how to read, cautioning that if
he did so "the natives would soon know more than we did."^ Campbell attributed
Davis's reluctance to allow the chief to be taught to Englishman's lack of education and
his fear that other men might rise above him. Yet, other foreigners also worried that any
sort of instruction of the natives would be to their detriment. For instance, a foreign
carpenter refused to build a loom for Campbell because he feared that "if the natives
learned enough to set up their own manufactures, then there would be no reason for ships
Unknown Author, "Crime at the Sandwich Islands,: Hawaiian Spectator, vol. 2, no. 2, April 1839.
These statistics were extracted from a communication in the Kumu Hawaii of January 16, 1839. As the
mission station published both journals, one of the missionaries, no doubt, wrote the article and supplied
the statistics. Alien Laws, 1838, Early Laws, HSA. Early Laws, no date, [1820s or 1830s], HSA.
^ Porteus, ed.. Restless Voyage, 152.
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to visit here in trade

Most foreigners seemed concerned that instructing the

Hawaiians in western ways would hurt their pocketbooics, if not their pride. On the other
hand, the Calvinist missionaries freely offered this most-valuable tool of western
civilization.
The Hawaiian ali 7 nui understood the benefits that they would realize from
learning to read and write. Not only could they communicate their feelings—as did
Kalanimoku when he wrote to Kamehameha II in London—but, they could also use these
skills to their economic advantage. For example, when missionaries first taught the ali 7
nui to write, the chiefs sent letters that expressed simplistic Calvinist views about God
and heaven. However, the Sandwich Island rulers very quickly appropriated this skill to
communicate orders concerning their various economic endeavors. For instance, on 18
February 1823, Liholiho wrote a letter to Teuheiti, telling him that the "word of the Great
God of Heaven has arrived from America

A month later, he sent a letter to his

servant, ordering him to load goods on vessel that he had received as tax the previous
April. Similarly, Pa'alua dispatched a note to a chief, telling him that he had sent men to
cut sandalwood that would later be exchanged for manufactured products. Surviving
documents suggest that the chiefs utilized the writing skills they learned from the
American missionaries more for the economic benefits they imparted than the religious
reasons the evangelists had intended.

Ibid., 151.
" Rihoriho to Teuheiti, February 18, 1823, Fo & Ex, HSA.
James Kahuhu to Chief John Adams Kuakini, [November or December ] 12,1822, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Rihoriho lolani to Kaluaiahuena, March 1823, Fo & Ex, HSA. Paalua to John Adam Kalua, June 24, 1823,
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Learning to read and write also meant that the chiefs could more effectively
ensure that western men did not cheat them in their commercial transactions. Prior to the
arrival of the Calvinists, Hawaii's rulers could not read the contracts they signed for
westem goods in exchange for sandalwood. At the same time, they had to depend on
white men for their understanding of fair values of exchange. Because of these
dependencies, the chiefs had sold sandalwood and other island commodities more
cheaply than they should have, and, at times, bought shoddy goods, such as when
Kamehameha I paid for two rotting barges. On the other hand, the literacy that the
missionaries offered the Sandwich Islanders brought an economic independence that they
had not known since before the arrival of Captain Cook. Once literate, they could read
not only contracts, but also sources of information such as westem newspapers and
books. While they initially needed the help of the missionaries, or other outsiders, in
procuring and translating these repositories of westem knowledge, the fact that the
evangelists offered to also teach them English gave them the promise of eventual
independence. At the same time, in the early years of the mission, the Calvinist
missionaries showed no interest in the benefits they might personally reap from engaging
in commerce at the islands.^
The Sandwich Island all 7 mi found the American clergymen less self-serving
than their previous westerner advisors. Men like Don Francisco de Paula Marina and

Fo & Ex, HSA. Rihoriho (olani to Kaluaiahuena, June 1823, Fo & Ex, HSA. Kauikeaouli to Kaluaokiha,
January 30, 1827, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Morgan, Hawaii: A Century of Economic Change, 1778-1876, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1948), 64.
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Isaac Davis capitalized on their close relations with the chiefs. Both became wealthy and
successful businessmen because they influenced various Sandwich Island rulers to use
the kapu system to their economic advantage. While they may have helped the all 7 nui
gain wealth, they also took a part of the economic pie for themselves. On the other hand,
the Calvinists did not seem to threaten the ali 7 nui economically. They clearly
endeavored to convince the chiefs and maka ainana to embrace Christianity, but they
asked for little in return: a place to build their homes and churches, but not much else. At
the same time, they freely offered to teach the Hawaiians to read and write and served as
disseminators of western knowledge. Some foreign merchants and sailors at the islands
maintained that the evangelists taught the islanders out of evil and self-serving motives.
But to the Hawaiians, this claim seemed less tangible than the pieces of paper that
proclaimed the debts they owed to western traders.^^
While the American missionaries provided the Hawaiian chiefs with a myriad of
reasons for adopting Christianity, the other foreigners at the islands gave them few
incentives for embracing their particular lifestyle. First, the traders seemed to offer only
more drunkenness and violence. Second, while foreign merchants at the islands had
served as repositories of western knowledge, so did the American missionaries. Finally,
although westem traders had provided the islanders with economic opportunities, they
thought first of lining their pockets and had little compunction about cheating the
Hawaiians in their conunercial transactions. When compared with the evangelists' model
Tamoree and George Tamoree to William Pigot and John Meek, June 23, 1820, Fo & Ex,
HSA. Karaimoku, promissory note to Marshall and Wildes, Jan. 10, 1826, Fo & Ex, HSA. Boki's
promissory note for $200 to Dixie Wildes, August 25,1826, Fo & Ex, HSA.

of American Protestant Christianity, western merchants and sailors had very little to offer
the Sandwich Islanders. Consequently, after the departure of Kamehameha II to London
in November 1823, Ka'ahumanu and a munber of alt 'i nut began their move to make the
Sandwich Islands a Christian kingdom.
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CHAPTER 4
CALVTNIST KAPUS AND CONFLICT, 1824-1829

From the mid-to-late 1820s, Hawaiians, foreign missionaries, merchants, and
sailors struggled to assert or obtain power by controlling the behavior of others in the
Sandwich Islands. Issues of contestation centered on morality, sexuality, politics, and
economics. Ka'ahumanu and her ali 7 mi allies continued to use Calvinist Christianity as
a means of maintaining their authority over both commoners and westerners and as a
method of creating order out of the chaos that came with the overthrow of the kapu
(taboo) system. They did this by transforming the kapus that required obeisance based on
sacred Hawaiian cosmology into taboos tantamount to western laws. At the same time,
the Calvinist missionaries worked to reform the morals of the Sandwich Islanders as part
of their plan to establish Christian civilization in the islands. However, reforming the
morals of the natives often affected the social life and economic welfare of western
sojourners in Hawaii, much to their displeasure. Consequently, while the American
evangelists supported the efforts of Ka'ahumanu to impose laws based on Calvinist
morality, white traders and seamen resisted those efforts. Likewise, the native response
to the new Christian order remained fractured. Some members of the elite and an
unknown number of commoners resisted the Christian chiefs' efforts to impose a foreign
religion and morality on them. Under such circumstances, the islands' Christian rulers
negotiated a delicate and calculated path between warring factions of foreigners and
Sandwich Islanders, all of whom wanted the power to control the situation.
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By 1824, Hawaii's most prominent ali 7 mi sought to take on the mantle of
Christian authority, while imposing taboos based on Calvinist notions of morality. Ever
since Kamehameha Q (Liholiho) had left the islands for London in 1823, Ka'ahumanu
and her ali 7 mi supporters had moved slowly towards embracing Calvinism and
imposing Christian rule over the islands. Even before Liholiho left for Great Britain in
1823—and again in 1825—a number of ali 7 nui, including, Ka'ahumanu, her sister, and
her foremost advisor, Kalanimoku, requested baptism fi'om the American missionaries.
The Calvinists denied their petition because they saw no evidence of true conversion.
Nevertheless, many of the chiefs continued to favor the missionaries and their
constructions of western cosmology.'
Many of the ali 7 mi continued to seek the new religion because the Christian god
seemed unbeatable. Proof of that came in the form of a rebellion on Kauai. In the
beginning of August 1824, the son of the former King of Hawaii, George Kaumuali'i—
who had been educated at the Foreign Mission School in Cornwall, Connecticut and had
accompanied the first group of ABCFM missionaries to Hawaii—led a rebellion on
Kauai against the other chiefs. Kauai was a recent addition to the Sandwich Island
kingdom because Kamehameha I had never succeeded in conquering the island. It only
became a possession in 1821, when his successor, Liholiho, kidnapped its ruler and

' Various Authors. "Sandwich Island Mission Journal" Sq)tcniber 27,1823, Hawaiian Mission
Children's Society Library (HMCS). Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A History ofthe Hawaiian Islands,
(Honolulu, University of Hawaii Pr^, 1968), 74.
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forced him to swear fealty. Now, King Liholiho had left the islands for Great Britain and
in May 1824, the man who had once governed Kauai died.^
The resultant power vacuum led George Kaumuali'i, the former rulers' son, and a
number of other Hawaiian elite to vie for power in Kauai. He felt particularly unhappy
because his father had left his lands to Liholiho and the chiefs had appointed someone
other than him to govern the island. Consequently, on 8 August 1824, he and a number
of other lesser chiefs launched an armed attack on the government's fort at Waimea,
killing fourteen people, including two white men. Before joining the battle,
Kalanimoku—the powerful high chief who served as Ka'ahumanu's advisor—prayed
with the missionaries in Kauai. Hearing of the insurgency on Oahu and Maui, two other
chiefs who favored the Christian missionaries gathered a force of more than 1,000 men to
flght the rebels. At the same time, Ka'ahumanu "proclaimed a fast in order to seek God's
favor.Once in Kauai, they beat the rebels quickly and, eventually, captured George,
who they brought to Honolulu. For Ka'ahumanu, Kalanimoku, and many of the other
chiefs, the victory at Kauai over George Kaumuali'i—who had rejected Christianity—
gave ample evidence of the strength of the Christian God's mam. With prayer and
dedication to the Calvinist god, they too could gain some of that god's divine power. At
the same time, although they accepted some of the missionaries' constructions of western
' Hoapili to Liholiho, September 13,1824. Foreign and Executive Office, (Fo & E.\), Hawaii State
Archives (HSA). Stephen Reynolds, "Journal," August 10, 16,22, 1824, September 14,29. 1824. in
Pauline N. King, cd.. Journal of Stephen Reynolds, (Salem, Massachusetts: The Peabody Museum of
Salem, 1989), 4749,51,53. Hiiam Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 8, 1824, Missionary Letters to
the ABCFM (ML), HMCS. Hiiam Bingham. A Residence of Twenty-One Years in the Sandwich Islands,
(Rutland. VT; Chvies E. Tuttle Company, 1981), 228-240.
^

A Residence, 23%.
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cosmology, the chiefs interpreted the evangelists' religion through a Hawaiian lens of
understanding.'*
In Honolulu and at other ports of call throughout the islands, chiefs who favored
the American mission began proclaiming new kapus meant to control the behavior of
western men and the maka 'ainana (commoners). Many of these new taboos focused on
destructive behaviors such as drinking, gambling, and racing. For example, on 2
December 1823, Ke'eaumoku prohibited the commoners from drinking rum and
quarreling with white men. Two days later, the high-chief Hinau endeavored to prevent
the twin evils of drinking and gambling when he "went to the [white traders'] billiard
room and forbade there being any more games played...

Not only did he spoil their

flin, the chief also threatened the foreigners' livelihood by suggesting that he would take
his trade elsewhere. The men at the billiards table probably felt some relief when one of
them convinced Hinau to let them continue their sport without the benefit of rum.
Similarly, Ke'eaumoku endeavored to stop a race between two natives where ''[gjreat
bets were made among the people."^
Often, the Hawaiian rulers' new kapus were associated with the Christian
Sabbath. By imposing Christian taboos, the chiefs could claim moral authority as they
asserted their power over their people and westerners alike. Thus, in Honolulu, on 20
' Hoapili to Lihoiiho, September 13, 1824, Fo & E.\, HSA. Reynolds, '^Journal,'' August 10, 16, 22,
1824. September 14. 29, 1824. in King, ei.. Journal, 47-49, 51, 53. Hiiam Bingham to Jeremiah Evaits.
September 8. 1824, ML. HMCS. Bingham, >( Residence, 228-240.
' Reynolds, "•Journal," December 4, 1823. in King, ed.. Journal, 7
^ Ibid., December 2, 1823, April 28,1824, 7,27. Racing proved dangerous because it was unregulated.
For e.\ample, two white men racing on horseback injured the missionary Maria Sartwell Loomis. Various
Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal,'' April 8, 1824, HMCS.
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December 1823, Ke'eaumoku proclaimed a taboo against "getting drunk" and "having a
fire on Sunday...

bi particular, the missionaries had insisted that building fires

violated the holy day. Thus, another chief "dispatched a man bearing [an] order to
proclaim the observance of the sabbath throughout the island [of Hawaii], requiring that
all work be laid aside,..including making fires.' On Kauai and Ni'ihau, a Christian
chief also stopped the commoners from playing, working, or building fires on the
Sabbath. These actions represented a major shift from a time when Hawaiian cosmology
had structured life at the islands to one in which the Christian calendar did. Formerly, the
elite had used the kapus to maintain their rule as gods on earth. They now transformed
the taboos into Christian laws meant to ensure their continued hegemony.^
Although the new kapus were meant to signify the Christian ali V nui's power,
they did not apply to foreigners and Hawaiians equally, nor were they uniformly
enforced. For example, the ali V nui who favored the mission began proclaiming kapus
against infanticide because the practice went against Calvinist notions of morality. On
the other hand, the Sandwich Island leaders established written port regulations to control
the constant aggravations caused by deserters from American and European ships. For
instance, one of the new rules stated that each deserter would be charged $30 dollars and
Reynolds. ""Journal.'"' December 20. 1823, in King, ed.. Journal, 10.
^ Bishop. ""Journal" December 29, 1823, ML, HMCS. It is interesting to note that although so many of
the kapus were meant to keep the Hawaiians from profaning the Sabbath with work or play, Kaumuali'i's
requir^ the commoners to repair the church on Simdays, to the seeming approval of the Calvinist
missionaries.
^ Samuel Whitney to Jeremiah Evarts, January 4,1824, ML, HMCS. Economic incentive also played
into the proclamation of these taboos as when Kalanimoku suggested that each person who worked on the
Sabbath should be fined a dollar. Hiram Bingham, February 3,1823, in Char Miller, Selected Writings of
Hiram Bingham, 1814-1869, (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Allien Press, 1988), 218-219.
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sentenced to six months hard labor if they couid not be returned to their ships. Whereas
the misbehaviors of westerners had caused Kamehameha I and n to use the taboos to
force all whites off the islands, by the mid-1820's, the ali V nui transformed the kapus
into western style regulations to control the behavior of foreign troublemakers. Second,
although the Christian chiefs decreed these new rules, their ability and desire to enforce
them initially remained inconsistent. For example, with discussing a directive against
immorality announced by Ka'ahumanu, the Reverend William Richards pointed out,
"that... these penalties will ever be inflicted there is not much probability."Other
missionaries also noted that the ali 'i nui seldom enforced the Christian kapus with any
regularity."
That inconsistent enforcement stemmed, in part, from factionalism among the
ali 7 nui. Not all chiefs supported Ka'ahumanu and her missionary advisors' efforts to
impose Christian civilization in the islands. For example, Wahinepio, the female chief of
Maui, continued to allow the maka 'ainana to dance the hula, play games, and drink
alcohol despite the fact that many of the other chiefs did not. In fact, although boxing

William Richards to Jeremiah Evarts, August 13,1824, ML, HMCS. The "taboo against immorality
promoted by Ka'ahumanu" was supposed to be instituted by Wahinepio on Maui. However, Wahinepio
did not support the missionaries and showed herself reluctant to support Ka'ahumanu's kapu.
'' For taboos against infanticide, see. Bishop, '^Journal,'' December 29, 1823, ML, HMCS. Samuel
Whitney to Jeremiah Evarts, January 4,1824,
HMCS. For port regulations see. Port Regulations, June
2.1825, Early Laws, HSA. For the irregular enforcement of Christian kapus, see, William Richards,
"Journal." June 13, 1826, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, July 26, 1826, ML, HMCS.
I suggest that Kamehameha I and n misused the kapus because, during their reigns, the religio-political
economy that structured life at the islands was still in place. The chiefs were supposed to look to n^thic
Hawaiian cosmology as the model for their imposition of the kapus rather than wielding them like the club
of a dictatorial ruler. On the other hand, during the 1820s, the Impu system had been overthrown and the
taboos function revalued, as Marshall Sahlins would say. See also, Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land
and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?, (Honolulu: Bishop Musetmi Press, 1992), 7.
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had been "forbidden on penalty of four hundred dollars," the practice persisted within
view of the mission compound in Lahaina.

As the commoners reveled in their drink

and sport, some of the maka'ainana echoed Wahinepio's disdain for the evangelists and
their cause by breaking into their homes and stealing their goods. In turn, the Protestants
felt particularly perturbed and "disheartened" by the "spirit manifested by the chiefs in
relation to the subject," as the ali 7 nui in Lahaina showed no real inclination to locate the
stolen items; they had conducted a "mock search" for the articles, but nothing more.'^
The ali V nui Boki and his wife Liliha also resisted the efforts of the evangelists
and the chiefs who favored them. Although he aspired to reach the pinnacle of power,
Boki lacked the requisite credentials, being from the junior line of descent. He also
engaged in business with a number of foreigners, including John Cof¥in Jones, William
French, and John Ebbets. Like his fnends, Boki profited from the sale of alcohol and
taxing prostitution. He also took part in the sandalwood trade and owed a great deal of
money to the white merchants. Like the members of the expatriate community, Boki and
Liliha liked to drink and gamble. With such business associates and practices as these,
Boki and his wife could not avoid angering the Calvinists.''*
His relationship with the missionaries proved equivocal at best. Initially, he
showed a great deal of interest in learning to read and write. However, he never warmed
William Richards and Charles Stewart to Jeremiah Evarts, March 31, 1825, ML, HMCS.
Ibid. Wahinepio was the sister of Boki and Kalanimoku and the third favorite wife of Kamehameha
I. Samuel M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii, (Honolulu: The Kamehameha School Press, 1992), 184.
''' Daws, Shoal, 82. James Hunnewell to Bryant and Sturgis, December 17,1828, Hunnewell Papers,
HHS. Boki's Promissory note for $200 to Di.xy Wilder [Wildes], August 25, 1826, Fo. & E.v, HSA.
Thompson to Josiah Marshall, March 6, 1826, Marshall Letter Book, Hawaiian Historical Society (HHS).
Reynolds, '^Journal," January 1,1827, in King, ed.. Journal, 169.
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to the evangelists' religious teachings. In the mid-1820s, Boki supposedly wrote a letter
that cast aspersions on a number of the clerics. Embarrassed by their discovery of the
epistle's publication in the London Quarterly Review a few years later, the Calvinists
endeavored to assure themselves and others that the letter was a forgery. The Reverends
William Richards and Charles Stewart, Levi Chamberlaia, and James Hunnewell all
confronted Boki with the publication. On each occasion, the chief disavowed the
communication, assuring the Protestants that he had nothing to do with it. Chamberlain
concluded that in all likelihood, the chief had signed the letter without realizing the
nature of its contents. Whether he knowingly defamed the American missionaries or not,
Boki and his wife would form the vanguard of those opposed to the civilizing mission of
the Calvinists and their ali7 nui supporters.'^
While they failed to convert all of the chiefs, the American evangelists and their
supporters felt positive about the Christian ali 7 nui's efforts to enact moral laws and
other western-style reforms. They saw the chiefs' endeavors as progress towards
acquiring the attributes of western civilization. For instance, their long-time fnend,
James Hunnewell, commended the missionaries for influencing the chiefs to "adopt many
of the customs of civilized society, and so far as respects the outward ordinance [of]
religion."'^ Similarly, the Reverend William Richards praised Ka'ahumanu's taboos for
promoting "order & regularity among the people[,]" order and regularity supposedly

' Hiram Bingham to Unknown, November 1, 1828, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah
Evaits, Februafy 22, 1827, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, received April 18, 1829,
ML. HMCS.
James Hunnewell to Jeremiah Evarts, November 1824, Himnewell Papers, HHS.
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being emblematic of "civilized" societies.'^ The fact that the Reverend referred to one of
the chiefs' promulgations as a "code of laws" also indicates that he found their efforts
akin to those found in "civilized" western nations.'^ While they portrayed the Christian
taboos as the acts of a people progressing along a scale towards civilization, much of this
was wishful thinking on the part of the Calvinists.
The missionaries not only approved of the new rules, they also benefited from the
chiefs' efforts to impress them with their commitment to the Christian cause. For
example, after receiving a letter of reprimand from Ka'ahumanu, Wahinepio—the antimissionary chiefess who governed Maui—ordered the land stewards in Lahaina, Maui to
"see that the missionaries are taken good care of...

Artemas Bishop noted that on

Hawaii Island, one of the chiefs charged the commoners with repairing the "House of
God."^° On Kauai, Samuel Whitney pointed out that the "[c]hiefs at their own expense
have built us a very convenient house for public worship...

In addition, in the mid-

1820s, the pro-missionary chiefs forced the commoners to attend the evangelists' schools,
churches, and prayer meetings, filling the latter two for the first time. The devotion of a

William Richards to Jeremiah Evarts, August 13, 1824, ML, HMCS.
" Ibid
" Ibid.
Artemas Bishop to Jeremiah Evarts, December 23, 1823. ML, HMCS.
Samuel Whitney to Jeremiah Evarts, January 4,1824, ML, HMCS. See also, Hiram Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts, August 30, 182S, ML, HMCS.
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number of ali 7 nui to the Christian cause thus saved the members of the mission a great
deal of time, money, and effort.^^
Other western sojourners at the islands did not view the chiefs' actions, or the
missionaries' influence, with the same equanimity. They resisted the Christian taboos
with each new promulgation. For example, the evangelists observed that the "efforts of
the foreigners to keep up various sorts of gaming are still unabated."^ Despite the
chiefs' taboos, the members of the expatriate community drank, gambled, and continued
with their usual routines of social conviviality. They also resisted the actions of the
Christians by verbally assaulting them. The mission's printer, Elisha Loomis noted that
two foreigners "commenced a virulent attack upon the conduct of the Missionaries and
the natives."^** Quite contrary to the evangelists' views, one of them actually argued that
"the nation was going backward [and] would never attain to that degree of civilization
which they had in the days of Tamehmeha [Kamehameha

Furthermore, the

members of the expatriate community used their relationships with the Hawaiians to
spread rumors that the Calvinists were "ignorant mechanics & fortune hunters, unable to

~ Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, March 14, I82S, ML, HMCS.
^ Various Authors. "Sandwich Island Mission Journal" October 6,1824, HMCS.
Elisha Loomis, "Journal," October 4. 182S, typed transcript, Hawaiian and Pacific Collection,
Hamilton Library. University of Hawaii. Manoa.
^ Ibid. See also, Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, August 27,1825, ML.
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procure a livelihood in their native country."^^ They also worked to convince the natives
that Christianity, reading, and writing were bad for them.^^
By the mid-1820s, the members of the anti-missionary faction felt especially
fhistrated because they believed that the evangelists sought political power for
themselves. They particularly disliked the Reverend Hiram Bingham, the mission's
unofficial leader. Calling him a "impudent puppy," Stephen Reynolds—a leading
member of the group—filmed in his journal that the man endeavored to "have laws of his
own making put in force."^^ Often referring to the minister as "King Bingham," the US
Agent for Commerce, John Coffin Jones, accused him of "putting on laws."^' Another
trader complained that the "missionaries wish to give them [the Hawaiians] a Code of
laws... similar to the old Connecticut blue laws."^**
The resident merchant community had good reason to complain. The American
evangelists threatened the political power that the traders had obtained as the sole
purveyors of western knowledge in the island kingdom. Prior to the missionaries' arrival
in 1820, white traders like Isaac Davis and Don Francisco de Paula Marin had been the
King and chiefs' closest advisors. Their services to the ali 7 mi had given them great
wealth, status, influence, and power. As Hiram Bingham and the other members of the

Bishop. -Journal," Febniaiy 20, 1824, ML, HMCS.
William Richards to Jeremiah Evaits, June 1, 1824, ML, HMCS.
^ Reynolds, "Journal." December 15,1825, in King, ei.,JoumaL 115.
^ John Coffin Jones to Josiah Marshall, May 25, 1826, Marshall Letter Book, HHS. John C. Jones to
Di.\y Wildes, September 30.1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
^ Eliab Grimes to Josiah Marshall, June 7,1825, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
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mission obtained the trust of Ka'ahumanu and most of the other leading chiefs through a
combination of service and genial social intercourse, they caused the long-established
white community to lose influence and power.^'
The life of Don Francisco de Paula Vfarin provides the best example of this. Prior
to the arrival of the Calvinist missionaries, Marin had been Kamehameha Ts interpreter
and manager of trade. His position made him a wealthy man with vast landholdings,
substantial influence with the Hawaiian elite, and a certain degree of political power. A
combination of events spelled an end to Marin's favored position with the chiefs. First,
the 1820 arrival of the American evangelists slowly undermined Marin's position as the
ali 7 mtVs foremost interpreter. Although his influence continued during the first few
years of the mission, by the mid-1820s, most of male members of the first company of
evangelists had become fluent in the native language. At the same time, their work on a
written grammar and orthography continued. As a result, the Protestants could offer
Ka'ahumanu and the other chiefs something that previous western advisors could not.
Like Marin, they could serve as interpreters to the ali 7 nui, but the missionaries could
also write transactions, treaties, notes, and the like in Hawaiian for the chiefs, whereas the
Spaniard could not. Moreover, by teaching the chiefs to read and write, first in English,
and later in Hawaiian, the evangelists offered perhaps one of the most valued skills that a
westerner could give to the Sandwich Island rulers. Under such circumstances, Marin
found it difficult to compete.
Bishop, "JoumaL" Februaiy 20, 1824. ML, HMCS.
Ross H. Cast, Don Francisco (k Paula Marin, (Honolulu; University Press of Hawaii, 1973), 86.
Maria Loomis, '^Journal," Fdiruaiy 3,1823, April 16,1824, HMCS. Artemas Bishop to Jeremiah Evaits,
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The growing relationship between the Calvinists and Ka'ahumanu, Kalanimoku—
the islands' 'Trime Minister"—and a number of other high chiefs also contributed to
Marin's downfall. When Kamehameha I was alive, the Spaniard and the King's favorite
wife, Ka'ahumanu, were on good terms, exchanging presents and social calls. After
Kamehameha I's death in 1819, he continued to serve as interpreter and business agent to
the high-chiefs Boki and Kalanimoku. However, he did not work as an advisor to the
new King, Liholiho (Kamehameha 11). Sometime in 1820 or 1821, Marin became the
King's business agent, but he seemed to fall in and out of favor with him every few
months. As Ka'ahumanu—who served as the King's co-ruler—and Kalanimoku became
more interested in the missionaries' teachings, Marin endeavored to stay politically
neutral. The Spaniard did not want to antagonize the evangelists or the powerful chiefs
who increasingly seemed to favor them. Yet, Marin's lifestyle could only offend the
Calvinists because he lived with more than one Hawaiian wife and sired many
illegitimate children. In turn, he felt put off by the missionaries' judgmental ways.
Evidently, the Protestants' disfavor caused Ka'ahumanu to turn a skeptical eye toward
Marin. The Spaniard's once warm association with chiefess now cooled.^^
Marin's relationship with his fellow traders did not help his situation. Most of the
foreign businessmen already felt jealous of his commercial success. Now that he no
Januaiy 7.1824, November 30,1823, ML, HMCS. Hiiam Bingham, Levi Chamberlain, Elisha Loomis to
Jeremiah Evarts. March 9, 1824, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham, ''Journal," Januaiy 9,1823 in Miller,
Selected Writings, 204-205. Hiram Bingham, et al. to Jeremiah Evarts, Januaiy 11, 1823, in Ibid., 207,
210-211. Kamehameha 11 to ABCFM, March 18, 1823, in Ibid., 22S-226. Y^amakau, Ruling Chiefs, 249.
William Ellis to Buider, London Missionary Society (LMS), May 26, 1823, London Missionary
Society Collection (LMSC), HMCS. Mariiu "Journal." January 11. 1812, Januaiy 31, 1812, April 1912, in
Cast Marin, 203-205. Ibid., 89, 98, 136-145.
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longer fell under the King's special favor, his position proved especially vulnerable. The
Spaniard could no longer act as a cutthroat competitor, as he had in the past, for fear of
offending his fellow merchants. Consequently, his business interests suffered. Although
the white traders disliked the missionaries, some also sought to undermine Marin. Often,
they complained to the King and chiefs about him. As a result, he saw his landholdings
come and go with increasing frequency. At the same time, his services as cultural broker
and interpreter between the rowdy foreign sailors and the ali 7 ttui made it difficult for
him to satisfy either group. Eventually, complaints from the merchants, combined with
the evangelists' disapproval, caused the ali 7 nui to distrust their old advisor. By 1825,
Hiram Bingham and a number of other male missionaries had replaced Marin as the
chiefs' main interpreter. At the same time, Bingham took over the Spaniard's position as
cultural broker when he became the primary advisor to Ka'ahumanu and the pro-mission
chiefs. While Marin continued to work as an interpreter occasionally, he had lost the
political and economic influence and power that he had once wielded.^'*
The other foreign merchants also felt indignant at their reduced influence with the
islands' most prominent chiefs. Losing power to the Protestants clearly effected their
economic position in the islands. Eliab Grimes was fhistrated that the missionaries had
convinced the chiefs to have the commoners build a church rather than gather the
sandalwood he wanted in payment for their debts. Both he and John Coffm Jones

" Cast. Marin, 88-96. 104. Lord Byron. Voyage ofH.M.S. Blonde to the Sandwich Islands, in the
Years 1824-1825, (London. 1826), 117-118. Reynolds, "Journal," May 28, 1825, June 9, 1825, October
21. 1825, December 15. 1825. in King, cd.. Journal, 82,94. 115. For ABCFM missionaries as cultural
brokers among the Cherokee, see, William G. McLoughlin, The Cherokees and Christianity, 1794-1870:
Essays on acculturation and Cultural Persistence, (Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Press, 1994).

believed that only by sending a US ship of war could the American traders' influence and
power be restored. In their aggravation. Grimes, Jones, and the other merchants accused
the evangelists' of turning the Sandwich Island chiefs into puppets that hid their political
takeover of the islands. Grimes forcefully indicted (firam Bingham as a "religious
despotf.]"^^
The American Protestants' actions did undermine the economic position of white
traders like Grimes, Jones, and Marin. The western businessmen were especially
fhistrated because they believed that the missionaries interfered with commerce by taking
up too much of the islanders' time. Eliab Grimes complained "At present business is dull
and very little prospect of getting wood at present. The chief attention is too much taken
up, [with] the missionaries ... their preaching, praying and schooling."^^ The US Agent
for Commerce, John Coffin Jones, raved, "Were it not for these canting Missionaries a
good business might be done here yet, but, they are like a pestilence destroying all before
them...

He went on to whine that "All business[,] all occupations, all labour, all

amusements have ceased and religion [of] the most absurd and unreasonable sort, [has
spread] throughout this land."^*
To a certain extent, the arrival of the USS Peacock in October 1826 solved the
traders' problems. The vessel's captain, Thomas ap Catesby Jones, had been sent by the
Eliab Grimes to Josiah Marshall, June 7, 182S, August 16,182S, Marshall Letter Book. HHS.
Reynolds, '^Journal." December IS, 1825 in King, ed.. Journal, 115.
^ Eliab Grimes to Josiah Marshall, June 7, 1825. Marshall Lener Book, HHS.
" John C. Jones to Josiah Marshall, May 25, 1826, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
Ibid. May 5, 1826.
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US government to deal with American deserters in Hawaii. Because Captain John "Mad
Jack" Percival of the USS Dolphin had failed to adjudicate the chiefs' debts earlier in the
year, Catesby Jones worked with the American traders and the ali 7 mi to come to a
consensus concerning the amount of sandalwood the chiefs owed to the merchants. Aiter
much negotiation, Ka'ahumanu and the other a/i V m// agreed that the Sandwich Island
government would take on the debts of individual chiefs. They also acknowledged that
they owed the American businessmen between $120,000 and $200,000 in sandalwood,
and that the debt would be paid by a tax on the commoners, who would be forced to go
into the forests of the interior and collect the lumber. Interestingly, Ka'ahumanu
excluded Boki and Liliha—her rivals for power—from this agreement, thus making them
bear the responsibility for their own debts. This put Boki and Liliha at a disadvantage,
making them more easily manipulated by the foreign merchants and assuring that they
would align themselves with the anti-missionary faction.^^
Despite these negotiations, the missionaries continued to utilize a great deal of the
Sandwich Islanders' time and labor. By the mid-1820's, they had convinced the chiefs to
require both adults and children to attend church weekly and school regularly. Moreover,
many of the Hawaiians went to weekly prayer meetings, special religious services, and,
later, protracted religious gatherings that lasted for days. Those natives who wanted to
become instructors themselves spent even more time in school. On top of this, the
teachers held quarterly examinations that lasted 8 to 10 days. On each island, thousands
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts. March 2,1827, ML, HMCS. John Coffin Jones to Josiah
Marshall, January 4, 1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 284-28S.
Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 88-89. Daws, Shoal, 79. Catesby Jones also signed a trea^ with the
Hawaiian chiefs. However, it was not ratified by the US Senate.
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of Hawaiians traveled many miles to take part in the oral exams. During this time, the
islanders completed little or no work in their fields or for the foreigners. Some of the
traders charged that as a result many of the Hawaiians went without food during these
examinations. All of these activities caused the merchants to accuse the missionaries of
discouraging industry.^
Not only did the clerics limit the time that Hawaiians worked for the merchants,
but they also made excessive use of the islanders' labor. In various districts throughout
the island chain, they persuaded the ali 7 mi to order the commoners to build homes,
schools, and churches for them. In the first decade, the workers used thatch for most of
these buildings, so they had to be rebuilt regularly. Later on, the evangelists had the
natives erect churches out of wood or coral. Massive undertakings, these building
required hundreds of laborers and often took years to complete. For example, between
1821 and 1829, Kawaiahao Church in Honolulu went through four thatched versions
before the natives built a permanent coral building, which took six years to complete.
The members of the mission also experimented with establishing native run factories.
For example, the Reverend Jonathan Green undertook to teach Hawaiian women to spin
cotton so that they could be "decently" clothed. Other members of the mission employed
Hawaiians as domestics, field laborers, and house builders. All of these activities kept
the islanders from working for the foreign businessmen at the islands."*'

Various Authors, "Sandwich Island Mission Journal," February 3, 1823, HMCS. Sandwich Island
Gazette, (Honolulu), December 30, 1837, HHS. Reynolds, ''Journal," July 20, 1826, January 16, 1827 in
King. ed.. Journal, 144,171. Hiram Bingham to Giarles Stewart, Septeniber 29, 1828, Bingham Papers,
photocopy, HMCS, originals at Houghton Library, Harvard.
''' Hiram Bingham, Early Hawaiian Churches and Their Manner of Building,
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The missionaries also hurt the merchants by teaching the Hawaiians how to read
and write. Before the Calvinists' arrival, the traders had been able to cheat the islanders
because they did not always understand the value of goods and services they traded and
because they had no way keeping track of their business transactions. The Sandwich
Islanders had little choice but to accept the merchants' word that signed documents meant
that they owed the white men money and/or sandalwood. With few restraints on their
actions, white traders took advantage of the Hawaiians with impunity. However, once
the evangelists had taught the islanders to read and write and advised the ali 7 mi on the
fundamentals of economics, the white businessmen found it increasingly difficult to
deceive them. For example, the Reverend William Ellis pointed out that the merchants'
"craft was in danger should the people be instructed."'*^ Similarly, Levi Chamberlain
explained, "The knowledge of communicating their thoughts in writing enables the
Chiefs to transmit orders from one island to another with facility.... I am acquainted
with an instance of this kind which occurred to the detriment of a foreigner, but in perfect
justice. The foreigner was very angry, and vilified the chiefs, declaring that their being
able to write made them vain, and much worse than they otherwise would be.'"*^ Under

(Honolulu: 1924), S, 24,30-32, 35. The missionaries began a subscription for the permanent structure in
1836. The building was finished in 1842. Bingham, A Residence, 571-574. Dr. Henry M. Lyman,
Hawaiian Yesterdays, (Chicago; A.C. VfcCIurg & Co., 1906), 45. Orramel Hinckley Gulick, The Pilgrims
of Hawaii: Their Own Story. (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1918), 123. Lucia Ruggles
Holman, Journal of Lucia Ruggles Holman, Spccial Publication 17, (Honolulu: Bishop Museum, 1931), 27.
Reynolds, "Journal," August 9, 1825, October 3-4, 1825, August 17, 1826, in King, Journal, 101, 107-108,
147. Jonathan Green to Rufiis Anderson, December 16,1834, August 4, 1835, ML, HMCS. William
Richards to Rufus Anderson, August 7, 1835, ML, HMCS.
WUliam EUis to the Secretary of the LMS, March 10, 1823, LMSC, HHS.
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such circumstances, it is little wonder that the traders accused the missionaries of injuring
trade at the islands/*^
By mid-1825, a series of occurrences also threatened the foreigners' sexual
prerogatives. When Ka'ahumanu and Kalanimoku requested membership in one of the
mission churches, droves of maka'ainam began to clamor for admittance also. Prior to
this time period, the American missionaries had often complained that the "common
people neither have [n]or desire to have any opinion or will independent of their Chiefs
to whom they pay the most implicit deference, and consider incapable of wrong action.""*^
This had hurt the Calvinists' efforts to evangelize the commoners because the
maka 'ainam expressed little interest in Christianity unless the ali V nui showed a similar
inclination. However, by 1824-25, most of the high chiefs sought Christianity and the
commoners followed suit. The ali'/ mti's threats to either bum their homes or take their
usufhict rights to the land if they did not attend the mission churches also inspired the
maka 'ainana to seek the new religion.'*^
The commoners' sudden interest in Christianity threatened what the white men
considered their sexual privileges because the Protestants swayed them to end their
intimate relationships with the westerners. For example, in April 1825, a shipmaster by
the name of Brooks wanted Polly Holmes, the daughter of a white trader and a Hawaiian

^ James Hunnewell to Biyant & Sturgis, December 25. 1826, Huimewell Papers, HHS.
Artemas Bishop to Rufus Anderson, January-14, 1824, ML, HMCS. See also, Levi Chamberlain to
Rufiis Anderson, August 17, 182S, ML, HMCS.
^ Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson. December 14,1824, ML, HMCS. It is interesting to note that
the missionaries never seem to have a problem with this coercion.
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woman, to accompany him on a voyage as his consort. Although she had initially
planned to join Brooks, Hiram Bingham persuaded Polly to desist, arguing that both she
and the white man were in danger of going to hell unless they married. Of course, the
minister knew this was impossible since the shipmaster had a wife and family back home
in London. Outraged, Brooks rebuked Bingham for taking his paramour from him. At
the same time, he endeavored to persuade Polly or another Hawaiian woman to
accompany him. For her part, Polly applied to Kalanimoku for protection, fearing that
Brook's would drag her on board his ship."*^
The story of Polly Holmes illustrates how the bodies of native women had now
become sites of contestation between powerful forces within the island community. In
their efforts to replace the islands' social customs with a Calvinist version of western
civilization, the missionaries tried to use every angle to achieve their goal. Less than six
months earlier, they had circulated a petition among the shipmasters in port, asking them
to prohibit women fi'om boarding their ships for the purpose of prostitution. However,
only a few of the captains signed the handbill, the others arguing that it would be
impossible to keep their crews "unless they tolerated it."^* Having failed to convince the
shipmasters, the evangelists redoubled their efforts to sway the maka 'ainana women who
were flocking to the churches to put a stop to their iniquity. On the other hand, not about
to give up what they believed were their sexual prerogatives, seamen like Brooks clashed
with the missionaries over native women's bodies. Caught between these two powerful
Reynolds, "Jouinal." April 11,26-28, 1825, in l^g. Journal, 75, 77-78. Various Authors,
"Sandwich Island Mission Journal," April 28,1825, HMCS.
^ Elisha Loomis, "Journal," November 17, 1824, Hamilton Library (HL).
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groups, women like Polly vacillated between the two, finally looking to the ali 7 mi, as
they always had, as models of right behavior. In this instance, Polly appealed to
Kalanimoku, a strong supporter of the mission who would soon be admitted to the
church. With the Christian chief as the final arbiter, it should come as no surprise that
Polly did not join Brooks on his voyage."*^
By the autumn of 1825, the Calvinists—working their final angle—convinced the
Christian ali 7 nui to proclaim taboos on Maui and Oahu prohibiting Hawaiian women
from boarding ships for the purpose of prostitution. Ka'ahumanu and Kalanimoku—^who
would be baptized in December 1825—stationed guards on shore to ensure that the
women obeyed their orders. When one female was caught breaking the kapu, the chiefs
put her in irons, carrying her fi-om place to place in order to shame her. Similarly, they
shaved the heads of two women caught boarding a foreign vessel. Elisha Loomis
suggested that these punishments combined with the evangelists' efforts proved so
successful that "[pjrostitution is now becoming so unpopular that many of the girls who
lived with foreigners on shore as well as those who remained on board the ships have
presented their gallants with the ultimatum, to be married or to separate."^" Supposedly,
only two white men felt willing to marry the native girls, so twenty or thirty left their
While in this instance Polly Holmes did not accompany the sea captain, evidence in the Journal of
Stephen Reynolds suggests that she had not given up her "sinful" ways. In fact, with the Brooks situation,
Polly probably saw Kalanimoku as the only way of solving her problem of being pulled between the
Captain and the missionaries. However, once ^e was no longer in the spotlight, so to speak, it seems that
she did not have a problem with continuing her "illicit" relationships wi^ white mea In fact, after this
incident, a white man by the name of Joseph Navarro shot another foreigner by the name of Sistare for
stealing Polly away from him. Reynolds, "Journal," June S, 26, 1825, August IS. 22,24, 182S, in King,
ed.. Journal, 83,97, 102-103.
^ Elisha Loomis, "Journal." Cknober 1. 182S, HL. Sec also, James Ely to Jeremiah Evarts, May 1,
1825, ML, HMCS.
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lovers. Whereas the missionaries' efforts to persuade individual women from engaging
in 'Mllicif' intercourse had effected only a small number of men, now the evangelists'
labors combined with the chiefs' actions and the mdca'ainana's response to deny western
men the sexual privileges they had come to take for granted. Pushed to the breaking
point, the men responded not only with rumors and angry words, as they had in the past,
but also with the violent action.^'
By the fall of I82S, attempts to negotiate the meaning of Hawaiian women's
sexuality collapsed. Three particular incidents demonstrate that the Christians chiefs' and
Calvinists' efforts to create order by replacing the islanders' normative economy with a
new Protestant religious cosmology had failed. Although they had probably hoped that
becoming Christian rulers would put a stop to the white men's disruptive behavior, the
chiefs found that their alliance with the American Protestant missionaries fueled foreign
intransigence. The first instance of violence occurred on 7 October 1825, when between
twenty and fifty English sailors surrounded the house of the Reverend William Richards
at Lahaina, Maui after discovering that the island's Christian governor, Hoapili, had
issued a kapu against prostitution. According to Richards, the seamen "appear[ed] bent
on having our lives, or our consent to females going on board their ship."^^ The minister
could not look to the sailors' captain for help, considering that William Buckle also
-' Wahinepio had died from a cough and bronchitis in an epidemic that took many lives in Hawaii. It is
unclear e.xactly when Hoapili became governor of Maui, but he took over before Wahinepio's death.
Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 274. The missionaries also endeavored to persuade native women to sign a
petition obligating them to be good. Reynolds, "Journal,'' May 30, 1825, October 20, 1825, in King, ed..
Journal. 82, 109. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts ofPollution and Taboo,
(London; Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited, 1966), 96.
William Richards to Brother B. [probably Hiram Bingham], October 7, 1825. ML, HMCS. See also,
William Buckle to [William Richards?, Hoapili?], received June 19, 1828, ML, HMCS.
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sought female companionship. Buckle was the same British sea captain who had taken
Liholiho to London and had prevented the Reverend William Ellis and his wife from
sailing with them. Initially, the chiefs also seemed reluctant to help. Although the
evangelist and his family feared for their lives, Hoapili refused to allow his men who
guarded the house to bear arms. However, after a sailor stabbed at one of the native
sentries, the Governor finally relented, sending armed guards who surrounded and
secured Richards' home until Buckle's vessel, Daniel the 4"', had departed.^^
In the second instance of violence, more than 100 men from the United States
Schooner Dolphin descended upon the mission compound in Honolulu on 26 February
1826. Captain John "Mad Jack" Percival had come to Hawaii to investigate the debts that
the chiefs owed to the various American merchants who traded with the islanders.
However, he became so caught up in the sexual politics of the islands that he never
settled the question of the debts. To Percival's great displeasure, he discovered that the
Christian chiefs' taboos prevented him and his men from indulging their carnal appetites
while in port. The Captain endeavored on numerous occasions to force the ali 7 nui to
rescind their measures, but they refused. Therefore, although he denied responsibility,
Percival allowed twice as many men as he usually gave liberty to come ashore. Armed
with clubs, they surrounded the mission church, "loudly demand[ing] the removal of the
tabu with menaces and threats...

The angry men then began breaking windows and

furniture and soon encircled the Reverend Hiram Bingham and the sister of Ka'ahumanu.
William Richards to Brother B. [probably Hiram Bingham], October 7,1825, ML, HMCS. Levi
Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, October 15, 1825, ML, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 280-281.
Hiram Bingham's Deposition to John Coffin Jones, August 18,1829, ML, HMCS.
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Almost immediately, a member of the Dolphin's crew threatened the minister by putting
a knife to his face, while another sailor hit him over the head with a club. Fortunately for
the fiightened clergyman, the Sandwich Islanders did not like to see one of their chiefs
endangered. Thus, they attacked the rioting sailors, rescuing Bingham and the chiefess.
Nevertheless, the enraged white men got what they had come for. Fearing further
violence and having no love for the taboo, Boki, the Governor of Oahu, rescinded the
kapu on prostitution and allowed native women, once again, to board the foreign ships.
Ka'ahumanu and her ali 7 nui supporters had embraced Christian rule to gain control over
western men and it had backfired on them.^^
Similarly, in October 1827, the Christian chief and Governor of the island of
Maui, Hoapili, endeavored to retrieve several Hawaiian women who had boarded an
English ship for the supposed purpose of prostitution. The commander of the John
Palmer, Captain Clarke, proved uncooperative, insisting that in England governors did
not interfere with such things. Undeterred, Hoapili seized the Captain and his longboat
until he ordered the return of the women. That night, the men of the John Palmer aimed
six or seven cannon shots at the mission houses in Lahaina. While the Governor
remained resolute, the Reverend William Richards did not take the bombardment with
the same equanimity. Rushing to Hoapili's home, he convinced the staunch Christian to

Bold. '^letter." received April 18, 1829, translation. ML. HMCS.. Levi Chamberlain, Deposition to
John Coffin Jones, August 18, 1839, ML, HMCS. For other accounts of the Dolphin's visit, see John C.
Jones to Henry Clay, July 8 [?|, 1826, Dispatches from the United States Consuls in Honolulu, HSA.
Thompson to Marshall, January 26, 1826, Marshall Letter Book, HHS. For various accounts of the riot, see
Hiram Bingham and Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, June 12,1828, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts, September 14,1829, ML, HMCS.
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allow Captain Clarke to return to his ship. Clarke's vessel then sailed for Honolulu and
the Governor never retrieved the "fallen women."^^
A few days later, Hoapili expressed a confusion over Christian morality and law
that would plague Hawaii's chiefs for years to come. In a letter to Ka'ahumanu, he
declared, "We of Maui have erred. No one else did it but myself with my own will. Here
is the cause of the error you must know, it was promoted by the wish to obey God,
because we had proclaimed that no prostitutes should be allowed on board the ships. I
kept our word."^^ Ever since the arrival of Captain James Cook's expedition, western
men had been telling the Sandwich Islanders that "civilization" and Christianity went
hand in hand. Yet, when Hawaii's rulers embraced the religion that would make them
civilized in the eyes of western nations, they met with violent resistance from these same
white men. Even the missionaries, who sought to advance the boundaries of Christian
civilization, felt willing to relinquish their beliefs, at least for the moment, in the face of
such hostility. Hoapili had done what was right according to God's law, yet it proved
still to be an error.
The violence at Honolulu and Lahaina illustrates that once again native female
bodies remained sites of contestation. Evangelists, foreign sailors, and Hawaiian chiefs
and commoners all fought to define and give meaning to the sexuality of native women.
Sailors who visited the islands, like members of the expatriate community, felt entitled to

Hoapilikane to Eiisabeta Ka'ahumanu, 2 English translations, October 24, 1827, Fo & E.\, HSA.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts. November 1,1827, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," C^ober 25,
1827. in King, Journal, 201
Hoapililcane to Eiisabeta Ka'ahumanu, 2 English translations, October 24,1827, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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the sexual services of Hawaiian women. While some romanticized their attachments to
their island consorts, seamen turned sexual intercourse with Sandwich Island women into
prostitution by paying them for the sex act. The American Calvinists and their ali Y mi
converts also called sexual contact between Hawaiian women and white men prostitution.
However, whereas most sailors viewed these sexual relations as a joyous prerogative of
their transitional state, the missionaries saw it as licentious immorality.
Hawaiian chiefs and commoners also differed with one another, as well as foreign
seamen and missionaries, over the meaning of native female sexuality. While the
Christian ali 7 mi named sexual contact between maka 'ainana women and western men
prostitution, they also saw these relations as a threat to their power and hegemony. Most
of Hawaii's leaders sought to become Christians—defined as baptism and church
membership—in part, as a means to shore up their status, which had been threatened by
the overthrow of the kapu system. Yet, now, when they imposed new Christian taboos,
the maka 'ainana continued to threaten their authority by disregarding the kapu against
prostitution. For their part, common women continued to swim out to foreign ships for a
number of reasons. First, they still sought the mana of western men that could be gained
through the traditional Hawaiian path of imihaku, that is, to search for—or in this case,
sleep with—a lord. In a more concrete sense, they believed that if sexual intercourse
with white men—again, whose superior mana made them nearly equal in status to the
chiefs—resulted in pregnancy, then they would raise the status of their descendants, as

Archibald Campbell. 1809, in Stanley D. Porteus. ed.. The Restless Voyage, (New York: I'rentice
Hall. 1948), 148.
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was the case with sexual contact between common women and male ali 7 nui. Finally,
maka 'ainana women sought the material benefits of engaging in sexual relations with
western men. With all four groups—missionaries, sailors. Christian chiefs, and
maka 'ainana—operating according to or outside of different normative structures,
agreement on the meaning of native female sexuality proved impossible.
Hawaiian chiefs also remained at odds with one another over the meanings of
native female sexuality. For example, after the attack on Bingham by Percival's men,
Boki had no problem with revoking the kc^t against prostitution because he had never
wanted it in the first place. In fact, in the past, he had made money by charging native
women a dollar a piece before permitting them to board foreign ships. Furthermore, Boki
allowed the anti-missionary faction to persuade him to forbid the women who lived on
his land from attending the female lectures sponsored by the evangelists. At these
meetings, the female missionaries taught Hawaiian women how to behave as "true
women."^ In addition, while some of the ali 7 nui supported punishing maka 'ainana
women for their sexual transgressions by shaving their heads, Boki objected vociferously.
For example, Boki, Kalanimoku, and a number of chiefs supposedly wrote a letter of
complaint to Bingham when they discovered that a woman had had her head shaved
when found in the company of a man. Apparently, they objected to the head shaving, but
^ Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 43,45.
^ For the seminal work on the "cult of true womanhood," see, Barbara Welter. "The Cult of True
Womanhood: 1&20-IS60" American Quarterly, vol. 18,, 1966, 155-174. For Cherokee responses to
ABCFM missionaries' efforts to "civilize" them, and turn Cherokee women into "true women,'' see, Theda
Perdue. "Women, Men and American Indian Policy: The Cherokee Response to 'civilization,'" in Nancy
Shoemaker, ed.. Negotiators of Change: Historical Perspectives on Native American Women, (New York;
Routledge, 1995), 90-114. See also, Theda Perdue, Cherokee Women: Gender and Culture Change, 17001835, (LiiKoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988).
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wanted to know "what laws he wanted that they might know what to do...

While it

comes as no surprise that Boki criticized these actions, it is interesting to note that in this
instance his brother, Kalanimoku—whom the Calvinists portrayed as one of the earliest
and most fervent supporters of the mission—also disapproved of what he considered a
harsh punishment. Moreover, the fact that he imputed its design to the missionaries
remains significant. Clearly, factionalism among the ali 7 mi was more complex than it
seemed.^^
Factionalism among Hawaii's rulers may not have been as distinct as the
American evangelists portrayed it because, like Native Americans, the chiefs manipulated
foreign sojourners in the islands skillfully. After spending many years in Hawaii, James
Hunnewell observed that the Calvinists had given the ali 7 nui too much credit for their
support of the mission, explaining that the natives avoided disputes with foreigners "by
pretending to give their assent to every thing that is told them...

In addition, he

noted that the chiefs tended to encourage all factions of foreigners by maintaining
friendly relations with both, yet also deceiving each. He pointed out that the chiefs
would listen to the evangelists' advice and, later, meet with the merchants and mock their

Reynolds, "Journal,'' October 21, 182S, in King, ed.. Journal, 109.
Daws. S/ioa/, 76. Reynolds, "Journal," August 30, 182S, in King, ed.. Journal, 104. All of the chicfs
were inconsistent with regard to their views on the punishment handed out to the maka'ainana who broke
the moral kapus. In Februaiy 1826, Boki and Kalanimoku did not seem to have a problem with the faa
that some Hawaiian women labored to cut stone for one of the mission churches as their punishment for
consorting with white men. Ibid., Februaiy 20-21, 1826,123. Stephen Reynolds also noted that
Kalanimoku was at odds with Ka'ahumanu and Bingham when he wrote that Kalanimoku had told the
King "they were neither of them any thing. Mr Bingham & Ka'mana [Ka'ahumanu] had all the say, owned
all the lands[.r Ibid.. July 29, 1826, 145.
James Hunnewell to Jeremiah Evans, November 1824, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
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advisors. The rulers also often flattered the various businessmen, vowing to trade
exclusively with one establishment, while making the same promise to the next.
Furthermore, they encouraged foreign sailors to desert their vessels, knowing they would
receive payment from the ship captains when they returned the runaways. Hunnewell
concluded that "The government have [sic] a degree of jealousy of foreigners and they
make it an object to encourage classes that they know will disagree that one party may be
a check on the others[.]"^ Plainly, the ali 7 mi utilized many avenues to assert their
authority over the outsiders.®®
The missionary and merchant factions also sought to assert their own power by
manipulating and controlling the behavior of the Sandwich Islanders. In particular,
beginning in late 182S, the evangelists tried to persuade Hawaii's leaders to promulgate
the Ten Commandments as the law of the land. Naturally, the members of the antimissionary faction objected to this course of action since the adoption of the
commandments threatened their economic, social, and sexual privileges. As they saw it,
they should be able to drink alcohol, gamble, have sex, and profane the Sabbath to their
hearts' content. At the same time, many of the traders owned grog shops and gambling

Ibid
Ibid. For factionalism among Native Americans as a result of missionary efforts to impose Christian
civilization, see, Robert F. Beridiofer, Jr.. Salvation and the Savage: An Analysis of Protestant Missions
and American Indian Response, 1787-1862, (Lexington, KY: Universily of Kentucky Press, 1965). For
factionalism among the Cherokee that resulted &om the presence of Christian missionaries, see, William G.
McLoughlin, The Cherokees and Christianity.
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houses. Any implementation of the Ten Commandments as the Calvinists interpreted
them would hurt their pocket books.^
Boki also rejected the establishment of these new statutes, but so did some of the
other chiefs, including Kalanimoku. As he usually did, Boki sided with the merchant
faction. The high chief had no objections to drinking, gambling, and prostitution because
he also made money from all of these activities. The other ali 7 nui also had qualms
about establishing the Ten Commandments as law. The attacks on William Richards and
Hiram Bingham by foreign seamen occurred as they contemplated adopting the statutes.
When Bingham met with Ka'ahumanu, Boki, and Kalanimoku to persuade them to
establish the moral laws, Boki opposed him, Kalanimoku remained unconvinced, and
even Ka'ahumanu claimed only to be a "lone woman [who] of course could do
nothing[.]"^^ In frustration, Bingham responded by preaching "hard" against Kalanimoku
and Boki "for not making the laws he proposed" during his Sunday sermon.^^
For the time being, Boki won over the other ali 7 nui to his way of thinking.
According to the evangelists, "Through his opposition to the establishment of the Ten
Commandments as a rule of life, the other chiefs have thought it prudent to drop the
subject of promulgating it as the fundamental principles of the law of the land."^^
However, they attributed Boki's actions to "foreign influence," rather than the
Reynolds, "Journal," December 10, 1825, June 9,1826, June 29, 1826, July 2. 1826. July 3. 1826.
August 1. 1826, in King, cA., Journal, 115, 139, 141, 142, 145-146.
Ibid.. December 10, 1825, 115.
^ Ibid., December 11, 12 1825.115.
^ Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evans, Februaiy 22,1827, ML, HMCS.
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"independent actings of his own mind."^° On the other hand, the ali 7 nui may have been
dissembling. Whatever the case, the missionaries eventually convinced the Christian ali 7
nui to enact laws against murder, theft, and adultery and, in December 1827,
Ka'ahumanu proclaimed the statutes in front of a large crowd in Honolulu. Now, the
kapus had been transformed officially into western laws. Dissatisfied, the Calvinists
lamented that prostitution, gambling, and the sale of alcohol remained off the list of
offences. In this latest contest for the power to control the destiny of the island kingdom,
the missionaries could claim only a partial victory.^'
As the Calvinists endeavored to convince the ali 7 mi to adopt the Ten
Commandments, they also had to defend their own reputations. Hiram Bingham proved
a favorite target of the merchant conununity. In June 1825, Richard Charlton, a trader
and businessman, arrived in Hawaii as British Consul. Although he and the US Agent for
Commerce, John Coffin Jones, did not get along, they hated the American evangelists
even more. Together they formed the vanguard of the anti-missionary faction. Both
Charlton and Jones particularly detested Hiram Bingham. They found him officious,
inflexible, and impudent. Jealous of the minister's influence with the Christian ali 7 nui,
they accused him of usurping power from the chiefs and acting as though he were the
"king of the Sandwich Islands."^^ Jones especially hated Bingham and the other

™ Ibid
' [Proposed by Boki, Hoapili, Lidia Namahana & Thomas ap Catesby Jones), Words About the Law,
December 8,1827. Early Laws, HSA. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, December IS, 1827, in Miller,
Selected Writings, 284-285. Daws, Shoal, 81.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, September 11, 1826, ML, HMCS.
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missionaries because they temporarily prevented him from continuing his affair with
Hannah Holmes, the half-white daughter of Oliver Holmes and his Hawaiian "wife."
Hannah had been under the instruction of the evangelists for two years, and when
returning to the islands after an extended business trip, Jones found that she now insisted
that he marry her before they resumed their relationship. Jones, Charlton, and the other
businessmen hated Bingham so much that they contemplated drawing up a petition "for
sending him away fi'om the islands."^ They also tried to convince the young King,
Kauikeaouli, to banish the minister from the islands.^'*
Noting that the "enemy is upon the watch to detect faults and defects whether real
or imaginary in ail those who profess to have embraced the Religion of Christ," Bingham
and the other evangelists went on the offense.In October 1826, they printed and
handed out a "circular letter," challenging the businessmen and ship masters to "prove
that the Missionaries interfered in government & commercial afTairs."^^ Although they
attempted to defend their reputation and deflect the criticism of the other westerners in
the islands, the Calvinists faced a number of obstacles. First, having received an assent to
the "challenge contained in the address 'To the Friends of civilization and Christianity'"

Ibid
'' John C. Jones to Dixey Wildes, September 30,1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS. Hiram Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts. August 23.1826, Bingham Papers, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts,
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"Journal," December 5, 1826, in King, ed., Journa/, 166. Cast, Marin. 139-140.
Asa Thurston and Aitemas Bishop to Jeremiah Evarts, October 23, 1826. ML, HMCS.
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from Charlton, Jones, Eliab Grimes, and a number of other traders, the members of the
mission found that the businessmen would not agree to meet ahead of time to discuss
rules and an agenda for the upcoming public meeting. In addition, the evangelists and
merchants disagreed as to what actually would take place once they met. The
missionaries expected the traders to make an investigation and present evidence against
them at the meeting. On the other hand, the businessmen expected the evangelists to
defend their actions at the gathering.^
Little good came from the 8 December 1826 meeting at Governor Boki's house.
Once there, the Calvinists insisted on having evidence against them in writing, while the
merchants were adamant that they were not there as the missionaries' accusers, but only
to hear their defense of themselves. Fortunately for the evangelists, Thomas ap Catesby
Jones—the Captain of the USS Peacock—attended the meeting as an observer, but ended
up siding with the members of the mission. After some harsh words and accusations by
Richard Charlton, Catesby Jones pointed out to the merchants that is was not up to the
missionaries to "arraign, try, and condemn themselves."^^ This seemed to dissipate the
businessmen's wrath and the party broke up without reaching any sort of consensus on
the situation. Later, Catesby Jones praised the missionaries, writing, "I am... satisfied .
.. [that] the friends of Christianity & civilization will fmd no just cause of dissatisfaction
General Meeting of the Sandwich Island Mission to the ''Friends of Civilization and Christianity,
October 3,1826, Manuscript Collection, American Protestant Mission, HSA. William Richards, Hir^
Bingham. Samuel Rugglcs, Elisha Loomis, Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 18,1826, ML,
HMCS. Foreign Residents to the Sandwich Island Missionaries, October 3,1826, American Protestant
Mission. Manuscript Collection, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," October 27, 1826, November 1,1826,
December 8, 1826, in King, eA., Journal, 156,167.
William Richards, Hiram Bingham, Samuel Ruggles, Elisha Loomis, Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah
Evaits, December 18, 1826, ML, HMCS.
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in the course you are pursuing, that you have done much, very much good, cannot be
denied, but that your labors should be altogether perfect is expecting more than belongs
to human nature^^" While the Captain acknowledged that it was unfair to expect
perfection from human beings, the businessmen in Hawaii were not so charit^le. The
Calvinists could take heart in the support of Catesby Jones, but they failed to restore their
reputations and to deflect the constant barrage of criticism from the merchant community.
If the ali 7 nui's object had been to set one class of foreigners i^ainst the other, they, at
least, had succeeded in their goal.^°
At the meeting, as in the past, Richard Charlton and John CofHn Jones had
accused Bingham and his compatriots of meddling in the affairs of the native
government, but they interfered as much as the missionaries. In September 1826, both
men had endeavored to flatter and frustrate the teenage King, Kauikeaouli, by telling him
that only he, and not Ka'ahumanu, Kalanimoku, Boki, and the other ali'/ mi, had a right
to make laws. Furthermore, fearing the implantation of statutes without their input, they
spoke to Boki and Kauikeaouli about which of the missionaries' Ten Commandments
would make the most appropriate laws for the islands. Both the British and so-called
American consul also worked to tie the chiefs who rejected Christianity more firmly to
their cause. In particular, Charlton seemed to have formed an alliance with Manuia, the
ali 7 nui who had charge of the fort overlooking Honolulu harbor. Manuia, like Boki,
^ Thomas ap Catesby Jones to Asa Thurston, William Richards. James Ely, etc., March 31, 1827, ML,
HMCS.
Ibid Reynolds, **Journal,'" January 4. 1827, in King, ed-.J^uma/, 170. William Richards. Hiram
Bingham. Samuel Ruggles, Elisha Loomis, Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 18,1826. ML,
HMCS. James Hunnewell to Jeremiah Evarts, November 1824, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
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Charlton, Jones, and the other western merchants engaged in the liquor trade. In March
1827, after seeing a notice written by Charlton but signed by Vfanuia, Stephen
Reynolds—an American merchant who generally allied himself with Charlton, Jones,
and the anti-missionary faction—complained that he "wish[ed] the Consuls would mind
their business and let Govt, affairs alone."^' On the other hand, Jones complained to the
American merchants he represented in Hawaii that "Charlton, who is most bitter against
the Americans, tells the King and Chiefs that England will protect them against the
Americans, who have cheated them...." and that the all 7 mi did not have to pay their
debts to the American traders.^ Obviously, the British and American consuls dabbled in
the political affairs of the chiefs much to the same extent as did the evangelists. At the
same time, their bickering demonstrated the on-going rivalry between the British and
Americans at the islands. Yet, despite their fractured appearance, the traders remained
united in their dislike of the Calvinists.^^
In February 1827, the expatriate community's position vis-a-vis the chiefs
strengthened when Boki took over Kalanimoku's role in the Sandwich Island government
after the latter's death. It is rather ironic that Boki assumed his position considering that
before his death, Kalanimoku had become such a staunch Christian that he could not bear
to look upon his brother, whose debauched lifestyle and association with the foreign
businessmen disappointed him. In fact, Kalanimoku had left Oahu for Hawaii Island
Reynolds. '^Journal," March 22, 1827, in King, ed.. Journal, 179.
^ John C. Jones to Dixey Wildes, September 30, 1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, September 11, 1826, ML, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
276. Reynolds, "Journal," August 1, 1826, in King, ed.. Journal, 14S-146.
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rather than witness Boki's antics. Now his younger brother, who already served as kahu
(honored guardian) to the teenage King, as Governor of Oahu, and as the primary chief
who opposed the mission, gained even greater stature. At the same time, Boki's ties to
the foreign merchant community remained strong. Both in July and October 1827, the
chief bought a "a poor assortment of China Goods," from Charlton.*^ An American
trader by the name of Thompson believed that Boki bought the goods to show "his
generosity to the English," yet, Charlton and the other foreign businessmen had liquored
Boki up in order to get the him to buy the goods on credit.^^ While in some sense both
Boki and the merchants used one another, the high chief did not benefit from the deal.
Because he could not pay for the goods he bought, Boki became more indebted to
Charlton, and, consequently, more deeply in the grasp of those foreigners who opposed
the missionaries.^
With Boki and a number of other ali'/ mi firmly in their clutches, the western
businessmen allegedly conspired to take the life of one of the evangelists. Both David
Malo, a lesser chief, and Samuel Kamakau—who in the 1840s became the first Hawaiian
historian—testified that several of the traders wanted the Reverend William Richards
dead. In October 1825, when Captain William Buckle's men attacked the minister and

Thompson to Wildes, October 30,1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
Ibid. John C. Jones to Josiah Marshall, July 20, 1827, Marshall Letter Book, HHS.
Richard Charlton to Joseph Planta, February 27. 1827, Fo & E.x, HSA. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
276-277. Kame'eleihiwa. Native Land, 112. William McLoughlin points out that among the Cherokee,
those "most heavily in debt were the 'ambitious,' 'forward looking' chiefs eager to become big planters or
traders and to own many slaves." William G. McLoughlin, Cherokee Renascence in the New Republic,
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 95. Although Boki did not embrace the new Calvinist
religion, like the some Cherokee, he was veiy forward and ambitious when it came to economics.
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the other missionaries at Lahaina, Maui because of the anti-prostitution luqm, the master
of the Daniel the 4th paid a chiefess for a native girl to accompany him as his companion
on a sea voyage. The eventual publication of the events at Lahaina created the context
for the businessmen's efforts harm the clergyman. In the autumn of 1827, the antimissionary faction instigated an investigation of the conduct of the preacher because he
had written the ABCFM about the incident and, as in the past, someone leaked the
evangelist's statements to the press. Humiliated, Buckle went to the British Consul,
Richard Charlton, and demanded that he do something about the situation. In turn, both
Charlton and the US Agent for Commerce, John Coffin Jones charged Richards with
exaggerating the situation and claimed that the minister had accused Buckle of
purchasing a "female slave."^^ Both men argued that if the Captain had purchased a
slave. Buckle was guilty of piracy, and if he had not, Richards should be found guihy of
libel.'^
Both Charlton and Jones then brought their alt 7 nui allies into their alleged
scheme to take Richards' life. Informed of the case, Boki and Manuia asked John

Levi Chamberlain to Jcrcmiah Evarts, September 14,1827, ML, HMCS.
^ Hoapiliwahine. Testimony," November 9,1827, ML, HMCS. Samuel Kamakau. a native Hawaiian
trained at the mission high school at Lahaina and, later, a historian, alleged that Jones, Charlton, Reynolds,
Boki, and Manuia conspired to have William Richards put to death for the charge of libel. David V^o,
another student at the mission school claimed that Buckle, Jones, and Charlton wanted Richards dead.
David Malo to Elisha Loomis, December 11,1827, ML, HMCS. At the veiy least, Charlton, Jones, Boki.
and Manuia wanted to lock up Richards in the fort overlooking Honolulu Harbor. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs,
281. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14, 1827, ML, HMCS. Hoapilikane, "Testimony,"
November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS. Harriet Nahi'enena, 'Testimony," November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS.
Michael Kckouonelie, 'Testimony," November 9,1827, ML, HMCS. Kekuna. 'Testimony," November 9,
1827. ML. HMCS. David Malo, 'Testimony," Novemter 9,1827, ML, HMCS. Levi Ch^berlain to
Jeremiah Evans. November 1,1827, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," December 3,1827, in King, ed..
Journal, 206. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 280-283.
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Young—Kamehameha I's old advisor who was also a trusted ali'i mi—about what
course of action they should take. Young disliked the American missionaries and had
tried to stop their landing in Hawaii in 1820. Consequently, he warned the chiefs that a
country as big as Great Britain should not be offended. After hearing about the situation
and Young's advice, Ka'ahumanu felt that she had no choice but to condemn her friend,
the minister, to death. Only by the good graces of David Malo, a lesser chief who had
studied at the mission school in Lahaina, was Richards' life saved. He pointed out that
the minister was the bearer of bad tidings, but had committed no wrong in reporting what
Buckle had done. Seeing the sense of Malo's words, a relieved Ka'ahumanu and the
other chiefs acquitted Richards of the charges against him.^
The trial of the Reverend William Richards brings to light more clearly the
relationship between the aU'i mi and westerners, as well as the dangers inherent in their
position as outsiders. First, although the Christian chiefs seemed to have become
acculturated by accepting the western Protestant values of the missionaries, in reality,
they had not. While the Christian ali 7 mi adopted the moral beliefs of the Calvinists and
endeavored to institute western style laws, they had not internalized them, nor did they
understand their ramifications. Ka'ahumanu and the other Christian ali 7 mi worked to
implement Calvinist moral laws for their own reasons, and not because the clergymen
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14,1827, ML, HMCS. Hoapiliwahine.
"Testimony." November 9, 1827, ML. Hoapilikane, "Testimony," November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS.
Harriet Nahi'enena, 'Testimony," November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS. Michael Kekouonelie, ^Testimony,"
November 9. 1827, ML, HMCS. Kekuna, "Testimony." November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS. David Malo,
"Testimony," November 9, 1827, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, November 1, 1827,
ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," December 3, 1827, in King, cd.. Journal, 206. Lorrin Andrews and
William Richards to Jeremiah Evaits, September 30, 1828, ML, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 280283.
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had duped or brainwashed them. Consequently, they had few guidelines about how to act
when the charges against Richards were put before them.^
Moreover, the chiefs and Richards' were clearly the victims of the foreign
businessmen's manipulation. They twisted the situation to make it look as though
Richards had accused Buckle of purchasing a "female slave" and piracy, when the
minister had done neither. In addition, Charlton, Jones, and the other traders did not
bother to point out to Ka'ahumanu that libel was not a capital offense in either Great
Britain or the United States because they wanted the preacher to suffer a harsh
punishment. If their scheme had worked, their enemy would be executed, and they could
claim that they had nothing to do with his death. For their part, Ka'ahumanu and the
other ali 7 nui assumed that because thieves were executed in "civilized" countries, so too
should those who committed libel.
In addition, this misunderstanding brings to light the fact that the chiefs depended
wholly on outsiders for their understanding of western law and culture. Having set aside
much of their own culture, they had little choice but to believe what outsiders told them
about how things worked in the "civilized" world. Yet, despite their dependence on
outsiders, it took one of their own as a mediator—that is, David Malo—to explain to
them nature of the crime that they were dealing with in a way that made sense to them.

^ Geofitey A. Oddie has argued that in India. Protestant missionaries "succeeded, at least to some
e.\tcnt, in 'Orientalizing the Oriental.Similarly, in Hawaiian, the American missionaries were partially
responsible for the ali V nui's adoption of Calvinist views of morality. However, in contrast with Oddie's
argument, in Hawaii, the degree to which the chiefs had bccomc Orientalized was superficial. Th^
adopted the Protestants ideas about morality and law for their own reasons and seem^ not to comprehend
the implications of their actions. Geoffrey A. Oddie, "'Orientalism; and British Protestant Missionary
Constructions of India in the Nineteenth Century," South Asia, vol. 17, no. 2,27-42.
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Nonetheless, because the evangelists had educated Malo at one of the mission schools,
the Hawaiians dependence on outsiders for their understanding of the western norms they
sought to adopt continued.
The Richard's trial also shows that the missionaries did not have as much political
power at the islands as they thought or as the businessmen asserted. In fact, because they
now existed at the margins of western civilization, they too suffered the dangers of
transition. Because the "rules" were not well defined in the Sandwich Islands, by just
being there, Richards and the other missionaries risked their lives. Moreover, in some
senses, the foreign businessmen had more power than their enemies. Because they had
few scruples, the anti-missionary faction would do almost anything to maintain their
social, sexual, political, and economic privileges. This gave them power because the
members of the mission remained circumscribed by the need to at least appear to be
abiding by their charter, which ordered them to "abstain from all interference with the
local and political interests of the people[,]" whereas the merchants were not.^'
Finally, the controversy surrounding William Richards and Captain Buckle
occurred while the chiefs were making a final decision about the establishment of the Ten
Commandments as law, and as the men of the John Palmer shot canon at the mission
house in Lahaina because of the kapu on prostitution. Ka'ahumanu's decision to free
Richards angered Boki, his wife Liliha, Manuia, and the foreign business community.
Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that, despite her desire to implement laws

ABCFM Prudential Committee to Hiiam Bingham, Asa Thurston, and others, "Instructions." October
15. 1819,Fo&Ex,HSA.
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against prostitution, gambling, and the sale of liquor, Ka'ahumanu only promulgated
edicts against the murder, theft, and adultery. It thus bears repeating, if Ka'ahumanu and
the other chiefs had adopted Christianity as a means of controlling foreign intransigence,
its effects failed to live up to their expectations. If their object had been to set each class
of foreigners against the other, they had succeeded. However, if this were the case, the
chiefs still had to face the negative consequences of their actions.^^
Frustrated by his failure to convict William Richards, Richard Charlton—the
British Consul—went on a mad rampage against the Christian chiefs. David Malo, the
lesser chief who had helped save the preacher's life, testified that the irascible
Englishman had declared that he would cut the head off of Kaikio'ewa, an ali'/ nui, and
"demolish the fort, that he was by no means afraid to make war with the chiefs of the
Sandwich Islands for he had power to put them all to death[.]"^^ Even the diplomat's co
conspirator, Stephen Reynolds, pointed out that the Consul had said he would "cut
Kaahumanu's head ofT[.]"^'* The British Consul also endeavored to foment discord by
claiming that the Christian ali 7 nui acted as kings of each island and that the young King,
Kauikeaouli, "was by no means the king of the Sandwich Islands[.]"^^ Furthermore, he
asserted, without evidence, that Ka'ahumanu plotted to kill Boki and the King and that

^ Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, November 1,1827, ML. HMCS. Da>id Malo. December 11,
1827, ML, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 280-283.
David Malo to Elisha Loomis, December 11, 1827. ML. HMCS.
^ Reynolds, "Journal," July 13, 1828, in King, Gd., Journal, 230.
^ David Malo to EUsha Loomis, December 11, 1827, ML, HMCS.
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only with his protection did they remain alive. Hearing of the Consul's threats, the
Christian chiefs felt they had no choice but to post guards throughout Honolulu.^
In reality, Richard Charlton and his merchant collej^es encouraged Boki to plot
Ka'ahumanu's downfall and not vice versa. Earlier in the beginning of 1827, when
Kalanimoku died, Boki had conspired to kill the Queen Regent and take over the
government. At the time, Boki and his wife, Liliha, were angry with Ka'ahumanu for
making the Sandwich Island government responsible for the other chiefs' debts, but not
their own. Furthermore, much to their chagrin, Ka'ahumanu displayed her mana (divine
power) over Boki, Liliha, and some other members of the King's suite by fining them for
committing acts of fornication, adultery, and intemperance. Seeking to take advantage of
Boki's fhistration, the anti-missionary encouraged the chief to rebel against the Queen
Regent, but Boki's nerve failed. Sinking under the weight of his and the King's debts,
for which he felt responsible, by April 1829, Boki's fhistration with and resentment of
Ka'ahumanu boiled over. At the same time, he felt offended that Ka'ahumanu had left
for Hawaii Island to recover and display the bones of one of their sacred ancestors, and
by so doing, demonstrated her commitment to the Christian faith. Boki also believed that
Ka'ahumanu plotted to have her niece succeed Kauikeaouli after his death. Instead, Boki
wanted the King to sleep with his sister so that they might produce the sacred god of a
brother-sister mating. If they did, he would serve as guardian to the child, increasing his

^ Ibid. Re>nolds. "Journal," July 13,1828, in King, ed.. Journal, 230.
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own importance, especially when the child reached maturity and ruled the islands after
the King's death.'^
Under these circumstances, Jones, Charlton, and Reynolds encouraged Boki to
usurp Ka'ahumanu. Boki spread a rumor that the Christian chiefs intended to have all of
the white men killed in order to gain the rest of the expatriate community's support.
With the King at his side, he gathered native soldiers, fed them, armed them, and drilled
them at night. Hearing of the plot, Kekuanao'a—a relative of Ka'ahumanu—rode to
Waikiki to convince Boki to give up the plan. Returning from Hawaii Island with the
young King, who had joined her there, Ka'ahumanu declared that she did not fear the
rebel chief and remained in her home, without the protection of guards. According to
James Hunnewell, in Honolulu, the traders talked loudly about an "immediate war."^^ On
9 April 1829, Hiram Bingham called on Boki and the King Kauikeaouli at the Blonde
Hotel, the chiefs drinking establishment in Honolulu. The minister persuaded both
Kauikeaouli and Boki to return to their studies. Kekuanao'a's mission and Hiram
Bingham's words convinced the indecisive Boki that his efforts to usurp Ka'ahumanu
were futile. Afterward, Boki and the King joined Bingham and his wife at the mission
houses for a round of hymn singing.^

Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evaits, February 22. 1827, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," April 1,
1829, in King, ed.. Journal, 2S8. Samuel Kamakau stated that Boki heard that Ka'ahumanu wanted her
grandchild. Ruth Ke'elikolani to rule the islands. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 286. Bingham, A Residence,
342-343.
Bingham, A Residence. 343.
^ Ibid. Kamakau,/{tf///tg C/t/^, 286-290.
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This latest conflict between the Christian and non-Christian factions of ali 7 nui
and their allies in the foreign community proved important for a number of reasons.
Boki's actions clearly instigated a contest between himself and Ka'ahumanu to see who
had more authority and power to rule over the islands. Despite the overthrow of the ktqm
system, Boki continued to look to the erstwhile Hawaiian belief structure to provide him
with the mana he needed to battle Ka'ahumanu. Consequently, he carried with him the
"mana-laden bones of two ancient chiefs, Liloa and Lonoikamakahiki.""'^ Yet, he drilled
his men in the dead on night on the outskirts of Honolulu, while Ka'ahumanu, confident
in the mana of the Christian God, went about her day-to-day business without guards. By
her inaction, the Queen Regent showed her contempt for Boki. She knew her power to be
so great that she had no need to demonstrate it at ali. Moreover, the fact that Boki
meekly joined Bingham and the others in evangelists' territory to sing hymns indicates
that the chief acknowledged the superior mana of the Calvinists and Christian chiefs.
Although fhistrated, the traders refused to give up. In October 1829, Charlton's
meddling and misdeeds culminated in an event that became known as the "cow case."
The incident occurred because the British Consul let his cattle freely roam the plains
between Honolulu and Waikiki. Apparently, one Charlton's cows broke into
Ka'ahumanu's enclosure at Manoa and began eating her crops. The Queen Regent's
konohiki (land steward) chased the errant cow out of the field and shot the creature.
Hearing of the incident, an enraged Charlton went to the chiefs and insisted on punishing
the man for shooting his cow. The rulers refused, and an infuriated Charlton, with the
Daws, Shoal, 83.
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help of John Coffin Jones, found the konohiki, threw a rope around his neck, and began
dragging him from the back of his horse. The man suffered a broken chin and ribs and
probably would have been killed if not for a foreigner by the name of Mills, who cut him
loose. Feeling justified in his actions, Charlton, of course, felt no remorse and, later,
denied he committed the atrocity at all."*'
Charlton's actions and the demands of the western businessmen, forced the King
and ali 7 nui to respond with a written edict known as the "cow laws." On the same days
as the cow incident, Charlton had put up a notice requesting all British subjects to meet at
his residence to discuss their rights. At the meeting, sixty-two men signed or marked a
petition asking the British Consul to induce the Sandwich Island government to secure
their lives and property because "in consequence of the recent outrages they could not
look upon either as safe."'°^ The next day, the chiefs met to discuss both the Consul's
misdeeds and the petition. Hiram Bingham attended the meeting and translated the
appeal for the rulers. The gathering resulted in a set of written statutes that represented
the repudiation of the foreign business community. In the edict promulgated on 7
October 1829, the ali V nui pointedly granted the English residents the protection of the
laws they had requested. They stated that the "laws of my country prohibit Murder,
Theft, Adultery, Fornication, Retailing Ardent Spirits at houses for selling spirits.
Amusements on the Sabbath day. Gambling and Betting on the Sabbath day and at all

Extract from the journal of Levi Chamberlain, "cow case," October 5, 1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Richard Charlton to the Eari of Aberdeen, November 28, 1829, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, typed
copy. HSA. Kamakau. Ruling Chiefs, 283. Daws. Shoal, 85.
Extract from the journal of Levi Chamberlain, "cow case," October 5,1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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times."

The decree also reiterated an earlier statute that established Christian marriage,

requiring those living together to either separate or consider themselves married
according to the common law. Finally, the edict proclaimed "The Law of the Great God
of heaven, that is the great thing by which we shall promote peace; let all men who
remain here obey it."'°^
The "cow laws" proved significant for a number of reasons. First, they presented
a glaring indictment of Charlton and the merchant community. Fed up with the western
men's transgression, the Hawaiian leaders proclaimed;
This is our decision, which I now declare to you. We have seen your
wickedness heretofore. You did not warn us that your dooryards and
enclosed plantations were tabu before the time when our animals went into
your enclosures; you unhesitatingly killed our animals. But we warned
you of the tabu of our plantations before the time when the animals came
into them . .. and then it was told again to you that have cattle; but for
some days past we have known your cattle to come in to eat up what we
had planted; on that account some of your cattle are dead.'°^
Furthermore, tired of the western men's lawlessness, the chiefs charged Richard Charlton
with the crime of "rashly and suddenly" injuring the konohiki. They stated that rather
than illegally taking justice into their own hands, as had the British Consul, justice could
be had only by bringing charges to the chiefs. Thus, the King and ali 7 nui officially

Kauikeaoull Boki, Ka'ahumanu, Kuakini, Maimia, Kekuanaoa, Hinau, Aikanaka, Paki, Kina'u,
John n, James Kahuhu, "Cow Laws." October 7, 1829, Early Laws, HSA.
Richard Charlton to the Earl of Aberdeen. November 28, 1829, British Consul-Outgoing Letters,
typed copy. HSA. Extract from the journal of Levi Chamberlain, "cow case," Octobcr 7,9,1829, Fo & E.x,
HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," October S, 1829, typed copy, HHS. Kauikeaouli, Boki, Ka'ahumanu, Kuakini,
Manuia, Kekuanaoa, Hinau, Aikanaka, Paki, fUna'u, John n, James Kahuhu, "Cow Laws," October 7,
1829, Early Laws, HSA.
Kauikeaouli, Boki. Ka'ahumanu, Kuakini, Manuia, Kekuanaoa, Hinau, Aikanaka, Paki, Kina'u,
John n, James Kahuhu, "Cow Laws," October 7,1829, Early Laws, HSA. Italics mine.
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established that they, and not the foreign consuls, would adjudicate crimes committed by
western men.
The English traders' offenses and their demands for their rights induced the
Christian ali 7 nui to promulgate laws that they had feared to proclaim earlier because of
the foreigners' intransigence. A couple of weeks before, on 21 September 1829, the
chiefs had enacted a written statute against adultery that for the first time prescribed
punishments for what the missionaries called "mischievous mating."Penalties ranged
from the payment of three hogs to five dollars for maka 'ainana men and women who
committed adultery for the first time, to two-hundred dollars if a chief broke the law.
However, the edict against mischievous mating did not expressly include non-Hawaiians.
With the cow laws, the Sandwich Island rulers now specifically stated that English
residents would be "protected" by statutes that included provisions against not only
adultery and fornication, but also the Englishmen's common pastimes of gambling and
drinking. The ali 7 nui thus very pointedly asserted their authority to make laws for
westerners living in their kingdom; they and not the foreigners held the mam.
In stark contrast to their earlier, authoritative approach, the ali 7 nui concluded by
acting as supplicants to the foreigners, begging them to "have compassion on a nation of
little children, very small and young, who are yet in mental darkness, and help us to do

Marshall Sahlins points out that the Calvinists coined the catchall term, mischievous mating, because
the Hawaiians had so many words for sex that if one term was used, the Hawaiians would think all the
other sorts of sex were acceptable. Marshall Sahlins, Islands of History, (Chicago; University of Chicago
Press. 1985), 10.
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right and follow with us that which will be for the best good of this our country."
Although it may seem that the ali 7 nui had internalized western constructions of
themselves as inferior beings, this was not the case. Rather, they used these words in
order to mitigate the harshness of their earlier statements. By employing the language
that the westerners most often used to describe the Hawaiians, the Sandwich Island nilers
tried to convince the foreigners to believe that the chiefs actually saw themselves as
inferior to men from "civilized" countries in order to deflect the businessmen's anger.
Their tactic failed.
The Englishmen's petition shows that by the end of the 1820's, the antimissionary faction in Hawaii was beginning to organize in a more coherent fashion.
Instead of spreading gossip and rumors about the missionaries and their influence on the
chiefs individually, they endeavored to use the weight of their numbers to induce the ali 7
nui to listen to them instead of the Calvinists. Also, they shifted their attacks from the
members of the mission to the chiefs, rather than censure them through the evangelists.
Unfortunately, for Charhon and the others, this time their efforts backfired on them.
Instead of securing their property and "rights" as they had wished, with the "cow laws,"
the ali 7 nui established statutes antithetical to merchant community's desires.
As the ali 7 nui discussed the cow laws, the USS Vincennes arrived in Hawaii. Its
Captain, William C. B. Finch had been sent to the Sandwich Islands by the US
government to investigate the conduct of US citizens in Hawaii and to negotiate the

Kauikeaouli, Boki, Ka'ahiunanu, Kuakini, Manuia, Kekuanaoa, Hinau, Aikanaka, Paki, Kina'u,
John n. /ames Kahuhu, "Cow Laws," October 7, 1829, Early Laws, HSA.
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chiefs' unpaid debts. He also carried with him a letter from the Secretary of the Navy,
Sam L. Southard, praising the Hawaiians for the advancements they had made in
"civilization," as well as "small tokens of regard" from John Quincy Adams, the outgoing
President of the United States.Southard also expressed the American President's hope
that the Hawaiians would continue to leam the "true religion" as the best means "by
which the prosperity and happiness of nations can be advanced and continued...

In

addition, the Secretary seemingly supported the chiefs' sovereignty by stating, "Our
citizens who violate your laws, or interfere with your regulations, violate at the same time
their duty to their own Government and Country, and merit censure and punishment."'
Finch's visit consequently left the Christian chiefs with the distinct impression that the
government of the United States supported both their sovereignty and their efforts to
establish Christianity in the Sandwich Islands
With these expressions of encouragement, the ali 7 mi took the opportunity to
complain to Finch about the "evil" behavior of John Coffin Jones, Richard Charlton, and
an American trader by the name of William French."' They pointed specifically to
Charlton's and Jones's involvement in the cow incident and the traders' salacious, but
true, comments about a sexual relationship between Kauikeaouli and his sister
Nahi'ena'ena. Claiming not have the "power to give you ... satisfaction," Finch
Bin^asan, A Residence, "^56. Bingham indicates that the President referred to in Southard's letter is
John Quincy Adams, Ibid., 3S3.
Ibid. The a//"/nu/echoed this phrasing in their writing of the cow laws.
'

Sam L. Southard. Secretary of the Navy, to Kamehameha III, January 20, 1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.

' ' ' King Kauikeaouli, Poki [Boki], Hoapili. Kuakini, Naihe, Ka'ahumanu. Nahi'ena'ena to Captain
Finch. October 30, 1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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sidestepped the complaints, advising that both sides "exercise forbearance.""^ Instead of
dealing with the serious issue of foreign interference, the Captain spent his time
discussing the chiefs' debts, which had not been entirely paid after Ka'ahumanu's
negotiations with Thomas ap Catesby Jones. Finch compelled Ka'ahumanu,
Kauikeaouli, Boki, Kuakini, and Naihe to sign promissory notes to both Jones and a
trader by the name of Meeks, promising sandalwood in payment for their debts.
These negotiations affected Boki more negatively than the other chiefs. By the
end of the 1820s, he found that his political and financial position had been made worse
by his alliance with the western merchants and his endless conflicts with Ka'ahumanu
and the Christian ali 7 nui. Boki owned the Blonde Hotel and other drinking and retail
establishments in Honolulu, engaged in trade in the Pacific, and maintained a sugar
plantation in Manoa Valley. However, his drinking, gambling, and questionable business
ventures with the American and British traders left him so deeply in debt that he could
not find his way out of it. The supplies of sandalwood that would pay his debts dwindled
daily and, now, with the arrival of Finch, Boki felt compelled to sign even more
promissory notes. On top of this, the chief had already been beaten innumerable times in
his power struggle with Ka'ahumanu and the Christian ali V nui. As a result, he had given
in to his rivals, signing both the "cow laws" and the letter to Captain Finch, complaining

Ibid
Boki, Kauikeaouli, Kuakini, Hoapili, Naihe, and Ka'ahumanu to John Coffin Jones and [John or
Thomas?) Meeks, "Promissoiy Note for Sandalwood," November 2,1829, Fo & E.\. HSA. Bingham, A
Residence. 352-361.
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about Charlton, Jones, and the other traders. Feeling desperate and beaten, Boki searched
for an answer to his increasingly dark and troubled political and financial situation."'*
Boki seemingly found the solution to his problems when a seaman reported that a
large supply of sandalwood could be found in the southwestern Pacific on the island of
Erromanga in the New Hebrides. The chief hastily assembled an expedition, fearing that
the western traders in Honolulu would obtain the wood before him. He outfitted two
vessels, the Kamehameha and the Becket, and recruited approximately 330 men. Boki
gave charge of the Becket to Manuia, who had added another 100 soldiers from the fort at
Honolulu to Boki's numbers, bringing the total number of men to about 430. Both the
soldiers fi-om the fort and the other men, who probably came from lands under the ali 7
nui's control, for the most part supported Boki in his opposition to the Christian chiefs
and evangelists. The King, a number of chiefs, and Boki's mercantile friends all objected
to his hasty departure. Undeterred, on 2 December 1829, Boki's expedition left Hawaii.
No one at the islands ever saw the chief again.'
Boki's disastrous voyage to Erromanga was a blow to the merchant faction, and a
blessing for the Christian ali V nui and the American missionaries. After stopping for
supplies at an island approximately ten days from Erromanga, the Becket and the
Kamehameha became separated when the former vessel's anchor became stuck in a coral
reef Manuia and the others on board the Becket never saw Boki and the Kamehameha

A Residence, 26\. Kmaiaia, Ruling Chiefs, 19^-196. Dsms, Shoal,
A Residence,
Kamakau and Daws report that Boki's expedition dq»rtcd on 3
December 1829. Karmkaa, Ruling Chiefs, 293-196. Daws, 5/ioa/, 86-87. Jonathan Green to David
Greene, July 17,1830, ML, HMCS. Ephiaim Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14,1831, ML, HMCS.
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again. They sighted what they thought was the mast of the vessel and conjectured that
ship had blown up, perhaps from men smoking too close to the barrels of gun powder that
they had brought along. According to Richard Charlton, Boki intended to take
possession of the islands in the New Hebrides, hence the large quantities of gunpowder.
Later, a brigantine called the DhuUe reported that a severe gale had raged at the time the
Kamehameha was lost. At Erromanga, Manuia and the rest of Boki's men clashed
violently with the local inhabitants. Moreover, they became sick with a malady that
killed off most of the remainder of the crew. When the Becket returned to Honolulu, only
20 of the 430 or so men who had departed eight months earlier had survived. Moreover,
Boki and Manuia, the two powerful chiefs that had led the anti-missionary faction, were
dead."®
The American evangelists saw God's hand in the disastrous outcome of Boki's
expedition. The Reverend Jonathan Green commented,

cannot but regard it as a kind

providence so far as Boki, and indeed so far as the nation is concerned.""^ He added,
"He [Boki] had given his e^ and we fear his heart to unprincipled foreigners, and had
once attempted to kindle the flames of civil war." Furthermore, the chief had long
opposed their work to bring both Christianity and civilization to Hawaii. Moreover,
Bingham pointed out that Boki had outfitted his ship on the Sabbath, contrary to both
God's law and the new statutes of the Sandwich Island, causing many to "auger disaster
Bingfam. A Residence, 361-362. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 293-296. Richard Charlton to the Earl of
Aberdeen. January 2. 1830, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, typed copy, HSA. Jonathan Green to David
Greene, July 17, 1830, ML, HMCS. Ephraim Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14,1831, ML, HMCS.
Daws. Shoal. 86-87.
Jonathan Green to David Greene, July 17,1830, ML, HMCS.
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to the enterprise.""^ Whether God had a hand in the death of Boki, Manuia and their
supporters or not, the Calvinists could feel relief that the major portion of their Hawaiian
adversaries had disappeared into the sea.
Undoubtedly Ka'ahumanu and the other Christian ali 7 mi also saw work of the
Christian god in their rival's death. The Queen Regent had recognized the mcma of the
white men even before the kapus had been set aside. Later, she had joined with the
missionaries and the cause of Christianity because she comprehended the power of the
Christian god and his emissaries. Despite opposition from both chiefs and foreigners, she
had remained faithful to her adopted god. In return, on more than one occasion, her
belief in the Christian god and her association with its mana had caused her to triumph
over Boki and those who endeavored to usurp her. Now, the Christian god had smote the
enemy of his faithful servant. Certainly, in Hawaiian cosmology, where mana was
everything, this fact, as much as anything that had occurred in the past, convinced
Ka'ahumanu and the other Christian chiefs that they had set themselves and their people
on the right path by allying themselves with the Calvinists.
At the same time, the death of Boki and Manuia was a powerful blow to the
traders who opposed the missionaries and their ali'/ nui supporters. Although little
evidence remains to illustrate their feelings on the subject, plainly Jones, Charlton,
Reynolds, and a number of other foreign merchants had spent much of their time
wheedling and manipulating the chief to do their bidding. Now, Boki was dead and his
wife, Liliha, remained as the most prominent ali 7 mi of the anti-missionary faction. In
'

Bingham, A Residence, 361.

contrast, the Calvinists had Ka'ahumanu, Hoapili, Kuakini, Maihe, and a number of other
powerful chiefs on their side. Clearly, the traders' supporters were outnumbered.
Several days after the news of Boki's death, Richard Charlton conveyed his fioistration in
a letter to his superiors at the British Foreign Office. "There is but little Stability in this
Govemment[.] the king tho' nominally the head has not the least power[.] Kaahumanu .
.. possesses the Sole Authority...By the end of the 1820s, then, the prospects for
American and British businessmen at the islands appeared bleak. However, a new
generation of ali 7 mi neared maturing and their allegiances, whether merchant or
missionary, remained unclear.

Richard Charlton to Mr. Walcfyman, August 8,1830, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, typed copy,
HSA.
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CHAPTERS
THE REVOLT AGAINST CALVINIST MORALITY, 1830-1836

Between 1830 and 1836, the power struggle between Hawaiian chiefs,
missionaries, and merchants in the Sandwich Island kingdom reached chaotic
proportions. The contest over definitions of morality and sexuality continued unabated,
while the ongoing battle to control the political destiny of the islands intensified. The
all 7 nui remained fi^tured over the necessity of Calvinist-based moral laws, and a
number of chiefs—including the maturing Mo 7 (King), Kauikeaouli (also known as
Kamehameha III)—and maka 'ainana (commoners)rejected the constraints of the
American evangelists' morality. Consequently, the Christian chiefs faced both the threat
of civil war and a concerted effort to undermine the moral laws they had instituted in the
previous decade. As the King reached maturity, the various factions of ali 7 nui and
foreigners sought to win him to their side, thus Kauikeaouli became the particular focus
of a many-sided tug-of-war. The death of the Queen Regent, Ka'ahumanu, on 5 June
1832 intensified the struggle for the King's soul. Like his brother before him, the
political contests and constant tension between traditional Hawaiian culture and the new
western norms caused him to find solace in drink and what the missionaries called
dissipation. As a result, Kauikeaouli found himself at the forefront of a reinvigorated war
against the moral culture of the Calvinists and their ali 7 nui supporters.
At the same time, both the American evangelists and the western traders who
opposed them showed little restraint when it came to involving themselves in the social.
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legal, and political afifairs of Hawaii. The missionaries stepped up their efforts at reform
in the islands, lobbying the Christian ali 7 nui to institute laws amenable to their cause.
Like their fellow evangelicals in the northeastern part of the United States, they now
added a crusade against intemperance to their already vigorous campaign against
prostitution. On the other hand, the resident traders sought to put leaders sympathetic to
their cause in power by taking advantage of the factionalism and political instability in
the islands. They also became more brazen in their criticism of the Sandwich Island
government and more outwardly defiant of its laws. The turmoil during this period
illustrates that the Christian chiefs' efforts to impose a western, and particularly Calvinist,
normative structure on the islands had failed to hold back the hazards of transition. In
fact, arguably, their alliance with the American evangelists had made it worse.
The news of Boki's death in the summer of 1830 touched off a crisis, known as
the Pauhikaua (The Sword) rebellion that threatened civil war in the Sandwich Islands.
When the chief had departed Hawaii for the New Hebrides eight months earlier, he had
left his wife, Liliha, temporarily in charge of the governorship of Oahu. He had also
entrusted the care of the King to her, as he had long been the young man's guardian. As
she mourned her husband's death, Liliha, or Madame Boki as she was often referred to,
gave up the so-called dissolute lifestyle to which she and Boki had become accustomed.
However, she soon took a new lover, the high-chief Paki, and returned to drinking and
merrymaking with a number of ali 7 nui and lesser chiefs, including the King. After
fmding her drunk on several occasions and fearing her influence on Kauikeaouli, the
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Christian ali 7 nui resolved to remove both the King and the governorship of Oahu from
Liliha. This further strained relations among the Hawaiian leaders.'
The threat of civil war and rebellion came about when the Christian chiefs tried to
convince Madame Boki to abandon her drinking and carousing. In June 1830, at a
meeting in Honolulu, Liliha, apologized for her offensive behavior. However, refusing to
take responsibility for the King's constant drinking, she blamed the western traders for
giving him liquor. A few days later at a gathering that included a number of chiefs,
foreigners, and commoners, Madame Boki reiterated her claim that foreigners, and not
she, had "led the young king to do evil."^ One of the female chiefs responded by
asserting that "those who do not follow God's word and do not obey our king, but fall out
of line, they shall be struck by the sharp sword of the law, so do not lag behind lest you
be hurt."^ Offended by these words, Liliha resolved to make war upon the Christian
chiefs.^
By the end of 1830, Madame Boki, her lover, Paki, and a number of lesser ali 7
prepared for civil war. Paki bought powder, shot, and muskets from the western
merchants in Honolulu, and, supposedly, Kauikeaouli ordered firearms and ammunition
too. At first, the rebels drilled in secret at night, but later they openly displayed their

' Stephen Shepard to Peter J. Gulick, February 22, 1831, Missionary Letters to the ABCFM (ML),
Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, (HMCS). Samuel M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii,
(Honolulu; The Kamehameha School Press, 1992), 297-300.
• Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 300.
^ Ibid.
'* Stephen Reynolds, "Journal," June 16-17, 1830, December 28, 1831, typed copy, Hawaiian Historical
Society, (HHS). Kamakau, Ruling Chirfs, 300-301.
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defiance by exercising in the light of day. Furthermore, Liliha's rebels allegedly
threatened to disembowel Ka'ahumanu and cut off her head, but since the Queen Regent
toured the island of Hawaii, she remained safe for the moment. In Honolulu, a pregnant
Kina'u, Ka'ahumanu's niece and now fervent Christian, feared for her life.
Besides supplying weapons, the traders in Honolulu took part in a plot to seize of
the King. Hearing of Liliha's revolt, the Christian chiefs ordered Kekuanao'a,
commander of the King's guard, to prepare for the arrival of Kauikeaouli. With Madame
Boki's consent, the foreign traders planned to meet the King's boat, en masse, in order to
secrete him away from the Christian chiefs. With that end in mind, Liliha refused to let
the Captain of the King's guard drill his men. Kekuanao'a then informed the
missionaries that if the rebels and foreigners got hold of the King, and he declared for
Liliha, all of the Christian ali 7 mi would be executed. In a brilliant move, in early
March 1831, the Christian chiefs outmaneuvered their foes by sending Hoapili—Liliha's
father—to negotiate. The rebels' and the merchants' plan to take the King soon fell apart
because Madame Boki expressed reluctance to execute her father, although she claimed
she would have killed anyone else the Christian chiefs had sent. After consenting to
negotiate, Hoapili explained to Liliha and Paki that he had come because the King had
sent him. Supposing their sovereign to be against their rebellion, the two chiefs gave up
their war.^

^ Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, Decembers, 1831, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," March 2,
4,5, 7, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
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The Pauhikaua rebellion of Liliha and Paki reiterates the themes of earlier
confrontations between those who supported and opposed the cause of Calvinist
Christianity in Hawaii. It demonstrates the westerners' continued involvement in the
political affairs of the kingdom. Simply by selling weapons to the insurgents, the local
foreign businessmen abetted Liliha's plan to usurp power. However, their involvement
did not stop there. While even the missionaries, who were quick to blame, had difficulty
determining the degree to which Richard Charlton, John Coffin Jones, and the others
actually conspired with the chiefess, it remains clear that the white traders played a major
role in the plan to seize the King. In fact, after Hoapili foiled the plot, Charlton and the
other merchants went out of their way to convince him that they had had no part in the
rebellion and that they were "his majesty's faithful fnends."^ Levi Chamberlain, the
missionary who interpreted for the businessmen at their meeting with the chief, noted,
"No person present was so talkative as the English Consul, and so forward to firee himself
from blame and this too before he or any one of their number had been charged by the
Chiefs with acting an improper part."^ Certainly, by virtue of the fact that Charlton and
the merchants protested their iimocence with such vehemence implied some sort of guilt
or fear of reprisal over their part in the plot.*
Levi Chamberlain also suggested that the merchants had supported Madam Boki's
rebellion for economic reasons. Bold had died without finding the sandalwood he needed
^ Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, Decembers, 1831, ML, HMCS.
' Ibid.
^ E[phraim]W. Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14,1831, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to
Jeremi^ Evarts, Decembers, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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to pay ofT his debts, and his wife may have inherited those charges. If so, then she, like
her husband before, was a prime candidate for the manipulations of traders like Charlton.
At the same time, the foreign businessmen stood to make large sums of money if Liliha
ruled over the islands. With the cow laws, the Christian chiefs had outlawed the sale of
liquor, however, as usual, they enforced the statute only sporadically. Nevertheless, the
prospects for the liquor trade in Hawaii were not good. If Madame Boki governed, the
foreigners could drink and sell alcohol, as well as gamble and carouse, to their heart's
content. Thus, Charlton and the others certainly had an economic motive to join the
insurgency.'
The missionaries' involvement in the Pauhikaua affair remains less clear and may
have been more superficial than that of the traders. When Levi Chamberlain wrote to his
superiors at the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions that
"Providence was pleased to delay the return of the Chiefs from the windward until full
information of all the movements on foot here had been communicated to them," he
implied that the missionaries had warned the Christian ali 7 nui about Liliha's plan to
capture the King.'" The members of the mission also consulted with Kekuanao'a about
the ramifications of Kauikeaouli's supposed support of the rebels. In addition, Charlton
and the other merchants had made their protests of friendship to Hoapili because they
claimed that a letter had been sent to Maui, falsely accusing them of conspiring with
Liliha. Although Chamberlain, who related this fact, never admitted that the letter either
^ Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 5, 1831, ML, HMCS. Kamakau also alleges that the
foreign traders were involved in the rebellion. Kamakau, Ruling Chirfs, 301.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December S, 1831, ML, HMCS.

existed or had been written by a missionary, he did point out that Charlton had confronted
him at the meeting with Hoapili. Apparently, the Consul looked him "full in the face"
and stated that "he had very little doubt who the person was that wrote the letter
containing the charges against them."'' Charlton then threatened to have the author of
the missive '^ied up and whipped[.]"'^ Finally, aside from their involvement in the
politics of the kingdom, the Calvinists' use of the term "Providence" when describing the
failure of the Pauhikaua revolt illustrates that, once again, the members of the mission
attributed the outcome of the event to the Christian God's will.'^
Both factions of ali 7 mi also attributed the outcome of the Pauhikaua revolt to
the mana (divine power) of the Christian god. Once more, there had been a show down
between those who ascribed to the Calvinist (akua) god and his moral kapus and those
who despised the constraints of the foreign taboos and espoused at least some of the old
ways. Moreover, as in the past, Ka'ahumanu and the Christian chiefs had outmaneuvered
their adversaries. After Madam Boki gave up her fight, the Christian ali 7 nui removed
her from her position as Governor of Oahu and guardian to the King and took all of the
land and property that Boki had left in her care. Thus, in a myriad of ways, Ka'ahumanu

'' Reynolds, "Journal," June 14, 1830, typed copy, HHS. E.W. Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September
14, 1831, ML, HMCS. See also, Reynolds, "Journal," March 2,4, 1831, typed copy, HHS. See also,
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
E.W. Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December S, 1831, ML, HMCS. E.W. Clark to Jeremiah
Evarts, September 14, 1831, ML, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 302.
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and the other chiefs demonstrated that their mana was superior to that of Liliha and her
conspirators, while at the same time signifying the power of their new god.'"*
Liiiha's rebellion also demonstrated some changes in the membership of the
opposing parties at the islands. Each faction included some new participants and some
shifting among its supporters. Whereas in the past, Kina'u and her husband Kekuanao'a
had caroused and drunk with the members of Boki's party, now both of these young ali 7
had become church members and supported the Christian ali 7 nui against the dead
chiefs' wife. Moreover, in the past, Kuakini, the Governor of Hawaii Island, had only
nominally supported the missionaries and their agenda. Although he apparently never
truly internalized the religious beliefs of the Christians, the Governor recognized the
(utility of opposing the mam of the Christian god and his followers. Consequently, by
the time of the Pauhikaua rebellion, Kuakini had also joined the evangelists' church and
become a strong supporter of their agenda. In fact, aiter the revolt, the Christian chiefs
made Kuakini the temporary Governor of Oahu and gave him charge of the fort and
harbor in Honolulu. Finally, the Christian faction included powerful ali 7 nui such as
Ka'ahumanu, Hoapili, and Naihe, who had long espoused the American missionaries'
cause. Those who supported Liliha were less impressive. Besides Paki, most of her
follower came from lesser chiefs. Most of the foreign merchants also backed her cause.
The governess's greatest asset was the King, who reportedly loved Madame Boki above
all others. However, because he remained under Ka'ahumanu's control, his support for

Kauikeaouli, Ka'ahumanu, Kuakini, Naihe, Hoapili, Kaikio'ewa, "An Explicit Declaration by the
King to Rectify the Management of the Kingdom," April I, 1831, Early Laws, Hawaii State Archives
(HSA). Reynolds, "Journal," January 21, 1831, typed copy, HHS. Kamakau, Ruling Chirfs, 303.
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the Pauhikaua remained only a potential threat. Considering the power of those chiefs
who backed each side, it should come as no surprise that Christian ali 7 nui had won this
latest contest to control the destiny of the island kingdom.
After the Christian chiefs deposed Liliha in March 1831, Ka'ahumanu and
Kuakini came down hard on their opponents, imposing repressive moral law in Honolulu.
The two restricted liquor licenses, the sale of rum, and gambling. They also tabooed
"lewdness, & Sabbath breaking[,]" meaning that both Hawaiians and foreigners could no
longer play games, dance, ride horses, or carouse on Sundays.'^ The new Governor
threatened that "if any transgressed he should take all their property and pull their houses
down."'^ Under the leadership of a native by the name of Big Ben, the Hawaiian police
constantly patrolled the streets of Honolulu. As part of their new duties, they invaded
private homes, grog shops, and gambling halls, searching for contraband liquor and
lawbreakers. In the process. Big Ben's force confiscated drinks, broke up billiard,
bowling, and card games, and wreaked havoc on the lives of the foreign population. For
example, as William French rolled a newly purchased cask of wine to his house, he was
surrounded by a group of soldiers who confiscated the barrel and took it to the fort over
looking Honolulu harbor. On another occasion, "several persons were rolling Ninepins,

Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 300-301, 303. E.W. Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14, 1831, ML,
hlMCS. Reynolds, "Journal,*'March 24, 1831, typed copy, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 23. 1831, ML, HMCS.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, April 20, 1831, ML, HMCS. See also, Reynolds, "Journal,'"
April I, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
Reynolds, "Journal," April I, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
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the Guard came in & Stole the Balls and Pins[.]"'^ Under such circumstances, the
foreign merchants expressed anger and frustration over the new restrictions.'^
A united and outraged expatriate community confronted the chiefs and their
measures with open defiance. For instance, after Kuaidni announced his plan to enforce
the cow laws, Richard Charlton demanded to know where the Governor got his authority
to prohibit the sale of alcohol. Furthermore, in April 1831, when a group of armed
Hawaiian soldiers invaded Mr. Dowset's billiard room and tried to stop the men from
playing, "Mr[.] Jones' [the US Agent for Commerce] and many others, told them to fure,
that they would play as long as they pleased[.]"^^ Big Ben then threatened to tear down
the building and Jones instructed him to go ahead. Apparently, the soldiers desisted after
Richard Charlton rushed to the billiard hall armed with pistols. Leaving Dowset's
establishment, the soldiers broke into a number of other homes, ransacking them as they
searched for hidden caches of rum. The foreigners objected to the policemen's actions,
claiming that Dowset's establishment and the other homes were private residences. On
the contrary, the missionaries claimed that Dowset owned a public, and therefore illegal,
business. On the other hand, the ali 'i nui did not distinguish between public and private
property.^'

'* Ibid., April 29, 1831
" Ibid., April 5-6, 13, 1831. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
™ Reynolds, "Journal," April 5, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS. Stephen Reynolds, "Journal,"
May I -4, 7-8, II, 1831, typed copy, HHS. The chiefs and missionaries declared Dowset's establishment a
business since "over the door the ingenious window sash exhibits by day and by night the bold glaring
capitals 'BILLIARDS[.]'" Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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Outraged by these actions, the merchants resisted the crackdown violently. For
example, on the occasion when the native police stole the foreigners' bowling balls and
pins, the merchants "hustled" some of the guards.^ More to the point, the members of
the expatriate community clashed with native policemen when they defied the Sabbath by
riding horses. On 1 May 1831, Stephen Reynolds described a riot that developed during
one such occurrence:
[Armed with clubs,] Capt. Swain, & Capt Russel, Mr Cummings, Capt
Blanchard, & others got on horse back to ride, the Soldiers attempted to
stop them[.] [A] great many Residents, Masters and Sailors resisted &
several were Struck & beat on both sides[.] Natives threw stones, one
came very near hitting Capt Blanchard. Two or three thousand people
were collected.^
Kuakini responded to the traders' Sabbath breaking by confiscating their horses and
forcing them to pay fines before they could retrieve them. Naturally, Reynolds and his
cohorts accused the Governor of stealing their mounts. Kuakini also clamped down on
the maka ainana (commoners) by sending a crier around the streets, ordering them to
attend church and school and to leave the white men alone. Clearly, the lengths that the
foreign businessmen went to resist the moral laws and clashes between the malcontents
and commoners indicate that the Christian chiefs' crackdown had gotten out of hand.^'*

~ Reynolds, "Journal," April 29, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
^ Ibid., May I, 1831. See also, Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 13, 1831 and December 13,
I831,ML,HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," May 14,7-8, 11, 1831, typed copy, HHS. Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 13, 1831 and December 13,
1831, ML, HMCS.
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The billiard room altercation, in combination with previous restrictions and
confiontations, caused the angry traders to write to the King expressing their defiance and
demanding their rights. Comparing the Sandwich Island statutes to those in "civilized"
countries, they pointed out that although gambling was "strictly forbidden under heavy
penalties," there was also a "great difference between gambling and playing at any
innocent game for amusement."^^ Thus, they felt alarmed that armed forces had been
used to enter their homes when they were only "amusing themselves."^^ Furthermore,
the members of the expatriate community alleged that the Christian ali 7 nui had imposed
the moral laws in order to force them to leave the islands so that the chiefs would not
have to pay their debts. In addition, the traders declared that the new laws and the native
police force presented a danger to their property and persons that could not be "supported
by any precedent from any country, or any Bible."^' They also pointed out that the moral
taboos had been enforced inconsistently, suggesting that the chiefs applied the laws to
them and not to the maka 'ainana. Insisting that they had always obeyed the statutes of
the Sandwich Island government, they vowed that "any arbitrary, unprincipled and
unnecessary enactments, infringing on the rights and liberties of the Residents, they shall
feel themselves justified to remonstrate against."^' They concluded by insisting that they
"ask[ed] for nothing but what is customary in other nations

^ Foreigners to Kauikeaouli, King of the Sandwich Islands, April 7, 1831, Foreign and Executive
Office (Fo& Ex), HSA.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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The foreign merchants' actions and letter proved significant for a number of
reasons. Notably, the men addressed the letter to "Kaukioli, [Kauikeaouli], King of the
Sandwich Islands[,]" thus slighting Ka'ahumanu and the Christian chiefs by recognizing
Kamehameha HI, and not them, as the legitimate ruler of the Sandwich Islands.^'' In
addition, they tried to obscure the nature of their gambling by referring to it as "innocent
game[s] for amusement" played privately in their own homes.^' In reality, at least part of
the time, the men gambled in public houses, which they readily agreed was "strictly
forbidden" in their own countries.^^ Furthermore, the western traders' "alarm" over Big
Ben's armed police force demonstrated that the Englishmen and Americans had brought
with them deep and ingrained fears about the nature of standing armies and their effect on
individual rights. The businessmen from the US were only a generation removed from
the American Revolution and the British had long been suspicious of standing armies.
Moreover, the merchants' employed the term "civilization" as a means of insinuating that
they, and the not Hawaiians, came from "civilized"—that is, superior—countries and,
being "civilized" themselves, knew what was best for the islanders. In utilizing the
language of the imperial conqueror, the westerners also indicated that, despite all of the
chiefs' efforts to impose the social norms of Christian civilization on the islands,
frmdamentally the Hawaiians remained "savages."
Ibid. See also, Reynolds, "Journal," April 6, 1831, typed copy, HHS. See also, Hiram Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Foreigners to Kauikeaouli, King of the Sandwich Islands, April 7, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ibid.
" Ibid.
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The merchant factions' words and actions were important for other reasons as
well. They cast aspersions on the character of the Christian chiefs when they suggested
that the ali 7 nui enforced their taboos in order drive the traders from islands and thus
obviate the need of paying their debts. They also lied when they declared that they had
always obeyed the laws of the Sandwich Island government. Western men had been
breaking the taboos since Captain Cook had landed in Hawaii. When the ali 7 nui had
proclaimed the moral kapus in the mid-1820s, the foreign businessmen continued with
their drinking, gambling, and sexual practices. Even after the written promulgation of the
1829 cow laws, the westerners ignored the Sandwich Island statutes. Clearly, the traders
obfuscated when they claimed that "we have always paid that respect to your laws that is
due

Finally, the members of the expatriate community declared war against the

chiefs when they vowed to disobey unjust laws. In the past, western men had feared the
wrath of the ali 7 nui, as when, in 1809, William Stevenson told Archibald Campbell that
he would obey Kamehameha Ts drinking kapu because "Man... you don't know the
king."^"* Now, by both their actions and their words, the businessmen publicly
proclaimed that they no longer feared the chiefs and that they would confront Hawaii's
rulers when they made laws that were contrary to those "customary in other nations."^^
Consequently, it bears reiterating that the Christian rulers' efforts to bring order to the

" Ibid.

'•* Stanley D. Porteus, ed.. The Restless Voyage, (New York: Prentice Hall, 1948), 125.
Foreigners to Kauikeaouli, King of the Sandwich Islands, April 7,1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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islands by imposing Calvinist norms had failed completely: diplomatic relations in the
islands had gotten entirely out of hand.^^
Likewise, the missionaries obfuscated their role in the events that took place in
Honolulu after Liliha's rebellion. Admitting that the resident foreigners had blamed them
for the restrictive measures, Levi Chamberlain neither concurred nor denied the
allegations, asserting instead that the "traffic in ardent spirits was too lucrative to admit
of its suppression without strong expressions of dissatisfaction on the part of those whose
gains were touched

He also noted, without surprise, that the businessmen had

objected vociferously to the chiefs' efforts to suppress gambling. Dr. Thomas C. B.
Rooke, who associated with the traders, concurred with the evangelist, stating that the
grogshop keepers are disappointed in their gains, and others are interrupted in their
pleasure[.]'"

Undoubtedly both men were correct in their judgment, yet that did not

mean that the evangelists had not pressed the Christian ali 7 nui to clamp down on the
merchants.^'
On the other hand, the crack down in Honolulu indicates that the Sandwich
Islanders were fed up with the foreign sojourners in Hawaii. While the strict enforcement
of the previously established moral statutes proved consistent with the Queen Regent's
earlier desires to institute Christian rule, the sudden and severe enforcement of the laws
Ibid.
" Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December 5, 1831, VfL, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December S, 1831, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah
Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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suggests that Ka'ahumanu, Kuakini, and the other Christian chiefs believed that the
members of the foreign trading establishment in Honolulu were complicit in Liliha's
rebellion. Undoubtedly, the ali 7 nui saw the strict enforcement of the moral statutes as
both just and rational. As sovereigns, they, and not the members of the expatriate
community, had the authority to make laws in the islands. Moreover, justice in Hawaii
had always been arbitrary and, certainly, the merchants could leave if they felt unhappy
with the chiefs' rule. In addition, although the western businessmen blamed the
missionaries for the Christian chiefs' crack down in Honolulu, the ali'i nui took
responsibility for enforcement of the moral laws. Stephen Reynolds claimed that "Mr
Bingham wrote Gov. Adams [Kuakini] a letter last evening Saying he must not give the
Licences, nor shew his letter to any of 'our enemies[,]'" insinuating that the clergyman
ruled the Sandwich Islands.'*^ Yet, surely Ka'ahumanu and her cohorts would not have
concurred. To do so would be to admit that the evangelists held all the mana. Although
the chiefs had lost an indefinable amount of power since the days of Kamehameha I, for
the moment, they still retained authority superior to that of anyone else in the islands.
Finally, although the commoners left little indication of their feelings on the subject, the
fact that they threw stones at the traders during the Sabbath breaking riot described by
Stephen Reynolds suggests that they too resented the foreign businessmen.
As the billiard controversy raged, a number of traders complicated the dispute by
drawing Hiram Bingham into a war of words and letters over a supposed plot to take the
ministers' life. The merchants claimed that Bingham had tried to ruin their reputation by
•*" Reynolds, "Journal," April I, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
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telling the Hawaiians that the English physician, Thomas C. B. Rooke, had informed him
that the "foreigners were coming to assassinate him[.]''^' The clergyman responded by
vowing that he had never said any such thing. Despite Bingham's assertions to the
contrary, John CofRn Jones insisted that the minister had started the rumor. Feeling
under attack, the Doctor felt he had no choice but to give in to the traders' insistence that
he testify before them regarding Bingham's statements about the alleged plot. The
merchants then '"exculpated" the physician.^^ At the same time, Bingham protested to
Jones, threatening that if he did not repudiate his allegations, he would write to the
Secretary of the U.S. Navy and complain to the Sandwich Island government about the
commerce gents' abuse. Jones offered a taunting reply: "I have this moment received
your communication and am not a little surprised at the spirit in which it is written. 1
should have thought any thing rather than such a note from one who professed to be
follower of the humble Jesus."^^ The so-called American Consul refused to retract his
previous statement, claiming that he had never meant any hostility toward the evangelist.
After numerous letters and much discussion, the controversy finally died out."*^

^' Ibid., April 6, 1831. See Jones, French, Pierce, and Reynolds to Bingham, April 6, 1831 in Hiram
Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23,1831, NfL, HMCS.
*' Reynolds, "Journal," April 7, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
John Coffin Jones to Hiram Bingham, April [7,8?], 1831, in Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
^ John Coffin Jones to Thomas Rooke, April 7, 1831, in Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23,1831, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," April 6-9, 1831, typed copy, HHS. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, December
5, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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Was this plot to take Bingham's life actually real? Was it ever serious? Most of
the foreign merchants would probably have been happy to see Bingham dead and they
may well have conspired to take his life. In a note Jones sent to Dr. Rooke, he asserted
that if it could be proved that the minister had spread the rumor about the plan to kill him,
then "Mr. B.... should suffer for the consequence."^® Although this does not prove that
he intended to murder the evangelist, it signifies a malign intent. Moreover, if the traders
had not instigated the tale themselves, they did seek to take advantage of it. At the very
least, Jones and the other businessmen saw an opportunity to make Bingham paranoid
and miserable by goading and frustrating him with their taunting words and twisted
truths. In this respect, they succeeded. The minister was so obsessed with protecting his
honor that over a period of three days he sent letter after letter of explanation to Rooke,
Jones, and Stephen Reynolds. He also spent a considerable amount of time and effort
investigating the situation, writing reports to his superiors, and protesting his innocence
to his adversaries and supporters. Unfortunately for the evangelist, his enemies were not
about to be won over. In the end, Bingham satisfied only himself Finally, the
merchants' efforts to draw Bingham into the dispute may have been meant as a
diversionary tactic. As stated before, the rumored plot to take the clergyman's life
occurred as the controversy over the ali 7 mi's enforcement of the moral laws raged. In
his report to the ABCFM on the situation, Bingham concluded that "It remains to add that
the determined supporters of the game of billiards continue their sport at the billiard table

John Coffin Jones to Thomas Rooke, April 7, 1831, in Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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defended by the consuls, and that a number of the interested advocates of retailing spirits
at this port, continue their practice,... though neither are licensed by the govemment."^^
Bingham may have been so busy defending himself that he had little opportunity to press
the Christian chiefs to continue their moral and legal onslaught against the foreign
residents in Honolulu.
In the midst of this controversy, the missionaries in Honolulu worked to form a
temperance society among the natives and expatriate population. The temperance
movement had been popular in the United States and Great Britain for more than a
decade and the clergymen in Hawaii had tried on and off to press for temperance reform
since the inception of the mission. Since 1826, Governor Hoapili, had tabooed the
manufacture, sale, and use of alcohol on Maui, Molokai, and Lanai, punishing those who
were caught by imposing fines or other penalties on the offenders. Sailors and seamen
had responded to the Governor's temperance restrictions with "violence & rage,"
claiming that their "rights & privileges" had been denied, while other foreigners
smuggled liquor or sold spirits in "secret transient, walking eroeshopfs].''^^
Nevertheless, the Governor remained firm in his resolve to keep liquor out of the areas
that he ruled. A few years later, "39 Masters & 48 Officers" at Lahaina, Maui formed
"The Marine Association for the suppression of Intemperance at the Sandwich Islands."^^
Yet. in Honolulu, the Christians chiefs' efforts to stop intemperance had failed because of
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 23, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Ephraim Spaulding and William Richards, **A brief histoiy of Temperance for twelve years, (18231835) at three of the Sandwich Islands, viz. Maui, Molokai & Lanai," received June 10, 1836, ML, HMCS.
Ibid.
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Stiff resistance from both foreigners and anti-Christian ali 7 mi like Boki and Liiiha.
Now, in 1831, Hiram Bingham and the other evangelists formed a temperance group, no
doubt believing it to be the best means of supporting Governor Kuakini's anti-liquor
statute. Bingham claimed that the Governor's enforcement of the law had stopped most
commoners from drinking. Furthermore, because liquor was harder to get, there were
fewer drunken sailors. Yet, most of the foreign residents continued to imbibe and few
attended the temperance meetings or supported the cause. Consequently, although
sixteen ali 7 nui, including Governor Kuakini, had enthusiastically formed a native
temperance society, the Honolulu evangelists gave up the idea of forming one among the
expatriate community in Honolulu.^^
At the same time that the western merchants endeavored to entrap the
missionaries, and the Calvinists worked to form temperance societies, the traders carried
on a fight to obtain their "rights" from the Christian ali 7 nui. In the process, they
threatened the chiefs' sovereignty. In September 1831, a wide-ranging discourse
developed into a discussion of sovereign rights after Captain Cole, utilizing Bingham as
interpreter and Stephen Reynolds as "Deputy [American] Consul," complained to
Ka'ahumanu that Hoapili had interfered with his rights by refrising to allow him to launch
a trading establishment in Maui.^° Hoapili, of course, denied Cole his grog shop because

For information on evangelicals and the temperance movement in Rochester, New York, see, Paul E.
Johnson, A Shopkeeper's Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York, 1815-1837, (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1978). Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, June 5, 1832, ML. Levi Chamberlain to
Jeremiah Evarts, April 20, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 13, 1831 and December 13, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds did not official hold this position with the US government.
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of his continued commitment to temperance. As Cole and Reynolds saw it, the chief
abrogated a treaty, guaranteeing American trading rights, signed by the ali 7 nut and
Thomas ap Catesby Jones when the naval officer had come to Hawaii in 1826. In
contrast, Bingham "maintained that so long as no foreigner owned a foot of land of the
Sandwich Islands, the owners of the soil most certainly have a right,...

to object to any

foreigner gaining a residence in their country, and [that the treaty] promises them
protection in their trade while they infiinge on none of the laws of the land . . .

He

also pointed out that since Cole was not an American, the treaty did not apply to him
anyway. When the Captain then appealed directly to Ka'ahumanu, the Queen Regent
replied, '"You sell rum here contrary to our orders and we do not wish it.'"^^ Clearly,
Captain Cole had violated the treaty when he had sold alcohol on Oahu, contrary to the
cow laws. Consequently, Ka'ahumanu denied his petition. Even so, a discussion about
the ali 7 ww/'s sovereign right to rule the islands soon followed.'^
Cole's petition, along with a number of other complaints by merchants concerning
impediments to trade instituted by the chiefs, led Hiram Bingham, a visiting Captain by
the name of J. W. Hill, General William Miller, Stephen Reynolds, and a number of
foreigners to debate the question of the Sandwich Islands' future sovereignty and the
chiefs' right to rule. Of Dutch origin. General Miller had arrived in the islands a couple
of months earlier and served as a diplomat for Peru. In both his discussions with
" Ibid.

" Ibid.
" Ibid. Reynolds, "Journal," September 14, 1831, typed copy, HHS. Thomas ap Catesby Jones,
Kauikeaouli, and his guardians, "Treaty with the United States," December 23, 1826, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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Bingham and Hill and in a written memorandum to the ali 7 nui, he warned that the
sovereignty of the kingdom was at stake and it would be ''decided in six months whether
the natives would be able to make the requisite regulations themselves or whether they
must be made for them."^'* He argued that as Hawaii had become an area of importance
to western commerce, especially now that the Pacific whaling fleets stopped at the islands
for supplies, "it was hardly to be expected that the commercial world would allow the
control of so important a post to be in the hands of a few natives unless they should make
such regulations as would be agreeable" to the western traders/^ He then went on to
suggest that the ali 7 nui form a western-style government, with Ka'ahumanu as
President, in order to obviate any threat to their sovereignty. He also recommended that
they institute "liberal" reforms favorable to the foreign businessmen, which reflected his
biases about the superiority of "civilized" societies and governments.^^ General Miller
concluded by praising the missionaries for their hard work in bringing civilization to the
islands. However, he took exception to their zeal, which had influenced the chiefs to
impose restrictions that prevented the Hawaiians from engaging in "innocent & manly
recreative sports," leaving them "filthy" and lacking in their previously acknowledged
athletic prowess.^^

^ Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 13,1831 and December 13, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Ibid. Approximately eighteen months later, Bingham noted that he had discovered that Miller had
alluded to a English plan to colonize the Sandwich Islands. A Mr. James, a former editor at Port Jackson,
New Zealand had advanced a plan to the British government to create a join stock company, which would
send settlers and a governor to Hawaii. However, the English Parliament never acted on this plan.
Bingham to Rufus Anderson, March 20, 1833, April 9,1833, ML, HMCS.
^ General William Miller to King and Chiefs, "Memorandum," September 25, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
" Ibid.
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In contrast, Captain Hill, a sea captain from Liverpool who had been in Hawaii
since June 1831, proved less forthright in his observations of the situation. He agreed
with Miller that the Sandwich Island government needed reform and gave Bingham the
impression that he had "commended and encouraged the chiefs in their attempts to
suppress immorality, and to encourage the propagation of the protestant faith
Apparently, he also told the minister that he was willing to assist the ali 7 nui in making a
code of laws, despite Richard Charlton's supposed objection that there was no need for
written statutes. Then again, according to Stephen Reynolds, Hill also informed the
chiefs that "their Religion was a mockery."^' Moreover, Henry Pierce—in a letter to his
business partner and friend of the mission, James Huimewell—stated that Hill felt
convinced that the government was "bad," needed to be changed, and that "Hiram
Bingham is the most unfiting [person] from his temper; ambitious views, ignorance of the
world, and unsound doctrines and principles which he attempts to inculcate into the
minds of & to guide these people, in a word he believes him to be a dangerous man."^
Peirce, himself, concluded that "Hiram Bingham & Co govem this Country."^' Thus, the
Bingham, Miller, Hill discussion about the right of Hawaii's leaders to rule their own
country became intertwined in the ongoing debate about who really governed the islands
in the first place.

Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 16, 1831 and December 13, 1831, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," September 27, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
^ Henry Peirce to James Hunnewell, October 2, 1831, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
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The discussion about ali 7 /n//'s sovereignty and the missionaries' role in the
government proved significant for a number of reasons. Most important, the nature of the
discourse demonstrated that the controversy over the moral laws and foreign rights had
spiraled completely out of control. In the past, it had been Ka'ahumanu and the other
ali 7 nui who had overthrown the kapus and, while the end of the taboo system had
threatened the chiefs' hegemony, they, and not foreigners, had instigated the act. Also,
prior to middle of 1831, threats to the chiefs' sovereignty had always been internal.
George Kaumuali'i, Bold, and Liliha had endangered the rule of the Christian chiefs, but
these were threats posed by other Hawaiians. Furthermore, since the days of Captain
Cook, foreign disturbances had made it more difficult for the ali 7 nui to govern, but the
outsiders had never believed they had the power necessary to rule in place of the chiefs.
Likewise, when '^Mad Jack" Percival and the other sea captains and sailors had been
angered by the moral laws, they had assaulted the missionaries because they feared the
repercussions of an outright attack on the ali 7 nui.
Now, when General Miller concluded his warning with the observation that
''Knowledge is power." he implied that westerners, and not Hawaiians, held all the
power, or mana.^^ Moreover, for the first time, an external threat to the chiefs'
sovereignty existed. Miller had pointed out that "Foreign nations will [not] permit so
important a source of commerce to be impeded or seriously molested, by capricious and
arbitrary measures of the native rulers, especially when the presence of a single ship of

Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 13, 1831 and December 13, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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war would be amply sufficient to protect foreigners from oppressive measures...
The foreigners had become emboldened and, now more than ever, the Calvinist
missionaries seemed the only outsiders that the chiefs could trust. Yet, because their
alliance with the evangelists only made the traders more belligerent, their ties with the
Calvinists proved a drawback to the chiefs. Ka'ahumanu and the other Christian ali 7 nui
found themselves in a conundrum and there seemed to be no easy way out. Although
Miller's warning could be dismissed as just talk, it was indeed prescient, and the chiefs
and their missionary supporters knew it.
On top of all of the chiefs other troubles, Ka'ahumanu fell ill and died on 5 June
1832, just after a fifth company of reinforcements for the mission had arrived in Hawaii.
A number of influential Christian chiefs had already expired, including Ke'eaumoku and
Kaumuali'i in 1824, Kalanimoku in 1827, Namahana in 1829, and Naihe in December
1831. Several ali 7 nui who opposed the mission had also passed away during the 1820s,
including Liholiho, George Kaumuali'i, Wahinepio, and Boki. Now, at age 64 or so, the
most powerful ali 7 nui since Kamehameha I had met her maker. To her last,
Ka'ahumanu continued strong in the Christian faith. She had been a baptized member of
the church since 1825 and had worked endlessly to propagate the Christian faith. Since
that time, she had made numerous tours of the islands, explaining the new moral kapm to
the commoners, exhorting them to seek the gospel of Jesus Christ, and ordering them to
attend the mission schools and churches. Even as she lay dying at her home in Manoa

General William Miller to King and Chiefs, "Memorandum," September 25, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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Valley on Oahu, she expressed her faith in the hereafter. Her last words were those of a
Congregationalist hymn."
Was Ka'ahumanu a true Christian? Surely, the Queen Regent had adopted the
Calvinist religion of the missionaries for social and political reason that seemed far
removed from true religious belief She may also have strayed from the ideals of
Calvinists. Before she had become a member of the church in 1825, she had given up
one of her two husbands because the Christians saw polygamy as a sin. However, in
1827, Stephen Reynolds noted on one occasion that a Captain Lewis had become the
Queen Regent's new favorite and, on another, that Dr. Pelham had told Bingham that
"Ka'ahumanu['s] sickness was owing to sleeping with a young man[.]"^® Nevertheless,
since the merchant believed that the Queen Regent prevented him from obtaining
payment for the chiefs' debts and referred to her as both the "'Old Bitch'" and "the Big
Mouth Queen," it is difficult to determine the veracity of his statements. Whether she
strayed from the ideals of the Calvinists or not, clearly by the time of her death,
Ka'ahumanu had both experienced true conversion and made a lasting impression on the
people of the Sandwich Islands.
Ka'ahumanu's death also meant that the regency had come to an end. Before she
died, the Queen Regent had designated her niece, Kina'u, to succeed her in the position

" Bingham to Anderson, June 5, 1832, ML, HMCS, Hiram Bingham, A Residence ofTwenty-One
Years in the Sandwich Islands, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1969), 431-436. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa,
Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?, (Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press,
1992), 102.
" Reynolds, "Journal," June 5-6, 19, 1827, in Pauline King, ed.. Journal of Stephen Reynolds: Volume
I: 1823-1829, (Salem, Massachusetts: The Peabody Museum of Salem, 1989), 186, 188.
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of Kuhina Nui (principal advisor). Kina'u was, genealogically, the third highest-ranking
all 7 nui in the kingdom. Several years earlier, in 1827, she had married Kekuanao'a, a
low-ranking ali 7, despite Ka'ahumanu's and the other hi^ chiefs' objections. Although
she and her husband had once fix)licked with Boki's faction, by the end of the decade,
Kina'u and Kekuanao'a had become supporters of the missionaries, and Kina'u joined
the church in March 1830. Bingham and the members of the mission hoped that the new
Kuhina Nui would become another Ka'ahumanu and, in fact, Kina'u was designated by
the King as Ka'ahumanu II. But, unlike the former Kuhina Nui, who became a powerful
sovereign as Liholiho's co-ruler and Kauikeaouli's regent, Kina'u officially served only
as the King's principal advisor and, supposedly, would not rule herself^
In contrast, Kauikeaouli, who had inherited his position at age nine and would
now rule as Mo 7, had long been a pawn in the contest to control the destiny of the
kingdom. Although Ka'ahumanu coerced the King into proclaiming the moral taboos
favored by the clergymen, more often than not, the youngster acted in opposition to the
constraints of Calvinist morality. No doubt, the Christian ali 7 nui attributed the King's
behavior to the bad influence of Boki and Liliha. Boki took Kauikeaouli with him to
Honolulu's social events, dives, and grogshops, exposing the young Mo 7 (King) to the
drinking, gambling, and conviviality of the foreign population. Naturally, the

Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 337,250,334. Kaxne'eleMwa, Native Land, 157, 192. Reynolds,
"Journal," August 19, 1826, in King, ed.. Journal, 148. Bingham, A Residence, 436. A. Grove Day, A
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missionaries objected to the King's associates and worked endlessly to interest him in
reading, writing, and Christianity.^^
By the time he had reached his early teens in the mid-l 820s, Kauikeaouii had
become an inveterate gambler and drinker as well as the owner of a billiard room and
tavem. To the horror of the evangelists and Christian ali'/ nui, the King spent much of
his time in Honolulu's various dives, playing games of chance with Boki, Charlton, and
the other members of the expatriate community. In the process, the young Mo 7 acquired
hundreds of dollars worth of debt. For example, on 4 May 1828, Stephen Reynolds
noted, "Heard Boki & King were gambling till three o'clock this morning with Several of
the Mechanics in the village[.] [L]ost Some thirty or forty dollars."^* At the time,
Kauikeaouii was not yet fifteen years old. Within a couple of years, both the King and
Boki—who felt obligated to pay for the King's debts—owed a great deal of money to the
western merchants. While Kauikeaouii and Boki would have aligned with the merchant
faction simply because they lived similar lifestyles, their indebtedness to the traders
meant that they were more easily manipulated by them.^^

Reynolds, "Journal," May 24,26, 1828, in King, ed.. Journal, 228. Levi Chamberlain to Jeremiah
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Kauikeaouli frustrated the Christian ali 7 nui and clergymen because his actions
undermined their efifort to instill Christian civilization in the islands/" In 1827, Stephen
Reynolds, a member of the merchant faction, noted the impact of the King. He pointed
out that because "Most of the village are Drunk[,]" on Sunday the "people paid but very
little attention to the Sabbath

"

Kauikeaouli took the lead in this and other episodes

of merrymaking, which included drinking, luaus, hula dances, and Hawaiian normative
sexual practices—all of which the missionaries considered immoral and the Christian
chiefs had tried to suppress.
By the age of fourteen, Kauikeaouli also had a number of homosexual
relationships and these aikane (male lovers) joined him in his adventures. From the mid1820s through mid-1830s, Kaomi, a half-Tahitian commoner and former student of the
mission proved one of the Mo 7's favorite lovers. After Ka'ahumanu's death, the King
would give Kaomi the powers of an unofficial Kuhina Mui, despite the objection of his
chiefs. In addition, as early as 1829, Kauikeaouli had taken an ali 7 by the name of
Ha'alilio as his aikane. Moreover, the Mo 7 had a number of other male sexual parmers
of whom Stephen Reynolds referred as the "King's Boys."^^ Kauikeaouli called his
favorites the hulumanu (bird feathers) and, in 1827, they followed the King from island to
island, wreaking havoc—the missionaries claimed—^as they went. This group included
the Mo 7's male and female sexual partners, Boki, Liliha, and other chiefs who opposed

Ibid., Febniaiy 7, 18, 1827, 174-176.
^ Ibid., January 6, 1828,210. See also, Reynolds, "Journal," July 20, 1831, typed copy, HHS.
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the American mission. In the ensuing years, Kauikeaouli continued to live as he pleased,
despite the moral laws implemented by Ka'ahumanu and her associates.
Like his gambling, aikane, and 'Colics," the King began his numerous
heterosexual conquests at an early age. His sexual relations with his sisters, especially
his full-sister Nahi'ena'ena, became a source of gossip and consternation. In June 1824,
Elisha Loomis, the mission's printer, pointed out, "It is well known here that the prince
and princess for a considerable time past have lived in a state of incest."^'* At the time,
the brother and sister were 10 and 8 respectively. Similarly, Stephen Reynolds reported
that the "King and Naenaena's [Nahi'ena'ena] were enjoying themselves, in good glee, &
believe no secret made of their sleeping together[.]"^^ Kauikeaouli loved his sister and
wanted to marry her in the Hawaiian tradition of ni 'aupi'o (brother-sister) mating. Both
Boki and Kuakini supported the King's desire and, initially, even the other ali 7 nui felt
unsure about the issue. Horrified, the evangelists convinced the pro-mission chiefs that
such a marriage was an abomination and Ka'ahumanu refused to let the King marry his
sister. Nevertheless, Kauikeaouli continued his relationship with Nahi'ena'ena.

^ Reynolds, "Journal," February 5, 7, 9, 17, 1827, in King, ed.. Journal, 174-175. Kame'eleihiwa,
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enjoying themselves, in good glee, & believe no secret made of their sleeping together[.]" Reynolds,
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The teenage Mo 7 also had sexual intercourse with his half-sister Kina'u and an
unknowable number of other women. Reynolds recorded Kauikeaouli's sexual conquests
with amusement, noting "The conversation of the day—the Kings frolics...

of his

women & Wine. Report says his favorite is, Kenow [Kina'u] to sleep with. Halilio's
[Ha'alilio] wife in the day time with many & any others[.]"^® Even later, when Kina'u
had become a Christian and Kuhim Nui, she and her brother slept together. In addition,
the King had an affair with Lahilahi Marin, whom John Coffin Jones also courted. The
young Mo 7 also cuckold Stephen Reynolds. The merchant found that he was not so
amused when he discovered that his hapa haole (half white/half Hawaiian) wife, Susan
Jackson, had sexual relations with the fourteen-year-old King both before and after their
marriage. In general, Kauikeaouli's sexual liaisons proved far too numerous to count.
Kauikeaouli's character, actions, and associates set him against the Christian
chiefs and their evangelist supporters, but, to a certain extent, Ka'ahumanu had always
been able to keep him in line. However, with Ka'ahumanu's death in 1832, it remained
unclear as to the state of the moral kapus in the islands. Would Kina'u and the other
chiefs continue to support the Calvinists or would they allow a resurgence of Hawaiian
norms and activities? Under these circumstances, the nineteen-year-old King saw his
opportunity to make war against the Christian ali 7 nui and evangelists. Kauikeaouli,
Kaomi, and the hulumanu (bird feathers) held great luaus, hula dances, parties, and

Ibid., Februarys, 1827, 174. See also. Ibid., January 10, 1828, June 9, 1829,210,266. William
Ellis, Polynesian Researches, Hawaii, (Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1969,435-436.
" Daws, Shoal, 92. Reynolds, "Journal," July 27,29, 1829, August 1,12, 1829, September 10-14,
1829, September 17, 1829 in King, ed.. Journal, 272-274, 277-278.
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parades. During these events, Hawaiians sang the old chants and the revelers drank large
quantities of rum and other spirits. Kauikeaouli and his favorites also revived all of the
traditional games and sports, including roiling stones, throwing spears, and surfing.
Moreover, when the Mo Ts pet monkey died, he insulted the American clergymen by
having a cofHn made and sending for a Hawaiian missionary, who prayed over the casket
having been told it contained a ''katiaka" (native).
The King's opposition to the moral laws caused some of the chiefs and many of
the commoners to follow suit. For example, Kuakini, the Governor of Oahu and Hawaii
Island had always been a nominal Christian. Now, in January 1833, with Kauikeaouli's
example before him, the Governor flew a kite outside of Honolulu. Stephen Reynolds
observed that soon, "Every body [was] flying Kites—there has not been such a display of
Kites for two or three years. All games having been prohibited—the Gov[emor] set the
first—in 24 hours 100 were flying."^' Similarly, when the King held one his great hula
exhibitions, the "Streets, lanes, [and] fences were filled with people to witness one of
their former Pastimes."'*' In fact, the maka 'ainana felt thrilled to be able to indulge in
their traditional games and dances. In addition, droves of Hawaiians who belonged to the
mission churches joined the King and his associates in their revelries. For instance, when
writing of the King and his compatriots' drinking, Levi Chamberlain pointed out that "it
^ Reynolds, "Journal," February 3, 1833, typed copy, HHS. See also. Ibid., September 22, 1832,
February 5,27-28, 1833, March 1,4, 7,8, 13, 1833, May 27, 1833, June 2-4,9-10, 14-15,23-24 1833, etc.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, February, 6, 1832, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson,
March 26, 1833, ML, HMCS.
^ Reynolds, "Journal," January 25,1833, typed copy, HHS.
" Ibid.
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was a church member who was the king's principal agent in purchasing the ardent spirits
consumed during all these irregularities." The maka 'ainana had always followed the
lead of their chiefs and, now that Ka'ahumanu's restrictive reign had ended, they joined
Kauikeaouli and the hulumanu with alacrity.^'
Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa has argued that the King's gambling, drinking, playing,
and lovemaking were meant to spread joy to his people. She asserts that Kauikeaouli and
the hulumanu taught the commoners how to make stills so they might become selfsufficient, no longer reliant on western traders for alcohol. Supposedly, Kauikeaouli
intended to rule in the tradition of Lono, the god of fertility and agriculture. Yet, the
young Mo 7's actions can also be interpreted as those of man in transition, a King
operating outside of his own culture. Kauikeaouli's behavior represented a mix of
traditional Hawaiian norms with a veneer of western material culture and his actions
resulted, at least in part, from his upbringing. Kauikeaouli's brother, Liholiho, and his
other relatives had set aside the state religion when he was seven years old. Yet, these
same people had raised the boy to believe that he was a god. While Ka'ahumanu,
Kina'u, and many of the other chiefs rejected the old beliefs, clearly, the teenage Mo 7 did
not. Like his father, brother, and all the other great chiefs before him, Kauikeaouli
wanted to marry his sister in a ni'aupi 'a (brother-sister) mating. Like his predecessors,
he also employed the traditional sexual prerogatives of the ali 7 nui because by doing so
he demonstrated his mana (divine power) to both the ali 7 nui and the maka ainana.

Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, March 26, 1833, ML. Reynolds, "Journal," March 11, 1833,
typed copy, HHS.
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Furthermore, the young King gambled, drank, and bought the trader's goods in excess
because to do so was the natural and proper expression of an akua (god).^^
But, Kauikeaouli did all of these things without the religio-political belief system
and structure that would have legitimated his actions. Certainly, the factionalism among
the all i nui and his early upbringing may have given the Mo 7 the impression that he, and
not the Christian chiefs, acted correctly. The King found support for behavior from Boki,
Liliha, and a number of lesser chiefs because they disliked the constraints of Calvinist
Christianity and had not entirely given up their traditional beliefs. Foreign merchants like
Richard Chariton and Stephen Reynolds also told the young Mo 7 what he wanted to hear
because they believed that he would negate the Christians' threats to their social,
political, and economic privileges. Yet, the Hawaiians acclaimed the King's father,
Kamehameha I, as a great Mo 7 because he was a religious man who served the gods well
by making all of the appropriate sacrifices and rituals, hi contrast, Kauikeaouli embraced
many of the old norms without accepting the religious component that made those beliefs
possible and legitimate in the first place.
With the King's actions, the American evangelists saw the work of years
disintegrate and they worked hard to counteract the onslaught against the moral laws.
Hiram Bingham spent much of his time going around Honolulu, pressing the Christian
ali 7 nui to put an end to what he considered immoral actions, badgering the King to give
up his lifestyle, and preaching fire and brimstone sermons against sin at Kawaiahao

^ Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, IS7-IS8,81. Kauikeaouli's behavior can also be seen as youthful
rebelh'on against his parents, especially Ka'ahumanu his adopted mother.
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church. The minister also went to Kina'u and had her put a stop to a horse race, while he
also told the commoners that the King was hewa (sinful). Furthermore, Bingham tried to
reason face to face with Kauikeaouli and, when that failed, wrote a letter to the Mo 7 and
Kaomi, "Saying they must not Dance!Ailer Kuakini revived kite flying, another
missionary by the name of Ephraim Clark purportedly told the maka 'ainana that "all who
played with kites would die!!"^ Despite their efforts, Kauikeaouli, his followers, and the
commoners felt loath to give up their newfound pleasures.^^
In mid-March 1833, Kauikeaouli proclaimed himself the sole ruler of the
Sandwich Islands. The King's act had been inspired by Kina'u's refusal, because of the
kingdom's debts, to give him the $12,000 necessary to purchase a ship that he desired.
At the same time, he was influenced in his decision by the foreign merchants who
believed that the Calvinist restraints would come to an end under his reign. Before the
announcement, the Mo 7 had approved the statutes against murder, theft, and adultery.
Now, in a written statement and public promulgation, the King declared, "death and life,
to disapprove and to approve, all pleasures, all laws, and all actions in the land, are
mine."

Like his brother Liholiho, Kauikeaouli had little power because the chiefs had

refused to give him land when he had become Mo 7. Consequently, in his declaration, he
claimed all of the lands conquered by his father, Kamehameha 1, and control of the

Reynolds, "Journal," March 6, 1833, typed copy, HHS.
" Ibid., February 3, 1833.
" Ibid., September 29-30, 1832, Febnjary 5, 1833, March 10,24, 1833.
King Kauikeaouli, "Proclamation," March 14, 1833, Fo& Ex, HSA.
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islands' ports. Although the King had confirmed Kina'u as Kuhina Nui in a moment of
weakness, it seemed that now the Mo 7, rather the Christian chiefs, would control the
destiny of the Sandwich Islands. A week after the proclamation, acting on the advice of
Commodore Downes of the US fiigate Potomac, Kauikeaouli licensed grog shops at
Eighty dollars per year, contrary to the cow laws of 1829. As Levi Chamberlain had
observed more than a year earlier, the King "trampled on his own laws as well as the laws
ofGod."®^
Kauikeaouli's declaration delighted the western traders. The mission's secular
agent, Levi Chamberlain observed, "Those who desire a lawless course [i.e. the local
foreign businessmen] seem to have had a fair chance for gratifying their wishes."^^
Hearing of the news, Stephen Reynolds wrote in bold letters, "At 1 P.M. King Keaukiole
[Kauikeaouli] Declared himself KING of the Sandwich Islands, to a Concourse of from
three to five thousand of the Natives."*' He went on to record with glee Hiram
Bingham's frantic efforts to neutralize the King's measures. On the other hand, Richard
Charlton coolly informed his superiors at the British Foreign Office of Kauikeaouli's

" Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, February 6, 1832, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Ruflis
Anderson, March 20, 1833, ML, HMCS. Lorrin Andrews to Rufus Anderson, July I, 1833, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, March 23, 1833, typed copy, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, March 20, 1833, ML,
HMCS. Bingham, A Residence, 447-^8. Traditionally, their had been a Kalai'ainaal the ascension of
each new Mo 7. All of the lands were given to the conqueror or inheritor of the position, who then divided
the property among his supporters. Kamehameha I was one of the first Mo 7's to allow some of his chiefs,
the "four Kona uncles," to pass land on to their heirs in perpetuity. After Kamehameha I death, these ali 7
nui, or their descendants, did not want to have a Kalai'aina for Liholiho. Thus the new Mo 7's power was
limited by his lack of land. Kauikeaouli found himself in this same position after his brother's death.
Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land, 51-52,73-74.
^ Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, March 26, 1833, ML, HMCS.
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actions, noting that their was some possibility of civil war, but that "the Majority of the
Chiefs and nearly if not the whole of the common people are decidedly in his favour as
the latter will be greatly benefited by the Change[.]"^ In reality, although a majority of
the maka 'ainana may have supported the Mo 7, most of the ali 7 mi did not.
The greater part of the high chiefs actually favored Calvinist Christianity and they
had been dismayed at Kauikeaouli's behavior for years. Yet, as the Reverend Ephraim
Clark pointed out, "The serious chiefs seem rather at a loss to know what to do."^' On
Oahu, the King's drinking, gambling, and sexual activities had rendered the cow laws
ineffective, while at the same time causing these activities to reach epidemic proportions
among the native population. Both men and women gave up their spouses, taking up new
sexual partners, and Kauikeaouli allowed Hawaiian women, once again, to prostitute
themselves on board the foreign ships in Honolulu harbor. In fact, he put his mistress's
mother in charge of collecting a tax on the women who went out to the ships. Kina'u and
Kuakini found themselves incapable of commanding the power necessary to stop these
breaches of the law. Then, on top of all this, the Christian leaders had to deal with the
King's unexpected proclamation. Now, they had even more reason to resent Kauikeaouli
since he had usurped their right to make laws and decide cases of life and death.
Moreover, they disliked the fact that the Mo 7 had made them subservient to Kina'u only
as a means of carrying out his demands.^^

^ Richard Chariton to Viscount Palmerston, March 19, 1833, British Consul—Outgoing Letters, HSA.
" Ephraim Clark to Rufiis Anderson, March 30, 1833, ML, HMCS.
^ Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, March 26, 1833, ML, HMCS. Ephraim Clark to Rufiis
Anderson, September 28, 1833, ^fL, HMCS. Kamakau, Ruling Chi^s, 335.
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Even as it seemed the King's so-called outrages could go no further, he shocked
and offended the ali 7 nui by making Kaomi—a commoner and Kauikeaouli's lover—^an
unofficial co-ruler of the islands. The young man had often been an instigator of the
King's frolics and had been the "principal agent" in the revival of the traditional native
sports and games.^^ After his declaration, Kauikeaouli forced the members of his
household, chiefs, and foreigners to apply to Kaomi if they wanted land, money, or
clothing. He also allowed Kaomi to give and take land as he pleased. As often as not,
the young man took land from the Christians and gave it those who resisted the moral
laws. The Mo 7 also tried to put his favorite in charge of the market in Honolulu, but
those who opposed him said they would tear down the place before they would give it to
him. The Christian ali 7 nui disapproved of Kaomi because they believed that his bad
influence on Kauikeaouli had led to an abrogation of the moral laws and disorder
throughout the islands. They also disliked him because he threatened the very basis for
their hegemony. The chiefs had always jealously guarded the privileges of their status.
For generations, the ali 7 nui had used genealogical chants that went back to the time of
creation to prove their right to rule. But, Kauikeaouli flouted this time-honored tradition,
allowing someone of low birth to hold great powers, and the chiefs resented it.^
The King's actions distressed the missionaries. Two weeks before he declared
himself sole ruler of the Sandwich Islands, he had given the maka ainana "liberty to go
to Church or Stay away, as they pleased.After Ka'ahumanu's death, the clergymen
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had seen a small drop in school and church attendance, but after the Mo 7's proclamation,
the turnout declined dramatically. In April 1833, Hiram Bingham observed that the
Kawaiahao congregation had been reduced in numbers. By September, the Reverend
Ephraim Clark reported "a great falling off in our schools, in attendance on public
worship &c."^ Furthermore, Levi Chamberlain noted that whereas in the past he had
been able "get almost any kind of work done by the natives... for pay in books," now,
because of the lack of interest in learning, he was "obliged to pay cloth or money
Some of the other evangelists attributed the Hawaiians' disinterest in reading, writing,
and Calvinism to their previously servile nature. They pointed out that the "reception of
Christianity by the people of these Islands was not strictly a voluntary act."^^ Unlike
Native American groups, the commoners had been "trained from time immemorial to act
only in obedience" to their chiefs' commands.^ However, since they no longer
perceived the ali 7 mi as deities, they saw no need to follow commands of Kina'u and the
other Christian rulers. At the same time, the novelty of reading, writing, praying, and
church going had worn off and the maka ainana found that the frolics of the King much
more appealing. Clearly, the Christian ali 7 nui's efforts to resacralize space, time, and

^ Ephraim Clark to Ruftis Anderson, September 28, 1833, ML, HMCS.
Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, October 7, 1833, ML, HMCS. See also, John Emerson to
Ruflis Anderson, November 25, 1833, ML, HMCS.
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HMCS.
^ Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, March 20, April 9, 1833, ML, HMCS. Sheldon Dibble, David
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life at the islands had not resulted in the commoners' internalization of the foreign
norms.100
As the clergymen came to grips with the fact that social and political relationships
in Hawaii had spiraled out of their control, Kina'u and the other Christian ali 7 nui on
Oahu endeavored to both control and counteract the King's actions. They convened and
agreed to put a stop to "Billiards, Ninepins, Licensed-Houses, all amusements, &c &c[,]"
but met with little success because of Kauikeaouli's influence.'"' They also sent for
Hoapili to come from Maui to Honolulu to talk some sense into the King. The Governor
of Maui, Hoapili had been the trusted friend of Kamehameha 1, remaining devoted to his
heirs long after the King's death. The old chief had also been a staunch Christian since
the mid-1820s and had seen the most success at curbing the behavior of the sailors who
visited the port at Lahaina on Maui. Now, as in the case with Liliha's rebellion, the
Christian rulers in Honolulu hoped that the venerable Governor could persuade the rash
young King to give up his supposedly inmioral ways.
In June 1833, Hoapili arrived in Honolulu with the Mo 7 's sister, Nahi'ena'ena, in
the hopes of enticing him back to Maui and away from the traders. The young princess
had been baptized in 1826 and, although she had often strayed from the tenets of the
church, of late, Hoapili and the Reverend William Richards had closely managed her.
Under their combined pressure, the King wavered and supposedly gave up "all his

Sheldon Dibble, David B. Lyman, Joseph Goodrich to Rufiis Anderson, October 14, 1833, ML,
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"" Reynolds, "Journal," June 13, 1833, typed copy, HHS. See also. Ibid., Septembers, 1833.

authority to the old Chiefs

Furthermore, the Christian ali 7 nui tried to forcibly

remove the young man to Maui. However, Kauikeaouii managed to slip out of the
Christians' grasp and avoid the trip by hiding out in William French's building on his
way to the docks. He then sent messengers to Stephen Reynolds and Richard Charlton
asking for their help. After their arrival, the King met with Kina'u and the other ali 7 nui
and insisted that they give him ail the land of the islands, surrender the fort at Honolulu
harbor, and allow him to license grog shops before he would go to Maui. Kina'u refused
his demands, asserting, '*1 am in possession of the Lands and all the property. You do
bad. When I see you do good, then I Shall give you Something."'"^ Consequently, the
King remained on Oahu, while his sister returned to Maui.'°^
As Hoapili and the other Christians worked to curb the erring King throughout the
summer of 1833, Kauikeaouii, with the help of his foreign friends, plotted to make Liliha
Kuhina Nui (principal advisor) and the high-chief Paki her assistant. Since the effort to
force him to Maui, the King spent much of his time secluded in his Honolulu home
surrounded by a guard of armed soldiers and foreigners. Moreover, the Mo 7 purportedly
told the men to shoot any chief that tried to enter his home. In November, the Christian
ali'/ nui heard of the plan to make Hoapili's daughter principal advisor to the Mo 7 and.

Ibid.. June 15, 1833
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in an act of desperation, Kina'u, the Governor, and several other chiefs approached the
armed picket. Being told of their presence by the white men, Kauikeaouli welcomed his
relations with tears and kisses. Hoapili then informed the iCing that they had come
because they had heard of the plot to make Liliha Kuhina Nui. Very forcefully, the
Governor declared that before giving his daughter the position, Kauikeaouli would have
to kill him so that others would not blame him for this breach in tradition. As before.
Hoapili used the old argument that Kina'u was the daughter of Kamehameha I, whereas
Liliha was his daughter and, thus, genealogically inferior. Under the combined pressures
of logic, tradition, and the presence of his powerful relatives, Kauikeaouli once more
caved in to the wishes of the Christians. Although he did not discontinue his dissolute
ways, he did confirm Kina'u as Kuhina Nui, also giving her the position of Governor of
Oahu, thus sending the kite-flying Kuakini back to his governorship of Hawaii Island.'"^
Clearly, Kauikeaouli found himself caught between the contending groups of
foreigners and chiefs. On the one hand, he saw Richard Charlton, Stephen Reynolds, and
the other merchants as his fiiends whom he could depend on in his time of need. He
called on them for help as when Hoapili tried to lure him to Maui and when he
confronted Kina'u and the other Christian chiefs at William French's store. Moreover.
Kauikeaouli relied on Charlton to take charge of his affairs when he left on a tour of
Oahu after Kina'u refused to give in to his demands. Unfortunately for the young King,
his dependence on foreigners for aid and protection signified that he lacked the power,

Reynolds, "Journal," June 24, 1833, August 24,30, 1833, October 10, 1833, typed copy, HHS.
Kamakau, Ruling Chirfs, 336-337.

authority, and autonomy necessary to rule over his kingdom. Kauikeaouli also needed
Liliha's support in his bid to rule the islands. However, when he sent for her after
Hoapili, Kina'u, and the other Christians confit>nted him at his home in November 1834,
the chiefess showed up to the gathering drunk. The Mo 7 thus discovered the conundrum
of the lifestyle he embraced; those he relied on for support remained inherently unreliable
because of their similar inclination towards dissipation. On the other hand, the pressure
exerted on him from the Christian chiefs, most of whom were his relatives, clearly tore at
Kauikeaouli's heart. On many occasions, Bingham and the other evangelists had written,
"The king some better," or something to that effect because Kauikeaouli had temporarily
fallen under the influence of one or more of the Christian ali 7 nui.

The fact that the

young man had to hide from the chiefs in a bouse surrounded by armed Hawaiian and
foreign guards indicates that Kauikeaouli was all to aware of the fact that mere proximity
to his Christian relatives would melt his resolve. Of course, in the end, the question to be
resolved by both factions of Hawaiians was who had the greater amount of mam, Kina'u
or Kauikeaouli. Although the power seemed to tilt evenly between the two groups, the
King's dependence on the western traders and his drinking did not bode well for his
future.
Kauikeaouli's sister, Nahi'ena'ena also found herself torn between the Christians
and her brother and his friends. Since 1824, the Reverend William Richards and his wife
Clarissa had been foster parents and teachers to the young princess. The group lived at
Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, March 26, 1833, ML, HMCS.
Kamehameha III to Richard Charlton, enclosure in Richard Charlton to Viscount Palmerston,
October 12, 1833, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA.

Lahaina on Maui under the austere leadership of its Christian governor, Hoapili. There,
Nahi'ena'ena attended church services and prayer meetings. In 1833, no doubt inspired
by the clergyman, she signed a law relating to the market enclosure in Lahaina that
ensured fairness and penalized greediness. But, when not under the eye of Richards or
Hoapili, the princess strayed from the Calvinist morals that the missionaries had tried to
instill in her. She had had sexual relations with her brother at least since she was eight
years old and by the time she had entered her mid-teens, she found it difHcult to deny her
love for Kauikeaouli. Knowing of her temptation, Hoapili, Richards, and the other
Christian generally tried to keep the princess separated from her brother. The Governor
also suggested that she marry the son of Kalanimoku, Leleiohoku, as a means of keeping
her from the temptations of her brother's bed. However, the strain and unhappiness
brought about by their separation contributed to Nahi'ena'ena's lapses into intoxication.
In 1831, the evangelists had found the young woman drunk and she made her confession.
Two years later, they caught her again, but this time the princess refused to admit guilt.
On an ensuing journey around the island, she neglected to attend church and acted in
ways inimical to Calvinist morality. In January 1834, Richards' relented to a request by
Nahi'ena'ena and sent her to Oahu with Hoapili in the hope that the Christian chiefs there
would be a good influence on her.'"'
Much to the anguish and ch£^rin of the Christians, once on Oahu, Nahi'ena'ena
abandoned herself to what they believed was immorality rather than moral reform. She
drank alcohol, listened to the ancient Hawaiian chants, and attended the hula. Even the
William Richards to Rufiis Anderson, October 15, 1834, ML, HMCS.

traders' friend. Dr. Thomas Rooke, found her behavior so offensive that he wrote the
young woman a letter asking her "not to lead his [Hawaiian] wife astray!!!"'®' A couple
of months later, while traveling around Hawaii Island, Nahi'ena'ena continued drinking
and indulging in the ancient Hawaiian pastimes. Her behavior appalled the evangelists
and Christian chiefs, but Kauikeaouli kept his sister surrounded by armed guards so that
they could not come near and persuade her to desist. The Reverend William Richards
sent the princess a letter begging her to remember the "vows she had made to God," but
once again Nahi'ena'ena refused to repent.'"^
In March 1834, no longer able to tolerate the behavior of Nahi'ena'ena,
Kauikeaouli, and their followers, a Christian ali 7 nui by the name of Kaikio'ewa
kidnapped Kaomi, the King's lover. Kaikio'ewa had saved Kauikeaouli's life at his birth
and had served as his guardian. Despite their long relationship, he found that he could no
longer abide the King's behavior. Believing that Kaomi's death might solve the problem,
he abducted the young man while Kauikeaouli slept and took him to Kina'u in the fort
overlooking Honolulu harbor. Having been informed of Kaomi's seizure, Kauikeaouli
sent word to the fort that his lover should be released, but Kaikio'ewa refiised. Arriving
there in person, the Mo 7 untied Kaomi and Kaikio'ewa attacked him. As they fought, the
Christian chief shouted at Kauikeaouli, '"You are not the ruler over the kingdom if you
keep on indulging yourself in evil ways!'"''' Although the King bested his old guardian
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in the fight, it had little meaning since the man who had saved his life at its inception now
rejected him outright. Moreover, Kaikio'ewa was the first high chief to do so. As a
Christian, the elder ali 7 nui represented the Calvinist norms of the religious imperialists,
while Kauikeaouli embodied a mixture of Hawaiian beliefs and western materialism. As
such, the two could find no middle ground.
The constant conflict with the Christian chiefs, most of whom were his relatives
and Kaomi's kidnapping and the subsequent fight with Kaikio'ewa soon combined with
the King's drinking and a temporary rejection by his sister, Nahi'ena'ena, to cause
Kauikeaouli to veer off into a deep and suicidal depression. By 1834, Kauikeaouli
seemed well on the way to becoming a drunk, like his brother Liholiho. The King's
intoxication, no doubt, contributed to his suicide attempt at Pearl River, several miles
fi-om Honolulu. On 9 June 1834, the King was drinking with his sister and his other
favorites when Nahi'ena'ena refused to accompany him to Maui because she feared an
encounter with the staunch Hoapili. In a fit of depression over her rejection, Kauikeaouli
tried to "cut his throat" and drown himself."^ The King soon recuperated, but his anger
at the Christians for refusing to let him marry his sister continued. On 21 July 1834,
Kauikeaouli and Nahi'ena'ena openly engaged in sexual intercourse in front of the ali 7
nui, foreigners, and maka 'ainana at Pearl River. Afterwards, the young couple sent out a
crier to announce their union.'

"* Reynolds, "Journal," June 9, 1834, typed copy, HHS.
Richard Charlton to Governor Adams [Kuakini], February 13, 1827, Fo & Ex, HSA. Levi
Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, February 6, 1832, VfL, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," December 31,1831,
January 1, 1832, June 8-10, 1834, July 22, 1834,typed copy, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts,
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Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa has argued that Kauikeaouli "led the nation in rum and
'awa drinking, hula dancing, gambling, lovemaking, and ail forms of le'ale 'a [pieasiire]"
because he wished to "rule in the spirit of Lono[,]" the god of fertility. However, the
Hawaiian scholar conveniently fails to mention the King's depression and suicide
attempt."'* The Mo 7 may indeed have "brought joy back into life" by his actions, but he
did not drink alcohol to excess just because he was having fun.*' ^ Kauikeaouli drank
because he felt torn between the old world and the new. His stepmother, Ka'ahumanu,
his half-sister Kina'u, and many of his other relatives found that the regularity of the
Christian calendar and the Calvinist doctrines brought them serenity, whether or not it
had done the same for the commoners. But, Kauikeaouli and his sister could find no
peace or comfort in the clergymen's doctrines. The loved each other, but too many of the
powerful chiefs were against them, and they could not have what in the past would have
meant a glorious and god-producing union. The Mo 7 and his sister found themselves
stuck in transition: they could embrace neither the past, nor the future. Therefore, the
King drank and Nahi'ena'ena joined him, and in a fit of anger and fhistration the almost
twenty-one year old Mo 7 tried to kill himself. Moreover, when his suicide proved
unsuccessful, like an angry child Kauikeaouli lashed out, having sex with his sister in
front of everyone, including the Christian ali 7 nui, showing them that he would have his

February 6, 1832, ML ABCFM, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, March 26, 1833, ML,
HMCS. Lorrin Andrews to Rufiis Anderson, July I, 1833, ML, HMCS. William Richards to Rufiis
Anderson, October 15, 1834, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to D. Green, August 26, 1834, ML, HMCS.
Kame'eleihiwa, A/a//ve157, 158.
Ibid., 158.
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way no matter what. However, sex no longer signified a chiefs mana in the Sandwich
Island and Kauikeaouli would soon find that he lacked the power to turn time backwards
to the old and familiar ways.
In the year and a half following the events at Pearl River, Kauikeaouli moved
between apathy, rage, and defiance. In October 1834, Stephen Reynolds heard firom John
CoflRn Jones that he had "never saw... [the King] so ugly before."'

By January 1835,

the King had fallen into apathy, Stephen Reynolds describing him as "a mere cypher" at
the trial of another westerner."^ In the following months, Kauikeaouli gave into the
demands of the Christians, allowing Kina'u and Kekuanao'a to stop the dancing,
drinking, and game playing in and around Honolulu. This did not mean that the Mo 7 had
curtailed his own behavior. In fact, as Reynolds pointed out, the "King indulges, with his
party, in all manner of conduct, while Kinau Siezes & drags every one before her, for any
complaint, real or imaginary[.]"'

He also allowed Kaomi to hold court until his lover

died mysteriously in the summer of 1836. Ruflis Newburgh, a seaman who had returned
to Hawaii in mid-1835, summed up the political situation as thus: "The powers of
government are nominally vested in the King[,] but he takes no interest in it and has but
little influence[.] [EJveiything is done through two chief women whose adherents are
sufRciently powerful to check the few followers of the King[.]""'

Reynolds, "Journal," October 20,1834, typed copy, HHS.
Ibid., January 14, 1835.
"* Ibid., May 18, 1835.
Rufus Newburgh, "A Narrative of Voyage &c by Rufiis Newburgh," April 28-November 4, 1835,
[August2l, 1835], Fo&Ex, HSA. Reynolds,"Journal," December30, 1834, January 1,9, 17,1835, April
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Nahi'ena'ena's troubles with the Christians also persisted. AAer sleeping with
her brother in public, the Christian chiefs intervened and sent her back to Maui. There,
her presence created havoc among the maka 'aimna, influencing them to throw ofT the
constraints of the church. The Reverend William Richards complained, "She brought
bottles—cards—the hula—the pipe &c and in her own house and yard exhibited these by
night and day."'^'' The clergyman both spoke to her in person and wrote her letters about
her "crimes and indecencies[.]"'^' He and the other evangelists threatened to
excommunicate her and put her on church probation. Nonetheless, the young woman
rejected their demands. On 27 May 1835, Richards formally excluded her from the
mission church at Lahaina.'^
Nahi'ena'ena's sex life also remained problematic. Hoapili arranged for the
princess to marry another high chief, perhaps thinking that it would distract her from
Kauikeaouli. In November 1835, the Reverend William Richards married the two in a
church wedding, despite Nahi'ena'ena's excommunication. He probably did so as a
favor to Hoapili and the other Christian ali 7 nui. The chiefs had long been embarrassed
by Kauikeaouli's and Nahi'ena'ena's sexual relationship. When Captain Finch had
visited Hawaii in 1829, they had written him a letter denying the relationship, accusing
Richard Charlton and John Coffin Jones of spreading rumors about the couple. However,
5, 8, 1835, May 18, 1835, June 17, 24,27,30, 1836, August 26, 1836, September 4, 1836, typed copy,
HHS. Hiram Bingham, A Residence, 455.
William Richards to Ruflis Anderson, February 17, 1835, ML, HMCS.
Ibid.
Ibid. Reynolds, August 12, 1834, May 27, 1835, typed copy, HHS. William Richards to Rufus
Anderson, May 23, 1835, ML, HMCS.
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by 1834, they could no longer deny that the brother and sister were having a sexual affair.
Perhaps, the Christian chiefs and the clergyman believed that they could hide
Nahi'ena'ena's behavior behind the screen of a legitimate marriage. If so, they were
mistaken. The princess continued her affair with her brother and, unofScially,
Kauikeaouli, Nahi'ena'ena, and her husband had what the Hawaiians called a punalua, or
polygamous, marriage. At the end of the year, the young woman became pregnant,
although who had fathered the child remained unclear. In August 1836, she gave birth,
but her infant son died a short time latter. The following December, Nahi'ena'ena died
from complications from her pregnancy. She was only twenty years old.'^
Nahi'ena'ena's brief life reveals the dangers of transition and the perilous effects
religious imperialism had on a native population. Like her brother, the young princess
was the product of a ni 'aupi 'o (brother-sister) mating, which was supposed to make her
an akua (god) on earth. However, her mother, stepmother, and oldest brother overthrew
the religion that made her a god when Nahi'ena'ena was only four years old. A short
time later, her mother put her under the care of the missionaries and they raised the little
girl to believe the strict Calvinist doctrines about right behavior and sexuality.
Nevertheless, Nahi'ena'ena could not help but be influenced by both her surroundings
and the traditional beliefs of her people. Therefore, from a young age, the princess felt
torn between the evangelists and Christians chiefs whom she wished to please and the
brother, the King, who she loved with a physical passion that eventually could not be

Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 340-341. King Kauikeaouli, Poki [Boki], Hoapili, Kuakini, Naihe,
Ka'ahumanu, Nahi'ena'ena to Captain Finch, October 30, 1829, Fo & Ex, HSA. Hiram Bingham to Rufiis
Anderson, January 16,1837, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," December 30, 1836, typed copy, HHS.
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denied. The religious imperialism of the American missionaries thus trapped
Nahi'ena'ena between the beliefs of the past and the norms of the future.
Despite the fact that she eventually rebelled against the tenets of the Calvinists
with what seemed to be total abandon, the sad truth is that Nahi'ena'ena never truly set
aside the Christian lessons of her youth. If she had done so, her life might not have been
as tragic. In February 1835, William Richards noted that he had charged Nahi'ena'ena
"with the grossest hypocrisy in professing love for her teacher while she was going so
contrary to his instructions."'^'* He then threatened "that while she continued to act in the
character of an open enemy to the Saviour[,] I could never meet her again, and must
inculcate on all members of the church their clear duty of abstaining entirely from her
society."Nahi'ena'ena must have been heartbroken by this rejection from the
clergyman who had raised her, as well as that of the other church members. In fact, her
continued "immoral" behavior may have been meant to hurt and punish those who no
longer seemed to love her. As the Reverend Richard Armstrong observed, Nahi'ena'ena
"appeared as though madness was in her heartf.l"'^^
At the same time, Nahi'ena'ena exhibited a continued belief in the doctrines of
the Calvinists. After several visits from a church committee, the young woman agreed
with their views about her conduct and Richards asserted that "Her conscience and her
judgement are wholly on the side of religion and she trembles at the thought of being

'*•* William Richards to Rufijs Anderson, February 17, 1835, ML, HMCS.
Ibid.
Richard Armstrong to the Secretaries of the ABCFM, May 5, 1836, ML, HMCS.
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Utterly severed from the church."'^^ Nahi'ena'ena believed in the teachings of the
Calvinist missionaries, but she loved her brother more and could not give him up. Even
during the fourteen days before she died she renounced her "sins" and urged her brother
to give up his "immoral" behavior. Naturally, Hiram Bingham, who made this
observation, declared that it was unlikely that she would be "found among the trophies of
redeeming grace

Finally, although Nahi'ena'ena stands out because her status as

an ali 7 nui, an unknown number of other Hawaiians also found themselves caught in
transition, doomed to a hell that in the past had never existed for them.
After Nahi'ena'ena's death, Kauikeaouli found himself consigned to a living hell.
The King blamed himself for his sister's loss. Surely, he had lured her from the safety of
the mission and its powerful god. He had also caused her to renounce the tenets of the
Christians and embrace the traditions of the past. Furthermore, he had tried to rule in the
custom of Lono in a sort of continuous Makahiki celebration, but had failed to propitiate
and make sacrifices to the gods. Now, the mam of Hawaiian tradition failed in the face
of the power of western imperialists and their god. Now, Nahi'ena'ena and his child
were dead. He had truly loved his sister and his heart was broken. Whereas, the
missionaries found it fitting that one who had abandoned the church should meet such an
end, Kauikeaouli plainly saw in his sister's death the fritiiity of rebellion against a god
more powerful than those of his ancestors. After Nahi'ena'ena's last ilbiess, the King
gave up any inclination that he had to rule, leaving his half-sister, Kina'u, and the other
William Richards to Rufus Anderson, February 17, 1835, ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Ruflis Anderson, January 16, 1837, ML, HMCS.
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Christian ali 7 nui to make decisions for the kingdom. He retired to Maui, where he lived
for eight years near a mausoleum that he had built for Nahi'ena'ena's body. One of his
few acts was to order a yearly celebration to mark the day of her death. Shortly before
her funereal, in February 1837, he married a low-ranking ali 7 by the name of Kalama,
taking the ultimate revenge on his relatives who had always put such a high value on
genealogical rank. Like his sister, Kauikeaouli too fell victim to the hazards of
• •
129
transition.

Kamakau,/{u/zngCA/i^, 341-342.
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CHAPTER 6
CHRISTIAN CHIEFS AND AMERICAN MISSIONARIES UNDER
SIEGE, 1835-1839

"If we have not presumed too far upon our hopes and imagination[] the
day is dawning when the Sandwich islands, are to take their stand among
the nations ofthe earth as a land of 'steady habits,' a land of industry, a
land of affluence and a land of religious liberty. "
Editor. Sandwich Island Gazette, April 21, 1838'

By the mid-1830s, two controversies raged in the Sandwich Islands that would
continue into the next decade. The first concerned the Catholic faith and the topic of
freedom of religious expression. Broader in its range, the second debate centered on the
related issues of foreign property rights, maka 'ainana labor, native depopulation,
Hawaii's economic future, and chiefly sovereignty. Both the American missionaries and,
especially, the western businessmen saw these topics as interrelated. Moreover, events
and arguments relating to the issue of the Catholic religion often spurred debates about
foreign rights and economic issues, and vice versa. However, for the sake of focus and
clarity, they will be dealt with separately in this chapter and the next.
During the mid-to-late 1830s, western traders, American evangelists, and
Hawaiian chiefs debated broad questions about the economic and political ftiture of the
Sandwich Islands. By the middle of the decade, the merchant faction had lost influence
with the ali 7 nui, especially after Liliha's revolt failed and King Kauikeaouli gave up his
' Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), April 21, 1838, Hawaiian Historical Society (HHS).
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rebellion against Calvinist morality. In addition, they faced economic hard times because
of the American Panic of 1837 and a downturn in world trade. Therefore, they sought to
solve their problems by remaking Hawaii into a plantation paradise. At the same time,
this period witnessed an increase in white businessmen's power and influence with the
people and governments of their western homelands. Their establishment of the first
English language newspaper in the Sandwich Islands increased the traders' influence by
making their views about their missionary foes and the Hawaiian government known to a
wider western world. In turn, this gave their complaints to their countries' leaders more
weight. Soon, it seemed that with a single letter the white businessmen could summon a
ship-of-war to the islands. Their newfound outside sources of power encouraged the
members of the merchant faction to assail the ali 7 mi and their Calvinist advisors more
boldly than ever. As a result, both Hawaii's leaders and their missionary friends found
themselves on the defensive in the face of these new attacks. Simultaneously, the
Protestant evangelists had to deal with factionalism within their own ranks and the
rumored withdrawal of financial support from the American Board. However, by 1839,
the interests of the white businessmen and many of their Calvinist enemies merged as
both saw plantation agriculture as the solution to their fiscal problems and those of the
islanders'.
Through the mid-1830s, the evangelists faced the challenges that came with
Ka'ahumanu's passing, Nahi'ena'ena's apostasy, and the King's revolt against the
constraints of Calvinist morality. During those years, when it seemed as though the
forces of "immorality" and the traders who opposed them might triumph, the evangelists
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also experienced serious dissention within the mission. Geof&ey A. Oddie has pointed
out that despite common assumptions, theology, and sense of purpose, there existed
important differences among missionaries in India. This proved also to be the case in the
Sandwich Islands. Since the inception of the mission, Hiram Bingham and most of the
other evangelists had demanded a certain degree of conformity with regard to personal
deportment and dedication to their cause. Yet, that proved difficult for some of the men
and women sent to the islands by the ABCFM. In the early years of their undertaking.
Dr. Thomas Holman and his wife Lucia had been excommunicated from the mission
church because of their failure to meet the standards of their co-workers. Later, in 1834,
the Calvinists forced Joseph Goodrich and his wife to leave the mission because he spent
too much time on secular duties such as gardening, craftwork, and the production of
medicines. Moreover, Goodrich was friendly with the western merchants, which did not
help his case. However, in 1835, the Calvinists suffered an even greater loss when
Andrew and Rebecca Johnstone left the mission, taking up the cause of the western
businessmen who opposed their former colleagues.^
The Oahu Charity School served as the context for the defection of Andrew
Johnstone, the mission's assistant superintendent of secular affairs, and his wife Rebecca.
In 1830, he arrived with orders from the ABCFM to assist Levi Chamberlain in his duties
" Geoffrey A. Oddie, "•Orientalism' and British Protestant Missionary Constructions of India in the
Nineteenth Century," South Asia, vol. 17, no. 2, 1994,42. For information on the Holman's problems with
the mission, see, lliomas Holman to Prudential Committee ABCFM, November 21, 1820, Missionary
Letters to the ABCFM (ML), Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, (HMCS). Joint letter from Bingham,
Chamberlain, Thurston, Loomis to the Prudential Committee, ABCFM, November 25, 1821, ML, HMCS.
Sandra Wagner-Wright, "When Unity is Tom Asunder; The Distressing Case of Thomas and Lucia
Holman," Pacific Studies, vol. 15, no. 2, June 1992. For information on Joseph Goodrich's problems with
the mission, see, Joseph Goodrich to Levi Chamberlain, November 2, 1833, ML, HMCS. Goodrich to Levi
Chamberiain, January 10,1834, ML, HMCS. Goodrich to Levi Chamberlain, May 13, 1834, ML, HMCS.
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as secular agent. Johnstone avoided this work, instead focusing on the foreign residents
and seamen, whom he believed the Protestant clergymen had "criminally neglected."^
Moreover, he felt greatly disappointed with the mission, claiming that it had been
presented to him in a much different light. Thus, when the trustees of Oahu Charity
School offered the Johnstones $500 annually to teach at their school, the unhappy
evangelist and his wife accepted with alacrity. Despite their misgivings, the members of
the mission tentatively approved the appointment until they could apprise the American
Board of the situation and gain their approval. Nonetheless, they remained doubtful as to
whether the education of the traders' children was a legitimate part of their mission to the
heathen. Moreover, they felt uncomfortable with the Johnstones' association with men
whom they considered their enemies. Furthermore, the bylaws of the school stated that
religious texts would not be used, much to the dislike of the Calvinists. By 1834, the
Protestant missionaries had even more reason to be vexed with the couples' relationship
with the merchants, since the trustees of the Oahu Charity School had passed a resolution
forbidding Hiram Bingham fi'om preaching in their school house.'*
The uncertainty of the American Board's position regarding the Johnstones'
appointment at the Oahu Charity School created tension among the New Englanders.
'' Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, August 3, 1835, ML, HMCS.
* Stephen Reynolds, '"Journal," January 10, 1833, May 20, 1833, November 28, 1833, typed transcript,
HHS. Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, December 3, 1833, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis
Anderson, August 3, 1835, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," May 25, 1834, typed transcript, HHS.
Jonathan Green to David Greene, June 22, 1835, ML, HMCS. On May I, 1833, the trustees of the Oahu
Charity School resolved, "'that Mr. Bingham in consequence of his scandalous, unfounded, false &
unceasing libels on the foreign residents be prohibited from ever performing any religious service in the
Oahu Charity School." Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS. See, Harold
Whitman Bradley, The American Frontier in Hawaii: The Pioneers, 1789-1843, (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1942), 382-386.
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The missions' leaders asked their superiors about the appropriateness of the Johnstones'
labors at the foreigners' school, but the Board's Prudential Committee offered no clear
solution to the problem. Johnstone believed that his colleagues misrepresented the school
to the American Board and requested more time to explain the situation to the Board
himself. The evangelists granted his request, but asked him decide whether he would
remain with the mission or teach at the businessmen's school. Because the teacher did
not make any immediate decision, and conmiunication with the ABCFM took upwards to
two years, tension continued, causing an ever-expanding breach between the Johnstones
and their fellow missionaries.^
By 1835, the situation came to a head when Andrew Johnstone blamed Hiram
Bingham for the ABCFM's lack of support for the Oahu Charity School. In addition, he
charged the clergymen with working to have him kicked out of the mission during the
preceding four years. Although the minister claimed that he had always backed the
couples' teaching at the school and had never considered getting rid of either of his
colleagues, Johnstone, suddenly and seemingly out of nowhere, told Bingham that he
wanted to have nothing to do with him, accusing his co-worker of being '"artful,
deceitful, and unworthy of the character of a christain minister.'"^ Later, the clergyman
discovered that the teacher made this accusation based on what the traders had told him
about the supposed plot to take Bingham's life. By August 1835, Johnstone's assertion
^ Jonathan Green to David Greene, June 22, 1835, ML, HMCS. Levi Chamberlain to Ruflis Anderson,
June 27, 1835, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS. Reynolds,
"Journal," June 11, 1834, typed copy, HHS. Andrew Johnstone to Rufiis Anderson, August 4, 1835, ML,
HMCS.
^ Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS.
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aix)ut Bingham's efforts to kick him out of the mission had become a self-fulfilling
prophecy. His behavior towards his colleagues led them to write him a letter informing
him that "you have forfeited the confidence of the Mission & cannot be regarded as in
regular standing in the mission, nor entitled to its privileges."^ Thus, the Johnstones'
estrangement from the Calvinist missionaries was made complete.^
The Johnstones defection from the American mission did not occur in a vacuum.
If it had, it might not have been such a blow to his colleagues. Where the Holmans had
left the islands soon after their exile from the mission in 1821, the Johnstones remained.
Whereas Goodrich had been contrite in the face of his brethrens' accusations of
misconduct, Johnstone proved obstinate. Moreover, the couple remained in Hawaii as
allies of the evangelists' enemies. Even before his banishment, the teacher had found
solace in airing his troubles and complaints to the anti-missionary faction. This must
have seemed natural since he worked for them. They, in turn, took Johnstone's part in
his struggles with the Calvinists because it could only be to their benefit. It was their
support that led Johnstone to denounce Bingham and renounce his brethren. When the
estranged evangelist parroted the western businessmen's views concerning the plot to
take Bingham's life, he clearly sided with the mission's foes. Furthermore, the teachers
turned to the merchant community when their colleagues ofHcially withdrew their
support. When they learned that the teachers would be forced to leave their home, which

^ Rueben Tinker and Ephraim Spaulding to Andrew Johnstone, August 3, 1835, VfL, HMCS.
* Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS. Ephraim Spaulding to Rufiis
Anderson, August 3, 1835, ML, HMCS. Sybil Bingham to her sisters, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," June 7, 1835, typed copy, HHS.
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was the property of the mission, the trustees of the Oahu Charity School held several
emergency meetings, taking up a subscription to provide the couple with a comfortable
dwelling.^
Clearly, the Calvinists understood that their troubles with the teachers provided
tliel for their opponents. The Reverend William Alexander regretted "'that the enemy
should have gained such an advantage[, exclaiming] Alas! How will they rejoice, and
blaspheme, and say 'Aha, for so would we have it.""'° Sybil Bingham held that their
enemies had deliberately sought to alienate Johnstone from the mission. While this may
have seemed to be paranoia on the missionaries' part, on the whole, the defection of two
of their members proved a great embarrassment to the Calvinists and their cause.''
In contrast, the winning of the Johnstones to their side proved a major victory for
the businessmen. Whether or not the merchants purposely sought out the couple, they
had no compunction about using the teachers of their school in their war against the
Calvinists. Although relations between the evangelists and their former brethren warmed
up somewhat in the coming year, the traders' triumph remained sweet. In the April 1837
edition of the merchant-produced newspaper, the Sandwich Island Gazette, the editor

^ Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, August 3, 1835, ML, HMCS. Ephraim Spaulding to Ruiiis
Anderson, August 3, 1835, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," June 11-12, 1834, December 3, 1834, June
7,9-12, 16-19,23, 1835, August 9, 11, 1835, typed copy, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson,
August 8, 1835, [October 19, 1835], ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Rufus Anderson, August 5, 1835,
ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, August 7, 1835, ML, HMCS.
" Sybil Bingham to her sisters, August 5, 1835, ML, HMCS.
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happily chortled that "Mr[.], Johnstone was a member of the mission[,]" but now he
served the trading community instead.'^
The newspaper became a powerful weapon in the traders' struggle against the
American missionaries and Christian ali 7 mi. In 1834, the Calvinists had established
two Hawaiian language newspapers, Ka Lama Hawaii (The Hawaiian Luminary) and Ke
Kumu (The Teacher), both of which conveyed the superiority of western Protestant
civilization to the Sandwich Islanders. The local western businessmen had also talked
about setting up a newspaper, but first they had to send to the United States for a printing
press. In July 1836, Henry A. Peirce—^James Hunnewell's business partner—^and
Stephen Reynolds established the Sandwich Island Gazette and Journal of Commerce as
the first weekly English language newspaper in Hawaii. Ostensibly, they meant to devote
their newspaper to the "interests of Commerce, Navigation, and Agriculture, in the
Pacific, and for the diffusion of information upon such topics as may be worthy of notice.
..

However, the Protestant evangelists recognized the potential for the subversion of

their cause in the businessmen's newspaper. In the merchants' view, the Calvinists
prejudiced the King against the Gazette, and Kauikeaouli shut down Hall's printing
establishment because the newspapers' backers had not asked his permission to publish.
Nonetheless, Stephen Reynolds persuaded him to relent. In consequence, fi'om its

Stephen Mackintosh, ed., ^a/KAvic/t/f/a/K/Ga?e/re, (Honolulu), April 29, 1837, HHS. Levi
Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, March 22, 1836, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson,
March 27, 1836, ML, HMCS.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 30, 1836, HHS.

inception, the editorial voice of the Sandwich Island Gazette emphasized the importance
of freedom of the press.
That freedom to express their opinion in the Sandwich Island Gazette served the
merchant population especially well in a new propaganda war against the members of the
Protestant mission. By 1836, approximately five-hundred foreigners lived in Hawaii and
aix)ut one hundred of these subscribed to the newspaper. Nevertheless, copies of the
paper made their way to the United States and Europe and presented the traders' views
about the missionaries to a greater public. In addition, the editor, Stephen Mackintosh
established contacts with a number of American newspapers, trading articles back and
forth with them. Consequently, if Americans did not actually subscribe to the Sandwich
Island Gazette, many read or heard about the western businessmen's denunciations of the
mission enterprise in the Sandwich Islands who would not have known about the subject
otherwise. This publicity gave the merchants an influence far greater than their numbers
indicated. Initially, they used that power most often against the Calvinists.'^

Helen Geracimos Chapin, Shaping History: The Role of Newspapers in Hawaii, (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1996), 16, 19-22. Henry Peirce to James Hunnewell, September 22, 1834,
Hunnewell Papers, HHS. James Hunnewell was actually upset with Henry Peirce for not calling on him to
procure the printing press. Peirce probably had [William or Henry] Paty buy the press instead of
Hunnewell because of the latter's friendship with the Calvinist missionaries. Stephen Mackintosh to King
Kauikeaouli, July S, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," June 14,21, 1836, July 16, 31, 1836,
typed copy, HHS. Letter to the Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), October 8, 1836, HHS.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), April IS, 1837, HHS.
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Indeed, Mackintosh attacked the Protestants repeatedly. For example, in
September 1836, he reprinted an article from the Salem Gazette about a minister who was
"flogged in the public streets" for publishing a satirical piece about a "gentleman...
engaged in the business of distilling ardent spirits[.]"'^ The editor claimed that he
published the essay on the flogging not because he believed in "'Club law," but because
he wished to "echo the opinions ... that black cloth, long faces, and psalm singing,
should never excuse backbiting, deception, and inconsiderate interference in our
neighbours' affairs[.]"'^ Nevertheless, Mackintosh wanted the Calvinists to understand
that they deserved nothing less than whipping for their similar efforts to curb alcohol
consumption. On another occasion, the editor of the Gazette published a letter to the
editor of a foreign newspaper protesting against the protracted meetings held by
evangelicals, asserting that they caused "excitement," "heated passions," and "fiery
zealots," all of which we have long condemned[.]"'® Again, he published this foreign
letter because it echoed his own views about the Calvinists in Hawaii, while allowing him
to claim himself innocent of any attack on his adversaries.
Mackintosh also employed the Protestants own words against them in his
newspaper. Beginning in September 1837, the editor culled the evangelists' published
reports and letters in the Missionary Herald as means of criticizing the Calvinists and
promoting the view that they had failed in their mission. In a September 1837 editorial.

Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 3, 1836, HHS.
" Ibid.
Ibid., June 3, 1837.
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he used Reverend Lorrin Andrews' queries concerning the efficacy of the missions'
labors—found buried on page 165 of an 1834 Missionary Report published in Boston—to
corroborate his views that all of the Calvinists' churching and schooling had made the
Hawaiians lazy. A month later, the editor quoted extensively from the Protestants' letters
published in the Missionary Herald, claiming that since the missionaries believed their
work a failure, it made no sense to send evangelical reinforcements, funds, and materials
to Hawaii. The next week, the newspaperman asserted, "If the statements of the
missionaries themselves go to condemn the scheme of converting the Sandwich Islanders
to the faith of their present preachers, how evident must it appear to the unprejudiced and
candid observer, either that the missionary plan is a bad one, or that the agents, who have
been employed to develop that plan, are insufficient to the task which has delved upon
them."'^ How Mackintosh and his merchant friends must have delighted in this vein of
attack as the Protestants' letters both filled up space in the paper and served to vilify the
writers who were their opponents.^"
The Sandwich Island Gazette also served as forum for western sojourners in
Hawaii. In an August 1836 letter to the editor, "Viator" declared, "Our worthy
countrymen, at home, perhaps imagine that all is savage in these countries—that the
foreigners who have taken up their abodes here have also taken up the manners and
customs of the natives.—On this subject, I will only say come and see... [and he will be

" Ibid., November 4, 1837.
Ibid., September 23, 1837, October 28, 1837. See also. Ibid., March 17, 1838.
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shown] the attentions he may have been accustomed to in civilized countries[.]"^' In the
past, members of the expatriate community had adopted many of the manners and habits
of the Hawaiians—^and did not much care as long as people at home remained ignorant of
their activities. Wishing to counteract the negative impressions created by the
missionaries' published writings, by the mid-1830s, "Viator" and the other leaders of the
merchant faction promoted a view of themselves not men outside the boundaries of
"civilization, but as gentleman no different from those found in western societies.
Consequently, they traded in the privileges of transition for the power that came with
embracing white Anglo-Saxon middle-class norms.
By claiming the status of civilized gentleman, they could assert their superiority
over the islands' inhabitants, declaring that they knew what was best for the kingdom. A
case in point occurred during the visit of the U.S.S. Peacock in September 1836.
"Politicus" wrote a letter to the editor advancing the view that western economic systems
should be introduced in Hawaii. This would be accomplished by securing the property
rights of the foreign population and allowing plantation agriculture with wage labor.
Although "Politicus" claimed that this was the best way of bringing prosperity to the
maka 'ainana, in reality, the outsider championed the popular assertion that the western
merchant community should take a more active role in controlling the economic life of
the islands. Even though "Politicus" was probably a member of the Peacock''s crew.

Viator, "Letter to the Editor," Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), August 20, 1836, HHS.
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Macidntosh published the missive because it mirrored the views of the expatriate
community.^
Politicus's assertions echoed a larger and ongoing debate about the rights of
foreigners in the Sandwich Islands. Since the time of Isaac Davis and John Young in the
1790s, the all 7 nui had given outsiders land to use. However, the chiefs retained title to
the property and for several decades would not allow them to keep or sell the
improvements they had made if they left the islands. In addition, Hawaii's rulers often
arbitrarily took back the land they had given, leaving the foreign residents angry at the
loss of their investments. Furthermore, aliens could not buy or sell their improvements
without their permission. The westerners complained about the tenuous nature of their
property rights, but also about individual rights. For more than thirty years, the ali 7 nui
had capriciously thrown western men in the fort or imposed fines upon them and little
could be done other than to have one of the consuls issue a letter of protest.
Consequently, for years, members of the trading community called for western ships-ofwar to protect their rights, as well as adjudicate the chiefs' debts.^

~ Publicus, "Letter to the Editor," Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), October 8, 1836, HHS.
^ S.E. Patterson to King Kauikeaouli, "Request for land," June 10,1831, Foreign and Executive Office
(Fo & Ex), Hawaii State Archives (HSA). Richard Charlton to King Kamehameha [Kauikeaouli], February
13, 1834, Fo & Ex, HSA. Richard Charlton to Viscount Palmerston, January 23, 1836, Correspondence
Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. W.S. W. Ruschenberger, A Voyage Round the World; including an
Embassy to Muscat andSiam, in 1835, 1836, and 1837, (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea & Blanchard, 1838),
492. A. B. Thompson to Kauikeaouli, July 12, 1833, Fo & Ex, HSA. John Coffin Jones to John Quincy
Adams, December 31,1822, Dispatches from the US States Consuls in Honolulu, HSA. John Coffin Jones
to Henry Clay, July [?] 8, 1826, July I, 1827, Dispatches from the US States Consuls in Honolulu, HSA.
Richard Charlton to Captain Waldyman, August 8,1830, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, HSA. Richard
Charlton to Rear Admiral Sir E. W. C. R. Owen K. C. B., June 27, 1832, British Consul-Outgoing Letters,
HSA. Richard Charlton to Viscount Palmerston, March 26, 1834, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, HSA.
Eliab Grimes to Josiah Marshall, August 16,182S, Marshall Letterbook, HHS. Dixey Wildes to Josiah
Marshall, July 18, 1825, Marshall Letterbook, HHS. Reynolds, "Journal," May 1, 1829, in Pauline King,
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In the fall of 1836, the businessmen's repeated requests bore fruit in the form of
the U.S.S. Peacock, the U.S.S. Enterprise, the French warship La Bonite, and the English
man-of-war H.B.M. ship Actaeon, all arriving within weeks of one another. The
Sandwich Island Gazette championed the appearance of these warships, hoping that both
the commanders and the presence of these ships-of-war would soon lead to the
enforcement of what they believed were their rights. During their stay, the captains of
the foreign vessels entered into discussions with the Kina'u, Kauilceaouli, and the other
chiefs, focusing on the issue of foreign rights, but each with his own set of concerns. The
French captain of La Bonite was primarily concerned with the right of Catholics to live
and freely practice their religion in the islands. Conunodore Kennedy discussed property
rights, religious liberty, and the treatment of American prisoners. He endeavored to
convince the ali 7 nui of the propriety of allowing "American Citizens to transfer to other
American Citizens, any property, rights or privileges which may have been derived from
the Government of these Islands, either by purchase, gift or lease."^"* However, Hawaii's
leaders remained adamant that no Sandwich Island Mo 7 had ever alienated his right to
the soil. Moreover, Kauikeaouli expressed his fears that he would lose his kingdom
should he assent to the outsiders' desires. The Conunodore also informed the ali 7 nui
that he believed that under the 1826 treaty they had signed with Thomas ap Catesby
Jones, Hawaii's rulers had no "right to expel from ... [their] land or prohibit from
landing & residing in your dominions, any American Citizen or citizens, whatever may
ed.. Journal of Stephen Reynolds: Volume I: 1823-1829, (Salem, Massachusetts: The Peabody Museum of
Salem, 1989), 262.
Commodore Edmund P. Kennedy to Kauikeaouli, October 7, 1836, Fo &. Ex, HSA.
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be his Religious opinions, so long as they Conform to your laws

Nevertheless,

Kina'u, Kauikeaouli, and the other ali 7 nui rejected that interpretation of the treaty,
asserting that as a sovereign, the King had a right to decide who lived in his kingdom. In
the end, Kennedy did not use gunboat diplomacy because he believed it inconsistent with
American principles. The traders would have to wait a few days for Lord Edward Russell
of the Actaeon to them the satisfaction they desired.^^
Lord Russell had no compunction about violating any principles of honor and
justice. He intended to secure the rights of Englishmen whether the Sandwich Island ali 7
nui liked it or not. The Captain had been sent to Hawaii by the British Foreign Office
after they had received a letter from Richard Charlton complaining about two British
subjects who had had their property seized by the chiefs. Essentially, the ali 7 nui and
westerners had two entirely difTerent conceptualizations of property ownership. Hawaii's
rulers had always believed that the land belonged to the Mo 7 to disperse as he pleased.
After giving a person land, the high-chief could take back both the soil and all that was
upon it if the person displeased him or died. Since individual property ownership was
sacred to most westerners. Lord Russell contended that that the Hawaiians' beliefs were

^ Ibid.
Hon. W. Fox Strangways to Mr. Consul Charlton, British Foreign Office, September 21, 1836,
Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Hon. W. Fox Strangways to Mr. Wood, British
Foreign Office, September 21, 1836, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Mackintosh,
ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 10, 1836, October I, 1836, October 15, 1836, HHS.
W. S. W. Ruschenberger, A Voyage Round the World; Including an Embassy to Muscat and Siam, in 1835,
1836, and 1837, (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea & Blanchard, 1938), 1,496-498. Reynolds, "Journal, October
S-7, 1836, typed copy, HHS. Commodore Edmund P. Kennedy to Kauikeaouli, October 7, 1836, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
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"unjust."^^ In a report chronicling his meetings with the chiefs, Russell pointed out that if
he acknowledged the Hawaiian concept of property ownership, he would be giving up all
of the foreign residents' land. Moreover, the westerners had convinced him that they had
actually bought their property from former governors of the islands. Lord Russell was
not about to assent to the Hawaiians' views, and, consequently, he threatened that
"redress would be obtained at the muzzles of the guns," if the Sandwich Island chiefs did
not sign a treaty guaranteeing the rights of British subjects.^^ Richard Charlton also made
threats of war. Under such circumstances, Kauikeaouli felt that he had no choice but to
sign the treaty. This event proved a major shift in the balance of power between the
chiefs and the foreign trading community.^'
The October 1836 Russell treaty seemingly violated all of the principles held by
the Hawaiian ali 7 nui. Article one of the treaty allowed British subjects to reside in the
Sandwich Islands without permission of the King or chiefs. After several days of
Captain Lord Edward Russell to Commodore Mason, February 3, 1837, Correspondence Relative to
the Sandwich Islands, HSA.
Richard Charlton to Viscount Palmerston, October 11, 1837, Correspondence Relative to the
Sandwich Islands, HSA.
Ibid., January 23, 1836. Sir John Barrow to the Honorable W. Fox Strangways, September 23, 1836,
Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Richard Charlton to Viscount Palmerston,
November 22, 1836, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Edward Russell to
Commodore Mason, February 3, 1837, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA.
Kamehameha III [Kauikeaouli], Nahi'ena'ena, Ka'ahumanu II [Kina'u], Kekauluohi, Liliha, Kekawonhi,
Hoapili Kane, Aikanaka, Paki to King William IV, November 16,1836, Correspondence Relative to the
Sandwich Islands, HSA. Kauikeaouli, et al, "Statement Respecting the preparation of the [Russell]
Treaty," November 16, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA. Jonathan Green to Rufiis Anderson, November 21, 1836,
ML, HMCS. Richard Charlton denied that he and Lord Russell had threatened to bombard the islands if
the ali'i nui did not sign the treaty. In his letter to the British foreign office, he made it seem as though the
chiefs had agreed to the treaty. Mr. Consul Charlton to Viscount Palmerston, November 22, 1836,
Correspondence Relative to Ae Sandwich Islands, HSA. Hon. W. Fox Strangways to Sir John Barrow,
British Foreign Office, June I, 1837, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Mr. Consul
Charlton to Viscount Palmerston, October 11, 1837, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands,
HSA.
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conferences between Russell and the ali 7 nui, the Captain and Richard Charlton had
given Kauikeaouli, Kina'u, and the other chiefs reason to believe that article one would
actually state that English citizens could not land in the islands or build houses without
permission of the King. However, Charlton, Russell, or both placed a strategic comma in
the treaty that made it seem that Hawaii's rulers had agreed to allow British subjects to
remain in the islands without the Mo 7 's consent. Later, the chiefs complained that their
copy of the treaty differed from the one held by Richard Charlton.^" Article two stated
that English residents had license to buy and/or sell their houses, fences, and all moveable
goods without the prior authorization of the Mo 7, although the land would remain the
property of the King. In cases where a British subject had died, article three entitled the
heirs or English Consul to search the property of the deceased, paying any debts before
disposing of the assets, leaving the chiefs out of the proceedings entirely.
The ali 7 nui could do little about the Russell treaty other than write letters of
protest in the hope that some foreign country might come to their aid. To King William
IV of Great Britain, Kauikeaouli and all of the major ali 7 nui pointed out that since
Russell had threatened to Are upon them with the Actaeon's guns, they had signed the
treaty under duress. Furthermore, they noted that the agreement violated their
sovereignty because it overturned their long held principles concerning property

As in the Sandwich Islands, in North America, unethical whites employed similar tricks when signing
treaties with Native Americans. For an early example, see, Francis Jennings, "The Scandalous Indian
Policy of William Penn's' Sons: Deeds and Documents of the Walking Purchase," Pennsylvania History,
vol. 37, no. I, 1970, 19-39. More often than not, language barriers also created misunderstandings over
treaties. For example, see, Anthony F. C. Wallace, "Prelude to Disaster The Course of Indian-White
Relations Which L«d to the Black Hawk War of 1832," Wisconsin Magazine of History, vol. 65, no. 4,
1982,247-288.
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ownership and the authority of the chiefs. They also listed their grievances against
Richard Charlton, including his involvement in the dragging of a native during the cow
incident, requesting that he should be removed as British Consul. Finally, they asked the
British King to rectify all of the wrongs that had been committed gainst them.
Unfortunately for the ali 7 nui, the English sovereign failed to respond to their complaints
against Lord Russell and Richard Charlton.^'
In contrast, the western merchants hailed the Russell treaty with triumph,
believing it to be the first step towards implementing their vision of a plantation paradise
in the middle of the Pacific. The Sandwich Island Gazette proclaimed, "The Happy Day
has come

We Shall now, one and all, be able to go on, heartily, and make the

Sandwich Islands a second paradise. Go on the Hoe, Spade, Quill, Hammer, and
Marline-spike!"^^ The foreign traders residing in Honolulu were not alone in their
imaginings. C. K. Stribling of the Peacock enthused about the agricultural prospects of
the islands, declaring, "The cultivation of cotton and coffee, can be carried on without
capital, and a ready sale for all that can be produced, cannot be doubted. Sugar-cane can

A strategic comma inserted in article one makes it unclear whether British subjects could without the
permission of the King or whether they only needed the permission of the King to build houses, etc. The
relevant part of article one reads, "they shall also be permitted to reside therein as long as they conform to
the laws of these Islands, & to build houses warehouses for their merchandize with the consent of the King.
.."Treaty with Great Britain, signed by Lord Russell and Kamehameha III [Kauikeaouli]," November
16, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA. Kauikeaouli, et al, "Statement Respecting the preparation of the [Russell]
Treaty," November 16, 1836, Fo& Ex, HSA. Kamehameha III [Kauikeaouli], Nahi'ena'ena, Ka'ahumanu
II [Kina'u], Kekauluohi, Liliha, Kekawonhi, Hoapili Kane, Aikanaka, Paki to King William IV, November
16, 1836, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA. Kuykendall presents the controversy
over the clause as a "'clumsy affair."' Ralph S Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 1778-1854:
Foundation and Transformation. (}\ono\\i\M:\Sm\ers\ty of HaviaW, 1938), 147-148. Bradley contends that
the King did not agree to let British subjects live in the islands without his consent. Bradley, The American
Frontier, 281.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), November 19, 1836, HHS.
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also be cultivated

Clearly, by the mid-1830s, the foreign population now looked

to agricultural production as the best means for acquiring wealth.
The merchants dreamed of the agricultural prospects of the islands because the
1830s proved a difficult decade for them. As the exchange in sandalwood declined in the
late 1820s, the resident foreign merchants made up for their lost revenues by increasing
their trade in provisions with the new whale fleets that were cruising the Pacific.
However, in the mid-1830s, a number of Christian businessmen, known as "pious
traders," sought to comer the market for themselves. Soon, the economic crisis in the
United States, fueled by the Panic of 1837, also showed its effect in the Sandwich
Islands. In November 1838, the Sandwich Island Gazette reported that "Financial hard
times have hit Honolulu though not perhaps as hard as America and Europe."^'* The
merchants' economic difficulties thus caused them to search for a new means of wealth.
The hopes of the men soared and plummeted as their economic prospects waxed and
waned. One moment the Gazette produced boosterism articles about the glories of
Honolulu harbor and the prospects for coffee, silk, and sugar at the islands, and the next,
it despaired at the impossibility of finding financial success in Hawaii. Throughout all of
it, the merchant faction made scapegoats out of Hawaii's leaders and the American
missionaries, blaming their economic difficulties on the kingdom's temperance statutes.
Sabbath law, harbor duties, and the chiefs' refusal to give them access to property.^^

" C.K. Stribling to Kinow [Kina'u], October I, 1836, Fo& Ex, HSA.
^ Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), November 10, 1838, HHS.
" For the effects of the Panic of 1837 on American society, see, Charles, Sellers, The Market
Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-1846, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 354-355,360-
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Oespite these obstacles, the westerners had been experimenting with sugar
cultivation and plantation agriculture since the mid-1820s. However, their efforts had
been hampered by the chiefs' reluctance to give up their sovereign control of the land. In
July 1835, the "pious traders" became the first foreigners to obtain a long-term lease for
substantial uacts of land. Although not officially affiliated with the ABCFM, Peter A.
Brinsmade, William Ladd, and William Hooper had come to Hawaii from New England
with the approval of the American Board. The mission association hoped that, as
Christian businessmen, they might counteract the influence of the foreign traders residing
in the islands. With the help of the Calvinist evangelists, the men, under the name Ladd
and Company, leased a large parcel of land in Koloa, Kauai, for fifty years, under terms
favorable to themselves, the King, and the Governor of Kauai. On these lands, they
established a sugar plantation and mill. They hoped to be an example of pious capitalism
by paying the maka 'ainana fair wages for their labor. In contrast, the members of the
merchant faction found that they could not acquire land so easily, despite the Russell
treaty. Like Brinsmade and Ladd, in the fall of 1835, William French applied to the ali 7
nui to lease land on Kauai for a sugar plantation. He had already imported a number of
Chinese sugar makers and their equipment from China for the project. But, he could not
gain the chiefs' consent for the land and, eventually, he lost $3,000 in investments.

361. For a decline in the visits of whaling vessels to Hawaiian ports, see chart 2 in Theodore Morgan,
Hawaii: A Century of Economic Change, 1778-1876, (Cambridge, Massachusetts; Harvard University
Press, 1948), 141. [Henry] Peirceand [William] Hinckley to James Hunnewell, May 6, 1834, Hunnewell
Papers, HHS. Henry Peirce to James Hunnewell, November 2, 1834, Hunnewell Papers, HHS.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 16, 1837, HHS. Unknown Editors [?],
Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), Octo^r 27, 1838, November 3, 1838, November 24, 1838, May 11,
1839, May 25, 1839, HHS.
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Certainly, French and his compatriots were angered by the fact that the chiefs' had
favored the agricultural projects of the Calvinists' fHends over their own.^^
Much of the criticism of the Sandwich Island rulers and the American evangelists
stemmed from the traders' dashed hopes for future agricultural and commercial
prosperity. These feelings of despair caused the merchant faction to make an open
declaration of war against the ali 7 nui less than a year afier the signing of the Russell
treaty. Heretofore, they had most of^en attacked Hawaii's leaders indirectly through their
harassment of the chiefs' missionary supporters. The merchant faction's fear of the ali 7
nui power had checked most of their anger towards the Sandwich Island government.
But now, their frustration over missed economic opportunities and lost influence with the
chiefs boiled over. On April 15, 1837, the Sandwich Island Gazette boldly proclaimed
that the newspaper had "been too long a passive creature ... it is time for the first English
newspaper in the Sandwich Islands to manifest a cordiality of feeling in the cause of the
injured; and it is time for the arena to be thrown open for the discussion of facts as they
are, in freedom of speech."^^ The newspaperman continued, "the restrictions which
rested on forbidden topics through motives of charity, are now removed[.]"^®
Consequently, the editor of the newspaper unleashed a torrent of vituperative diatribes
^ James Hunnewell to Henry Peirce, November 3, 1832, Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Ibid., December 12,
1832. Ibid., December 20, 1832. Tatler to the Editors, SanfAv/cA/v/a/r(/Mrror, (Honolulu), April IS,
1840, May IS, 1840, HHS. Bradley points out that the chiefs did not intend to reverse ancient land policies
in granting the lease to Ladd and Company. Instead, the meant to grant a favor to the Calvinists* associates
that would set an example of industry to the commoners. However, they set a dangerous precedent that
undermined the traditional practices of land tenure. By 1840, the ali'i nui leased land to the highest bidder.
Bradley, The American Frontier, 239.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich bland Gazette, (Honolulu), April IS, 1837, HHS.
" Ibid.
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against the ali 7 nui, the Hawaiian people, and their Calvinist supporters that would
continue for the rest of the decade. Moreover, the foreigners' criticism of the Sandwich
Islanders took on a decidedly racist tone.
Stephen Mackintosh's decision to print an anonymous letter in his newspaper
instigated the merchant factions' open warfare against the ali 7 nui. 'iota" claimed that
the Hawaiians had failed to take advantage of their fertile lands because it was impossible
to "rouse the drones who possess these luxuriant Isles from their firm rooted habits of
indifference, and awake them to a sense of the value of their soil, and the advantages that
might be derived from industry and assiduity."^' He argued that any imagined
agricultural paradise would prove impossible until "a new order of beings may people
these Isles, a different society may give laws and administer Justice...

lota's words

launched a bold assault on the rulers that foreign sojourners had once so feared to
antagonize. Not only had the writer made clear his racist assumptions about the
inferiority of the Sandwich Islanders, but he had also openly advocated the displacement
of the chiefs and their subjects by a "new order of beings," undoubtedly from the nations
of the west.
Not surprisingly, the merchant faction also blamed the American evangelists for
the failure of the Sandwich Islanders to establish a prosperous capitalist agricultural
system. As in the 1820s, competition for Hawaiian labor contributed to the
businessmen's animosity towards the missionaries. The Sandwich Island Gazette

Iota to Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), April 15, 1837, HHS.
Ibid.
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proclaimed, "Continued evils arise to the poor natives from the daily inflicted burthens of
taxes of time, labour and property for the support of their unprofitable teachers, for the
erection of haughty churches, [and] for the performance of oft appointed religious
exercises...

The merchant produced paper questioned if the Protestants had

encouraged the natives to work hard enough and blamed the evangelists for the slow
progress of the islanders towards "civilization." The article concluded that "The sweat of
this nation's brow already trickles too profusely upon the altar of fanaticism."^^ Clearly,
the merchant faction believed that the Protestant missionaries' monopolization of the
maka ainand's time and labor had hurt their commercial enterprises. At the same time,
they now situated themselves as champions of the commoners in the face of what they
called Calvinist oppression.
As the islands' white businessmen became more fhistrated over their lack of
political influence and economic control, they increasingly turned toward a racist and
paternalistic discourse that suggested that missionaries endeavored to lift the Hawaiians
above their natural place in life. An 1837 editorial in the Sandwich Island Gazette argued
that the islanders "possess[ed] talent and ability for their stations, as mechanics[,] as
traders, [and] servants ...," but that too much schooling had encouraged "lazy habits"
and "too little hard work."^^ Another article asserted that the Hawaiians needed
"corporal" rather than "mental" culture: "They want the hammer, saw, spade, and plough

•" Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), December 30, 1837, HHS.
Ibid., September 23, 1837.
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for their household gods[,]" not the "mental missiles" delivered by the mission teachers.""
Like white slaveholders in the southern United States, the merchants now envisioned the
Hawaiians as happy workers of the soil, preferably on plantations owned by western men.
Thus, the white businessmen's concerns about the economic future of the Sandwich
Islands and their contest with the missionaries to control Hawaiian labor intertwined with
their western racist assumptions about employment suitable for those they perceived as
racially inferior beings."*^
The traders also argued that the economic and political situation created by the
Christian chiefs and American evangelists had caused a decline in Hawaiian morality. In
1837. Stephen Macintosh asserted that tilling the soil, rather than attending church was
the best way to improve the morals of the natives. Likewise, Ruflis Newburgh—a friend
of the merchant faction—contended that the existing government hurt the maka 'ainana
and perpetuated their dishonesty. He pointed out that the businessmen could not afford to
pay the commoners the minimum wage implemented by Hawaii's leaders. Consequently,
starving natives sat idly by, trying to hide what little they earned from the chiefs' tax
gatherers. He concluded that native "cunning... is cherished under this system of
Missionary Legislation, honest industry restricted, and morality entirely checked
In reality, the traders felt more disturbed by the high wages they were forced to pay and
^ Ibid., April 21, 1838.
In a November 1838 report to the British Foreign Office on the behavior of the British Consul,
Richard Charlton, Captain Elliot of the HMS Fly observed that "he is devoid of all personal influence with
the executive Government." Captain Elliot to Rear-Admiral Ross, November 13, 1838, Correspondence
Relative to the Sandwich Islands, HSA.
^ A Narrative of Voyage &c by Rufiis Newburgh, April 28, 1835 to November 4, 1835, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
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their lack of access to native laborers than they were by any economic difficulties of the
maka ainana*^
Like the traders, the members of the mission also found the chiefs' rule over the
maka 'ainana burdensome. The Reverend William Richards noted that ali 'i called the
natives from as much as 40 miles away to do light tasks for them, thus causing them to
neglect their fields. Commenting on his own efforts to get Hawaiian women involved in
the manufacture of cotton, the Reverend Jonathan Green pointed out that "I think we
shall succeed unless the chiefs, who are to be sure suflSciently selfish—shall so entirely
turn all avails of their industry to their own account, that the poor people become
discouraged

The mission's secular agent, Levi Chamberlain, observed that the

ali 7 nui oppressed the commoners by claiming about half their time for work and that
they also exacted tribute and other duties from them. However, he attributed this to the
system of government rather than the "relentless disposition" of Hawaii's leaders.'''
The traders ignored the American evangelists' obvious concerns about the
Hawaiian government, heaping additional reproach upon both groups. The businessmen
linked the oppressive nature of Calvinist inspired ali 7 nui rule to the rapid decrease in the
native depopulation. Since the 1820s, foreign visitors, resident traders, and the members
of the American mission had noted the speedy demise of the Hawaiian population. In
1824, the Reverend Artemas Bishop estimated that 4/5 of native children died before the

" Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September IS, 1837, HHS.
Jonathan Green to Rufiis Anderson, October 6, 1835, ML, HMCS.
•*' Levi Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, February 7, 1839, ML, HMCS.
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age of six. By 1836, Captain Stribling of the Peacock noted that "From careful accounts
which have been taken of the births and deaths, it appears that the population of the
Islands is decreasing with fearful rapidity[.]"^° Many attributed this decline in population
to sexually transmitted diseases. As early as the voyages of Captain James Cook,
westerners had acknowledged that sexual relations between themselves and the islanders
had caused Hawaiians to suffer the effects of venereal diseases. These maladies often
made men and women sterile. Women who did not become barren passed the disease to
their babies while giving birth. Sterility was not just a maka 'ainana problem. In 1825,
Joseph Goodrich, a member of the American mission, reported that a local chief in Hilo,
on the island of Hawaii, "has been almost rotten with the veneral [sic] disease."^'
Moreover, it was well known in the 1820s and 1830s that most of the ali 7 nui were
having difficulties producing children. Many of the high-chiefs may well have been
suffering fi-om syphilis or gonorrhea.
Foreign disease also plagued the Hawaiians, causing large numbers of death and
inmiense suffering. Year after year, virgin soil epidemics swept the islands, contributing
to the high mortality rate. In 1825, the English fngate Blonde brought either small pox or
chicken pox to the islands. In response, the Caivinists spent the next few years working
C.K. Stribling to Kinow [Kina'u], October 1, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Joseph Goodrich to Levi Chamberlain, August 28, 1825, ML, HMCS.
Captain King's Journal, November 28, 1778, in Gary Dean and Mary Lani Best, eds.. Glimpses of
Hawaiian Daily Life and Culture, 1778-1898, (New York; American Heritage, 1994), 5. Artemas Bishop
to Jeremiah Evarts, December 7, 1823, ML, HMCS. Joseph Allen to Kauikeaouli, November 25, 1829, Fo
& Ex, HSA. Jonathan Green to Jeremiah Evarts, October 4, 1831, ML, HMCS. Artemas Bishop, "An
inquiry into the causes of decrease in the Population of the Sandwich Islands," The Hawaiian Spectator,
(Honolulu), January 1838, HMCS. David Malo, 'Xht the decrease of population on the Hawaiian Islands,
The Hawaiian Spectator, (Honolulu), April 1839, HMCS.
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to inoculate the natives against the former malady. However, fear and difficulty in
acquiring the vaccine prevented most islanders from getting the inoculation. In 1826,
influenza struck the islands. John Coffin Jones observed that "there has and is still raging
a mortal malady[.] many of the chiefs are dead and they are falling off daily

" Four

years later, another influenza epidemic carried off large numbers of the native population.
Moreover, whooping cough came in 1828, another round of the flu in 1837, and smallpox
and mumps in 1839. Clearly, western diseases had a dramatic effect of the health,
longevity, and prosperity of the Hawaiian race.^^
Cultural dissolution may also have had a role in the large number of Hawaiian
deaths. In 1839, one of the new editors of the Sandwich Island Gazette pointed out that
"In vain has a reason been sought to account for the present mortality in these islands;
there has been no other epidemic than the mumps, which is scarce ever fatal."^'* While
the mumps may well have killed the Hawaiians because of their lack of any sort of
immunity based on previous exposure to the disease, they may also have died from
simple despair. According to the newspaperman, one district in the islands had "no less
than 1000 persons laid on the bed of sickness[.]"^^ The medicines used by the local
doctors seemed to have no effect on the natives and therefore "to sicken [was] to die."
" Reynolds, "Journal," April 23, 1825, June 14-17, 1825, September 4, 1827, November 17, 1828 in
King, ed.. Journal, 77,96, 197,244. Abraham Blatchely to Jeremiah Evarts, July 26, 1826, ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to H. Hill, March 5, 1827, Bingham Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard, photocopies at
HMCS. loana Hoapili to Kuakini, June 28, 1830, Department of the Interior, Misc., HSA. Mackintosh,
ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), February 11, 1837, HHS. Unknown editors. Sandwich Island
Gazette, (Honolulu), April 13, 1839, May 18, 1839, HHS. Stephen Reynolds also inoculated the ''Natives
belonging to the Yard" for smallpox. Reynolds, "Journal," September 4, 1827, in King, ed.. Journal, 197.
^ Unknown Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), April 13, 1839, HHS.
" Ibid.
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Alfred Crosby has demonstrated that virgin soil epidemics combined with cultural
malaise caused massive deaths among Native American populations, sometimes killing
off as many as 80% to 100% of a single tribe or group. When a whole population comes
down with a sickness, not only is there no one to care for the ill, but many also lose hope
and simply give up and die. This may well have happened in the Sandwich Islands. The
onslaught of foreign disease coupled with the transformation of the traditional nomiative
economy must have caused many native Hawaiians to sink into despair.
Both the western businessmen and the American missionaries acknowledged that
foreign contagions had contributed to the demise of the Sandwich Island population, but
they also blamed one another for the decline in Hawaiian numbers. The merchant faction
claimed that the evangelists had "dedicated their energies to the conversion and
extinction of the Hawaiian race."^^ They argued that the missionaries had "taught the Pia
pa [abc]... until they [the Hawaiians] are poor" as well as wise.^* They opined, "here is
a nation degraded and gone; fallen from competence and happiness, to poverty, misery,

^ Alfred W. Crosby, "Virgin Soil Epidemics as a Factor in the Aboriginal Depopulation in America,"
William and Mary Quarterly, 1976, vol. 33, no. 2,289-299. David Stannard estimates a low pre-1778
population as 800,000 and a decline of 80% by the 1880s. David Stannard, Before the Horror: The
Population of Hawaii on the Eve of Western Contact, (Honolulu; Social Science Research Institute,
University of Hawaii, 1989), 30-31. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa argues, without any evidence, for a precontact population of I million or more and a population decline of 80% or more. Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa,
Native Land and Foreign Desires: Pehea La E Pono Ai?, (Honolulu; Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 81.
Eleanor C. Nordyke rebuts Stannard's estimates, arguing that a pre-contact population of around 225,000.
Eleanor C. Nordyke, "Comment," in Stannard, Before the Horror, III. Robert C. Schmitt also rebuts
Stannard's numbers. He points out that previous scholars have argued for a pre-contact population of
250,000-300,000. Robert C. Schmitt, "Comment," in Stannard, Before the Horror, 114. In 1968, Schmitt
estimated the Hawaiian population to be 300,000 in 1778. Robert C. Schmitt, Demographic Statistics of
Hawaii: /77<S-7955, (Honolulu; University of Hawaii Press, 1968), 10,22.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 7, 1838, HHS.
" Ibid., Februaiy 10,1838.
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and want; from joyous mirth and content, to gloomy madness and fanaticism[."]^^ Over
and over again, the traders asserted that the evangelists' monopolization of the
Hawaiian's time and labor had caused the natives to neglect their fields, resulting in death
by starvation or from diseases brought on by malnutrition. At the same time, they held
the missionaries partially responsible for the oppressive behavior of the chiefs, which
they believed contributed to the high mortality rates.^
Naturally, the evangelists denied that too much religion or schooling caused
depopulation. Instead, they blamed native mortality on a number of causes. They argued
that decades of sexual intercourse between native women and white men had caused
Hawaiian women and men to become infertile because of sexually transmitted diseases,
thus preventing population growth. Furthermore, they contended that alcoholism was a
poison that claimed too many lives at the Sandwich Islands. Additionally, they
demonstrated that foreign diseases such as smallpox and influenza had taken the lives of
thousands of the islanders. Moreover, they claimed that the Hawaiian cultural practice of
infanticide prevented further population growth. Finally, they asserted that the chiefs'
excessive taxation of the commoners in the form of labor, tribute, and money contributed
to the problem. In their minds, despotism led to depopulation.^'

Ibid., June 23, 1838.
^ John Coffin Jones to Josiah Marshall, May S, 2S, 1826, Marshall Letterbook, HHS. Mackintosh, ed..
Sandwich Island Gazette, (}\onoM\i), Ime 10, 1837, September 23, 1837, December 30, 1837, HHS. JJ
[John Coffin Jones] to Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 15, 1839, HHS.
Bishop, "An inquiry," The Hawaiian Spectator, (Honolulu), January 1838, 52-66, HMCS. See also,
Sheldon Dibble, ed., Reuben Tinker, English translator, "Hawaiian History," The Hawaiian Spectator,
(Honolulu), January 1839, HMCS.
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To what factors did the Hawaiians attribute the decline in their population?
Many, if not most, of the islanders continued to understand the universe according to
Hawaiian structures of cosmology. They believed that the superior mana of the white
god protected the foreigners from the terrible maladies that plagued the natives.
However, they felt coniused that so many of their numbers died despite the fact that a
major portion of the population attended Christian churches regularly. The propitiation
of the akua (gods) was supposed to bring balance and harmony (pono) to the people.
Perhaps the religious revival of the late 1830s that the Calvinists' called the "great
awakening" really was an attempt on the part of the maka 'ainana to propitiate the gods
and stave ofT death.^^ If so, they failed: the Sandwich Islanders continued to die at an
alarming rate. The more educated Hawaiians had a better understanding of western
theories about disease and contagion. Like the missionaries who had educated him,
David Malo, a lower ranking ali 7, believed that the high mortality rate resulted from
disease, intemperance, chiefly oppression, and licentious sexual relations between natives

Gavan Daws attributes the "great awakening" to the success of the Finneyite measures introduced by
the newer missionaries. Gavan Daws, "Evangelism in Hawaii; Titus Coan and the Great Revival of 1937,
Annual Report of the Hawaiian Historical Society, vol. 68, i960,20-34. Kirch and Sahlins suggest that
traditional Hawaiian categories of kapu and noa (freedom from taboo) form the basis for the commoners'
participation in the great awakening. While Kauikeaouli's rebellion in the early 1830s signified a time free
from the restraint of the taboos, the religious revivals of 1837 to 1839 signaled a return to the constraints of
the moral kapus. They also see the great awakening as a maka 'ainana protest against the injustices of the
lower chiefs, the source of their troubles. They argue that the great awakening undermined the ali 7,
despite the fact that it occurred at the start of the Makahiki. Patrick V. Kirch and Marshall Sahlins,
Anahulu Historical Ethnography: The Anthropology of History in the Kingdom of Hawaii, (Chicago;
University of Chicago Press, 1992), 127-129.
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and foreigners. Likewise, he asserted that only through "a reformation of morals" would
the kingdom "escape its destruction."^^
The merchant faction felt offended that anyone should suggest that contact with
westerners had contributed to a decrease in the kingdom's population. In response to the
assertions made by the Reverend Artemas Bishop, the editor of the Sandwich Island
Gazette proclaimed "Rise up, ye foreign residents, and shake off this reproach!"^ An
anonymous sojourner in Honolulu denied that the sexual activities of the westerners had
contributed to the population decline, pointing out that the Hawaiian women married to
the white merchants enjoyed good health. On the other hand, John Coffin Jones
responded to David Malo's article by attacking the author in print, claiming that he was a
zealot, a bigot, and well known for his persecution of those outside the mission fold.
Jones concluded by asserting that "deaths, caused ... by religious oppression, in point of
numbers, will quadruple, those caused by the 'venereal' disorder."" Clearly, the traders
were unwilling to admit that either sexual contact between westerners and Hawaiians or
the introduction of alcohol at the islands had anything to do with the decline in the native
population.^
Foreign visitors to the islands also offered theories as to why the Hawaiian
population had decreased. For example, Joseph Allen, the master of a ship from
David Malo, "On the decrease of population on the Hawaiian Islands," The Hawaiian
Spectator,{\iono\\i\\x), April 1839, HHS.
" Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), January 27, 1837, HHS.
" J.J. [John Coffin Jones] to Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 15, 1839, HHS.
^ A Foreigner Residing at Honolulu to Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), March 30, 1839,
HHS.
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Nantucket, asserted that '*A11 heathen nations when first visited by the whites have been
injured by indulging in their vices and through their own folly have wasted away before
them, as dew by the sun...

Another visitor to the islands, Daniel Wheeler—a

Quaker who befriended the American missionaries—claimed that the introduction of
sugar on the island of Kauai had made the chiefs even more oppressive, causing rapid
depopulation. On the other hand. Dr. Ruschenberger of the Peacock pointed out that the
missionaries' had hurt the health of the islanders by insisting that the chiefs put a kapu on
traditional Hawaiian sports and games, such as the hula, surfing, wrestling, and
swimming, which they considered sinful. In contrast, after reading an article published
by T. Horton James attributing Hawaiian depopulation to the '"tyranny"' of the
Calvinists, James Hunnewell asserted, 'i am satisfied that within the last thirteen years
the population of the islands has increased
Those who commented about Hawaiian depopulation offered advice to the ali 7
nui on how they might prevent the dramatic decline. All of these foreigners saw white
middle-class norms and western capitalist enterprise as the best means to solve the
problem. Joseph Allen advised that the ali 7 nui that they could counteract high mortality
rates by promoting "purity of morals."^' C.K. Stribling sent a four point memo to
ICina'u, suggesting that they adopt a moderate tax, private property, and land rents, as

" Joseph Allen to Kauikeaouli, November 25, 1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.
^ Daniel Wheeler, Extracts from the Letters and Journal of Daniel Wheeler, June 28, 1836, (London;
Harvey, and Darton, 1839) 2IS-2I6. James Hunnewell to William Ellis, January 20, 1833, Hunnewell
Papers, HHS. Ruschenberger, Voyage Round the World,
^ Joseph Allen to Kauikeaouli, November 25,1829, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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well as secure individual liberty and an end to all compulsory lalx)r. He promised that if
the chiefs put these measures in place, they would "change the face of the country from
barren wastes to fruitful fields and smiling villages, teeming with a happy, prosperous
and numerous people."'" Similarly, in a letter to the Sandwich Island Gazette, "Politicus"
argued that private property and moderate taxes would end the population decline by
creating a agricultural paradise where "every inch of available soil, yield[ed] either bread
stuffs, or sugar cane, or coffee, or silk, or some of the materials of commerce which
would follow superabundant production."'' In contrast, in an article on native
depopulation written for the missionary publication. The Hawaiian Spectator, the
Reverend Artemas Bishop affirmed that only Calvinist religion could save the islanders.'^
Despite the Reverend Bishop's assertions, as the 1830s progressed, the
evangelists also began to argue that the Hawaiians needed to spend more time in the
pursuit of manual labor. In part, they did this because they understood that the traditional
Hawaiian economy was no longer viable. Therefore, an 1837 article entitled "Means
Whereby the Kanakas May Become Rich," printed by the mission establishment for the
islanders, asserted that "The kanakas are a lazy people; they don't wish to work...
continued, "By what means does the wealth of foreigners grow? By perseverance in

™ C.K. Stribling to Kinow [Kina'u], October I, 1836 Fo & Ex, HSA.
"Politicus" to Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazelle, (Honolulu), October I, 1836, [published
Octobers, 1836], HHS.
^ Bishop, "An inquiry," The Hawaiian Spectator, (Honolulu), January 1838,52-66, HMCS.
^ A.B., "Na Mea E Lako Ai Na Kanaka Hawai'i," Kumu Hawaii, English translation reprinted as
"Means Whereby the Kanakas May Become Rich," Sandwich island Gazette, (Honolulu), September 9,
1837, HHS.
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daily labour...

The essay then called on Hawaiian men to "put off laziness; put off

sloth and idleness: Be strenuous and persevere in labour every day
Along with their concerns about the Sandwich Islanders economic future, the
evangelists had ulterior motives. Their newfound inspiration to urge the Hawaiians to
work came from a need for financial support. Until the early 1840s, the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Mission supplied the mission with basic necessities
through a common stock system. However, the Panic of 1837 had profound effects on
the ABCFM's ability to support the missionaries. In addition, because most of the
evangelicals' families were large, even if they were careful, there was never enough to go
around. Moreover, many of the newer members pressed for individual salaries. The
older missionaries, who had more children, knew that tlus sort of compensation would
not be enough to provide for the maintenance and education of their large families. The
labor of their parishioners provided the obvious solution to the evangelists' difficulties.
Consequently, they concluded their article by declaring that "If a [mission] teacher go to
live among you[,]... your duty will be to give him a just recompense ... you should
help him with vegetable food, and with meat, and ... some cloth; that he may live
comfortably among you."^^

Ibid.
" Ibid.
Ibid. Laura Fish Judd, Honolulu: Sketches of Life in the Hawaiian Islands, (Honolulu: Honolulu
Star-Bulletin. 1928), 57-58,74. For the effects of the Panic of 1837 on the ABCFM and its ability to
support its missionaries in Hawaii, see, Paul William Harris, Nothing but Christ: Rufits Anderson and the
Ideology of Protestant Foreign Missions, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 59-69. Patricia
Grimshaw, Paths of Duty: American Missionary Wives in Nineteenth-Century Hawaii, (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1989), 103-104.
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Ominously, some members of the American mission also began to experiment
with sugar production and plantation agriculture as a means of compensating for their
lack of funds and providing the maka 'ainana with an incentive to work. In 1838, the
evangelists on Kauai "planted large fields of cane, and some mulberry orchards" for silk
production.^^ Moreover, one of the missionaries had set up a mill to ground the cane.
The Reverend Reuben Tinker may have made these experiments in plantation agriculture
as he had resigned from the mission. Others began growing and milling sugar cane while
retaining their membership in the mission. The Reverend John Emerson at Waialua,
Oahu had a mill where he made sugar and molasses for himself and the natives. The
Reverend Artemas Bishop built a sugar mill at Ewa, Oahu, where, in 1840, he ground
between 40 and 50 tons of sugar. By 1840, Hiram Bingham also had large fields planted
with cane. Ostensibly, these men had gone into sugar, in part, as a means of providing
economic incentive to the Hawaiians living in the vicinity of their fields and equipment.
However, their involvement in these activities set a dangerous precedent. First, by
becoming involved in agricultural production, some of the evangelists lost sight of their
primary duty to evangelize the islanders. For example. Dr. Gerritt Judd formed a
company for the production of sugar with Governor Kekuanao'a and others with a
substantial amount of capital and large tracts of land. He soon left the mission, joined the
Hawaiian government, and gained access to vast acreage. Just as important, in the 1840s,
the evangelists' interests in the production of sugar, silk, coffee, and other agricultural
staples represented a dangerous confluence of merchant and missionary economic
" Tatlerto Editors, Sandwich Island Mirror, (Honolulu), May 15, 1840, HMCS.
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interests. Within a few short years, the members of the mission and their former
colleagues would succeed at convincing Hawaii's leaders of the necessity of land reform
and individual property ownership, just as their enemies, the western businessmen, had
been pressing the chiefs to do for years/*

^ Ibid. Bradley, The American Frontier, 246. Kuykendall, The Hayvaiian Kingdom, \79-l8l. Daws,
Shoal. 126-128, 146. Most of the missionaries did not go into plantation agriculture and many felt that the
members of the mission should not become involved in political and economic affairs of the chiefs.
However, those evangelists closest to the chiefs urged them to develop a capitalist economy based on
agriculture and remake their government in the form of western nations. In the late 1830s and 1840s, some
of these men resigned from the mission and took posts in the Sandwich Island in the newly reorganized
Sandwich Island government.
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CHAPTER?
THE CATHOLIC CONTROVERSY, 1827-1839

Between 1827 and 1839, the arrival of a handful of Catholic priests and their
assistants in the Sandwich Islands provided the volatile element needed to transform the
already bitter local contest between Hawaiian chiefs, Calvinist missionaries, and foreign
merchants into an international struggle for sovereign control of the kingdom. During
this twelve-year period, the battle to rid the islands of the people the New Englanders
considered to be religious interlopers merged into the larger struggle to control the
destiny of the Hawaiian Islands. The ecclesiastics' presence undermined the dominance
of the American mission and the sovereignty of Hawaii's rulers because the Catholic
clergymen gave the resident foreign traders a respectable issue to fight for in their war
against the Calvinist evangelists and their ali 7 nui supporters. The western businessmen
gravitated towards the Romanists because the priests showed themselves less critical than
the Calvinists and more willing to accept the traders' Hawaiian consorts and hapa haole
(half-white) children. Finding that the Catholic clergy offered a milder and more
comforting course to heaven, an unknown number of maka 'ainana also followed the new
ecclesiastics.
In contrast, the American Protestants viewed the Catholics as heathen interlopers
who threatened the success of their mission and they made their opinions clear on this
matter to Hawaii's leaders. As with so many other concerns, the ali 7 nui remained
divided over this new issue. Those chiefs who aligned against the American mission
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accepted the priests, while the Christian ali 7 nui endeavored to exile the Catholics and
their religion from the island kingdom. However, finding that they had nowhere else to
turn, the anti-missionary chiefs eventually moved into the Calvinists' camp as the debate
over the Catholic presence widened into an international conflict. By the end of the
1830s, the Catholic controversy caused France to threaten to seize the islands militarily,
compelling Hawaii's leaders to remake their government along the lines of those found in
western nations. The Christian chiefs had hoped that their alliance with the Calvinist
missionaries would shore up their political power. Instead, their association resulted in a
decline in ali 7 nui authority.
On 7 July 1827, three Catholic priests and their assistants landed in the Sandwich
Islands, creating a controversy whose reverberations lasted for years. The inspiration for
the Catholic mission to Hawaii had come from Jean Rives, Liholiho's secretary and
aikane (male lover). After the King's 1824 death in London, he returned to France and
there persuaded the French government to establish a settlement in Hawaii. Eventually,
French officials in conjunction with the Holy See in Rome formed a delegation composed
of three missionaries, two lay and one choir brother, and several mechanics and
agriculturalists. In November 1826, the delegation took passage on board La Comele,
under the impression that Rives, who had left France on a trading voyage some months
earlier, would meet them in Hawaii. They expected that he would pave their way,
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however, when they landed nine months later in Honolulu, the Frenchman was nowhere
to be found.'
Although Rives' defection caused the Catholics a number of problems, the
factionalism in the islands quickly afforded them the support they needed. Rives had
promised to settle the group on lands he claimed to own, but his failure to return to the
island made that impossible. With few choices before them, Alexis Bachelot and Patrick
Short visited Don Francisco de Paula Marin, asking the Spaniard to let them settle on his
lands, but he refused, sending them to the US commerce agent, John Coffin Jones,
instead. To their surprise, Jones, a Yankee and Protestant by birth, welcomed them
warmly, arranging for them to meet with Boki, then Govemor of Oahu. During the
ensuing consultation, the high chief offered them the use of part his land for five years
free of charge. A month later, the King provided the Frenchmen with some more land.
This proved particularly helpful since the delegation had come with few funds.
Bachelot, Short, and the others also had to contend with the Captain of La
Comete, La Plassard, and Ka'ahumanu and the Christian ali 7 mi. Because Rives had not
paid for the cargo that he had shipped to Hawaii on La Comete, La Plassard threatened to
keep the ecclesiastics' baggage and church fiimiture and hounded them for payment for
Rives's goods. While unpleasant, this did prove to the ecclesiastics' benefit. Some ten
' Stephen Reynolds, "Journal," July 7, 1827, in Pauline King, ed.. Journal of Stephen Reynolds: Volume
/; 1823-1829, (Salem, Massachusetts: The Peabody Museum of Salem, 1989), 190. John C. Jones to Josiah
Marshall, July 20, 1827, Marshall Letter Book, Hawaiian Historical Society (HHS). Hiram Bingham to
Charles Stewart, September 29, 1828, Bingham Papers, originals at Houghton Library, Harvard,
photocopies at Hawaiian Mission Children's Society Library (HMCS). Peter A. Brinsmade to the Editor,
Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 21, 1837, HHS. Reginald Yzendoom, History of the Catholic
Mission in the Hawaiian Islands, Honolulu: Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 1927), 28-29. John Colcord,
"Journal," [1831], Hawaii State Archives (HSA). See also. Ibid., 30-31. Ephraim Clark to Ruftis
Anderson, November 10, 1830, Missionary Letters to the ABCFM (ML), HMCS.
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days after their arrival, Ka'ahumanu demanded that the Captain take the Catholic
clergymen back on board his ship. Influenced by the American clergymen, the Christian
chiefs had deliberated on the presence of the foreign ecclesiastics and had found them
intolerable. Despite Ka'ahumanu's insistence. La Plassard refused, saying that the clerics
had no money and that he would not provide them food and passage free of charge. The
Kuhina Nui then sent for Boki to put the priests on board by force, but the Governor of
Oahu had left Honolulu and, very conveniently, failed to return until two hours after the
La Comete had sailed. Consequently, the Catholic mission to Sandwich Islands
continued in Honolulu despite the objections of the Queen Regent and the majority of the
ali'i nui}
The members of the Protestant mission felt unsure about how they should respond
to the Catholics, although they clearly perceived them as enemies. Hearing rumors of
their imminent arrival, Hiram Bingham had notified the American Board about the
Jesuits—as the Calvinists called them—^asking "how shall we treat the matter?"^ Several
days after the Catholics set up house in Honolulu, several of the Protestants endeavored
to feel out Father Short concerning the priests' intentions, but the ecclesiastic remained
closed mouthed and aloof, believing that the members of the American mission acted as
spies. The priests had assured the chiefs that they intended to serve the foreign
population in Hawaii and that they would not proselytize to the natives, but the Calvinists
" Yzendoom, History, 34, 38. Reynolds, "Journal," July 12, 17,30, 1827, in King, ed., 191-192.
Richard Chariton to [Earl?] of Aberdeen, December 20, 1831, British Consul-Outgoing Letters, HSA.
Peter A. Brinsmade to Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 21,1837, HHS. Ephraim Clark
to Ruflis Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS.
^ Bingham to Evarts, June 29, 1827, ML, HMCS.
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remained suspicious. Furthermore, the unfriendly demeanor of the Frenchmen and their
association with Boki, Jones, and Charlton only fueled the Protestants' suspicions.**
The Caivinists disliked and feared the newcomers for a number of reasons. They
saw these newcomers as a threat to their own plans for the evangelization of the islands.
Although they hoped that their competitors would have little influence in Hawaii, they
feared the "residence of enemies in the very midst of us."^ The Americans perceived the
Romanists as more than just religious rivals. Because of their stringent theology, the
Caivinists honestly believed that the Roman Catholics posed a danger to Hawaiian souls.
While the theological differences between the two sects are too numerous to detail,
suffice it to say that the Caivinists saw no difference between the Sandwich Islanders'
rituals and sacrifices to their wooden and stone idols and the Catholics apparent worship
of the holy cross and images of Jesus, Mary, and the Saints. They believed that
unconverted Hawaiians and Catholics were equally damned to hell. So, the Reverend
Jonathan Green worried that the Jesuits were "ready to seize upon the people and only
waiting some favorable moment to commence their work of death

Finally, the

members of the Protestant mission suspected that the presence of the Frenchmen resulted
from some plot on the part of the resident traders to undermine their work. The

* Yzendoom, History, 37. Levi Chamberlain to Evarts, September 14, 1827, ML, HMCS.
^ Lorrin Andrews and William Richards to Evarts, September 30, 1828, ML, HMCS.
^ Jonathan Green to David Greene, July 17, 1830, ML, HMCS.
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Calvinists' secular agent, Levi Chamberlain, accused the merchants of''sending for the
Roman catholic Missionaries to 'distract the minds of the Natives.'"^
If the western businessmen were not directly responsible for the arrival of the
Catholic mission in Hawaii, most of the merchants certainly welcomed the rival
evangelists with open arms. Their response towards the Catholics contrasted drastically
with that of most white Anglo-Saxon Protestants in the northern United States. Whereas
their countrymen reacted to the influx of Irish Catholic immigrants with distaste, anger,
hostility, and violence, many of the Yankee Protestant traders in the Sandwich Islands
saw the Roman Catholic mission as part of the solution to their problems with the
Calvinists. The so-called Jesuits offered the merchants a Christian belief system that
showed little condemnation for the lifestyle that they had adopted in Hawaii. The priests
would also do for Marin and the other foreign businessmen what the Protestants would
not: that is, they baptized their "illegitimate" hapa haole (half-white) children with
alacrity. Thus, in December 1827, Captain John Ebbets and Stephen Reynolds had the
Jesuits baptize their infant sons, and in September 1828, John Coffin Jones also had the
ecclesiastics administer baptism to his son and bury him when the child died a few
months later. Moreover, the traders saw the members of the French enclave as potential

^ Reynolds, "Journal," June I, 1829, in King, ei.. Journal, 265. For the anti-missionary faction's part
in the Catholic mission, see, James Jackson Jarves, History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands, (London:
Edward Vfoxon, 1843), 252. See also, Yzendoom, History, 26. Scholars like Bradley, Kuykendall, and
Daws have failed to emphasize that the theological differences between Catholics and Protestants were
meaningful to the American evangelists in Hawaii. While the Calvinists may have seen the Catholics as a
threat to their power or territoiy, they also sincerely believed that the clerics endangered the souls of the
Hawaiians. Both Bradley and Harris note that the ABCFM endorsed the evangelists anti-Catholic views.
Harold Whitman Bradley, The American Frontier in Hawaii: The Pioneers, 1789-1843, (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press, 1942), 297. Paul William, Harris, Nothing But Christ: Rufus Anderson and the
Ideology of Protestant Foreign Missions, (NY: Oxford University Press, 1999), 106-107.
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allies in their war against the Calvinist missionaries and their ali'i mi supporters. Since
the rivalry between the two religious groups was all but preordained, Charlton, Jones,
Reynolds, and the others naturally assumed that the Catholics would side with them
against their adversaries.^
Not all of the western traders and sojourners in Hawaii were happy about the
arrival of the new clergymen. John Colcord, an American blacksmith from Maine,
disliked the Catholics. Even though he enjoyed drinking, carousing, and consorting with
native women as much as Reynolds, Jones, and the other merchants, the blacksmith did
not align with them when it came to the "Jesuits."^ In fact, the Yankee hoped that the
chiefs would banish the followers of the "Popish faith" from Hawaii.Others agreed. In
his journal, Colcord related that an "old [foreign] resident" had told him that "'We
Residents have children here more or less and we do not wish them Brought up in
Spanish superstition therefore they aught to Be sent off" the islands." Even the British
Consul. Richard Charlton, expressed skepticism about the presence of the French
ecclesiastics, telling Boki that "discension... would probably arise from having two
^ Reynolds, "Journal," December 25, 1827, September 14, 1828, December 27, 1828, in King, ed..
Journal, 209,237,248. Anti-Catholicism has a long history in North America. Both the Puritans in
seventeenth-century New England and the Anglicans in the South held negative views alxjut Catholic
theology and "Popish" practices. In response to the waves of Irish immigrants in the first half of the
nineteenth century, anti-Catholic riots swept the northeastern United States. Men like John Coffin Jones
and Stephen Reynolds, who befnended the Catholics in Hawaii, grew up in the anti-Catholic culture of
Protestant New England. For more on anti-Catholicism in the United States, see, Jody M. Roy, Rhetorical
Campaigns of the 19** Century Anti-Catholics and Catholics in America, Studies in Religion, vol. 71,
Lewiston: NY, 2000. For anti-Catholic rioting in Boston, see. Jack Tager, Boston Riots: Three Centuries of
Social Violence, (Boston: Northeastern University press, 2001.
' Colcord, "Journal," [1831], HSA.
Ibid.
" Ibid.
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classes of Missionaries professing such different tenets among a people so little
enlightened as the Sandwich islands[.]"'^ Furthermore, when Captain Joshua Hill arrived
in 1831, he apparently advised the ali 7 nui to send the Catholics away, thus seeming to
side with the Protestant missionaries. In general, in the late 1820s and early 1830s, the
Catholic priests would not find the same kind of groundswell of support from the foreign
population that they received later in the decade.'^
The maka 'ainana also divided in their support for the Catholics, although fewer
commoners than foreigners seemed to find the new religion appealing. After the La
Comete left without them, the Jesuits had promised the chiefs not to proselytize to the
commoners and had kept to themselves out of fear that Ka'ahumanu would banish them
from the islands. However, a few maka 'ainana had been baptized in the faith while
visiting westem lands and others felt curious about the newcomers' activities. These
Catholic natives in Honolulu taught the ecclesiastics Hawaiian, translating for them until
they became proficient in the language. Additionally, a handful of maka 'ainana
generally observed the priests baptize a child or celebrate mass. Moreover, as the clerics
moved about Honolulu and its environs, they spread their faith to the people. For
instance, on one occasion Father Armand heard some Hawaiians wailing as he took a
walk. Stopping at the hut where he heard the noise, he discovered a dying native man.
He immediately baptized the Sandwich Islander, assuring the man's relatives that his soul
had been saved for heaven. Naturally, some maka 'ainana found these easy assurances of
Richard Chariton to the [Earl?] of Aberdeen, December 20, 1831, British Consul-Outgoing Letters,
HSA.
Hiram Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 8, 1831, ML, HMCS.
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salvation much more attractive than the Calvinists staunch and demanding god.
Certainly, the Hawaiian parents of a dying infant felt gratefiil when Father Armand also
baptized their child. Moreover, as with the traders, the conunoners discovered that the
Roman Catholics proved less judgmental about traditional Hawaiian activities such as
surfing, game playing, and the hula. Consequently, by July 1829, the priests had baptized
sixty-five adults and seventeen children.''*
The Christian ali 7 nui viewed the Catholics' proselytism with growing alarm.
From the moment the priests had set foot in Hawaii, Ka'ahumanu and the other Christian
chiefs had looked unfavorably upon them. However, after the first few weeks of their
stay in Hawaii, the Christian ali'i nui had ignored the Catholics. That impression
changed when the clerics began to proselytize. Although influenced by the members of
the Protestant mission, the ali i nui had their own reasons for disliking the Catholics, and
not all of them had to do with religion. The ecclesiastics had been disingenuous with
Ka'ahumanu and the ali 7 nui since their arrival in the islands. As Father Reginald
Yzendoom pointed out in his chronicle of the Catholic mission in Hawaii, when the
priests heard that the chiefs planned to send them away, the ecclesiastics decided to
"boldly go ahead" and set up their mission compound anyway.'^ Then, when

Ephraim Clark to Rufus Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham, A Residence
of Twenty-One Years in the Sandwich Islands, (New York; Praeger Publishers, 1969), 373. Yzendoom,
History, 42-43. It is not clear how many of these baptized were Hawaiians and how many were foreigners.
See also, Hiram Bingham to [?], November 1, 1828, ML, HMCS. Reynolds, "Journal," November 18,
1828, in King, ed.. Journal, 244. Daws estimates that before the "great awakening" at the end of 1837, the
Calvinists admitted less than 1,200 natives to their churches. Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A History of the
Hawaiian Islands, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1968), 98. Harris gives a number of less than
900. Harris, Nothing But Christ, 67.
Yzendoom, History, 35.
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Ka'ahumanu summoned the clerics to order their departure, they "prudently neglected to
answer this call."'^ In addition, according to John Colcord, when Ka'ahumanu asked
Don Francisco de Paula Marin who the Frenchmen were and what they wanted, the
Spaniard misled the Kuhina Nui, telling her that the priests plaimed on journeying to
Gambia. Finally, the head of the French enclave, a lawyer by the name of Mr. Ph. A. de
Morineau, lied to Kauikeaouli, hiding the religious identity of the three lay brothers that
the King had given land, claiming that they were his "mechanics.'''^ The ali 7 nui had
always required foreigners to ask for their consent before settling in the islands, and the
American missionaries had not left their ship until the King had granted them permission
to land. In contrast, the Catholic priests and their entourage had both landed and settled
in the islands against the express orders of Ka'ahumanu, who acted as Queen Regent.
Moreover, they hid from the Christian chiefs, lied about their identities, and about their
intentions to proselytize to the natives. Under such circumstances, the Christian ali 7 nui
could not help but distrust the Catholics. At the same time, this contrast with the seeming
honesty of their Calvinist allies was readily apparent.'^
The Christian chiefs also disliked Catholicism. They acted hostilely towards the
priests because the Calvinist clergymen told them that the Catholics worshipped images,

" Ibid., 36.
Ibid., 41.
For the Calvinist efforts to turn the ali'i nui against the Catholic religion, see, Sybil Bingham to
Jeremiah Evarts, September 17, [1830], ML, HMCS. Kauikeaouli, Ka'ahumanu, Kaikio'ewa, Hoapili,
Naihe, Kuakini, "Order to French priests Bachelot and Short to leave the country," January 8, 1831,
Foreign and Executive Office (Fo & Ex), HSA. Ka'ahumanu to Richard Charlton, December 10, 1831, Fo
& Ex, HSA. Colcord, "Journal," [1827], HSA. Ephraim Clark to Rufiis Anderson, November 10,1830,
ML, HMCS.
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making them out to be no better than other "heathens." According to Stephen Reynolds,
the missionaries had also told the chiefs that the Romanists were "Thieves [and] Liars."''^
However, this proved to be only the most obvious problem that Hawaii's rulers had with
the newcomers and their religion. Since time immemorial, the people of the Sandwich
Islands had practiced only one religion and that belief system had justified the authority
of the all i nui. Now that they had adopted a new religious structure, most of the chiefs,
even the non-Christians, felt uncomfortable with any plurality of thought because they
were accustomed to having only a single conceptualization of the universe. To accept
diversity of thought meant to introduce doubt about the functioning of the cosmos and the
ali 7 nui's place and authority within it, and that could not be tolerated. In fact, after the
arrival of the Catholics, Ka'ahumanu had toured the islands, commanding the
commoners' to have nothing to do with the Jesuits and their religion. Additionally, in
August 1829, she had armed guards placed outside the Catholic church and Marin's
compound in order to prevent the maka ainana from attending Catholic rituals and
services. Moreover, when Ka'ahumanu—^and more significantly, Kauikeaouli—
discovered any number of the maka'ainana attending to the Catholics or their doctrines,
they punished them harshly, often sentencing them to hard labor. They did so not
because the commoners followed another religion, but because they had disobeyed the
orders of an ali 7 nui, thus threatening the hegemony of all of the chiefs. Consequently,

Reynolds, "Journal," February 21, 1828, in King, ed.. Journal, 254.
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the arrival of the Roman Catholics proved threatening to Hawaii's leaders and their
authority.^"
The American evangelists viewed the proselytism of the Catholics with alarm, but
remained unsure about how they should respond to this threat to their mission. Although
they asked the American Board for advice fi^quently, their superiors remained mute on
the subject. Thus, of their own accord, the Calvinists decided on a twofold course of
action. At their General Meeting in January 1830, they officially resolved to inform the
all i nui of the dangers presented by the Catholics to the "civil, moral and religious
prosperity of the Islands."^' However, in an effort to mitigate what appeared to be
meddling in the political affairs of the kingdom—which was against ABCFM policy—
they also planned to "advise the Chiefs not to inflict any punishment upon them [the
Catholics], or upon those that follow them, on account of any part of their reIigion[.]"^

Kauikeaouli, Ka'ahumanu, Kaikio'ewa, Hoapili, Naihe, Kuakini, "Order to French priests Bacheiot
and Short to leave the country," January 8, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ka'ahumanu to Richard Charlton,
December 10, 1831, Fo&Ex, HSA. Ephraim Clark to Ruiiis Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS.
Reynolds, "Journal," August 9, 1829, in King, ed.. Journal, 2Ti-21A. Daws acknowledges the influence of
the Calvinists, but also recognizes that the chiefs saw the Catholic religion as idolatry and believed that it
caused insubordination. Daws, Shoal, 89. Bradley points out that the Calvinists influenced the chiefs'
negative views about the Catholics and notes that the Catholic commoners' reiiisal to obey their leaders
caused concerns about revolt. Bradley, The American Frontier, 203-204. However, neither Daws nor
Bradley recognize the way that both native Catholics and the priests threatened the hegemony of Hawaii's
leaders. Yzendoom contends that both native Catholics did not oppose the chiefs in any way. They only
refused to "attend Protestant prayer meetings or to perform any other acts of apostasy." Yzendoom,
History, 72. See also, Ralph S Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 1778-1854: Foundation and
Transformation. (}\ono\\x\ix-. University of Hawaii, 1938), 143.
Lorrin Andrews, Samuel Whitney, Jonathan Green, January 21, 1830, quoted in Yzendoom, History,
47.
- Ibid.
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The Protestants intended for the latter statement to give them the appearance of land and
impartial instructors. In reality, they were anything but.^
Officially and publicly, the members of the American mission wished to appear as
though they supported religious toleration, although this seemed not to be the case.
During their January 1830 General Meeting, the evangelicals had also resolved to tell the
ali 7 nui that if they took away the priests right to preach or proselytize then they took
away the "right of conscience from them

However, in private, the Calvinists

missionaries showed little concern for the Sandwich Islanders' "right of conscience." For
example, after explaining the situation with the Catholics to Ruftis Anderson,
Corresponding Secretary of the American Board, the Reverend Ephraim Clark wrote that
because "ignorant people" like the Hawaiians were prone "to be pleased & satisfied with
a few outward ceremonies ... we have reason to think, that this evil [the Catholic
religion] will rapidly increase & spread, unless the strong arm of civil power is called in
to check its progress}^ Clark also noted that some of his colleagues wanted to openly
advocate the priests' removal. Instead, as stated before, the Calvinists took a twofold
course. Privately, they advised the chiefs about the evils of "Romish" ritual.^^ Publicly,

^ Ephraim Clark to Jeremiah Evarts, September 14, 1831, VfL, HMCS. Lorrin Andrews, Samuel
Whitney, Jonathan Green, January 21, 1830, quoted in Yzendoom, History, 47. See also, Ephraim Clark to
Rufiis Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. Eventually, the American Board sent word that they
approved of the missionaries' efforts to teach the chiefs about the character of the Catholic church. Harris,
Nothing But Chris, 106-107.
Lorrin Andrews, Samuel Whitney, Jonathan Green, January 21, 1830, quoted in Yzendoom, History,
47.
^ Ephraim Clark to Rufus Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. Italics mine.
Lorrin Andrews and William Richards to Jeremiah Evarts, September 30, 1828, ML, HMCS.
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they tried to appear neutral, but undermined their own effort by casting aspersions on the
Catholics from their pulpits and by alluding to the degraded nature of Catholic countries
and peoples in their schools.^^
By 1831, Ka'ahumanu, Kauikeaouli, and the other chiefs contemplated the
expulsion of the Catholic priests from the islands. The time seemed ripe for the clerics'
removal for a number of reasons. Bold's death in 1830 eluninated the Romanists' most
powerful all 7 nui supporter, making them more vulnerable to Ka'ahumanu's will. In
addition, the maka 'ainana who had converted to Catholicism had become more
recalcitrant than they had been in the past. In August 1829, after Boki had given up his
rebellion against Ka'ahumanu and the Christian chiefs, he had allowed the Kuhina Nui to
convince him to publish a ban prohibiting the commoners from attending the Catholic
church. However, when he let it be known that he would not prosecute them, native
Catholics went to mass despite the statute. After Boki's death, the Catholic maka ainana
became even bolder. Once again, the Kuhina Nui proclaimed a kapu that made it illegal
for the islanders to attend the priests' services, but the converted commoners ignored the
order. Ka'ahumanu then arrested the native Catholics and had them incarcerated in the
fort overlooking Honolulu harbor. While some of the renegades gave in under the blows
and questions of the Christian aii 7 nui, a number of the converts refrised to renounce
their newfound religion. Those who continued to resist the chiefs were sentenced to hard
labor. Such examples of aggressive resistance on the part of some maka 'ainana during

Ephraim Clark to Rufiis Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. Yzendoom, History, 48.
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face-to-face confrontations with the ali 7 nui made the removal of the Roman Catholic
clergymen all the more imperative for the Sandwich Island rulers.^^
Signiflcantly, the King hardened towards the Romanists, paving the way for their
banishment. Although he had initially showed himself friendly towards the Catholics,
Kauikeaouli's attitude began to change after a master of a whale ship by the name of
Captain Dale told him bloody stories of the Pope's persecution of the people of Great
Britain. Dale informed the impressionable Mo 7 that the Pope had had his own ancestors
executed and that the Catholics would only bring bloodshed to Hawaii. In addition,
Kauikeaouli began to experience the Catholic commoners' defiance firsthand. For
instance, on 5 January 1830, a number of Catholic maka 'ainana refused to obey the
Mo 7's summons to appear before him. Moreover, those who actually answered the
King's call refused to follow his order to give up the Roman faith. Before the overthrow
of the kapus, such defiance on the part of the conmioners would have met with swift and
certain death. Yet, just one decade after they had set aside their state religion, the ali 7
nui found that the presence of the Catholic clerics undermined their authority in a way
that had previously been inconceivable.^'

King Kamehameha III to King William IV, October 23,1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ephraim Clark to
Rufiis Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. For Calvinist efforts to turn the ali'i nui against the
Catholic religion, see, Sybil Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, September 17, [1830], ML, HMCS. Yzendoom,
History, 53-54.
King Kamehameha III to King William IV, October 23, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ephraim Clark to
Rufus Anderson, November 10, 1830, ML, HMCS. Yzendoom, History, 54,63. Similarly, Yzendoom
relates a story in which one of the Catholic maka 'ainana, Kimeone, reflised to let a Calvinist clergyman
bury a fellow Catholic, claiming that "all that pertains to religion, we must obey God rather than the
chiefs." If this tale is correct, it illustrates how greatly the Catholic priests had undermined the authority of
the ali'i nui. Yzendoom, History, 57. Kuykendall also points out that the Catholic maka 'ainana's
adoption of the new religion was "nothing less than insubordination." However, he does not recognize how
this threatened the chiefs' hegemony. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 141.
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Kauikeaouii was especially sensitive to the Catholic maka 'ainana's disobedience.
Despite being the Mo 7, he was powerless in the face of Ka'ahumanu's authority. Yet, at
least in the past, he could always depend on the commoners' obeisance. The blatant
disregard for his authority by those he believed inferior challenged the King's belief in
his own godhood. In addition, Kauikeaouii and the other chiefs could envision Captain
Dale's predictions of bloodshed in the form of a maka ainana led civil war. Certainly,
Kekuanao'a told the priests that he believed that no good could come from two religions
and that it would result in war. Under such circumstances, the instability that the priests
brought to Hawaiian society, which had structured the chiefs' hegemony since time
immemorial, made their presence intolerable. Although they had been reticent to
interfere with the Catholic clerics for fear of the foreign businessmen's reactions,
Ka'ahumanu, Kauikeaouii, and the other ali 7 nui intended to remove the Roman priests
from their kingdom, come what may.^®
On 8 January 1831, Kauikeaouii, Ka'ahumanu, Kaikio'ewa, Hoapili, Naihe, and
Kuakini signed an official order banishing Fathers Bachelot and Short from the Hawaiian
Islands, Father Armand having already left the islands for France fourteen months earlier.
However, the chiefs found that they could not so easily rid their kingdom of the unwanted
ecclesiastics. In their declaration, Hawaii's rulers warned the two remaining priests that

Kuykendall sees the American missionaries as the most important factor in the chiefs' decision to
remove the priests. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 143. Yzendoom contends that the chiefs
banished the priests solely because of their religion. Yzendoom, History, 72. This, of course, was the
position of the anti-missionary faction. Bradley sees political expediency as a minor factor, since the
priests had little influence, Boki was dead, and any threat fh)m Liliha vanquished, for the moment. Like
Kuykendall, he gives the greatest weight to the influence of the Calvinist evangelists. Bradley, The
American Frontier, 207,209.
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they had three months to prepare for their departure and that if they had not left by that
time, "your effects will be confiscated. & you will go destitute—& if you wait until the
fourth month,... then you will be imprisoned, & we shall do unto you, as do the
governments of all nations to those who disregard their commands[.]"^' Perhaps
knowing that the ali 7 nui would never inflict these penalties, the priests ignored the
chiefs' proclamation.
Three months later, after dealing with Liliha's rebellion, Ka'ahumanu and the
Christian ali 7 nui summoned Bachelot and Short before them, the King being absent on
another island. Once again, the Kuhina Nui and her supporters reiterated their demand
that the Catholic clerics leave the islands and, once more, the Romanists reftised their
request. During the following months, the priests endeavored to put on an appearance of
obedience by asking the captains of various ships that stopped in Honolulu to give them
passage, however, the wily clerics admitted in their private correspondence that they had
made arrangements ahead of time for the masters to deny their requests. Increasingly
fhistrated by the defiance of the Catholic clergymen, Ka'ahumanu and the Christian
chiefs determined to outfit their own vessel and pay for the removal of the priests
themselves. Hence, on 24 December 1831, Kekuanao'a and a guard of soldiers took
Bachelot and Short from their dwelling and escorted them to the Brig Waverly in
Honolulu harbor. On 22 January 1832, the Brig's Captain, William Sumner, landed the
Kauikeaouli, Ka'ahumanu, Kaikio'ewa, Hoapili, Naihe, Kuakini to Fathers Bachelot and Short,
"Order to leave the country," January 8,1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ibid. Yzendoom, History, 33. The chiefs waited until April 2, 1831 to make the decree known to the
Catholics. They put it off until they had removed Liliha from the governorship of Oahu. Kuykendall, The
Hawaiian Kingdom, 142. Bradley, The American Frontier, 205.
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clerics at a Catholic settlement on the coast of California, thus ending the first phase of
the Catholic controversy in Hawaii.^^
The foreign business community did not make as much of the priests' banishment
as they might have. Shortly before their departure. Father Patrick Short had applied to
Richard Charlton, claiming the Consul's protection as a British citizen, bi turn, Charlton
wrote Ka'ahumanu a letter asking her what crime Short had committed that he should be
deported from the islands. However, when the Kuhina Nui replied, "Do you be still.
This business is ours," the British Consul did little more than insist that the ali 7 nui make
sure that Bachelot and Short had all of their effects before they embarked from the
Sandwich Islands.^'* In his official report, Charlton seemed mostly concerned with
British commerce, declaring that because the Catholic evangelists had committed no
crime, expelling them "establish[ed] a precedent highly injurious to the British
commercial interests in these seas

The Consul probably was so lax in his protests

because he had not yet seen the advantages that a controversy over religious liberty
would bring him and the other traders. In fact, upon learning that the Sandwich Island
leaders wished to send the Catholics away, Charlton and John Coffin Jones had offered to
take the ecclesiastics to California for the chiefs in return for $200 dollars, thus seeing

King Kamehameha III to King William IV, October 23, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Bingham, A
Residence, 416-418. Yzendoom, History, 64. Kauikeaouli to William Sumner, '^Commission to remove
two French Priests," November 5, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA. Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 25, 1831,
in Char Miller, ed.. Selected Writings of Hiram Bingham, 1814-1869, (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen
Press, 1988), 339-348.
^ Ka'ahumanu to British Consul, [Richard Charlton], November 16, 1831, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Richard Charlton to Earl of Aberdeen, December 20, 1831, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich
Islands, HSA.
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only a potential money-making venture in the clerics' exile. However, Ka'ahumanu
declined their offer, declaring that the ali 7 mi could send the representatives of the Pope
away for less money. Later, as Sunmer outfitted the Waverly, the Kuhina Nui asked
Charlton what he thought of their banishing the priests. The British Consul only replied
that it was "Kaou for me to speak on the subject."^®
Others also conmiented on the priests' banishment. Stephen Reynolds noted to
the removal of the Catholic clergymen in his journal, but expressed neither approval nor
disapproval of the chiefs' actions. Somewhat more congenial, James Hunnewell's
business partner, Henry Peirce, declared that from a political point a view he approved of
the ali 7 nui's actions, although he did not generally endorse persecution. In contrast,
William Sumner told Hiram Bingham that a number of traders had threatened to kill him
if he took the Romanist clerics from Hawaii. The Captain of the Waverly pointed out that
all of the '"English Ship masters were in favour of the measure Kaahumanu had proposed,
to remove the Catholics, but that the Americans were all against it" only because they
opposed the Calvinist missionaries.^^ Sumner expressed incredulity that the Americans
could want the Catholic religion established in the Sandwich Islands. Like John Colcord,
he did not want his children influenced by the Romanist evangelists. In the ensuing

Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 25, 1831, [December 7, 1831], in Miller, Selected Writings,
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years, the two priests continued to preoccupy the minds of their adversaries and
suppwrters.^*
The members of the American mission reacted to the ali 7 nui's decision to expel
the Catholic clerics with relief, although they worried about the public perceptions of
their role in the priests' removal. Levi Chamberlain assumed that the resident foreign
businessmen would use the situation to their advantage, "implicating the missionaries as
accessory to it."^' Therefore, he worried, "How it will be viewed by the Christian public
at home

" Hiram Bingham also felt concerned about the American public's

perception of the event. The fervent denial by several of the Protestant evangelists that
"we have endeavored to guard against any infringement on the principles of religious and
civil liberty" seemed rather disingenuous, indicating the missionaries' guilt over their part
in the affair, more than anything else.'*''
The missionaries' feelings of jubilation were short lived. As they faced the
challenges that came with Ka'ahumanu's death in 1832, Nahi'ena'ena's apostasy, and the
King's rebellion against the constraints of Calvinist morality, they also continued to deal
with the issue of the Catholic religion. The merchant faction still blamed them for the
removal of the priests and they censured the Calvinists for the chiefs' persecution of
native Catholics. After the expulsion of Bachelot and Short, their native followers
Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, Novemtier 25, 1831, [December 24, 1831 ], in Vtiller, Selected Writings,
347. Colcord, "Journal," [December 1831], typed transcript, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," typed transcript,
December 23-24, 1831, HHS. Bingham to Jeremiah Evarts, November 25, 1831, [December 24,183!], in
Miller, Selected Writings, 346.
Levi Chamberlain to Ruflis Anderson, February 6, 1832, ML, HMCS.
Hiram Bingham to Rufiis Anderson, February 16, 1832, ML, HMCS. Hiram Bingham, Jonathan
Green, Samuel Whitney to Rufiis Anderson, June 23,1832, ML, HMCS.
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continued to practice the new religion. As before, they refused to give up their new faith
despite ali 7 nui threats. This led to two rounds of persecution: first in September 1832
and later in August 1835. On both occasions, the Christian chiefs set Catholic
commoners to work hauling coral blocks, building walls, and mucking up feces. They
confined some Catholic maka 'ainam in irons at the fort overlooking Honolulu harbor,
and it seems that at times some of the prisoners went hungry. The foreign merchant
faction perceived the persecution of the Catholics as unjust and as an assault on religious
freedom. They blamed the Calvinists for this mistreatment, asserting that the abuse
would not have occurred but for the clergymen's advice to the chiefs. The first round of
persecution ended only after Commodore Downes of the Potomac chastised the King and
chiefs for their treatment of the religious dissenters.'*'
Yet, the chiefs acted no differently than they had in the past. The ali 7 nui had
long held dictatorial power over the maka 'ainana and their correction of the commoners'
transgressions had often been swift and harsh. As the ali 7 nui saw it, the Catholic
commoners had disobeyed the law prohibiting the worship of idols. Therefore, they
justly sentenced these lawbreakers as "punishment for rebellion & obstinacy," just as
they penalized all who opposed their will.'*^ Hawaii's leaders punished their subjects for
other reasons as well. For example, in early September 1835, Stephen Reynolds reported
Reynolds, ''Journal," September 2,1832, August 4, 1835, HHS. Hiram Bingham, Jonathan Green,
and Samuel Whitney to Rufus Anderson, June 23, 1832, ML, HMCS. Ephraim Clark to Rufiis Anderson,
September 6, 1832, ML, HMCS. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 144. Yzendoom, History, 80*83,
88-92. J. N. Reynolds, Voyage of the United States Frigate Potomac... in the Years 1831, 1832, 1833,
and 1834, (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1835), 417-419.
Lorrin Andrew's recollections re Belcher & Du Petit Thouars to R. C. Wyllie Esq., July 21-22, 1837,
Fo&Ex, HSA.
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that the ICing had sentenced the maka 'ainana who had failed to pay their taxes to "take a
lump of Salt in their mouths, to go round this Island, without eating or drinking/'^^
However, the Catholic commoners' offence proved much more serious than that of those
who could not pay their taxes. By refusing to give up their religion, the Catholic
maka 'ainana once again threatened ali 7 nui rule. Consequently, the chiefs believed they
had both a right and an imperative for punishing their subjects."*^
By 1835, both the Calvinists and Christian ali 7 nui also had to contend with a
renewed effort to reintroduce priests in the Sandwich Islands. On 21 August 1835,
Brother Columba Murphy arrived in Honolulu. As both a British subject and a lay
brother, the Bishop of Nilopolis viewed Murphy as the most likely candidate to pass
undisturbed by the Christian chiefs. Upon his landing, the lay brother immediately
consulted with both the American and British consuls. The latter apparently advised him
to take up residence "without asking anybody's permission."^^ Thus, Murphy remained
"incog[ito]" for three weeks before the chiefs detected his presence.''^ In the meantime,
he sought to determine whether the appropriate condition existed for the return of Fathers

Reynolds, "Journal," September 2, 1835, HHS.
^ Other scholars offer little or no explanation for the chiefs' "mistreatment" of native Catholics. Gavan
Daws offers a description of the Catholics' punishment, but nothing more. Daws, Shoal, 96. Lilikala
Kame'eleihiwa does not mention it at all. Bradley notes that how they were punished and that the
Protestant a/i V nui feared a maka'ainana revolt. He also points out that although the Calvinists wanted to
rid the islands of the priests, it did not mean that they approved of the Christians chiefs' punishment of the
Catholic commoners. Bradley, The American Frontier, 204,293. Kuykendall also mentions their
punishment. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 141. Bradley alone recognizes that Hawaii's leaders
acted towards the commoners as they always had. If anything, they prescribed less severe penalties than
they would have before the overthrow of the kapus.
Yzendoom, History, 88.
Hiram Bingham to Rufus Anderson, August 8, 1835, ML, HMCS.
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Bachelot and Short from California. After hearing of Murphy, ICina'u, who had become
Kuhina Nui aiter Ka'ahumanu's death, met with both the lay brother and Richard
Chariton. Supposedly, the British Consul insolently told the chiefess that Murphy had
come to the islands "to do what ever he wanted.''^^ Once again, a Catholic had
demonstrated to the ali 7 nui that members of the Roman Catholic faith could not be
trusted. Murphy had failed to ask their permission to land, as required by Sandwich
Island law, and his presence had provoked the British Consul to even further insolence.
Kina'u made it clear that Murphy was unwelcome in Hawaii. However, because of the
support of Charlton and much of the white business conununity, the lay brother had
already decided that conditions were indeed favorable for a renewed attempt at
establishing a Catholic mission. Therefore, in September 1835, he sailed to California to
arrange for Bachelot and Short's passage to the islands."*^
A year later, at the end of September 1836, another priest. Father Arsenius Robert
Walsh arrived "incognito" in the Sandwich Islands. An Irishman by birth. Father Walsh
belonged to the same order as the priests Bachelot and Short, the Congregation of the
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Like Murphy, the Bishop had sent Walsh believing
that he would find protection from Richard Charlton because of his status as a British
subject. As was the case with Murphy, Kina'u and the other Christian chiefs objected
when they found out about the new Catholic cleric.'*'

Yzendoom, History, 88.
Bingham, A Residence, 504-505. Yzendoom, History, 87-88.
Lowell Smith to Rufiis Anderson, December 3, 1836, VfL, HMCS. Bingham, A Residence, 504-505.
Yzendoom, History, 93-94.
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If not for the arrival of the French war ship. La Bonite, the King and chiefs would
have banished Walsh from Hawaii. Hearing of the exile of Bachelot and Short firom
Walsh, Captain Vaillant of the La Bonite met with Kauikeaouli, expressing his
displeasure at the clerics' expulsion, as well as the insecure tenure of the remaining
Catholics. The Mo 7 informed Vaillant that he had sent the priests away because "he did
not want two Religions in his Country[,]" but assured him that the remaining lay brothers
would remain secure in their property and that Walsh would not be banished from the
islands as long as he refrained from proselytizing to the natives.Unhappy with this
response, the captain made it clear that the "French Nation was jealous and would inquire
into all Such cases."^' Unfortunately for the King, Walsh had no intention of refraining
from preaching to the maka ainana. In December 1836, Kauikeaouli issued his own
threat to the priest: "If you in any way attempt to teach again you shall then have broken
the laws of the land, and also have broken your word, and you shall then be sent out of
this Country-. You must therefore live up to your promise and obey my laws."^^ At the
same time, Kekuanao'a asked Walsh when he planed to leave and the priest replied that
the recently signed Russell Treaty "allowed him to stay."^^ Each time the clerics showed
themselves untrustworthy, each time their merchant supporters insolently confronted the
chiefs, they pushed the ali 7 mi more deeply into the arms of the Calvinist missionaries.
Reynolds, "Journal," October 12, 1835, typed copy, HHS.
Ibid. YMy\ixndaL\\,TheHayvaiianKingdom,\A5. Kauikeaouli to Robert Walsh, December 5, 1836,
Fo & Ex, HSA.
Kauikeaouli to Robert Walsh, December 5, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Reynolds, "Journal," typed transcript, December 5, 1836, HHS.
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The King and chiefs began to see the American evangelists as the only whites that they
could trust to support their authority/'*
On 17 April 1837, Fathers Bachelot and Short returned to Honolulu, instigating a
crisis that would threaten the sovereignty of the Hawaiian kingdom. As before, the two
Catholic clerics landed without the permission of the Mo 7 or chiefs. Hearing of their
presence, first Governor Kekuanao'a and then both King Kauikeaouli and Kina'u
proclaimed that Ka'ahumanu's banishment of the priests in 1831 had been "perpetual."^^
Therefore, on 20 May 1837, the chiefs sent members of the native militia to escort the
two Catholic evangelists to their vessel, the Clementine. Unfortunately for Hawaii's
rulers, the ship belonged to Jules Dudoit, a Frenchman who as a British subject had
registered the vessel in England. Dudoit had recently signed a contract with the
American merchant, William French, to ship a cargo to the American coast and they had
just finished loading the vessel. Both men detested the Calvinist missionaries and their
all 7 nui allies. Consequently, when the Hawaiian militia put Bachelot and Short on
board his ship, Dudoit and his crew abandoned the vessel. Taking the Clementine^
British flag, Dudoit and his allies claimed that the Hawaiian government had committed

Stephen Reynolds noted that the American missionary, the Reverend Lowell Smith, told the
"Natives" that they must send Walsh away. Reynolds, "Journal," October 2, 1836, HHS. For the King's
and chiefs' meeting with Captain Vaillant, see. Ibid., October 10, 12, IS, 16-19, 1836, HHS. See also,
Mary Dillingham Frear, Lowell and Abigail: A Realistic Idyll, (New Haven, CT: privately printed, 1934),
108-109.
" Kamehameha III, "Proclamation," April 29, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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an act of "Piracy.Soon, Dudoit and French would claim $75,000 in damages from the
Sandwich Island government.
Knowing that the chiefs planned to remove the Catholic clerics, Dudoit and his
merchant friends had probably planned this course of action ahead of time. When the
Frenchman reached the shore, he immediately went to the home of Richard Charlton,
giving him the British flag. Surrounded by a crowd of onlookers, the British Consul
promptly set fire to it. In the next issue of the Sandwich Island Gazette, On 27 May
1837, headlines proclaimed, "INSULT TO THE BRITISH FLAG. Violation of the
Rights of Three Nations! OUTRAGE UPON HUMANITY."^® But, it was not the British
Consul who received the blame for this act. On this and on numerous other occasions,
the anti-missionary faction claimed that the Calvinist evangelists, not Charlton, had
insulted the British flag. They reasoned that because the American clergymen had caused
the chiefs to take an anti-Catholic stance, the responsibility for burning the British flag
lay on them.^'

Richard Charlton to Tameahmeah [Kamehameha] III, British Consulate, May 22, 1837, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
" Unknown Author, "Memorandum regarding priests," [@April 26, 1837], Fo & Ex, HSA.
Kekuanao'a to Frenchmen, April 19, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Mathew Kekuanao'a to Kinau, April 24, 1837,
Fo & Ex, HSA. Dudoit's Protest re Clementine, May 22, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Official Protest by John
Coffin Jones to Kauikeaouli, May 23, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. John Coffin Jones to Kauikeaouli, May 24,
1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Extract fivm a letter from a Merchant in the Sandwich Islands to the Rev. William
Richards, American Missionary residing in the United States, Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich
Islands: Case of the 'Clementine,' HSA.
Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), May 27, 1837, HHS.
Ibid., See also, Richard Charlton to Tameahmeah [Kamehameha] III, British Consulate, May 22,
1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. John C. Jones and William French, Protest re Clementine, May 22, 1837, Fo & Ex,
HSA. Mary Atherton Richards, ed., Amos Starr Cooke and Juliette Montague Cooke: Their
Autobiographies Gleaned from Their Journals and Letters, (Honolulu: Daughters of Hawai'i, 1987), 126-
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With the return of Bachelot and Short, the western businessmen rallied around the
issue of religious freedom. They situated themselves as champions of religious liberty in
juxtaposition to their American missionary enemies, whom they claimed stood for
intolerance. On 22 April 1837, even before Hawaii's rulers had forced the two Catholic
clerics on board the Clementine, the editor of Sandwich Island Gazette used a story about
anti-Catholic sentiment in the U.S. Congress to focus blame on the Calvinists for the
chiefs' treatment of the Catholic priests. Two weeks later, the editor declared, ""Human
nature will not bear religious compulsion ... THE MIND OF MAN WAS BORN TO BE
FREE!"^ Following the Clementine incident, the newspaperman asserted that the "voice
of injured humanity is writhing forth its tones of complaint from beneath the foot of the
oppressor
mischief ..

the advice of evil minded counsellors has been at the bottom of this great
Mackintosh and his successors at the Sandwich Island Gazette had now

found an issue that would buy them support in many quarters of the world and they
would continue their diatribes against the "monster of fanaticism" and "that monster,
persecution" for years to come.^^
Other members of the foreign business community also used the principle of
religious liberty to advance their cause against their Calvinist foes. When Peter
Brinsmade, a friend of the American mission who would soon take over the American
127. For Stephen Reynolds' account of this incident, see, Reynolds, "Journal," May 20, 1837, typed
transcript, HHS.
^ Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island GazeUe,{y^ono\\i\\x), May 6, 1837, HHS.
Ibid.
Unknown Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 9, 1838, June 29, 1838, HHS.
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consulship from John Coffin Jones, wrote the paper defending the actions of both the ali 7
nui and the Calvinists, a merchant ally expressed his "pure astonishment... that there
could be found a man who had ever, even snuffed the air of New England or had one
drop of New England blood... as to advocate the cause of intolerance, and proclaim
himself an enemy to that inalienable right, the liberty of conscience.Certainly, this
was turning the history of Puritan New England on its head! More mildly, Stephen
Reynolds denounced those who condemned the Catholics, that is, the Calvinists, as
"Ignorant" and Brinsmade's article as a "sever[e] abuse of all Catholics[.]"^ The French
owner of the Clementine, Jules Dudoit pointed that in his country people were not asked
what religion they followed in order to determine the degree to which the law protected
them.^^

Claiming to stand for "civilization," the members of the merchant faction boldly
and openly opposed the Sandwich Island chiefs, whom they accused of "xmcivilized"
behavior. Whereas before they had either indirectly criticized the Christian ali 7 nui
through their attacks on the Calvinist or worked behind the scenes by encouraging
dissident native factions, now they showed no fear of openly attacking all of Hawaii's
rulers. The American Consul, John Cofifin Jones, accused the chiefs of committing a
"piratical" act "contrary to the Laws of every nation, and one which will never be

" Anonymous letter to the editor [possibly John Coffm Jones], Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu),
July I, 1837, HHS.
" Reynolds, "Journal," June 5, 1837, June 21, 1837, typed transcript, HHS.
Jules Dudoit, "Letter to the Editor," Sandwich Island Gazette, vol. I, no. 41, May 6, 1837, HHS.
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submitted to, by any civilized power on the Globe."^ Threatening the King, he asserted
that the chiefs would be made to account for the insult they had offered to the British
flag, the persecution of the French priests, and for the seizure of American property.
Although the British Consul, Richard Charlton, admitted that the Sandwich Island
government had a right to send the priests away, he declared that they had no right to put
them forcibly on board the Clementine. He concluded that the Hawaiians could not be
treated as "civilized" because they acted impulsively and without reflection. Declaring,
*'Do not flatter yourself that this Outrage will be quietly passed over," Jones and his allies
predicted that it was only a matter of time before the chiefs and their missionary advisors
paid the ultimate price for the consequences of their collusion.^^
The threats and accusations of the foreign community united the ali 7 nui. Since
Boki's death in early 1830, the high-chiefs Liliha and Paki had been allied with the
merchant faction against the American evangelists and Christian ali 7 nui. However, after
the failure of 1830 Pauhikaua rebellion and various other maneuverings against the
Christian chiefs, the two seemed resigned to the Calvinist faith. At the very least, the
various threats made by Charlton, Jones, Dudoit and the like in recent years pushed these
former ali 7 nui adversaries into the American missionary camp. As early as 1836, both
Paki and Liliha had joined the Christian chiefs in protesting the actions of Lord Russell
and the traders' interpretation of the 1836 treaty. Then, on 5 June 1837, less than a
month afler the chiefs forced Bachelot and Short on board the Clementine, Liliha and
^ John Coffin Jones to Kauikeaouli, May 24, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ibid. Mr. [Richard] Consul Charlton to Commodore Sullivan, June 22, 1837, Correspondence
Relative to the Sandwich Islands: Case of the 'Clementine,' HSA.
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Paki became members of the Calvinist church. Furthennore, during the following
months, both ali 7 nui united with the other chiefs, signing both letters of protest
concerning the actions of various foreigners in the islands and letters requesting more
missionary teachers from America.^*
Of the foremost ali 7 nui, only the Mo 7 remained outside the faith of the chiefs'
missionary advisors. The King, who had been in mourning for his sister, Nahi'ena'ena,
on Maui when the priests had first returned, remained somewhat torn as to where his
friends actually lay. According to Stephen Reynolds, on 12 June 1837, John CofRn Jones
had convinced Kauikeaouli to admit that his actions toward the Catholic clerics were
wrong, when Kekuanao'a "came and ordered the King to go to the Fort[.]"^^ The Mo 7
apparently changed his mind after receiving another irate and threatening letter from
Jones. On 17 June 1837, he told Reynolds that he was angry with him and "all the white
men"^° He also informed the merchant that he was "making new Port Regulations[,]"
requiring all persons on board foreign ships to explain their purpose in the Sandwich
Islands.^' On the same day, Kauikeaouli sent a letter to American Consul asserting that

^ Reynolds, ''Journal," June 5, 1837, typed transcript, HHS. Kauikeaouli, Ka'ahumanu II, Kekauluohi,
Kekauonohi, Kouia, Kauakualii, Kekuanaoa, Keliiahouai, Kaholowaa, Kemalani, Hoapili K., Hoapili w.,
Haaheo, Haalilio, Aikanaka, Malo, Kanaina, Kaeo I, Kaeo II, Kinimaka, loane Jama, loane II, lada, Paki,
"Statement Respecting the preparation of the [Russell] Treaty," Novemberl6, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Bingham, A Residence, 496. Tamehameha 3 [Kauikeaouli], Nahi'ena'ena, Kekaukuohi, Liliha, Hoapili
Kane, Kekauonohi, Paki to William IV, November 16, 1836, Fo& Ex, HSA.
Reynolds, "Journal," June 12, 1837, typed transcript, HHS.
™ Ibid. July 17, 1837.
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his accusations were "incorrect.

Then, apparently tired of dealing with controversy,

the King sailed for Maui and the grave of his beloved sister^^
During the ensuing weeks, missionaries, merchants, chiefs, and representatives of
foreign powers debated the issue of Hawaiian sovereignty. As far as the American
evangelists, their supporters, and the chiefs were concerned, the Catholic controversy
centered not on the question of religious liberty—^as Charlton, Mackintosh, and those
who opposed them asserted—but, instead, on whether the King as a sovereign had the
right to deny foreigners residence in his country. A few weeks earlier, Peter Brinsmade,
a "pious trader" and fnend of the American mission, succinctly stated the position of the
Calvinists in a letter to the Sandwich Island Gazette. Referring to a work on the '"Laws
of Nations'" by M. D. Vattel as an authority throughout the "civilized" world, Brinsmade
noted the author's assertion that missionaries should not preach without the permission of
a sovereign because it would injure a ruler's rights, and that "//Ae orders them to leave
his domains they ought to obey"^* Based on this definition of sovereignty, Brinsmade
concluded that Hawaii's leaders had acted correctly with regard to Bachelot and Short.
The editor of the Gazette dismissed Brinsmade's explanations as "sophistry," while
another of the Calvinists' foes argued that because the pious trader had received his

^ Kamehameha III to John C. Jones, June 17, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
^ John C. Jones to Kamehameha 111, June 16, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," July 17,
1837, typed transcript, HHS.
Peter Brinsmade, "Letter to the Editor," Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 21,1837, HHS.
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understanding of Catholic conflict from the American missionaries, the "information is
exparte and thus inadmissable [sic]."^^
The merchants also continued to lay the blame for the ali 7 nuVs anti-Catholic
stance squarely on Calvinist shoulders. They declared, "we look upon the native
government as a misled child," and contended that the missionaries should be punished
for their "piratical measures."^^ They also condemned the Protestants for telling the
Hawaiians that the Ka'ahumanu's treatment of the Catholics was just and that it should
be repeated. Finally, the merchant faction concluded, "We leave time to prove who are
the causes of this outrageous persecution: We leave the 'powers that be' to punish the
guilty: And we leave the world to judge of the correcmess of the doctrines and creeds
whose fruits are oppression and violence."^'
The conflict between Bachelot, Short, and their merchant supporters on one side
and Hawaii's rulers and the American missionaries on the other, remained at a stalemate
until the arrival of the British warship Sulphur on 6 July 1837 and the French warship La
Venus two days later. After hearing of the situation from the merchant faction. Captain
Edward Belcher of the Sulphur and Captain Abel du Petit Thouars of the La Venus met
with Kina'u and the other chiefs, demanding that they release the Catholics. Kina'u
refused, asserting that to do so "would be the destruction of my government & of the

" Mackintosh, ed.. Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 21,1837, HHS and Letter to the Editor,
Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July I, 1837, HHS. Peter Brinsmade, "Letter to the Editor,"
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K i n g s . S h e and the other chiefs did not view their actions towards Bachelot and Short
as religious intolerance, but instead insisted that they had a right to stop foreign ships
iirom leaving men in the islands without their permission. Nor, did they believe that they
had committed an act of piracy. Kauikeaouli had already told Richard Charlton that the
Clementine did not belong to him. As far as Kina'u, the Mo 7, and other ali 7 nui were
concerned. Captain Dudoit and William French could take the Clementine and leave the
islands at any time, as long as they took the Catholic clergymen with them.^'
Unfortunately for the Hawaiians, the might of western military imperialism
overruled western constructions of the rights of sovereigns. The interview between
Belcher, du Petit Thouars, and the ali'i nui devolved into a "great uproar."®® Apparently,
both Belcher and Dudoit shook their fists in Kina'u's face, the former threatening to
bring soldiers ashore with bayonets. The Hawaiians interpreted this as behavior
unbecoming to those from an "enlightened" country.*' Two hours later, after establishing
a blockade of the harbor, the British Captain had his men board the Clementine and retum
Kekuanao'a notes regarding conference with Capt. Belcher & Du Petit, July 10, 1837, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
^ Reynolds, "Journal," July 10, 1837, typed transcript, HHS. Extract from a letter from a Merchant in
the Sandwich Islands to the Rev. William Richards, American Missionary residing in the United States,
Correspondence Relative to the Sandwich Islands: Case of the 'Clementine,' HSA. Kekuanao'a notes
regarding conference with Capt. Belcher & Du Petit, July 10, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Paul Kanoa re Capt.
Belcher & Capt. Bruce, September 28, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. For Belchers' views on these events, see,
Edward Belcher, Narrative of a Voyage Round the World, performed in Her Majesty's Ship Sulphur During
the Years 1836-1842, 2 vols., (London: Henry Colbum, IM3), 52-60.
^ Kekuanao'a notes regarding conference with Capt Belcher & Du Petit, July 10, 1837, Fo & Ex,
HSA. Commenting on the fist shaking by both Belcher and Dudoit, Kekuanao'a observed that "This was a
strange thing, that Capt Belcher should shake his fist in the face of Kina'u of our chief woman—& the
conduct of Dudoit was like that of Belcher." Ibid. Belcher admits that he threatened Bingham with a
clenched fist, but contends that he did not act this way towards Kina'u. Belcher, Narrative, 57.
Paul Kanoa re Capt. Belcher & Capt. Bruce, September 28, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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the priests to the Catholic mission house in Honolulu. The white traders expressed
jubilance and Stephen Reynolds claimed that the "Natives all appeared highly elated,
when they saw the Catholics come ashore."®^
During the next few weeks, at a series of meetings between Belcher and du Petit
Thouars and the chiefs, the two captains admitted that the King had a right to expel
Bachelot and Short from his kingdom. Nevertheless, they also asserted that they believed
that the expulsion of the clerics went against the 1836 Russell treaty. Once again, the
question of a strategically placed comma caused contention. Charlton, Dudoit, and the
captains argued that the qualifying phrase, "with the consent of the King," referred to a
requirement for foreigners to obtain the permission of the Mo 7 before building houses.
On the other hand, the ali 7 nui declared that they would never have signed such an
agreement because "future trouble might spring from the influx of foreigners, could they
come here without obtaining consent[.]"*^ They believed that the clause referred to the
need to obtain the King's permission before foreigners could settle at the islands. The
chiefs' reading of the Russell treaty, the King's newfound understanding of Vattel, and

After accusing the British Consul of having the blockade established, and after Charlton's fervent
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the captains' previous admissions concerning the rights of sovereigns, all led Kauikeaouli
to assert that he had the "right to reject all injurious persons."*^ The Mo 7 would allow
little more than that the two priests could stay in Honolulu—^after receiving vouchers for
their good behavior from Belcher and Du Petit Thouars—until they could engage an
appropriate conveyance from the islands. By the end of November, both Father Short
and Father Bachelot had left Hawaii.^^
The other issues that arose from the Clementine incident remained unresolved.
Kauikeaouli and the other chiefs refused to take responsibility for what the foreign
merchants labeled an act of piracy. They claimed that they had not insulted the British
flag, Richard Charlton had when he burned it; they had not taken Dudoit's vessel, the
Captain had abandoned it; and that they could not be held liable for William French's
property on board the Clementine, since they had not prevented the ship from leaving
port. In contrast. Captain Belcher blamed Hawaii's rulers for the insulting the British
flag and turning the Clementine into a "prison-ship."*^ However, because he felt that he
did not have the authority to exact retribution, he advised the chiefs that he would
" Lorrin Andrew's recollections re Belcher & Du Petit Thouars to R. C. Wyllie Esq., July 21-22, 1837,
Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ibid.
A Residence, 505. The controversial line of the 1836 Russell treaty reads, "English
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continue between the subjects of both countries. Great Britain & the Sandwich Islands.'' Treaty with Great
Britain (Lord Russell), November 16, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA. Kauikeaouli, "Consent for Father Short to
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acquaint British authorities with the chiefs' deeds and that they would punish them for
their actions. Yet, he did exact a promise from the Mo 7 that the chiefs would abide by
his interpretation of the Russell treaty and that they would hold a "fair trail" before
refusing to allow a British subject to land at the Sandwich Islands. Captain du Petit
Thouars also did not have license to either punish the Hawaiians or force a treaty on
them. However, he convinced Kauikeaouli to sign a "Convention" whereby the subjects
of France and the Sandwich Islands "may come and go freely" within the two countries.®^
He also appointed Jules Dudoit as provisional French Consul. By the end of July 1837,
the two captains finished their business and left the Sandwich Islands.
After the departure of the Sulphur and La Venus, Kauikeaouli, Kina'u, and the
other ali 7 nui—with the help of their missionary allies—endeavored to tackle the
problems with foreigners that had been plaguing them for years. In particular, they
worked to have Richard Charlton removed as British Consul and issued formal
complaints against Lord Russell and Captain Belcher. Since the mid-1820s, the British
Consul had besieged the islanders with his political plotting, erratic temper, and
supposedly inunoral behavior. In the fall of 1836, the chiefs had sent a letter to
Parliament via an American whale ship, asking for Charlton's removal and protesting
Russell's actions. But, they had received no word about their complaint. Now, Hawaii's
leaders renewed their efforts to have Charlton removed. On 23 October 1837, they wrote

" Convention between Kamehameha III and France, July 24, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Edward Belcher to Tamehameha III, July 22, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Kamehameha III, ratification of
article one of Russell Treaty, July 24, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," July 24, 1837, typed
transcript, HHS.
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an official letter to King William IV in which the protested the bad behavior and strongarm tactics of Charlton, Lord Russell, and Captain Belcher. They also detailed
Charlton's actions during the cow incident and pointed out that he had fathered an
illegitimate child, contrary to the adultery laws of their kingdom.^^ Moreover, they
explained their side of the Clementine incident to the British authorities. They also wrote
a similar letter to the President of the United States, demanding the removal of John
Coffin Jones as "American Consul."^ With the arrival of the English warship Imogene
in October 1837, they made their complaints known to Captain Bruce. Although he
declared that the English Cabinet would not take these accusations against Russell and
Charlton seriously, Bruce agreed to transport the chiefs' letter to England. The fact that
the King wholeheartedly agreed with the charges against Charlton—whom he had once
considered his greatest friend—and refused to withdraw them despite Bruce's repeated
efforts to obtain his consent to do so, demonstrated clearly that, for the time being, the

Charlton denied all of these charges. Journal of Lorrin Andrews re Catholic AfTairs, October 4-18,
1837,Fo&Ex, HSA.
Ka'ahumanu 11, Paki, Kekuanao'a, Konia, Ha'aliiio, J. li to US president re Clementine, November 2,
1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. As early as 1832, the Calvinist missionaries had used their agents in the United
States to lobby for Jones's removal. They hoped that the federal government would replace him with their
fnend, Peter Brinsmade, a "pious trader." Both the Calvinists and the chiefs found it much easier to have
Jones removed from office than Richard Chariton. For years, the so-called American Consul had neglected
his duties and the American government had received complaints about his negligence from various US
ship captains. On 13 April 1838, the State department replaced Jones with Brinsmade. However, the
Sandwich Island chiefs did not received word until sometime in the Spring of 1839. In the meantime, in
January 1839, they wrote another letter requesting Jones's removal. James Hunnewell to Henry Peirce,
December 12, 1832, Hunnewell Papers, HHS. Louis Lane, Dept. of State to John C. Jones, October 18,
1833, April 28, 1834,Consuiar Instructions, HSA. John Forsyth, Sec. of State, to John C. Jones, June 31,
1835, June 4, 1836, October 2, 1837, April 13, 1838, Consular Instructions, HSA. US ship Captains to
Martin Van Buren, President of the US, November 1837, Dispatches from the US Consul in Honolulu,
HSA. Ka'ahumanu II to Martin Van Buren, January 12, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," July
4, 1839, typed transcript, HHS.
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factionalism among the ali 7 mi was over and that even this most recalcitrant of Hawaii's
leaders remained firmly in the American missionaries' wamp.^'
Having heard rumors of the inuninent arrival of more Catholic priests, the chiefs
tried to prevent their landing by drawing up laws against them. During the visit of the
Imogene, the King and other ali 7 nui gave Captain Bruce copies of new harbor laws
meant to prevent Catholics from coming ashore. Ailer reading them, the Captain
repeatedly asserted that these new regulations proved contrary to the Russell treaty and,
consequently, he advised the chiefs not to enact them. Bruce believed that the old harbor
laws and the "customs of nations would be sufficient for the Chiefs to act upon" to keep
the Catholics out.^^ Yet, as Kina'u pointed out, "They have deceived us again & again."
Similarly, Kauikeaouli declared that the Catholics had "better not come on shore. 1 know
how they treated me before. They never will go away."'^
In fact, the chiefs' fears were confirmed two weeks later with the arrival of two
more Catholic priests. On 27 October 1837, the Europa sailed into Honolulu harbor
carrying Fathers Murphy and Maigret. A recently ordained Catholic priest, the ali 7 nui
allowed Murphy to land because he lied to them about his status. Maigret also

Kamehameha III, Nahi'ena'ena, Kekauiuohi [?], Liliha, Hoapili Kane, Kekauonohi, Paki to William
IV, November 16, 1836, Fo& Ex, HSA. Journal of Lorrin Andrews re Catholic Affairs, October 4-18,
1837. Fo & Ex, HSA. King Kamehameha III to King William IV, October 23, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ka'ahumanu II, Kekuanao'a, loane II to Capt. Bruce, "Certificate of the Conduct of Captain Belcher,"
October 23, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Reynolds, "Journal," October 11, 1837, typed transcript, HHS. The
chiefs did not actually get all of the documents together in time to go by the Imogene to England. They
gave Captain Bruce copies of the letter of complaint against Charlton, but not the letter dealing with the
issue of the Catholics and the Clementine or Captain Belcher.
Journal of Lorrin Andrews re Catholic Affairs, October 4-18, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
" Ibid.
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endeavored to deceive the ali 7 nui, but failing to do so, he left the islands. The new
French Consul, Jules Dudoit, protested that the chiefs' actions toward Father Maigret
violated the so-called treaty the chiefs had signed with Captain du Petit Thouars a few
months earlier. He vowed that he would inform his government of this further insult to
France.'^
By the end of the year, Hawaii's leaders had had enough. Firmly convinced that
followers of the Catholic religion were nothing other than troublemakers and deceitful
idolaters, on 18 December 1837, the King issued "An Ordinance Rejecting the Catholic
religion."^^ This edict barred vessels from bringing Catholic clerics to the Sandwich
Islands, prevented the landing of Catholic priests on the kingdom's shores, and outlawed
the teaching of the Catholic religion. It also detailed the penalties that would occur if a
member of the Roman clergy came ashore through fraud or if persons in the islands aided
them in their deception. In the hopes of avoiding all future troubles with Catholic
ecclesiastics, Hawaii's rulers had the new law "printed and published," and mandated that
all pilots give newly arrived ships a copy of the proclamation.^

^ Ka'ahumanu II to Capt. [of the] Europa, November 2, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ka'ahumanu II to
Catholic Priests, November 2, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Maigret & Vluiphy to Ka'ahumanu II, November 2,
1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ka'ahumanu II to Maigret & Murphy, November 2, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. L.
Maigret Certificate, November 3, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Unknown Author, "Extract from a Conference of
Catholic Priests," November 3, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Jules Dudoit to Kina'u, November 7, 1837, Fo & Ex,
HSA. Ka'ahumanu 2 to Mr. Dudoit, November 8, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Dudoit to Kina'u, November 10,
1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ka'ahumanu 2 to Mr. Dudoit, November 13, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. J. Dudoit to
Ka'ahumanu 2, November 13, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA. Ka'ahumanu 2 to Cat. Shaw, November 14, 1837, Fo
& Ex, HSA. L. Maigret's Protest, November 15, 1837, Fo & Ex, HSA.
King Kamehameha III, "An Ordinance Rejecting the Catholic religion," December 18, 1837, Early
Laws, HSA.
^ Ibid. Reynolds, "Journal," December 31, 1837, typed transcript, HHS.
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In July 1838, the chiefs also appointed the Reverend William Richards as
counselor to the King, so that they might learn to better deal with the problems posed by
foreign men and nations. Richards had arrived in Hawaii in 1823 as part of the first
company of reinforcements to the American mission. He spoke fluent Hawaiian and had
been a trusted friend of many of the Christian ali 7 nui for years. At the request of the
chiefs, in 1836, on a visit to the United States, he had searched for someone to teach them
economics and political science. In 1838, when he returned empty handed, Hawaii's
leaders suggested that he take the job. Richards accepted the position, becoming
"chaplain, translator, counsellor and political advisor" to Kauikeaouli, and the other ali 7
nui^^ He hoped to do so while retaining his ties to the ABCFM. However, eventually
they required him to sever that connection.'*
Richards's appointment augured momentous change for the Sandwich Islands.
He became the first foreigner since John Young, Isaac Davis, and Don Francisco de Paula
Marin to become a part of the Sandwich Island government. However, whereas
Kamehameha I had required these early sojourners to adapt to the Hawaiian political
economy, taking on the role of ali 7 and the mandates of the kapus, the Reverend William
Richards meant to remake the Hawaiian chiefs and their political structure in the image of
western governments. At the same time, the fact that Hawaii's rulers formally requested
a teacher of political science suggests that the ali 7 nui recognized that their previous
synthesis of the traditional Hawaiian political economy with their unique interpretation of
Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, Missionary Album: Sesquicentermial Edition, 1820-1970,
(Honolulu; Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, 1969), 162.
^ Kamehameha III to Ka'ahumanu II, June 27, 1838, Fo & Ex, HSA. Bingham, A Residence, 496.
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the roie of a Christian monarch was no longer adequate to effectively rule their kingdom.
The influence of Richards, combined with military might of the French empire, would
soon dramatically change the political and economic life of the Sandwich Islands.
While 1838 had proved uneventful, 1839 brought tragedy to the Sandwich
Islands. On 4 April 1839, Kina'u died from the mumps. The Kuhina Nui had been a
strong, intelligent, stalwart leader, who had continued the policies of Ka'ahumanu and
remained close to the Calvinist evangelists. In addition, since 1836—when Kauikeaouli
had given up his rebellion after his sister's death—she had effectively ruled the islands in
his place. She also was one of the few ali 7 mi who had been successftil at having
children. Less than three weeks after the Kuhina NuVs death, another chief, Kaikio'ewa,
died. Since his conversion in 1830, the high chief had been a strong supporter of the
American missionaries and had steadfastly advocated the expulsion of all Catholic
clergymen from the islands. The deaths of both chiefs left the nation in the charge of a
King who had spent much of the past decade drinking and carousing, rather than ruling.
Although Kauikeaouli appointed Miriam Auhea Kekauluohi—di Kamehameha
descendent and a Protestant—as the new Kuhina Nui, it remained to be seen whether she
or the Mo 7 would take charge of the nation.''
After Kina'u's death, Kauikeaouli sought to avoid the repercussions that would
now fall directly on his shoulders as a result of his anti-Catholic policies. Ever since 20

^ Death of Ka'ahumanu 11, April 5, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Unknown Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette,
(Honolulu), 1839, HHS. Hiram Bingham to Ruftis Anderson, April 19, 1839, ML, HMCS. Levi
Chamberlain to Rufiis Anderson, July 27, 1839, ML, HMCS. Kamehameha III, "Proclamation," June 7,
1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Auhea's Proclamation, no date, Fo & Ex, HSA. Kamehameha III, "Proclamation,"
June 8, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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May 1837, when Hawaii's leaders had forced Fathers Bacheiot and Short on board the
Clementine, the western merchants in the Sandwich Islands had warned the ali'i nui to
expect retribution. In addition, in February 1838, the islanders had heard news of
Captain du Petit Thouars' use of gunboat diplomacy in Tahiti the previous September
because of similar skirmishes over the Catholic religion. Moreover, for years, western
sea captains and military of^cers had protested the chiefs' persecution of native
Catholics. Fearing the wrath of the French nation, on 17 June 1839, Kauikeaouli
proclaimed that followers of the Catholic faith would no longer be punished for
practicing their religion. Nevertheless, the ali 7 nui continued to persecute at least some
of the native Catholics.
The King's new found religious tolerance proved too little, too late. On 9 July
1839, the French frigate L Artemise arrived in Honolulu harbor. Its Captain, C.P.T.
Laplace, had come to the Sandwich Islands to exact retribution from a people that his
government believed had insulted the honor of the French empire. After hearing only
Jules Dudoit's side of the Catholic controversy, the Captain issued a '^Manifesto,"
declaring that the French government had been overindulgent with the Hawaiians who
remained ignorant of French power. Therefore, Laplace threatened to "immediately
Reynolds, "Journal," February 8,1839, typed transcript, HHS. Levi Chamberlain to Rufus
Anderson, July 27, 1839, ML, HMCS. Unknown Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June IS,
1839, June 22, 1839, HHS. Bingham, A Residence, 535. Ephraim Clark to Rufiis Anderson, September 6,
1832, ML, HMCS. Commodore Edward P. Kennedy to Kauikeaouli, October 7, 1836, Fo & Ex, HSA.
[Captain] R. Elliot to Ka'ahumanu 2"^, September 29, 1838, Fo & Ex, HSA. Capt. Elliot to [Kina'u],
October 1, 1838, Fo & Ex, HSA. In June 1839, there was a big commotion over what I call the "Catholic
Torture Incident." According to the Sandwich Island Gazette, the chiefs took two Hawaiian female
Catholics and hung them by their arms, from a tree and a hut respectively, because they refused to renounce
their religion. After eighteen hours, some of the local foreign businessmen rescued the women from their
precarious positions. The merchants, of course, blamed the Calvinist missionaries for the chiefs' actions
towards these women. Unknown Editor, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), June 29, 1839, HHS.
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commence" war, bombarding Honolulu with canon and landing armed soldiers, unless
the all i nui signed a treaty meeting his government's demands.These included
handing over a bond of $20,000, allowing the Catholic religion at the islands, providing
land for a Catholic church, releasing ail Catholic prisoners, overturning the kingdom's
abstinence laws, and entering into a commercial treaty that limited duties on French
brandies and wines to 5%. As added insurance that the King would sign the treaty,
Laplace held Kauikeaouli's secretary and lover, Ha'alilio, as a hostage on board
L Artemise. Thus, despite the fact that only a handful of Frenchmen lived in Hawaii and
few vessels from France traded with the Sandwich Islands, the French government and its
representatives used gunboat diplomacy to overturn the sovereignty of the Sandwich
Island chiefs.'"^
Most of the resident traders felt oveijoyed at Laplace's militant stance. The
French commander provided the foreign businessmen with a sense of purpose and
importance, as well as economic opportunity.'"^ The day after the arrival of the

"" Manifesto to Kamehameha III from Laplace, July 10, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA.
Ibid. "History of the French War-ship Artemise," July 1839, Fo& Ex, HSA. Unknown Editor,
Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 13, 1839, HHS. Kekuanao'a to Laplace, July 10, 1839, Fo &
Ex, HSA. Based on the manifesto, the treaty also stated that French subjects in Hawaii would be tried by a
jury of foreigners, rather than by the Sandwich Island chiefs. J. Jarves Correspondence re Laplace Treaty,
August 8, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Treaty betw. Kamehameha III of Sandwich Islands and Laplace of France,
July [12], 17, 1839, Fo& Ex, HSA.
Not all of the business community, or "merchant Action," supported Laplace's actions. William
Hooper refused to sign a letter by the foreign residents thanking Laplace. Later he participated in a "trial"
of James Jarves for writing an article in support of the chiefs for the American mission publication. The
Hawaiian Spectator. Hooper felt uncomfortable singing a verdict stating that Jarves' facts were wrong, but
the other traders convinced him to do so. Reynolds, "Journal, July 19, 1839, August S-6, 12, 14-16, 1839,
typed transcript, HHS. J. J. Jarves, "Account of the Visit of the French Frigate 1'Artemise, " The Hawaiian
Spectator, (Honolulu), July 1839, HMCS. J. Jarves Correspondence re Laplace Treaty, August 8, 1839, Fo
& Ex, HSA.
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L 'Artemise, the traders met and formed a "Committee of Vigilance."'"^ Feeling that their
organization played a critical role during this time of crisis, the white businessmen
published every minute detail of their efforts in the Sandwich Island Gazette. Laplace's
demand for $20,000 also benefited the traders. As the ali 7 nui scrambled to borrow the
fluids, men like Stephen Reynolds, Henry Peirce, and Hiram Grimes rushed to lend them
money. Reynolds called the loans "speculation, not merchandising," and, it seems that
one of the lenders charged 2% interest per month.
The arrival of Laplace provided the merchant faction with the vindication that
they had so longed desired. For several years, the traders had warned both the ali'i nui
and the Calvinists that they would pay for their anti-Catholic policies. Now, they had the
power of the French empire behind them, and Laplace had declared the '"Protestant
Clergy'... as the enemies of France

If the French captain did not outright harm

the Protestant evangelists, he certainly planned to undermine their power and undercut
their cause. This could not have made the white businessmen happier. In the newspaper,
the trader's wrote paragraph after paragraph about their triumph over their Calvinist
enemies. 107

Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 20, 1839, HHS.
Reynolds, "Journal," July 11-12, 1839, typed transcript, HHS. At 2% per month, the chiefs would
have paid S400 a month in interest on $20,000. However, various merchant provided different amounts to
the chiefs and it is not known how much interest they charged them. The American missionaries also
loaned the chiefs $1000. It is not clear if they charged them any interest. The "pious traders" of Ladd &
Co and Peter Brinsmade also lent money, presumably with interest, to the ali'i nui.
Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 27, 1839, HHS.
Ibid., July 13, 1839, July 20, 1839, July 27, 1839.
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The American missionaries were not sanguine about Laplace's arrival. Although
the commander had offered asylum on board his frigate to the American and British
traders, he did not make the same proffer to the Calvinist missionaries. In fact, he
declared that the American clergy "compose[d] a part of the native population, and must
undergo the unhappy consequences of a war which they shall have brought on this
country."'"* All of a sudden, the American evangelists faced the consequences of both
their alliance with ali V nui and their advice to them. Moreover, now that they were
confronted with the prospect of personal harm, they hastened to differentiate themselves
from the Sandwich Island chiefs. Hiram Bingham, who had led the American mission for
almost 20 years, blustered, "Whatever construction shall be put upon the acts of the
government towards France, the American clergy in general, and in particular, ought to
have been exempt from these gross, unmanly charges, and much more from the
vengeance which Capt. Laplace threatened."

Furthermore, the Calvinists wrote a letter

to the new American consul, Peter Brinsmade, asking for his protection and drew up a
petition to the United States Congress, protesting that they too were U.S. citizens and that
Laplace should have afforded them the same protection as he gave to the American
merchants. Finally, they and their allies solicited support for their views by publicizing
their take on the events leading up to Laplace's arrival at the islands, as well as those that
occurred during his stay. In the end, the actions of the King kept the American

See, Bingham,/t Residence, 542. See also, US citizens in Hawaii to US congress, July 12, 1839, Fo
& Ex, HSA.
Bingham, A Residence, 542.
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missionaries out of harms way. The Sandwich Islanders alone paid the price for their
Calvinist-inspired anti-Catholic policies.""
Captain Laplace's actions demonstrated that the mana now lay with him rather
than Hawaii's rulers. The commander gave King Kauikeaouli until 12 July 1839 to meet
the demands in his manifesto. Unfortunately, the Mo 7 had returned to Maui after
Kina'u's burial, leaving the new Kuhina Nui. Kekauluohi, and the new Governor of
Oahu, Kekuanao'a, in charge. Consequently, the French commander magnanimously
declared that he would not attack Honolulu until the 15 July 1839. Fearing that the ICing
would not arrive before an attack commenced, on 13 July 1839, the Governor and the
Kuhina Nui signed a treaty based on the manifesto in Kauikeaouli's name, bringing it and
the $20,000 that the chiefs' had borrowed to Laplace. As Kekuanao'a sailed toward the
fiigate L 'Artemise, cannons from the Honolulu fort offered the required twenty-one-gun
salute.'"
The French captain and his compatriots also obtained the King's signature on the
treaty under duress. On 14 July 1837, Kauikeaouli arrived from Maui, the mommg after
Kekuanao'a and Kekauluohi signed the provisional treaty. Shortly thereafter, Laplace
came ashore with 160 armed soldiers and seamen. The King did not see Laplace until
after he had signed the treaty on 17 July 1839. Keeping Kauikeaouli isolated, the acting
French Consul and owner of the Clementine, Jules Dudoit insisted that unless the Mo 7
"" Samuel N. Castle, to Hitchcock, Baldwin, McDonald, Andrews, Rogers, Conde, Green, Armstrong,
Van Duzee, July 15, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. US citizens in Hawaii to US congress, July 12, 1839, Fo & Ex,
HSA.
' ' ' Kekauluohi, Kekuanao'a t o Laplace, J u l y 1 3 , 1839, F o & E x , H S A . Receipt from L a p l a c e f o r
S20,000, Fo& Ex, HSA. Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 20, 1839, HHS.
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made the agreement, war would commence and future hostilities were assured. Finally,
after a sleepless night, the King relented. Later, on board the L 'Artemise, Dudoit
demanded further concessions."^ In anger and fhistration, Kauikeaouli told Frenchman
to "stop calling... [him] 'King' he is king no longer[,] Louis Phillippe" is king."^
Clearly, the Mo 7 recognized that the French government had the power to vanquish
Hawaiian independence. Laplace, Dudoit, and the resident foreign traders had forced the
King and ali 7 nui to accept both a hated treaty that compromised their sovereignty and a
religion that the chiefs viewed as idolatrous."'*
In 1839, the Sandwich Island rulers paid a huge price for their association with
their Calvinist counselors. With the return of Bachelot and Short, the merchant faction
firmly allied itself with the Catholics. As the Romanist clerics' actions pushed the chiefs
more firmly into the grasp of the Protestant missionaries, the traders saw the remainder of
their influence with the ali 7 nui slip away. In the past, the businessmen had viewed only
the Christian ali 7 nui as their enemies. However, they now identified all of the chiefs,
and especially the King, as their foes. Thus, they saw their only recourse was to call on

These included the provision that Frenchmen accused of crimes would be tried by a jury of
foreigners, rather than by the chiefs. The mouthpiece for the resident merchant faction—The Sandwich
Island Gazette—declared, "The trial of Foreigners by ignorant, biased prejudiced and unprincipled natives
is an anomaly, which has already too long been submitted to
Captain Laplace has done well to secure
his countrymen against such impositions, such mockery of justice to which the Foreign community here so
long, tamely submitted
We hope the time will never again come, when on these Islands the person or
property of a white man, shall be jeopardized by being exposed to the judicature of half civilized Kanakas."
The racism in this comment is obvious. Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu), July 27,
1839, HHS.
Kekauiuohi, Kekuanao'a to Laplace, July 13, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Receipt from Laplace for
S20,000, Fo & Ex, HSA. Unknown Editors, Sandwich Island Gazette, (Honolulu) July 20, 1839, HHS.
"•* J. Jarves Correspondence re Laplace Treaty, August 8, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA. Treaty betw.
Kamehameha III of Sandwich Islands and Laplace of France, July [12], 17, 1839, Fo & Ex, HSA.
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the military might of a western government, hoping that it would smite the rulers of the
Sandwich Islands for them. Feeling that it had been insulted by the small island
kingdom, France felt happy to oblige the foreign merchants' wishes. In the end, neither
the Hawaiian chiefs nor their Calvinist supporters could withstand the superior power of
this western nation. Consequently, the American evangelists scrambled to distance
themselves from the leaders whose anti-Catholic policy they had influenced. Hawaii's
rulers alone paid the price for their actions, sacrificing their sovereign rights so that their
people and their Calvinist fnends might remain safe, hi the 1820s, Ka'ahumanu and the
other Christian chiefs had allied themselves with the Protestant evangelists in order to
shore up their political power. By 1840, in an ironic twist of fate, their association with
the clergyman had resulted in a decline in ali 7 mi authority. As result, in the following
years, the Sandwich Island rulers would remake their government along western lines,
feeling that it was the only way to maintain the independence of their islands.
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CONCLUSION

Just over a century ago, there was an isolated kingdom called Hawaii, an
independent nation, with a parliament, its own flag, a national anthem,
and a beloved Queen, Lili 'uokalani. But in 1893, she was removed from
her throne with the help of the United States marines. It was a great loss
to her people.
Ana Deavere Smith, Hawaii's Last Queen '

In the 1997 video, Hawaii's Last Queen, Ana Deavere Smith's narration is meant
to prove the legitimacy of Hawaiian sovereignty to western audiences by showing that
the idngdom's leaders ruled under familiar forms and symbols of governance. In so
doing, she effectively uses a tool employed by some members of the Hawaiian
sovereignty movement. However, to argue that the Sandwich Islands should have
remained independent because it resembled western governments misrepresents the
history of the islands and the meaning of Hawaiian sovereignty. Like other scholars, the
creators of the video date the loss of the nation's independence to the 1893 overthrow of
the Queen and the annexation of the islands by the United States a few years later. In
reality, the alliances and events of the 1820s and 1830s created a situation which
undermined chiefly sovereignty by 1839.
To actually understand Hawaiian independence, scholars must look to how the
ali 7 nui and the maka ainana conceived of it. Both before and after western contact, the
' WGBH Educational Foundation, Hawaii's Last Queen, The American Experience series, (Boston:
Ducat Segal Production, Inc., 1997).
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islanders based the sovereignty of their idngdom on the chiefs' control of the land, sea,
and their resources, as well as their ability to command their people through the kapu
system. Even after the overthrow of the state religion in 1819, the ali 7 nui continued to
rule their people by implementing taboos. They also maintained their authority over the
islands' lands, ports, and fisheries. Furthermore, when foreigners began to arrive at the
islands after 1778, the chiefs demonstrated their power by including the outsiders in the
kapu system. Later, after its disestablishment, it became more difficult to control western
visitors, but the ali 7 nui retained their dominance. Nevertheless, the traditional Hawaiian
concept of sovereignty and system of governance did not last beyond the 1830s.^
Over a period of sixty years, the effects of western incursion, the eventual alliance
of many of the chiefs with the American missionaries, and, later, the use of gunboat
diplomacy undermined the power and independence of Hawaii's leaders. The
disestablishment of the state religion can be attributed the presence of foreign sailors and
traders. To the ali 7 nui, the native gods seemed powerless and the kapus ineffective
when confronted with the outsiders' mana (divine power) and material culture. However,
the establishment of the Calvinist mission contributed equally, if not more, to the decline
of ali 7 nui power. Since the days of Kamehameha I, most Sandwich Island leaders
recognized the danger of western sailors and sojoumers because these groups often
openly defied their authority. Therefore, they vigilantly defended their interests against
those foreigners who challenged their mle. On the other hand, the missionaries proved to
Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 13-15,45-46,51 -52,56. Kame'eleihiwa states that control of
land was the basis for sovereignty in Hawaii. However, as I have stated, the chiefs displayed their mana
(divine power, authority) by invoking kapus.
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be much more insidious. On the surface—and, often, in reality—the Calvinists had the
best interests of the islanders at heart. Nonetheless, these good intention came from a
people who believed that their white, middle-class, Protestant, New England norms were
superior to that of anything the islanders had to offer. The ali 7 nui recognized the
sincerity of the evangelists, and when faced with foreign opposition, soon came to trust
their opinions. However, they failed to see how the Calvinists' advice and influence—
along with foreign aggression—would undermine their own belief in their ability to rule
their kingdom.
Originally, the teachings of the missionaries attracted Ka'ahumanu and her
supporters because they offered an alternative source of legitimacy. When the ali 7 nui
had overthrown the kapu system, they overturned their own godhood. This threatened
their hegemony because the maka 'ainana had always obeyed them as gods on earth.
Thus, when the chiefs began proclaiming moral kapus in the early 1820s, they did so not
because they had been converted by the evangelists' teachings, but because they needed
to lay claim to the superior mana of the foreign god. No longer deities themselves, they
could at least make use of the Calvinist god's power. However, instead of gaining mana,
Hawaii's rulers further weakened in their traditional system of governance. They did this
by transforming the kapus that required obeisance based on sacred Hawaiian cosmology
into taboos tantamount to western laws. And, while the ali 7 nui had hoped that
implementing moral laws would help them control western sailors and traders, they found
instead that they only served to aggravate the foreigners. Moreover, as they moved to
implement written laws formally in the late 1820s and 1830s, they gave up a significant
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amount of independence since the foreignness of western laws caused them to rely
heavily on the missionaries' advice and explanations.
The same came be said for the chiefs' conversion to Christianity. Lilikala
FCame'eleihiwa has argued convincingly that by 1825, the Calvinists had become the new
kahuna (religious advisors) to the Christian ali 7 nui. In the past, native priests had
played a prominent role in advising the chiefs, using Hawaiian cosmology and belief as
the basis for important decisions. In so doing, the priests helped them maintain their
power and authority. As with western laws, the majority of the ali 7 nui sought the new
religion because it offered the chance to govern their people and the foreign residents as
legitimate Christian rulers. However, once again, this created a situation where they had
to rely on the Calvinists for advice and support because of their unfamiliarity with this
newfound source of power. Any dependence on outsiders inherently undermined their
independence, legitimacy, and authority. In particular, the merchant faction and many
westerners who visited the islands came to believe that the ali 7 nui were nothing other
puppets behind which the Calvinists hid their rule. Moreover, increasingly, a small
number of commoners challenged the authority of the chiefs.^
Both the foreigners' presence and the new religion contributed to factionalism
among the chiefs. Factionalism had existed in the Sandwich Islands since time
immemorial and Marshall Sahlins has shown that usurpation was the basis for legitimacy
in Hawaii and throughout the Pacific. As early as the days of Kamehameha I, the guns
and tactics of westerners had proved instrumental in the conquest and unification of the
' Ibid., 155-156.
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islands under his rule. As was the case in Native American groups, foreign intruders
created new dynamics among the contesting groups of chiefs. Indian tribes split over
whether to stand by the old ways or accept foreign ideas and products. In the Sandwich
Islands, missionaries and merchants offered the natives two competing views of the
world. Ka'ahumanu and her followers accepted the worldview of the Calvinists because
they privileged religion over economics as a source of mana. However, chiefly
sovereignty had always been based on religious cosmology and economic control.
Therefore, Boki and his allies sought the secular capitalism of the traders as a means to
power. Consequently, the chiefs divided over western beliefs rather than rival claims to
superior mana based on native cosmology. In addition, because of their own interests
and desires for power, the missionary and merchant factions encouraged their Hawaiian
allies to ever-greater degrees of contention. In the end, the public nature of the contest
ensured that powers outside of the islands would become involved in the conflict.^
Beginning in the mid-1820s, foreign ships of war began making their might
known to the Sandwich Islanders. In 1826 and 1829, the United States government sent
officials to convince Hawaii's leaders to acknowledge their debts to American traders.
Despite the inequality of their positions, these negotiations tended towards civility and
pleasantries that resulted in agreements, but no formal treaties between the two nations.
This changed in the 1830s as a result of the frequent and vociferous complaints of the
British and American consuls and the other traders to their home governments. In

•* Marshall Sahlins, Historical Metaphors and Mythical Realities: Structure in the Early History of the
Sandwich Islands Kingdom, (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1981)9-32. Marshall Sahlins,
Islands of History, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, I985),73-I03.
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particular, their alliance with the evangelists hurt the position of the chiefs because the
resident merchants began to blame them for the implementation of the much-hated moral
laws, the governments' anti-Catholic policies, and the supposed assault on foreign rights
that they had once attributed solely to the influence of the Calvinists. As the complaints
increased, the United States, Great Britain, and France sent warships to the islands with
greater frequency. Moreover, the attitudes of the commanders of the British and French
vessels grew more belligerent towards the Sandwich Islanders. Thus, in 1836, Lord
Edward Russell of Great Britain forced a hated treaty on the Hawaiians under threat of
war. In 1837, Captains Edward Belcher and Abel du Petit Thouars, of Great Britain and
France respectively, acted combatively towards the ali 7 nui and brought the Reverends
Bachelot and Short on shore contrary to the will of the chiefs. Finally, in 1839, the
French captain C.P.T. Laplace threatened to invade and take the islands as a colonial
possession unless Hawaii's rulers paid him a $20,000 indemnity and signed an unequal
treaty that curtailed the sovereignty of the chiefs. While the Calvinists missionaries
cannot be blamed for the behavior of the representatives of these nations, it is unlikely
that the complaints and, thus, the vessels and their commanders would have come to the
islands so soon, if not for the alliance between the evangelists and the ali 7 nui.
By the late 1830s, foreign belligerence had made Hawaii's leaders dependent on
the American missionaries as advisors. In the past, the ali 7 nui made decisions for their
people and their kingdom based on the cultural knowledge that came from native
cosmology. Their alliance with the missionaries and the adoption of Calvinist
Christianity in the mid-1820s set them on path towards their own subjugation by outside
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forces. When they decided to make foreign norms and beliefs their own, they created the
context for their own usurpation because outsiders, rather than they, now acted as the
purveyors of knowledge and truth. Once they realized that western aggression threatened
their sovereignty, the ali 7 mi became even more dependent on their American allies.
They came to believe that they must learn western ways or lose their islands to
westerners.
The chiefs' appointment of the Reverend William Richards as advisor and teacher
in 1838 opened the floodgates to both change and an influx of foreigners into the
Sandwich Island government. During the reign of Kamehameha 1, white men like John
Young and Don Francisco de Paula Marin advised the ali 7 nui, but had no choice but to
live and work within the kapu system. Later, during the mid-1820s and the 1830s, many
of the Calvinists counseled the chiefs in an unofHcial capacity. However, the clergymen
had to contend with a people who believed that their ways were superior to those of the
outsiders. By the time Hawaii's rulers asked for Richards' help, they had lost faith in the
old ways and themselves. Cultural dissolution and western belligerence had taken its toll.
Consequently, they sought to learn the ways of their enemies, believing it to be the only
way they could withstand them. Little did they know how quickly and radically their
system of governance would change. During the 1840s, the minister and his fomier
colleagues convinced the chiefs to put their government almost wholly in the hands of
foreigners.
Well-meaning, Richards intended to remake Hawaii's leaders and their
government after those in western nations. By 1839, he convinced King Kauikeaouli to
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proclaim both religious toleration and a Declaration of Rights. In the latter, the King
conceded rights to his people and promulgated a civil code. A year later, in 1840, the
first Hawaiian Constitution created a House of Representatives, a Supreme Court, and
Council of Chiefs. In 1842, the chiefs established a Treasury Board. Between 1845 and
1847, the Organic Acts made the judiciary independent, also creating a civil service and a
cabinet. In addition, they adopted American and English civil and common law.^
Once the Sandwich Islanders created a government based on western forms, they
needed foreigners to run it. How could the ali 7 nui remain in charge since they lacked
expertise in these areas? Consequently, Richards proved only the first of the Calvinists to
leave to mission for government service. In 1842, Dr. Gerrit P. Judd became translator
and recorder. A year later, the King appointed him Secretary of Foreign Affairs and the
doctor became the most powerful man in the kingdom. Three more former evangelists
soon joined him. Within a short time, white men outside the mission became a part of the
government since men like Judd had more work than they could handle. In 1844,
fourteen white men worked for the government. By 1851, there were forty-eight. The
case of Kekuanao'a demonstrates how foreigners quickly replaced natives in the
government. During the 1830s, the chief had served as conunander of the fort in
Honolulu and the Governor of Oahu. With the Constitution of 1840, the Governors of

' Ralph Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 1778-1854: Foundation and Transformation, (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii, 1938), 167-169,227-266. According to Kuykendall, the Constitution of 1840
created three levels of government: the King and Kuhina Nui, the chiefs, and the people. The
representatives of the commoners formed the lower house and the chiefs the upper. See also, Gavan Daws,
Shoal of Time: A History ofthe Hawaiian Islands, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1968), 107-108.
See also, Lorrin A. Thurston, The Fundamental Law of Hawaii, (Honolulu: The Hawaiian Gazette Co.,
Ltd., 1904), 1-9.
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each island were made judges over them. Because of his poor English and the American
and British distrust of his decisions, in 1845, Kekuanao'a appointed the former
missionary, the Reverend Lorrin Andrews, to act as his substitute in all cases involving
litigation between both alien and naturalized foreigners. The Governor did continue to
act as judge over native cases.^
The number of white men in the Sandwich Island government might not have
mattered if they had been loyal to the interests of the natives. But, although men like
Judd and Richards worked to make sure that the kingdom remained independent, their
belief in the superiority of the own culture made it impossible for them to truly support
the sovereignty of the chiefs. Interestingly, the commoners recognized this more than the
chiefs did. In 1845, thousands of maka 'ainana on Maui held prayer meetings and signed
protests against foreigners in the government. During that same year, Judd and two other
white government officials, Robert C. Wyllie and John Ricord, signed a profession of
"Political Creed and Principles."' In it, they stated that it was the "duty of the King to
employ Foreigners in all departments where the duties cannot be performed by natives,"
and that they would surrender their commission when natives had been properly educated
for these positions.^ Yet, the question remained, when would the westerners in the
government decide the Hawaiian were ready for self-government? The Reverend

^ Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 227-266. It is interesting to note that Kuykendail's chapter on
governmental reorganization mentions almost no Hawaiians at all. Instead, it focuses on the westerners
who were instrumental in remaking the Hawaiian government. See also, Daws, Shoal of Time, 107-108.
^ Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 260.
* Quoted from Ibid. The author points out that Judd reluctantly signed the Political Creed.
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Richard Armstrong, who became Minister of Public Instruction in 1846, provided an
answer when he wrote, "a// the important affairs of the government are now administered
by the adopted foreigners. It must be necessarily be so,... The native chiefs are far from
being competent to manage these complicated affairs

Both Armstrong and the

other "adopted foreigners" had become naturalized citizens. An 1846 law required that
aliens take the oath of allegiance to the King before becoming Sandwich Island officials.
However, many westerners both within and outside the government saw the oath more as
means of advancing their own interests than as evidence of the their loyalty to the King
and chiefs.
The confluence of missionary and merchant interests created the context for the
ali 7 nui's loss of control over their land and the basis of their sovereignty.'' Since the
1820s, and especially in the 1830s, resident western traders had been agitating for their
"rights." This included a belief that the chiefs should allow them fee simple title to the
lands that they used for their homes, stores, and crops. Nonetheless, the Sandwich Island
elite had always insisted that the ownership of the kingdom's territory belonged to the
King. Since the inception of the mission, the Calvinists had supported this concept.
However, by the 1840s, a number of reasons led some of the evangelists to agitate for the
land reform. First, the Panic of 1837 had disastrous effects on the coffers of the ABCFM.

^ Quoted from Ibid., 238. In the same lener, Armstrong wrote, "Foreigners may flock in & take the
oath of allegiance, & be veiy zealous for the King & country and all that & still be foreigners
"
Daws, S/ioa/, 109. KaykenAaW, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 119-2^0.
'' Kame'eleihiwa dates this merging of missionaiy and merchants at 1850. Kame'eleihiwa, Native
Lands, 305. I argue that it began in the late 1830s.
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The Board suggested that the missionaries cut back on their expenses, and increasingly,
the Calvinists searched for new means to support themselves. Like the resident traders,
in the late 1830s, some members of the mission began experimenting with sugar
production. Others encouraged their native parishioners to help supply their wants.
During the 1840s, a number of evangelists left the mission to join the government,
become businessmen, or both. At the same time, those missionaries who arrived in the
late 1830s and early 1840s were less patient with Hawaiian ways of doing things. They
insisted that the natives could not reach the higher levels of civilization until they had the
means and motivation for hard work and industry. They believed that individual property
ownership would encourage the maka 'ainam to embrace the Protestant work ethic and
become yeoman farmers. Eventually, many of the Calvinists who had been in the islands
for years concurred. At the same time, both the evangelists and members of the foreign
community suggested that the only way to stave off native depopulation was through
individual property ownership.'^
In the mid-1840s, Judd and a number of other white officials convinced the King
and chiefs to allow their people to buy land in fee simple.'^ Known as the Great Mahele

'* Paul William, Harris, Nothing But Christ: Rufits Anderson and the Ideology of Protestant Foreign
Missions, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 61-65. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 201-202,
206. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, ITi-llS.
These included the Reverend William Richards, Robert Wyllie, and William Little Lee. By all
accounts, Judd was against foreign ownership of land. The 1850 resolution allowing this was passed while
Judd was away in Europe. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 299. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 297.
Kame'eleihiwa argues that the missionaries were instrumental in persuading the chiefs to accept the
Mahele since they were the new kahuna (priests) to the ali'i nui and spoke fluent Hawaiian. In addition,
she points out that all of the older ali'i nui that had once restrained the King, and any move on his part
towards western capitalistic land practices, were dead by 1848. Thus, the King had to rely on the younger
chiefs educated at the mission school and the evangelists for advice. Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 201,
206-207,289.
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(to share or divide equally), this decision created the context for the later appropriation of
property by foreigners. For the first time, the King gave up the right to all his lands,
reserving some for himself and the government, and making others available for purchase
by the ali 7 nui and maka ainana. In 1846, a Board of Land Commissioners was set up to
determine previous claims to lands and to settle disputes. Eventually, many of the ali 7
nui and lesser chiefs made claims and paid their commutation fees. Most commoners did
not. Like Native Americans, the maka 'ainana foimd property ownership an alien concept
and, thus, failed to even apply for the small amounts of land to which they were entitled.
In addition, many did not have fimds to pay the required commutation fee. A few short
years later, in 1850, the legislature passed a law making it legal for aliens to buy property
on the same terms as the King's subjects. Both missionaries and merchants eagerly lined
up to make their claims before the Land Commission. In addition, those few commoners
who did gain access to land were free to sell it. More often than not, they sold it to the
white men who understood the value of property ownership much more than they did.'"*
There is a common saying at the islands today that "the missionaries came to do
good, and they did well." Not all of the evangelists "did well," but many became
powerful government ofHcials, wealthy businessmen, and holders of vast tracts of land.
Their companies, homes, wealth, and progeny remain evident today at the islands for all

The chiefs were also slow to make claims for their share of the land. The legislature passed
extensions in 1854, I860, and 1892 because so many had failed to do so. Daws, Shoal, 124-128.
Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom, 269-298. Kame'eleihiwa points out that the members of the mission
applied to the King, chiefs, and Privy Council for 560 acres for each evangelist. Their request was granted.
Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 206. According to the author, only 9% of the native population received
land as a result of the Mahele. Ibid, 297. For more information on the Mahele, distribution of land, and its
aftermaths, see Ibid., chs. 8,9, 10.
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to see. Other foreigners also found success at the islands, but they never denied that that
was their intention. Thus, many native Hawaiians continue to express bitter resentment
against both the missionaries and their descendants with a special vehemence. The
Calvinist evangelists have become the villains of Hawaiian history. It is ironic that those
who came with good intentions, those who were just about the only westerners to show
any concern for the natives, should also be the ones who bear the principle responsibility
for their demise. Many of the missionaries devoted their lives to the natives.
Nonetheless, the evangelists always believed that their white, Protestant, New England
culture was superior to that of the islanders and this belief doomed the chiefs who put
their trust in them, and also their reputations to posterity.
Today, most members of the Hawaiian sovereignty movement, scholars, and
interested observers date the loss of Hawaiian sovereignty to the 1893 overthrow of
Queen Lili'uokalani.'^ In reality, the chiefs had lost control more than four decades

One of the most noteworthy examples of the Calvinists' success in business was the firm started by
Amos Starr Cooke and Samuel Castle. Today, Castle and Cooke is a successful multinational corporation.
According to Kame'eleihiwa, by 1855,47 evangelists had applied for more land, in addition to their 560
acres. Their request was granted and they received thousands of acres of land. Kame'eleihiwa, Native
Lands, 302.
Kame'eleihiwa is one of the few scholars to date the loss of Hawaiian sovereignty to an earlier
period. She argues that it began with the Great Mahele, which she dates at 1848. Kame'eleihiwa, Native
Lands, 15. t argue that it occurred earlier. The process began in 1838 with the appointment of William
Richards as advisor and instructor to the chiefs. When the ali 7 nui promulgated the Declaration of Rights
and the Constitution of 1840, they undermined their sovereignty. The reorganization of the government
and the land reform of the 1840s sealed their fate. Kame'eleihiwa's mentor, Haunani Kay Trask, a militant
Hawaiian nationalist, dates the "theft of our government, lands, and language" to the 1890s. Haunani Kay
Trask, From a Native Daughter: Colonialism & Sovereignty in Hawaii, (Monroe, ME: Common Courage
Press, 1993), 16-20 114. The producers and many of the whites and Hawaiians interviewed in Hawaii's
Last Queen, also date the loss of Hawaiian sovereignty to the overthrow of the Queen. WGBH Educational
Foundation, Hawaii's Last Queen. See also. Daws, Shoal, 291. With regard to the coup. Daws writes,
"The Hawaiians had lost much of their reason for living long ago, when the kapus were abolished; since
then a good many of them had lost their lives through disease; the survivors lost their land; they lost their
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earlier. It is not that they did not continue to take part in their own governance. A new
generation of young Hawaiian scholars educated at the mission school at Lahainaluna
was instrumental in the writing of the Constitution of 1840 and played key roles in the
government. On the other hand. King Kauikeaouli continued to drink and act as he had
in the past, leaving the other a// 7 nui to take his part in the administration of the
kingdom. Despite their participation, the moment the chiefs embarked on the path
toward remaking their government along western lines, they gave up their power to make
decisions based on Hawaiian cultural knowledge. They made themselves dependent on
outsiders because western governance required western knowledge. Moreover, when the
King gave up his control over all of the islands' lands, he gave up the basis for Hawaiian
sovereignty, and thus his kingdom. In many ways, after 1840, there were two
governments in the Sandwich Islands For the most part, the ali 7 nui continued rule over
their people, but the whites in the government—with the help of their native converts—
made the laws by which everyone, including the King and chiefs, had to abide. The
Hawaiian elite spent the next fifty-three years trying to regain some of the power that
they had given up. That is why the Americans overthrew Queen Lili'uokalani in 1893:
she had planned to promulgate a new constitution that returned authority to the crown.
The annexation of Hawaii to the United States in 1898 proved to be only the last in series
of usurpations of native power. In the contest to control the destiny of the islands, only
the Hawaiians lost out.'^

leaders, because many of the chiefs withdrew from politics in favor of nostalgic self-indulgence; and at last
they had lost their independence."
For Kauikeaouli's drinking after the Great Mahele, see, Kame'eleihiwa, Native Lands, 289-294.
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APPENDIX A:'
GLOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN TERMS

aikane
*aikapu
akua
ali*i
aliM nui
hanai
hade
hulumanu
'imihaku
kahu
kahuna
Kalaimoku
kalai'aina
kama'aina
kanaka
kanc
kapu
kaukau ali'i
konohikj
Ku
Kuhina Nui
Lono
mahele
Makahiki
malama
mana
MoM
ni'aupio
pono
punalua
wahine

intimate friend; male lover
sacred eating; to eat under taboo
a god; a goddess; gods; goddesses
chief; chiefess; king; queen; noble
high chief; high chiefess; high chiefs; high chi fesses
to feed; foster child; adopted child
a foreigner; a white person
bird feathers; the court favorites of Kamehameha II and III
to seek a new god, chief, or source of power
royal guardian in the family of a high chief
priest; minister
counselor; prime minister
carving up of land; redivision of land
native bom; child of the land
person; servant; subject
a male; a "husband"
sacred; consecrated; prohibited
lesser chiefs
land steward
god of war and politics
principal advisor to the King
god of fertility and agriculture
portion; division; share
festival dedicated to Lono marking the begimiing of the new year
to care for; preserve
divine power
paramount chief; King
offspring of the mating of a brother and sister or half-brother and
half-sister
goodness; morality; harmony
spouses sharing a spouse
a female; a "wife"

' Definitions taicen from Mary Kawena Pukui, Samuel H. Elbert, and Esther T. Mookini, The Pocket
Hawaiian Dictionary with a Concise Hawaiian Grammar, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1975
and Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony?,
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 388-391.

APPENDIX B:
GLOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN CHIEFS

Boki

Hoapili

Ka'ahumanu

Kaikio'ewa

Kalanimoku
Kamamalu
Kamehameha I
Kamehameha D (Liholiho)

Kamehameha III (Kauikeaouli)

Kaomi
Kaumuaii'i
George Kaumuaii'i
Ke'eaumoku D
Keicauluohi
Kekuanao'a
Keopuoiaui
Kina'u (Ka'ahumanu II)
Kuakini
Leieiohoku

younger brother of Kalanimoku; Governor of Oahu,
guardian to Kauikeaouli, husband of Liliha, leader
of anti-missionary faction
Christian Governor of Maui, Molokai, Lanai;
married to Keopuolani; father of Liliha and
Kekauluohi
Kamehameha I's favorite wife, Kuhina Nui,
Liholiho's co-ruler. Queen Regent under
Kauikeaouli, aunt to Kina'u, stepmother to
Liholiho and Kauikeaouli, Christian (1825),
cousin of Kamehameha I; 1^ guardian to
Kauikeaouli; Governor of Kauai (1824); Christian
(@1830)
Christian (1825); principal advisor to Kamehameha
I, Liholiho, and Ka'ahumanu, father of Leieiohoku
favorite wife of Liholiho
Mo'/ who united all of the islands except Kauai
Mo 7, eldest son of Kamehameha I and Keopuolani,
full brother of Kauikeaouli and Nahi'ena'ena, halfbrother of Kina'u
Mo V, youngest son of Kamehameha L, full brother
of Liholiho and Nahi'ena'ena, half-brother to
Kina'u
commoner, half-Tahitian lover of Kauikeaouli
Mo 7 of Kauai; married to Ka'ahumanu
son of Kaumuaii'i
brother to Ka'ahumanu and Kuakini; Governor of
Maui under Kamehameha I
Kuhim Nui after Kina'u's death in 1839; daughter
of Hoapili; half-sister of Kina'u and Kamamalu;
Christian
Christian; married to Kina'u, low-ranking ali 7;
Governor of Oahu 1839
Christian, sacred wife of Kamehameha I, later
married to Hoapili
Kuhina Nui after Ka'ahumanu's death; married to
Kekuanao'a
Governor of Hawaii Island, brother of Ke'eaumoku
and Ka'ahumanu, nominal Christian
son of Kalanimoku; briefly married to Nahi'ena'ena

Liliha
Nahi'ena'ena

Naihe
Wahinepio

daughter of Hoapili, wife of Boki; leader of antimissionary faction after Boki's death
daughter of Kamehameha I and Keopuolani, full
sister of Liholiho and Kauikeaouli, half-sister of
Kina'u, briefly married to Leleiohoku
Christian, acting Governor of Hawaii Island 1831
sister of Boki and Kalanimoku;
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